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NOTICE

: Volume I contains draft material that was ' written to-provide an overview of the
-technical basis of the- overall guideline development project that resulted in the ;

guid: lines contained in Volume II. Volume I is not a formal report or a complete
. document. A formal report will be completed later this year and copies of it.will be
L sent to all workshop participants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 ItackcrounJ

The importance of a well-designed human-system interface (HSI) to reliable human performance
and nuclear safety is widely acknowledged. A report of the National Academy of Sciences (Moray &
Huey,19SS) indicated that one of the first insights from studies of the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident
was that errors caused by operators in the contro! room (CR) are a significant contributing factor to
nuclear power plant (NPP) incidents and accidents. The errors at TMI were due to several factors
including a poorly designed CR and inadequate provisions for monitoring of the basic safety parameters

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG,1988) of theof plant functioning.
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)in their internationally recognized basic safety principles
indicated that "one of the most important lessons of abnormal events, ranging from minor incidents toFurther,
serious accidents is that they have so often been the result of incorJ41 human action."
' continued knowledge and understanding of the status of the plant on the pan of operating staffis a vital

j
!

component of defense in depth? This conclusion led to the following safety principle that plants should
" Parameters to be monitored in the CR arc selected, and their displays are arranged toensure that:

ensure that operators have clear and unambiguous indications of the status of plant conditions important
to safety, especially for the purpose ofidentifying and diagnosing the automatic actuation and operation
of a safety system or the degradation of defense in depth?

In the U.S., the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviews the human engineering aspects
of CRs to ensure that they a- designed to good human factors engineering (HFE) principles and that

In response to the investigations
operator performance and reuability are appropriately supported.
following TMI, the U.S. NRC developed an action plan (U.S. NRC,1980a and 1980b) to address safety-
signi6 cant deficiencies in commercial NPPs. In addition, a formal human factors program was initiated
in the NRC. With respect to HSI interface, there were two significant outgrowths of the post TMI
planning. First, all licensees and applicants for commercial NPP operating licenses were required to
conduct a detailed CR design review (DCRDR) and including reviews of remote shutdown panels to
identify and wrrect human factors design deficiencies. Extensive guidelines, published in NUREU-0700.
' Guidelines for Control Room Design Roiew (U.S. NRC,1981), were prepared for these evaluations.
Second, all licensees and applicants were required to install a Plant Safety Parameters Display System
(SPDS) to aid operators to rapidly and reliably determine the safety status of th" plant, something they
were unable to do during the accident at TMI. The minimum information required was reactivity control,

L reactor core cooling, and heat removal from the primary system, reactor coolant system integrity,
radioactivity control, and containment conditions. The NRC provided guidance on SPDS design and
implementation (U.S. NRC,1980c,1981). Analogous requirements for SPDS and human engineering
of CRs were established for new plant designs in 10 CFR 5034. In addition to requiring licensees to
conduct DCRDRs and install SPDS consoles, the evaluation of licensecs' compliance regarding these
issues became part of the NRC's Standard Roiew Plan (SRP) (U.S. NRC,1984), Sections 18.1 and 18.2,(.

!. respectively. The SRP describes the review procedures and acceptance critoria that the NRC uses for
!

cach area covered.'

,
-

The DCRDRs have produced a great deal of information regarding human engineering
-deficiencies (HEDs) that cristed in NPPs. A recent study by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) evaluated 25 DCRDRs performed in the 1980s in order to identify and categorize the identified
problems based upon the categorization scheme provided in NUREG-0700 (Seminara,1988). A total
of 4,345 HEDs were evaluated in the EPRI study and a summary of the HEDs within each category is

It was found that there was a steady increase in the number of'HEDs per CRgiven in Table 1.1.

,
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reported between 1981 and 1986 as NUREG.0700 became Ir.creasingly applied to the DCRI>Rs. In
-

general, the HSI issues associated with NPPs are broad and cover all aspects of CR design as can be seen
in Table 1.1.

7;
Table 1.1. Summary of Iluman Error Deficiencies Found in 25 DCRDRs

,

AVG,NO.

NUREG-0700 SECTION HEDs PER hTP

641 26 |
6.1 Workspace

6.2 Communications 160 6

6.3 Annunciators 488- 20
- I

6.4 Controls $58 22

I
1085 43

6.5 Displays

6.6 Labels -638 26

335 13
6.7 Computer

6.8 Panel Layout 328 13

6.9 C/D Integration 112 4

Summary: 4345 174

NOTE: From Seminara,1966. I
'

Problems have been reported following the review of SPDS interfaces as well (Liner, R., and!

DeBor .I.,1988). The main purpose of SPDS is to assist operators at detecting, interpreting, and'

tracking process disturb.nces by providing a concise display of key parameters and an ability to track
-

changes. However, poor information displays which confuse or mislead operators have led to poor
acceptance of these systems in some plants.

Following the completion of DCRDR- and SPDS-related reviews, attention was focussed on
research areas for which scientlSe data were insufficient to support regulation. One such area was
the introduction of advanced, computer-based HSI technology which was not utilized in TMI era

,

NPPs.

Advanced, computer-based HSI designs are emerging in NPPs as a result of several far: tors.-

(1) incorporation of computer-based systems (such as SPDS), (2) backfitting of,e include:
c ,ent CRs with new control and display technologies, when existing hardware is no longer
supported by equipment vendors, and (3) development of advanced CR concepts as part of new

*

i hybrid CR

_-(evolutionary and revolutionary) reac:or designs. The first two activities result n areflecting a mix of conventional and advanced technologies. Advanced CRs will be developed
primarily with advanced instrumentation and controls based upon digital technology and will be
substantially different from conventional and hybrid CRs. These developments may have significantg

, implications for plant safety in that they will affect the operator's overall role (function) in the
,

| system, the method of information ptesentation, the ways in which the operator interacts with the sys-l

12

.
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tr:m, and the requirements on the operator to understand and supervise an increasingly comp ex
sptem.

To help assure that advanced technology is incorporated in both new and existing CRs in ai l

way that emphasizes the potential safety benefits of the technology and minimizes the potent anegative effects on performance and plant safety, the NhC reviews the design and implementation ofThe
significant changes to CRs and reviews the human engincedng repects of new CR designs.
principal guidance (NUREG-0700; U.S. NRC,1 >st) availabe :o the NRC, however, was developed
more than ten years ago, well prior to these technological changs and was tailored to the technclo-
gies used in " conventional * CRs. Accordingly, the human factors g.'idance needs to be updced to
serve as the basis for NRC review of these advanced designs.

While there is still much ta be learned about the effects of advanced technology interfaces on
human performance, there have been many government, and professional groups (e.g., NASA, DoD,
Human Factors Society), which have inl%d development of guidelines and evaluation method-
ologies for the incorporation of advanced technology into the HSI. Over the past ten years, the NRC
has sponsored several studies addressing the evaluation of various aspects of advanced CR technolo-
gics (e.g., Gilmore,1985; Rankia et al.,1985; U.S. N 'tC,1984b). In addition, NRC has been a
member of the Halden Project which has been very active in the testing and evaluation of computer-
based CR technology and in developing evaluation eriteria for such systems (see Kennedy,1989 for

More recently, there has also been considerable activity within the
an overview of this work).nuclear mdustry to develop guidelines and standards for advanced technolos;y L.terfaces (e.g., iEC,
1989; EPRI,1990).

Several of the efforts to develop human factors guidance for advanced HS1 have been based
on multi year studies incorporating peer review. While it is recognized that the HS1 requirements in
nuclear power plant CRs are uninue in many ways, a critical review and incorporation of relevant

portions of prior (and ongoing) erforts in other fields will maximize the speed of NRC's guidelinedevelopment effort. Such an approach will enable the available resources to be specifically directed
toward resolving those issues which are either uniqae to NPPs or which have not been adequately ad-
dressed by available guidelines and evaluation techniques. Further, there are many similarities
between both advanced CRs and local HSis in NPPs and other advanced workstation applications
such as telecommunications network CRs, space-based workstations, advanced aircraft cockpits, and
military " command, control, communications and intelligence" (C'I) workstations. Tnis trend toward
increasing similarity of command and control complexes for diverse applications has been referred to
as ' convergent evolution" (Weiner,1988) and is, in part, being brought about by digital technology.
Thus, while there will remain many unique aspects to NPP operations, modern approaches to CR
design share much in common with design of other types of control complexes, thus providing a
further technology transfer benefit.

1.2 Project Ohlective and Overt

The overall purpose of this project is to develop human factors guidelines for the review of
advanced human system interfaces in NPPs. Accordingly, several objectives have been identified:

To develop a general framework (or approach) for the evaluation of advanced HSI
since such evaluations are likely to be influenced by different factors than NRC HSI

1.

reviews conducted in conventional control rooms.

1-3
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To develop a " Guideline * document to support the review of advanced HSis based
-

upon accepted human factors engineering principles, standards, and guidance avail-
2.

able from within and outside the nuclear energy community. In this document, the
tenn "Guldeline" (with a capitol "G') refers to the entire document, while the term 7
*guldeline* refers to the individual guidelines within the document.

To develop an interactive, computer-based document to facilitate guideline access and3.
to provide user aids to support the conduct of reviews.

To perform tests and evaluations of the guideline in order to support its technical4.
validity, scope, content, and functionality.

To identify areas that are important to performing reviews of advanced NPP HSis for
which available guidance is inadequate to support human factors reviews and develop5.

approaches to closing the ' gaps.*

The project has an additional objective to utilize the results of this effort to support6.
the NRC review of advanced control room designs. While this objective has been
accomplished,it will not be discussed in this report due to the proprietary nature of
the material.

The project is composed of five major tasks, each one corresponding to the five objectives
listed above:

Task 1 - General HFE Program Review Model Development*

Task 2 - Guideline Development*

Task 3 - Interactive Document Development*

Task 4 - Test, Evaluation, and Guideline Modification*

Task 5 - New Guidance Development*

These general tasks are illustrated at the top of Figure 1,1, in the shaded boxes below, each
-

task is broken into its major subtasks. At present, Tasks 1,2, and 3 are completed and Task 4 is
und:.way. While some effort toward Task 5 has been accomplished, the main effort will be
conducted following the completion of Task 4. Figure 1.1 also shows the planned revisions to the
Guideline (shown in the bold-outlined boxes). At present the Development Test has been completed
and based upon the results the Guideline has been modified. Thus, Revision 2 of the Guideline is
completed and appears in Volume 2 of the report. The first draft of the Guideline will be considered
complete when Revision 3 of the Guideline is accomplished following modifications based upon User
Test and Peer-Review Workshop evaluations.

'

A brief overview of these tasks follows (a more detailed description of these tasks is
contained in this the remaining sections of this report).

As indicated above, the project is composed of a five primary tasks. The purpose of Task 1 -
General HFE Program Review Model Development wu to evaluate the issues that impact the
performance of HFE reviews of advanced technology. These issues include specific factors that affect
the NRC regulatory responsibility as well as general issues regarding the impact of achanced
technology on operating crew performance in high-reliability and complex supervisory control systems,

1-4
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Based upon a analysis of these issues, a broad evaluation model was developed to encompass the
-

Issues that were identified. The model is expressed in fairly broad terms and will not be fully
developed in this project. Instead one aspect of the model was selected for detailed developruent inj

Task 2 ( Guideline Development) - HFE guideline for computer-based HSIs. As part of Task 2, a.J
guide!!ne development methodology was established and individual guidelines were assembled into an
organizational structures and standardized.

In Task 3 - Interactive Document Development, the guidelines developed in Task 2 were
,

assembled into an electronic database and an interactive document was created. The interactivei id t f cilitate guideline utilization,
. document not only contains the guidelines, it provides rev ewer a s o a
evaluation, and report generation.

In Task 4 - Test, Evaluation, and Guideline Modification, the guideline is being evaluated forI

its technical content as well as its user interfaces and functionality. Three different types of
,

evaluations are being conducted and the Guideline is being modified based upon the test / evaluation
results. The Euldelines are being tested by the developers (Development Test) and a selected group

- of representative users (User Tests). In addition, the Guideline will be evaluated in a peer-resiewworkshop. Based upon the results of the User Test and Workshop, Revision 3 of the Guit *line will
be developed.

Task 5 will addresses new guideline development. Through the development, test and
evaluation activities already accomplished, some gaps and deficiencies in the guidelines have already
been identified. - As testing proceeds additional deficiencies will be found. A methodology to address
the development and incorporation of new guidelines in the Guideline will be developed.

1.3 Orennization of the Report

The remainder of Volume 1 of the report is generally organized by the Tasks identified above
and in Figure 1.1. Section 2 describes the development of a general model for the review of
advanced NPP human factors and the factors and issues which were important in developing the-~

approach. Developing the details of the entire model was beyond the scope or the project. Section 3.

describes the development methodology of the aspect of the model to be addressed by the remainder
rf the project, i.e., HFE guidelines for the review of advanced HSI, and the overall scope uf the
guideline development effort. Section 4 describes the development of the interactive document and

-its present functions and user interfaces. Section 5 describes the tests and evaluations that have been
performed to date. This work is presently underway, so.only preliminary information is available.
Task 5 on new guideline development has not fully begun, but some preliminary information of areasL

of advanced HSI for which available guidance is weak has been developed and is presented in Section|
'

- 6. The references are not provided in this draft material.

The Guideline developed thus far is mntained in Volume 2 of this report (bound separately).
~
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1.

DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL MODEL FOR TIIE REVIEW OF2.
ADVANCED REACTOR HFE

Factors Affectine the Review of Advanced Reactor IIFE2.1

In order to develop an approach to the review of the human factors engineering of advancedSeveral
NPPs,it was necessary to consider the factors which can be expected to impact such reviews.
sources of information were reviewed to identify significant issues, including:

Current NRC regulations governing the review of advanced reactors.*

Research reports and publ! cations on advanced technology being developed for human*

system interfaces in process control application,

Information available on advanced NPP control room designs,*

Advanced instrumentation and controls surveys conducted for the NRC (Carter and
Urig,1990), the IAEA (Neboyan and Kossilov,1990), and the OECD (Kennedy,198S),

*

General human factors literature on human information processing and the effects of
*

advanced technology on human performance, and

Existing literature on human factors standards and guidelines for advanced HSI.*

Based upon a review of the abe ve material, many factors were identified v/hich have implications
for the development of an approach tt, the review of the human factors engineering of advanced HSI.
These factors are organized into four categories; regulatory issues (Section 2.1.1), trends in NPP HSis
(Section 2.1.2), human infonnation prxessing and performance factors (Section 2.1.3), and advanced HSI
guidelines issues (Section 2.1.4). Tha implications of these factors and issues for the HFE review are
summarized in Section 2.1.5.

2.1.1 Regulatory Considerations

Two factors are considered in this section:

NRC review of standardized plant designs under 10 C Part 52,
*

Scope of human factors reviews.*

2.1.1.1 NRC Review of Standardized Plant Designs Under 10 CFR Part 52

NRC CR reviews have typically been directed toward existing CRs or existing systems (such as
However, the NRC and.the utility industry have embarked on an effort to improve and

SPDS).standardize future commercial nuclear pwer plant designs. The NRC has issued 10 CFR 52 titled ''Early
site perinits; standard design certifications; and combined licenses for nuclear power plants," in order to
encourage standardization and to streamline the licensing process. Nuclear plant designers and vendors
have begun the design of advanced standard plants, which are being submitted to the NRC for review
and approval under Part 52. The General Electric (GE) Advanced BWR and Combustion Engineering
(CE) 80+ are examples of designs undergoing this type of review.

2-1
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The licensing process of Part 52 consists of a Final Design Approval by the NRC and the
-

Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) followed by a standard design certification that isissued as an NRC Rule. This will require forma! rule-making and include the opportunity for a public
hearing before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Doard (ASLB). The certification, when issued, would :
be valid for 15 years (renewable). During its tenure neither the NRC nor the designer can change or

, y
.

_

!

impose new re !uirements on the standard design certification without a new rule. making. Utilities would
have the option of purchasing the standard design and utilizing it as already approved by the NRC.

|
In order to ensure that a p| ant, as built, conforms to the standard design certification, inspections,!

tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) must be specified as part of the standard designf
ecrtification. Then, a utility which is building the plant and the NRC will ensure that the ITAAC are
performed and met.

A utility desiring to license and operate a nuclear power plant under Part 52, will obtain a
Combined Operating License (COL), which authorizes both construction and operation in one step. The

, |
I

COL applicant may propose a new design or reference an existing standard design certification.

In orde to obtain a standard design certification under Part 52, a designer must submit a
Standard Safety Analysis Report (5SAR) to the NRC for roiew. The NRC's review of the SSAR is
issued as a Final Safety Evaluation Report (FSER) which will form the basis for the Final Design
Approval and the Standard Design Certification.

One of the major issues to emerge from the initial CR reviews under the certification process
was that detailed HSI design information was not available for staff review as part of the design
certification evaluation. For example, the ABWR control room analysis and design efforts have provided

:

a list of key control room design features characterized et a general level (not a detailed specification).
To address the istue oflack of design detail, the NRC has performed the design certification evaluation
based partially on the preliminary design and partially on an implementation process plan which describes
the HFE program elements required to develop the key features into an acceptable detailed design
specification. Along with the design and implementation process, NRC will require GE to submit a form
of ITAAC, now called Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC), which will ensure that the design and

-

implementation process is properly executed by the COL applicant. The NRC specified that the design
and implementation process should contain descriptions of all required human factors activities
(elements) that are necessary and sufficient for the development and implementation of the HSis. It
should also include an identification of predetermined NRC conformance review points, the DAC, and
ITAAC for the conformance reviews.

This process is very different from the typical HSI reviews conducted by the NRC. The present
NRC review criteria presented in the Chapter 18 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) and in NUREG.
0700 provide little information to the reviewer for this type of evaluation. Since the review of a design'

and implementation process is unprecedented, the criteria for review are not addressed by current
regulations and guidance documents. HFE reviews of advanced reactors must support the review of HSis
through the design and implementation design cycle and must be capable of supporting review of
proposed standardized designs, as well as modifications to existing CRs.

2.L1.2 Scope of Human Factors Reviews

While the focus of NUREG4)700 reviews was the CR (with reference to remote shutdown
panels), the NRC has also been evaluating human factors characteristics of local panels in connection

| 2-2
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with Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) and Appendix R (Safe Shutdown) reviews. In addit on,d l
the NRC is currently investigating the safety significance oflocal panels and components and to eve op
human factors guidance for them (see O'Hara et al.,1990; Ruger et al.,1991). Based on these studies,
the review of advanced NPP human factors should encompass the HSis outside as well as ir. side the

'

main control room.

2.L2 Trends in Advanced NPP

Two issues are considered in this section:

Diversity of Advanced Reactor Technology*

CR Evolution and Major Trends in HSI Technologye

2.1.2.1 Diversity of Advanced Reactor Technoiogy

The current generation of commercial NPPs in the U.S., consisting of over 100 plants, is based
upon light water reactor (LWR) technology. The LWR plants were either boiling water reactors (BWRs)
or pressurized water reactors (PWRs). There were two gas <ooled commercial reactors, Peach Bottom-1
and Fort St. Vrain, but these were built in the 1960s and early 1970s and are now shut down.

Advanced reactors are being developed based upon a broader technolocv bub, including: Light
Water Reactors (LWRs), Heavy Water Reactors (HWRs), Lion!d hietal Reactors (LMRs), and gas-
' cooled reactors, such as the modular high temperature gas reactor (MHTGR). Each of these reactor
types is envisioned to be a standard plant design from which a number of reactors would be built.
However, the diversity of reactor types raises new issues relative to the design and operation of the
reactors. These issues include reactivity control and other reactor physics issues, core thermal hydraulics,
natural cooling of the core,very different safety systems and safety system control and operation, smaller
plants and multiple units (as many as nine per site). different dominant accident sequences, new hazards
(e.g., sodium-water reactions and very high tritium levels), new equipment (liquid sodium pumps, gas
circulators, and " passive" components), and advanced instrumentation and controls.

Thus, as these new reactor types are designed and built. there are new and different sptems
being incorporated and many new features to be addressed both from a reactor physics and plant

One of the main design objectives of the next generation of reactors is to
engineering standpoint.
develop riants which are simpler, safer, and more reliable than the current generation. This obiective
is being addressed in several ways. One important design initiative to improve safety and reliabh:ty has
been the move from active safety features toward more passive safety features, some of which utilize
natural physical processes such as convection flow, radiational cooling, and gravity. If these designs are
successfal. there will be less opportunity for equipment failure or operator crror to create hazardous-

However, the operator's role in such systems-and the means by which the operator willsituations.
monitor and interact with such systems is not fully known.

The first advanced reactors to be proposed are extensions of cutrent BWR and PWR technology'

and mayb ter.ned " evolutionary" advanced reactors (GE's ABWR and the CE's System 80+ PWR).
Thr.so plants have incorporated technological improvements but still rely on primarily active safety
systems. Beyond these are reactor design utilizing" simplified passive" features (such as GE's simplified
BWR and Westinghouse's AP-600 PWR) which have eliminated active pumps for emergency coolant

| injection but still ha. active components, i.e., valves. These designs use pressurized tanks and gravity,
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Dow to inject the coolant, but they still require various valves to actively cycle to permit the flows and
-

Further along the spectrum toward actually passive design are the
* revolutionary designs" (such as the PRISM liquid metal reactor and the PIUS LWR) which submergeto depressurize the reactor,

li i the

the primary reactor systems in large pools of coolant that can provide natural circu!ation coo ng never * of an accident. The containment systems are also designed to provide natural circulation cooling.f

f th

to remove heat generated inside containment during accidents. The PIUS reactor has gone even ur erh d n and j

toward passive design, with the reactor internals directly in contact with the emergency s ut owoooting pool and isolated only via density differences. These density locks are designed to immediately
break on any overheating in the core.

These new passive features introduce new and different sptems for operators to control, test, and

monitor. They will require different types of instrumentation as well. There are questions as to how thereliable functioning of these passive systems can be verified (by the operators) during operation. Also,sive
the role of the operator during transients and accidents changes considerably with these new pas
systems. Important questions include:

How do operators verify that these systems are ready during normal operation?
*

How can proper operation be confirmed when the systems are called upon?*
I

What parameters should be monitored?*

What is the proper operator response when the passive systems do not functia properly?*

These will result in different operator roles and tasks, different CRs, and different operat >r control
interfaces. One implication of this diversity is that a prescriptive approach to interface desir, based upon
known operator tasks is not acceptable in an NRC guideline which must be capable of en bling reviews
of all acceptable designs and a great variety of operator functional roles in the system.

2.1.2.2 CR Evolution and Major Trends in HSI Technology
-

Several important trends emerged from the review of literature related to developments in
advanced HSI in the nuclear industry. These include:

The Ereater use of automation and corresponding shift of the operator's role in the
system as monitor, supervisor, and back up to automated systems.

*

Greater centralization of controls and displays into " compact" digital workstations.
*

Use of large display panels that can be seen from anywhere in the control room to*

present high-levelinformation and critical parameters.

Operators interfacing primarily with a data management system (DMS) with little*

interaction directly with components.

Use of data integration and graphic displays.*

Use of information processing and decision support aids.*

2-4
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With increased application of digital control technology comes an enhanced ability to automate
tasks traditionally performed by an operator, it is generally presumed that automation will enhance -
overall system reliability by removing or reducing the need for human action. The operators' interaction

- with the system is believed to be improved by freeing them from tasks which are routine, tedious,
- physically demanding, or difficult. Thus, operators can better concentrate on supervising the overall
performance and safety of the system.

The trends toward using a CR composed of a large display panels together with one or more
" compact," computer based workstations is characteristic of many new control room designs. The large
oveniew display provides information such as high level plant status, key parameter values (such as
SPDS), major alarms, and status ofimportant safety equipment. This display is designed to be seen from
anywhere in the CR. The operator (s) is located at a workstation which serves as the locus of CR
operations. Typically such workstations in:lude elements such as ceatralized and integrated controls and

.

displays, color graphics, high levels of data integration, display Jevices such as CRTs and Dat panels, new
input devices such as the mouse and touch screer., multifunction (" soft") controls, workstation flexibility,.

and an emphasis on information management and software interface issues.

There is another trend toward the development of intelligent operator aids based on expert
systems and other artificialintelligence-based technologies. These applications include aids for alarm
processing, diagnostics, accident management, plant monitoring, and procedure tracking. In fact, many
of the recently published articles on advances in NPP CR technology L cifically address intelligent
operator aids.

' As the features become increasing, y applied, an increase in CR types will result beyond the range
with which the industryis presemly familiar CRs can generally be thought of as falling into four groups.
Actually, the four groups reDect four points along an emlutionary continuum, but for the sake of
discussion, four categories are identified:

Conventional CR - A CR containing analog and primarily hardwired controls (e.g., switches, knobs,
- handles) and displays (e.g., gauges, linear scales, indicator lights) typical of NPP CRs circa 1970s.

Hybrid CR - A conventional CR which has introduced digital technology for new systems and for
replacement of selected analog systems. Thus, the CR represents a mixture of analog and digital
technology, Increasingly, CRs in U.S. NPPs are ewiving from conventional to hybrid CRs.

_

- Advanced CR (ACR) - An ACR is based primarily on digital technology and computer based interfaces.Data
Some analog and hardwired interfaces may remain for safety critial or backup functions.with lower level information processing.
processing functions are available to assist the operato:

= Computer-based decision aids may be availaole to the operator but will not be in the control loop.
|

Intelligent CR The generation of CRs to be developed beyond advanced CRs will include vrious Al and
related capabilities to further automate the operators' supervisory, control, and decision making functiorc
Technologies to serve as the foundation for intelligent CRs are being developed and researched in manyL

countries.

Related to CR evolution is the wide range of technological approaches to the impl-mentation
of HSI in computer-based CRs. In part, this is due to the tremendous Dexibility offered uy software-
driven interfaces to provide for alternative data display and control. The options for display upand the
hardware media choices (e.g., computer-driven displays which mimic conventional gauges and meters,

25
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video display units, and computer driven large screen displays). Further, the formats in which to display
data are nearly infinite (e.g., lists, tables, flow charts, graphs, iconic graphics, speech, etc.). Operator

input to the system has seen similar crpansion in diversity including, for example, conventional controls, miniature controls, keyboards, touch screens, mice, joy sticks, light pens, and voice controls. With the
advent of interactive graphic displays, the traditional distinction between controls and displays becomes

:

blurted. For example, an operator may open a valve or start a pump via computer graphic mimic of the
system and touching the icon of the desired mmponent. In addition, data processing and integration are
more significant in advanced CRs providing the o;,crator with higher level displays.

The NRC will need guidance to review new CRs and modifications to c:dsting CRs which reflect
these industry trends.

2.1.3 Advanced Technology and Hurnan Perfonnance

in this section two issues will be considered:
,

.

T% human factors knowledge base to support the understanding of the effects of
*

advanced technology on human performance, and

The effects of design on human performance and error.*

A summary of the discussion is cresented at the end of the section.

2.1.3.1 General State of Knowledge

The introduction of advanced instrumentation and mntrol (I&C) and HSI technology promises
to improve the safe operation of nuclear power plants. The potential advantages of advanced technology
over conventional CR technologia.s include:

Support for data access and presentation, e.g.,*

Rapid,- highly reliable, validated data transfer-

Large amounts of data at the operator's fingertips-

Precise digital data displays
Use of color graphic displays to facilitate the operator's assimilation ofimportant

-

-

information

Support for the operator's processing of information, e.3,*

Data integration providing the operator with high-level, more meaningful -

.

information
Parameter trend displays-

Computer-based procedures-

Decision aids-

Suppor; for process control, e.g.,*

Hierarchical levels of control-

Use of automation to lower operator workload-
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Workstation design, e.g.,.

HSI in a compact workstation-

Flexibility in control and display operations-

While the use of advanced technology is generally considered to enhance system performance,
computer-based operator interfaces also have the potential to negatively impact human perfonnance,|
spawn new types of human errors, and reduce human reliability (for examples see, Coblentz,1988;
Rasmussen, Duncan, and Leplat,1987; and Wiener and Nagel,1989; Woods et al.,1990). There has
oeen a great deal of research over the past 20 years attempting identify the causes of error. The main
conclusion from the . work is that few human errors represent stochastic events instead, most human
errors can be explained on ne basis of a relatively small number of cognitive mechanisms (Reasons,

;

1988; Rasmussen,1988). Thtu efore it is importent to understand how operators perfonn their tasks from;
an information processing point of view and how human information processing relates to HSI design;
and human error, However, since the contributors to unreliability in an advanced CR (such as function
allocation and autocation, supenisory control, and human software-computer interaction issues) are
different from those which are familiar contributors to human error in conventional CRs, they are less

;

1990, 1991). Cognitive and human
obvious and generally less we!! understood (O'Hara and Hall,
information processing issues are emerging as more significant than the physical and egonomic!
considerations which dominated the design of conventional HSis. These issues are discussed further in
the next section.'

While these issues have been recognized for a long time, their full implication to human
performance and system safety have only recently begun to be addressed h: research, and there is not
a long history of practical operational experience to draw upon. Thus, the National Academy of Sciences
has identified areas such as automation, supervisory control, and human-computer interface as high
priority research areas for the human factors community in general (Pew et al.,1983) and for the
commercial nuclear industry in particular (Moray and Huey,1988). Even more. recently, issues which
significantly impact the integration of human operators with advanced sptems have been identified as
high priority research topics in an effort to support safety improvement in the civilian aviation industry
by the Federal Aviation Administration in their ' National Plan for Aviation Human Factors" (FAA,
1990). The plan represents a major effon involving FAA, NASA, DOD, and industry.

Thus, there is broad consensus that the knowledge-base for understanding the effects of advanced
HSI technology on human performance and system safety is weak and in need of further research
(despite the rapidly increasing utilization of these technologies in complex, high-reliability systems such
as NPPs and civilian aircraft). While information is sparse, some factors have been identified and these
are summarized in 'he next section.

2.1.3.2 Design Effects on Human Information Processing and Performance

In this section, issues related to the effects of selected design features on human performance
and error are considered. These effects are discussed in terms of human cognitive processes. Therefore,
the discussion is preceded by a brief overview of information processing and human error.

|
|
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2.1.3.2.1 Human Infortnation Processing

Human performance theories typically consider errors as one indicator of performance along with
other measures such as time, accuracy, and workload. However, error has special significance in the
NPP domain due to its inwrporation and quanti 0 cation in rist models. Therefore, within the context

.

*

of the present discussion, human errors are distinguished from other a,pects of human performance. With
respect to understanding the effects of ACRs on human performance, error, and safety,it is useful to
consider the error event (whether omission or commission) to be the end product of an information pro-

cessing sequence (see Figure 2.1). Then the focus of ACR cffects on human performance can bedirected to both errors themselves (which are infrequently observed in skilled operators) and to the
information processing ' precursors" that give rise to them (which are more readily measurable). To

identify the effects of advanced technology on human error and performance it is useful to utilize amodel of information processing with which to interpret the effects. A general model of information
processing is described below.

Many models ofinformation processing (IP) have been proposed (e.g., Broadbent,1958; Atkinson
and Shiffrin,1968). These models differ in specificity with respect to the aspects of IP they attempt to
explain as well as the type of studies used for validation. A general model frequently used in human
engineering has been proposed by Wickens (1984). It is general in the sense that it borrows features
which are common to many models of human cognition which have good empirical support. Figure 2.2
presents an adaptation of Wickens' model to a supervisory control task. A very brief overview of the
model is provided below in order to identify those aspects of cognitian which are important to HS1 design
and evaluation in supervisory control systems (where an automatic control system exerts an inDuence
[ generally the primary control] on the system).

The model in Figure 2.2 is simplifled and not all interconnections between model elements are
shown. While the model is organized to depict the flow of inform'4 tion through the system in left to right
fashion, the complex interaction between cognitive elements renders a re-ding ofinformation Dow from
'left to right" somewhat artificid.

During a typical monitoring task, information about the system is made avr.ilable to the operator
through the HSI (and through corrmun' cations) via the opentor's sensory organs. Each sense has a
short-term storage capability (usually on the order of milliseconds) during which a large quantity of
information is represented. Some of this information is " perceived * which implies (1) that a stimulus
pattern was associated which a meaningful pattern based upon information stored in the knowledge base

'

or "long term memory" (LTM) (see path from LTM to perception in model) or (2) the stimulus had such
energy-intense properties (such as very loud noise or very bright flash) that attentional resources were
drawn to it through the ' orienting response," The pattern recognition process is quite robust in that to
make a perceptual identification, a stimulus pattern need not be an exact match in the knowledge base.
Instead, knowledge is represented in prototypical or schematic form. The specific information available
to the operator is saluated in terms of the probability that it represents an exemplar of a known pattern
in LTM. The task of pattern recognition becomes more difiicult when the number of dimensions that
are required to make the recognition increases.

28
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The knowledge base is trbtively permanent, has a large capacity, and can process information

in parallel. There are many theories as to how information is stored in the knowledge base. One of themost widely held is that information is stored in knowledge structures which have traditionally been called
schemas (Bartlett,1932), and more recently,' frames" (Schank and Abelson,1977). A schema, in its mostclassic sense, is an abstract representation containing the general properties, identifying characteristics,.

'

actions, and rules associated with a group of related concepts or events (Bartlett,1932). Schemas are
themselves organized by the meaning ascribed to them, and they constitute our understanding of the
events that are perceived. Schemas tend to organize actions and behavior through either their direct
activation based upon perceptual data (skill-based action) or through their identification in them the point of correct schema
decision-making process (rule- and knowledge-based process).
identitication and actuation, the operator can be said to understand the situation and its appropriate goal
states. The schema also defines the actions required to achieve the goal state and initiate their execution.

One network of schemas related to skilled behavior is commonly referred to as the ' mental
model" of the operator, it is the group of schemas which define the operatofs internal representation
of the physical and functional characteristics of the system and 4s operation. The mental modelis built
up through formal education, system specific training, and experience. An accurate mental model is
considered the defining characteristic of skilled performance in general (e.g., Wickens,1984) and for NPP
operations (e.g., Moray, et al.,1986; Bainbridge,1986; Rasmussen,1983: Sheridan,1986). The mental
model is thought to directly drive skill-based processing, control rule-based activity through the mediation
of the operators conscious effort in working memory, and provide the substantive capability to teason
and predict future plant states required of knowledge-based processmg (Rasmussen,1983). Moray (1986)
has argued that a well developed mental model enables the operators performance to become more
"open-loop" and thus, system control to occome smoother. The mental model allows prediction and
expectancy to guide control responses; however, expectancy can abo make the detection of subtle system
failures difficult (Wickens and Kessel,1981). Similarly, Bainbridge (1974) has stated that the operator
of a NPP uses the mental model to predict the near-term future state of the plant and then uses this
inference to guide the sampilng of indicator; to confirm the inference.

The mental model is quite complex and contains a vast amount of technical information and
experience, but it is not directly represented in the operatofs consciousness. This occurs in Svorking

.

memory' (WM) which has a verylimited capacity relative to the knowledge bare. Information in working
memory remains for only a brief period and is processed serially. An operators current i sterpretation
of a system's status as represented in working memory has been referred to as ' situation awareness" (SA)
(Fraker,1988). SA is the degree of correlation between the operatofs understanding of the plant's
condition and its actual condition at any given point in time. An operator can have a good mental model
(e.g., knowledge of how the plant futuians) but poor situation awareness (understanding of its current
status). SA has also been identified at an Air Force Symposium as the sing!c mor important factor in
improving mission effectiveness (Endsley,1988).

Under normal conditions, monitoring is accomplished by scanning information presented by the
HSI and comparing the information to the mental mocel. If no discrepancies are identified, monitoring
continues. The operators SA represents the outcome of the comparison represented in WM. SA of
normal conditions is the default condition if no discrepancy to the mental model is detected. For skilled
operators this comparison is relatively effortless and requires little attention. If no deviation from what
is expected is detected, the operator may not be aware of the comparison process.

Information processing during off normal conditions is considerably more complex. The first step
in detecting that conditions are not normal is to detect a discrepancy between the mental model of the

2-10
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Information pattern representing normality and the information patten detected on the HSI In a NPP
- this process is facilitated by the alarm system which directs the operators attention to an off normalq.

situation.

Monitoring has been described in terms of signal detection theory (SDT)(Green and Swets,1966,|
19N). The early stages of the operatofs detection of alarms and off normal situations are basically'

signal detection issue. Process control operators are in a monitoring environment that has t cen described
in SDT terms as an ' alerted monitor system"(Sorkin et al.,1985 and 1988). Such a system is composed
of an automated monitor and a human monitor. The automated monitor in a NPP is the alarm system
which monitors the system to detect off normal conditions. When a plant parameter exceeds the criterion
of the automated monitor, the human monitor is alerted and must then detect, analy: c, and interpret the
signal as a false alarm or a true indication of a plant upset. The human monitor can also assess plantBoth the human and

parameters independent from the automated monitor (the alarm system). automated monitors have their own specific signal detection parameter values for sensitMty (d') and
response criterion. The response criterion refers to the amount of evidence that is needed before an

- |

This is sometimes referred to as
operator will conclude that a signalled event is actually present.
" response bias" since it describes an operators d>=ree of conservatism. Sensitivity refers to the resolution
of the system which determines the case withs

i signals (represented as a statistical distribution) can

be disHnguished from signals and noise (also , ecsented as a distribution).

SDT research has many implications for the understanding of how operators process alarm system
data. First, the response criterion is affected by expectancy, i.e., the expected probability that an event
will occur and the payoff structure (the rewards and penalties for making correct and incorrect detections,

,

respectively). Off normal events in NPPs typically have a low probability of occurring and therefore,
operators have low expectancy concerning their actual occurrence. The low expectancy creates a conflict
between the cost to productivity for falsely taking an action that brings the plant down versus the cost
for falling to take an action when one is warranted. Since in the real-world system disturbances have aUpon
low probability, operators need redundant information to confirm the alarmed condition.i i dicating
verification of several wnsistent indicators, the operator can accept the alarm informat on as n

_

.4 actual off normal condition (as compared with a spurious condition).

in general, expectancy reflects "tcadown" processing. Information processing is a synthesis of,

both " top down' and " bottom up' proessing which occur simultaneously (Neisser,19 9), For example,
during an off-normal situation, an operator monitors the HSI and processes data from the interface to
determine what is wrong. This is bottom up processing. At the same time, these data are used to
formulate hypotheses or expectations about the status of the plant. These hypotheses or expectations
serve to structure the perceptual process and data gathering occurring at lower levels. This is top-down
processing. Both contribute to the operators interpretation of the situation. While the situation remains
normal,. much of the operators information processing occurs " automatically," i.e., with very _little
attention and conscious effort. - As an off normal situation becomes detected, information processing
becomes mere " controlled." In contrast to automatic information processing, controlled informationThis is an important
processing demands a relatively great deal of attentional resources and effort.
distinction which is expiained below.

,

'

Once a situatior,is detected and perceived the operator must decide what to do. The operator
must define a goal state and the transformations required to achieve that state. The goal state may be
varied, such as to identify the proper procedure, to assess the status of back-up systems, or to diagnose
a problem (Rasmussen,1981). Decision making is a burden and draws heavily upon WM, the knowledge
base, and attentional resources. Information in consciously manipulated in WM. The ability to

_
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manipulate information in WM is a direct timetion of atter.tlonal resources available.

manipulated may come from sensory input or informstion recalled from long-term memory, or somecombination of the two, As indicated above, WM has very limbed capacity and without sustained
attentional resources (or transfer of the information to LTM), information decays rapidly. To be useful
in decision making,information has to be in WM. Information can be lost due to (1) loss of attentional7

resources to keep it active, (2) overload of WMs limited capacity,(3) interference from other information
in WM If greater attentional resources are required by the operator to interact with the system,less wih
be available for decision making and situation analysis in WM. To increase the capacity of WM,

operators use various memory heuristics such as chunking. This enables operators to organize variousbits of information into higher level meaningful units. Once this is accomplished, the higher level units
,

are stored in WM, not the individual elements.

For an experienced, well trained operator, when the 11SI can provide information to activate
appropriate schemas in the operator's mental model, the soad on WM and attention are greatly reduced.
To the extent that such is not the case or the operator is less experienced, more WM and attention are
required. Since the processing capacity of WM and attentional resources are limited, it will be very
difficult to maintain good SA.

Attention is currently viewed as a finite limited resource that is distributed across the elements
of cogaltion associated with perceptual mechanisms, WM, decision making, and response execution (see
Figure 3.2). These aspects of cognition compete for this limited resource, and any process that requires
a high amount of attention will be executed at the expense of other processes. Attention is also generally
assoe'.ated with the experience of mental effort (Kahneman,1973) and is, therefore, frequently associated
witi cognitive workload.

While attention tends to be conceptualized as a single resource (Kahneman,1973), human
performance research on divided attention tasks (where operators perform more than one task at a time)

Wickens (1984) hassuggests that this is not the case (Navon and Gopher,1979; Wickens,1984,1987).
proposed a multiple resource model with attentional processing resources dMded along three dimensions:
(1) Processing Stage, i.e., perceptual and central processes require different resources than response
processes; (2) Input Modal:ty. i.e., visual processes require different rcsources from auditory processes;esentations require different resources
and (3) Information Code Type, i.e., spatial and analog mental rei
from linguistic information. A secondary task cortpeting for the same resources as the primary task will
be performed less well than one requiring separate resources.

A -secondary task requiring different resourecs will be performed better. Secondary task
approaches to cognitive workload assessment, for example, assume that the primary task and the
secondary task draw from the same attentional resources and that if the primary task performance is
maintained, the secondary task is performed with the spare attentional processing capacity. The logic
of the secondary task approach is simple. Assume that total capacity is equal to one and that the
operator's primary task will utilize Y am(unt of the total capacity. The spare capacity (1 x)is left in
reserve and can be applied to the secondary task. The capacity limits of WM can largely be tied to
limitations in attentional resources since it is largely these resources that keep information active in WM.

Research on selective attention (summarized by Moray,1986, and Wickens,1987) suggests the
following. First, two tasks competing for the same resources will be performed less well than if they
required separate resources. Thus, for example, it is easier to drive a car and hold a conversation with
a passenger than it is to drive and manually tune an analog radio. While both involve doing two tasks
simultaneously, the former situation involves less competition for commor, processing resources than the
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latter, Second, the allocation of attentional resources to sampling data from the environment is guided

by the operator's mental model which contain expectations regarding the " statistical properties" of theem'ironment, i c., expected probability and correlation. Third, as cognitive workload increases, failure
r

-

detection capability decreases (Ephrath and Young,1981).
,

'

During the early stages of an off-normal condition the operator is likely to have poor situation
awareness, i.e., the operator knows something is wrong but may not know what. The HSI is scanned to
identify a pattern of alarms and displays which, as a result of training and experience, match a knownAssuming a successful match is found the activated schema will
failure pattern in the mental model.
provide the operator with the knowledge as to the appropriate course of action and accurate situation

-

awareness is established.

Response execution is the carrying out of actions that were decided upon and guided by either
operating procedures or an operator generated plan to get from the current plant state to the goal state.-

The results of responses are monitored through feedback loops. In a slowly responding, supervisory
control system, this is tnore difficult than in direct, rapid-response systems such as aircraft where

.

responses can be better guide'd by feedback. In a NPP, as in other slowly responding systems, the
operator's ability to predict future states (" feed forward") can be more significant in controlling responses
than is feedback.

Response execution also draws attentional resources and depends on iniormation code types.
When the response demands are incompadble with information code types, operator performance can

,

be impaired. An good example of this problem comes from research on telerobotics (human control of
remote manipulator systems). One of the most demanding aspects of telerobot operation is the simulta-
neous control of manipulator arms and cameras in environments such as space where the entire system
may be operated by a single person. Efforts have been made to use advances in computer-based voice
recognition technology to enable operators to control cameras through voice commands rather than
manual operations. The operator can control the manipulator arms by hand and cameras by voice; thus,
overall system performance would be improved in terms of faster task completion and fewer errors.
However, research has indicated that task time and errors increase when voice operations were

. . .

Introduced (Bejczy et al.,1982; O'Hara,1986; Bierschwale, et al.,1989).

These findings can be understood in terms of two aspects of the multiple resource theory of
attention. The first is competition for processing resources. Operators cannot make judgements
concerrdng the spatial displacement of manipr'ator arms at the same time as they make judgements
about camera positioning. Both tasks draw on the same cognitive processing resources: perceptual /cen-
tral processes of visual information requiring spatial / analog mental representations. While it is true that
the response modality is different, operators perform the tasb serially. Second, there was also a poor-
match between the task demands and the response modality which increased the error rate. Voice-

commands are not well suited to continuous spatial control tasks. Controlling a camera with voice is like
trying to tell someone how to tie their shoes - easy to do manually but difficult to do verbally. The
amount oflanguage required to accurately position cameras was cIcessive, making the response execution
-workload very high. Language is much better suited to discrete rather than continuous control.

Operator tasa should be structured to take into account the cognitive processing resourcesl ii fr
that tasks expected to be performed in parallel have minima compet t on orequired and to assur

common resources. The HSI should support maximum utilization of cognitive processing resources.

.
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2.1.3.2.2 Iluman Error Mechanisins

As indicated in the beginning of this section, most human errors can be explained on the basisAn
of a relatively small number of cognitive mechanisms (Reasons,1988; Rasmussen,1988).
identification of these mechanisms can contribute to specification of design principles that will help

.,

reduce the probability of etTor and make the system more error tolerant.

While error data can be collected in studies evaluating the effects of HS! on operating crew
performance, it is not practical with the context of any one experiment to collect enough data to
confidently estimate long term,lowlikelihood errors ander the myriad of conditions representing possible
plant conditions. However, the cognitive prerequisites of human error can be measured u determine
whether HS1 design characteristics differ in error ' likelihood." Noteworthy in the specification of human

Their work can beerror mechanisms has been the work of Norman, Rasmussen, and Reasons.
interpreted within the general information processing model described above. )

|
Norman (1979,1981) classified errors into three categories, based upon the cognitive mechanisms

involved. " Description errors" result from the operator's characterization of a situation at too high a level|

of abstraction. This occurs because it takes less mental effort than constructing a detailed characteriza.
At such a high level of description, the operator may not have enough detail to select thetion.

appropriate actions. Premature diagnosis of a problem is an example of this type of error. The second
type is " activation' or " trigger errors," which occur when an intention leads to the activation of a schema,

sg ac: ions or the automated sequence is interrupted'

but the operator does not keep track of the res'
re a valve to its proper position after maintenance

to perform another required action. Failure t .o

is an example of this type of error. The third .. .e is " capture errors." The capture error occurs when
the emironment cues are similar to those associated with a well-developed schema and that schema is

.

Equipment or procedural changes in the control room make an operatorinappropriately activated.
susceptible to this type of error, if well learned responses in the old control room are inappropriate in
the new control room. Also, similarity in the display of information patterns between two plant states
can lead to capture errors.

1lke Norman, Rasmussen (1988) has no&d that errors are a function of the " cognitive control
of behavior' and further that they are " manifestations of the efficient human adaptation to system

Four categories of error and their hhportance in system design have been defined. Thecharacteristics."
first error category is the result of random humar, variability. Howeve., these are few in number and
have lower safety significance because they are single events and not correlated to other actisities. TheThis is most important in
second_ category is errors related to inadequate processing resources,
knowledge. based processing since it is the most resource dependent mode of processing. However, even
rule. based activity requires attentional resources, and when there are not enough resources available,
errors become more probable, Therefore, this category .f error is related to workload. Workload's
association with error has frequently been tioted in the < 4 literature (Sheridan,1981; Wickens,1987).
The third category of error is associated with interference between internal control structures or schemas.
Thus, this category is similar to the capit:re errors described by Norman.

;

[

The final category is related to human learning mechanisms. These reflect the operators'
adaptation to the system and, Rasmussen argues, probably no attempt should be made to eliminate them.[

Instead, HSI design should be made error tolerant, i.e., the system should make errors observable so their
|

consequences can be mitigated by operator (or system) intervention. The use of human error models
to design interfaces which minimize certain types of errors and make the system tolerant to other typesI

of errors has been recommended by several researchers (e.g., Thompson,1981; Rouse,1985; Rouse and
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Morris,1987) Rouse and Morris (19_87) has argued that ' attempts to eliminate human errors yet retain
innovation are tantamount to trying to obtain cost. free beaefits, a strategy that is rarely successfulin any|
enderor/ Indeed, one of the major purposes for having operators in the system is to respond tof

unanticipated events through adaptation and innovation.

Reasons (1987 and 1988) has presented a fairly L.cdefined model of human error which,in its
current version, embodies most of the main points of Norman's and Rasmussen's work. The central
thesis is that error is predictable and based upon a tendency to over utilize cognitive processes which
serve tu .implify complex information tasks through the application of previously established heuristics.
Two heuristics (called " computational primitives") used by operators to retrieve information from the

,

|
knowledge base are assumed to exert a strong in0uence on human performance and, therefore, human!

erfors. They are ' similarity m.~hing" and " frequency gambling? These heuristics are used because of

the high operator workload that results from the demands on and limitations of WM and when data ateinsufficient to clearly identify appropriate schemas. Similarity matching reflects the tendency for WM
i

to attempt to match a perceived information pattern (such as a pattern of indicators) with an already
eximng knowledge structure (schema)in the knowledge base. The operator cognitively tries to establish
a link with a stored knowledge structure since it contains a previously identified succer ful action
sequence. This saves the operator the effort of knowledge-bas;d reasoning which is resource intensive.
When the perceived information par;ially activates more than one schema, t'ic discrepancy is resolved
by selection of the schema most frequently used in the past. This is the " frequency gambling" heuristic.

According to Reasons, these computational primitives give rise to a number of " basic error,

(1) similarity bias
tendencies * in human performance which account for most human errors. They are:
- crrors reflecting undue inDuence of salient features of the current situation (resulting in premature
situation identification) or the intention /crpectation of the operator (resulting in a bias to "see" only
confirmatory data), (2) frequency bias in ill-defined situations, the most frequently performed action
will be selected, (3) bounded rationality - the processing limitations of WM cause information to be lost,
(4) imperfect rationality - IP will favor heuristics over knowledge- based processing, (5) reluctant
rationality RP acts to minimize cognitive effort and strain, (6) incomplete / incorrect knowledge - schemas

'

rarely contain highly accurate models of the system.

Reasons has developed a Generic Error Modelling System (GEMS) to account for performance
errors (fully described in ref.1987 and revised in ref.1988). It need not be detailed here since it is
structurally similar to the WM and the knowledge base elements of the information processing model(

presented earlier. Reasons postulates that the search for problem identification and solution occurs in
'

parallel between automatic matching in the knowledge base and conscious search in WM. The model
varies somewhat based upon problem configuration. The NPP operator is confronted whh what Reasons
refers to as a "compicx multiple-dynamic configuration" which is a situation where the problem
configuration changes as a result of both the operator's actions and the system's own actions which canL

L come from many different sources and create a great deal of variability in the problem. This is the most
difficult problem solving situation and th one in which the information processing system is most likely-|_

to rely on heuristics. In suc% e si>W, like a NPP emergency, a typical problem sowing sequenceL

assumes the following stru".ture: (1)3 2 canningis initiated by signals from the alarm system and the|

operator's attention is split between > v%y of data gathering activities, (2) the operator " homes in* on
'

a specific group of indicators and makes an initial diagnosis, (3) the operator now structures his
attentional resources to seek data confirming the hypothesis, and (4) the operator becomes fixated on
the hypothesis and can fail to notice enanges in the plant's state or subsequent new developments. The
operator does eventually become aware of subsequent changes, but the process is hampered by focal
attention being directed toward the curTent hypothesis and the overall processing limitations of WM.
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The model provided by Reasons accounts for many of the errer tendencies identitled by other
researchers such as ' cognitive tunnel vision' (Sheridan,1981), operator failure to effectively utilize
information atout what has not failed (Rouse,1981), deteription errors (Norman), capture errors
(Norman), activation (Normanyinterference (Rasmussen) errors, and inadequate processing resourcesr

errorF (Rasmussen and Wkkens).

In summary, human errors are not typically stochastic bt" are the result of basic charar.cristics
and limitations of the human information processing system Aspects ofinformation processine,that have

>

been identified as especially significant to error are attention WM limitations, situation awareness, and
cognithc workload. Many errors reficci the system's response to high information/hi',h complexity

i

situations which result in high demands on attentional resources and working memory. rhe informationI

processing system attemp:s to handle these high workload situations through the applienion of heuristics,I

such as those described by Norman, Rasmussen, and Reasons. These heuristics reduce overall load on
the IP system but can also lead to error, The 1151 should help prevent heutistic initiated errors which
often reflect incomplete processing and tunnelvision, For example, operator decision support aids which
Indicate when (1) ' unexpected' events (based upon the curtent pattern) occur, and (2) when " expected'
events (based upon the current pattem) do not occut, would call the operators attention to plant
conditions which are likely to be missed due to the information processing bias toward ' capture" errors.

The implications of these characteristics of human cognition and error for advanced IISI are
discussed in the next section.

2.1.3.2.3 Desl n.Related Factors Impacting Perfonnanceit

in Section 2.1.3.1 it was stated that the knowledge base pertaining to the effects of advancedi

technology on human performance was limited. While this is t!.: case, there have been many issues
identified h the human factors literature. In this section, these issues are considered with respect tes the
model of human cognitive processes and error discussed above. The issues briefly considered are:

Automation and Allocation of Function' .

System Complexity and Operator Skillse

Display Designe

DMS Design and Data Accesse

Workstation Flexibility and Interface Management.

Autpmation and Allocatien of Function

One of the major trends in ACR design is an increase in automation of tasks tracitionally
performed by the operator. Increases in automation result in a Alft of the operators function in the
system from that of a direct manual a ntroller to a supervisory controller and system monitor who is
largely removed from direct control. T is type of role c' ange is typically viewed as positive from a rell.
ability standpcint, since the human operatet b considered one of the more unpredictable temponents

It is generally presumeu that automation will enhance overall system reliability byin the spem.
removinS a. reducing the need for human actior.. The operator? performance in the system is believed
to be ir ; coved by freeing him from ta:ks which are routine, tedious, physically demanding, or difficult.
~1ms, the vperator can better concentrate on supervising the overall performance and safety of the

- _ _ _

system.
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However, functions are often allocated to automated systems based largely on the capability of
available technology to reliably and safety execute the function. This allocation of function strategy does
not consider whether a function should be automated with respect to the human operator's ability to
perform as part of the overall system, even though the human factors problems associated with
automation to been known for some time (Edwards,1977) and the emergence of new types of human
and system errors has been noted (Wiener and Ct.rry,1980). For crample, over the past 20 years, thereHowever, it did
has been a great increase in automation of functions in the cockpits of cf ilian airstaft.
not take long for the problems asweisted with automation to become known (Edwards,1977). As more
of the pilot's tasks wete automated, new types of human and system errors emerged. Wiener grouped

(1) failures of automatic equipment, such as autopilot; (2)these problems into six categories:
automation induced errors compounded by crew error, such as an error occurring following the crew's
attempt to recover from the failure of an automated system;(3) crew error in the set up of automated
systems, such as keying the wrong information/ data into an automated svstem, (4) crew action taken in
response to a false alarm, (5) failure of the crew to pay attention to an automatic alarm, and (6) failure
to properly monitor the automated system (Wiener and Curry,1980). With respect to automation in civil
aviation, Sexton (19BB) observed that if' decisions are automatically made without providing the rationale
to the pilot, the abi!!ry to stay ahead of the aircraft is lost. Complacency and inability to take timely and
proper action result." In general, increases in automation have t>cen associated with loss of ope:ator
vigilance and an increase in vigilance associated human errors (Warm and Parasuraman,1987). Similar
concerns have !:een raised in the nuclear industry (IAEA,1991).

The problerta with operator intervention in an automt.ted system have been associated with poor
SA ()Ubble,1788). Mdntaining SA is difficult when the operator is largely removed from the control
loop, i.e., shiftit.g the operator's role from an ac'ive, in the-loop, manual controller to an out of the loop
supervisor and monitoi (Wekens and Kessell,1981t Ephrath and Young,1981).

The shift in roles has other significant effects on the operator as well, such as a shift from high
physical to high cognitive worklort (rather than the crpected reduction in overall worklo d), workload
transition effects when the $ttuation shifts from normal to off normal (i.e., going from a low actMty
monitoring period to a highly active, reote uncertain time at the beginning of a process disturbance), and
the potential erosion of the s!dlls to perform the task in the event of automated system failure. Since
many advance d NPP designs still require tSe operator to assume controlin the event of a severe transient
and to act as tne last line of defense, the censequences of poor integration of the operator in the plant
design can be quite serious.

Generally, allocation of systern functions should not be based upon technological capability alone
but also on the goal of maintaining the degree of operator irvolvement in tne functions required to
support accurate SA. Toward this end,it has beca frequently argued that allocation of function needRather, there are
not be simply a binary process of operator versue automated system selection.
functions where a combination of human and system task allocation best serve the overall productivity

-

and safety of the system (Price,1985).

System comolexity and Ooerator Skills

There is a somewhat paradoxical relationship between the skills an operator will require to
successfully understand and supervise a complex, technologically advanced and the day to-day monitoring
tasks the operator performs in a highly automated plant Monitoring is typically considered very boring
and not something people do particularly wcl! (e.g., vigilance is difficult to maintain). Yet the skills
required of operators to evaluate the performance of advanced systems, to know the limitations of those
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systems, and to assume manual control when appropriate, will require very capabic indMduals andextensive training. Operators will be required to understand reactor physics and the functioning of
.

system hardware (as they are required to do now). The advanced reactor goal of plant and systemsimplification may help operators in this regard. However, as plants become increasingly automated and
inct easingly ut!!!ze intelligeni systems, operators will be required to understand the complex and abstract
software routines (in order to be an effective supervisory controller). Operator selection considerations
and training program development will have to reflect these demands. Yet, there is a risk that the
car: fully selected and highly trained operators will be required to perform a boring and monotonous job.

Dimlav Des!cn

Human performance and reliability are especially inauenced by the design of the human-
computer interface and the information displays in particular. With respect to :omputer based interfaces,
"cven slight changes in both the nature of the information available and the manner in which it is

represented might have serious effects on performance' (Patrick,1987). Therefore, computer-based HS1 design requires, to a far greater extent than traditional control room designs, the specification of cognitive
|
j

reqnirements and processing resources that the operator must utilize in task performance, i.e., cognitive
The variety of ways that data /information can be processed and displayed is vast.task analysis.

Information may be presented in "processt d* form,i.e., raw data parameters arr processed and integrated
into a higher level of information, thus potentially obscuring their meaning. Poorly designed displays will
be ignored or, worse, will mislead and/or confuse the operator. Thus the design of the interfaces can
have very significant effects on human performance. These types of problems have been observed in
reviews of SPDS interfaces (Liner and DeBor,1986). In sor e SPDS implementations, poor information
displays have led to poor operator acceptance.

DMS3esien and Data Access

Second, the operator typically has much more information available to him which,if not properly
organized and presented, can lead to excessively high cognithre workload, or worse, can be overwhelming.|

Information in an advanced control room will typically be resident in a " virtual' workspace, rather than|

in dedicated spatial locations sprcad out across control stations. Information is located somewhere in
the computer system but the operator has only a glimpse ofits contents (through a display device) at any
one time. This is sometimes referred to as the keyhole effect (Woods et al.,1990). A poorly designed
interface can make location ofinformation and navi ation through data difficult.t

Workstation Flexibility and Interface Manacement

The flexibility of software driven interfaces often allows information to be displayed in a variety
of formats and locations. Sometimes this Ocxibility is offered as a positive feature, allowing operators

However, it can also increase the operator's workload tssociated with|
to customize the interface.j managing the interface, which competes with the operator's primary task of monitoring and supervising
the system for cognitive processing resources. Interface management workload should be minimized in
advanced CRs. Cook et al (1990) found that operators of a computer based surgical operating room
information system often used the Dexibility of an interface to " convert the device to a static, spatially|

'

dedicated display."
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2.1.33 Summary of the 11uman Performance Considerations

While advanced technology may provide the potential to improve operator performance, thei

hterature indicated that numerous problems have been obsen'ed in advanced systems associated withfailure to properly integrate operators into the system and to provide interfaces to the system that
support pertoimance. The major issues include:

increase in the cognitive workload associateo with information management
Inability to use the type of well.leamed scanning patterns associated with analog displays

e

Difficulty understanding how a complex system works (poor mental model)
*

e
Confusion over the meaning of high level displays
Loss of vigilance and boredom from prolonged monitoring

*

Loss of situation awareness in supenisory control situations
e

e
Workload transition when automated systems falle

less of skill proficiency
Emergence of heuristics and error mechanisms to cope wl;h an overloaded information

e

e

processing systemIncrease in the secondary task * interface management' workload with workstation*
flexibility which competes with the primary task
Ac.lgation difficultiese

An NRC advanced HSI review guideline should identify these potential problem design features
when they exist.

2.1.4 Advanced HSI Guidelines !ssues

Two issues were considered in this section:

Hardware vs. Software Interfa~e Review Guideline,
-

.

Suitability of Human Factors Engineering Guidelines for Evaluation.

2.1.4.1 Hardware vs. Software Interface Review Guideline

NUREG 0700 is primarily concerned with human interfaces for the hardware characteristics of
conventional CRs. The development of guidelines for the review of advanced and primarily computer-
based, human system interfaces is not a straightforward extension of the guidelines applied to more
conventional interfaces. In a convent!onal CR, the design of the HS! is readily apparent from the
physical layout of the controls and displays. In an advanced CR, the physicallayout of the VDUs and
computer input devices is significantly less important than the design of the human-softw:re interface;i.e., the information management system and the methods by which information is displayed to the

-

operator. This information can be displayed in a complex network of thousands of computer displaysand flexible, operator defined display formats. This difference in focus creates a whole new set of
problems for the operator (O'Hara and Hall,1990; Woods et al.,1990) and for the reviewer.

The difficulty of developing guidelines for human software interfaces when compared with.
human-hardware interfaces has been elaborated by Smith (1988). Hardware guidelines are generally
based upon human physiology, e.g., visual acuity, reach envelopes, etc., while software guidelines are
gene. ally based on cognition and information processing. Hardware design is limited by technology while

f
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software design is mainly limited by human understanding of the tasks to be performed. Software design
.

is generally very flexible in terms of what and how information is presented while hardware is much less
flexible. Finally, and perhaps most significant to the review of human software interface is that the most
important design features are often hidden (to the reviewer, transparent to the operator) while important
hardware design features are usually readily observable. For example, the observable computer display

-

may be an end product ofintegration and proccuing of data into higher level displays (in contract to the
single sensor / single display characteristic of conventional CRs). As a result, while hardware guidelines
tend to be relatively clear and specific, software guidelines tend to be stated in more general language.
Thus, the review of human software interfaces, one of the most important aspect of advanced CR design
review, is more complex and dif0 cult than the review of hardware interfaces.

The design of conventional CRs were based upon decades old technology. When NUREG-0700
was developed, the available human factors guidance (such as MIL-STD-14728) was long standing and
tested through many years of design experience. By contrast, hybrid, advanced, and intelligent CRs are
based upon relatively new technology which is rapidly changing. Relative to the guidelines available for

,

NUREG 0700,the guidelines available for advanced technology have a considerablyweaker rescarch base
|

)
, (Smith,1988) and have not been tested and validated through many years of design application which|
| Thus, the human factors guidelines available for the review of

provides valuable lessons learned.
adanced CR technology are less firm and typically stated in far less prescriptive terms (pending

i

specification through research and design experience). Fur'her, as indicated above, to the extent that
the human software interface is critical to operator performance, the cognitive task requirements becomej

signincant and these are less familiar to designers and reviewers (Karat,1989; Woods et al.,1990).

l These characteristics of advanced technolg guidelines can make the reviewers * Job more'

difficult. A study by Reaux and Williges (1988) compared reviewers' ability to detect guideline violations
in a computer display prototype as a function of guideline wording concrete vs. abstract. It was found
that almost twice as many concrete guideline violations were detected as compared with abstract
guidelines. Further, reviewers were less confident in their evaluations using abstract guidelines. Similarly,
it has been found that abstractly worded guidelines are less utilized by designers (Mosier and Smith,

i

1985).

2.1.4.2 Sultability of IIFE Guidelines for Evaluation

Another issue related to the immature status of advanced technology guidelines is whether
evaluations based only on conformance to human engineering guidelines provides a sufdelent basis for

Gould (1988) has indicated that due to the nature of advanced human system interfaces (asreview.
discussed above), a good system cannot be designed by guidelines alone. A similar conclusion resulted
from an effort to evaluate a computer-based system using only guidelines (Potter et al.,1990). Thus,

f
ACR evaluations need to be broader and,in terms of final design at least, include dynamic testing under
realistic operating conditions.

l 2.1.5 Implications for the Review of the Advanced NPP IIFE

The issues discussed atx e have implications for the development of nn approach to the safetyi

( review of the HFE aspects of advanced reactor designs. These implications are summarized below.

The evaluation methodology should provide guidance for reviews to be performed throughout
1.

the design life cycle,i.e., proposed / conceptual design to final designs. Important reasons for this;

|
l include:

l
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)

! ,

The need for criteria for the review of advanced reactor certi0 cations which may provide
control room designed only to conceptual levels of detail,

*
3
!

The finding that many signiGeant human factors issues arise early in design, e.g., initiali

e

goalr/ objectives of the design and allocation of function.

Reviews of the final HSis should extend beyond checklist based. HFE guideline evaluations and'

should include validations of the fullyintegrated system under realistic, dynamic conditions using2.
|

experienced operators performing the types of tasks the HS! has been design for (including!
various types of failures and transient conditions). The reasons for this include:

|
The state of knowledge concerning the effects of advanced technology on human
performance is limited, therefore, the technical basis on which to develop valid HS!

*

design review guidelines is limited.

Studies have shown that a comparison of a final design against H
guidelines is

necessary but not sufuelent to ensure a safe, acceptable design.
*

,

The evaluation methodology w!!! be used for reviews of advanced technology retrofits to existin-*

3.
plants as well as new HS! design concepts.

The evaluation methodology will have to provide for the review of a broad range of CR * types *
and the diversity of approaches to advanced HS! technology. The Guideline should focus heavily4.

on human software interface since this is where some of the most significant human performance
issues reside and this is where NRC review guidance is most deficient.

Violations of human software guidelines have been found tc oc more difficult to detect than
violations of hardware guidelines. This places greater burden on the judgement of the reviewer5.

and the reviewer's ability to adapt and interpret the guidelines in the context of a panicular
review. Thus, for the near term, HSI reviews of advanced systems will have to be performed ly.

experienced human factors evaluations. Reasons for this include:

Available humen factors guidelines f ar advanced HS1 technology are relatively general
and more abstract in comparison to guidelines for conventional technology.

*

Since the Guideline should be capable of addressing the wide variety of reactor designs
and the diversity of operator tasks that result, it cannot be prescriptive concerning the

*

design of HSis developed to support those tasks.

2.2 Advanced NPP HFE Review Model

2.2.1 Rationale and Overview

General Rationale

The implications from the examination of the factors and issues impacting advanced NPP resiews
lead to the conclusion that reviews of HSI will have to be broader than those traditionally conducted by
the NRC. Therefore, a fairly broad review model will be required to achieve a safety finding with regard
to advanced HSI.
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The philosophy adopted for the purposes of this effort was that evaluating the safetyof NPP }{ Sis
.

is a relative assessment. That is,' safety * is a abstract concept that can only be assessed in relative terms.
When reviewing a design in order to make a safety assessment, evidence is collected and weighted
towards or against an acceptable finding. With respect to the advanced 1151 evaluat|ons, different types.

Like any ' measurement' process, each type of data has its overall ~

of evidence can be collected.
correlation with safety and each has its strengths and weaknesses. The reviewer would like to collect as
much data as possible in order to get a bettet picture of the ' common factor variance'; i.e., to see if a
consistent finding emerges across different types of data, each subject to its own sources of bias and
error. The types of information that can provide partial assessments of 1151 safety include:

11FE Planning (including an life team, program plans and procedures),
Design analyses and studies (including requirements /tunction/ task analyses, technology

*
*

assessments, trade-off studies, etc.),
Design compliance with respect to accepted life guidelines, and
performance on the integrated system with operators performing the required tasks

e

a

under actual (or simulated) conditions.

The four categories et ' safety' evidence all have their strengths and weaknesses although they
are probably listed in an order of increasing correlation with safety, i.e., greater reliance on full mission
testing will be inade when compared with the make up of an life Design team and program plan it
is tempting to view the fourth category as definitive, but it is also subject to errar. 'Iypically full'aission
evaluations cannot test all possible conditions of IISI usage and they will generally be performt J using
a simulator (since actual plants cannot be subject to the failures and transients for which the }{ Sis are
mainly needed for to achieve their safety function)which create a somewhat artificial condition that can
modify crew responses. Thus, the reviewer must infer the safety of a design from a variety of different
pieces of evidence. each with their own bias and sources of error.

The greatest confidence in a finding that a design is ' safe' can be placed in one which was (1)
developed by a qualided IIFE design team including all the skills required using an acceptable life
program plan; (2) the result of appropriate HFE studies and analyses during the design development;
(3) in compliance with accepted HFE standards and guidelines and which justified exceptions, and (4)
validated in full mission testing.

Overview

The scope of the general life Program Review Model was limited to HSis including human
interfaces with hardware, software, and procedures. Training and personnel qualifications were not
considered as part of this model development. The first step in formulating the review an evaluation
process was to identify which aspects of the HSI design process are required to assure that safety goals
are achieved and to identify the general review criteria by which each element can be assessed. Review
criteria are required to assure that the design reflects curTently acceptable human factors engineering
practices. Thus, a technical basis for review of a design process was developed and is described in this
section. The speciSc objectives of this effort were:

To develop HFE program review model to serve as a technical basis for the resiew of the1.
development and design of ACRs. The model requirements were that it be: (1) based upon
currently accepted practices, (2) well defined, and (3) validated through experience with the
development of complex, high reliability sptems.
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'Io identify the life elements in a system development, design, and evaluation process that are
necessary and suillcient requisites to successfulintegration of the human component in complex2.

systems.

To identify which aspects of each IIFE element are key to a safety review and are requires to3.
monitor the process.

To identify the types of acceptance criteria that would have to be developed for each IIFE4.
element in order that it can be evaluated.

I

2.1.2 Developrnent Method

A technical review of current life guidance and practices was conducted to identify important
human factors program plan elements relevant to a design process review. Sources reviewed included
a wide range of nuclear industry and non. nuclear industry documents, including those currently under
development as part of the Departruent of Defense (DoD) MANPRINT program (Booher,1990, DoD,
1989; DoD,199Ca). Ftom this review a gercric sptem development, design, and evaluation process was
defined. Once specified, key life elements were identified, general criteria by which they are assessed
(based upon a review of cunent literature and accepted practices in the field of human factors engineer-
ing) were developed.

The generic life Program Review Modelwas developed based largely on applied general systems
theory (Bailey,1982: DeGreen,1970; Gagne, et al.,1988; VanCott et al.,; Woodson,1981) and the
Department of Defense (DoD) sy tem development process which is rooted in systems theory DoD,
1979a; DoD,1990b; Kockler et al.,1990). Other DoD documents were utilized as well (DoD 1979b;
DoD 1981; DoD 1983; DoD 1985; DoD 1986; DoD 1989a; DoD 1989b; DoD 1991a; DoD 1991b; DoD
1991c).

Applied general systems theory provides a broad approach to system design and development,
based on a series of clearly de5ned developmental steps, each with clearly defined and goals, and with

,

specific management processes to attain them. System engineering has t>cen defined as *...the manage-
ment function which controls the total system development effort for the purpose of achieving an
optimum balance of all system elements. It is a process which transforms an operational need into a
description of system parameters and integrates those parameters to optimize the overall system,

effectiveness" (Kockler et al.,1990). f

Utilization of the DoD system development as an input to the development of the Ocneric life
Program Model was based on several factors. DoD policy identifies the human as a speciSc element of
the total system (DoD,1990a). A system approach implies that all system components (hardware,-

software, personnel, support, procedures, and training) are given adequate consideration in the
developmental process. A basic assumption is that the personnel element receives serious consideration
from the very beginning of the design process. In addition, the maitary has applied HFE for the longest
period of time (as compared with industriaVcommercial system developers), thus the process is more
highly evolved and fonnalized and represents the most highly developed model available. Finally, since
military system development and acquisition is tightly regulated by federal, DoD, and military branch
laws, regulations, requirements, and standards, the model provides the most finely grained, specifically
defined life process available.
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Within the DoD system, the development of a complex system begins with the mission or purpose
of the system, and the capability requirements needed to satisfy mission objectives. Systems engineering
is essential in the earliest planning period to develop the splem concept and to define the system
requirements. During the detailed design of the system, systems engineering assures: _

'

r

balanced influence of all required design specialties,e

resolution of interface problems,*

the effective conduct of trade-off analyses,*
the effective conduct of design reviews, ande

the verification of system performance.*

The effective integration of lil'E considerations into the design is accomplished by: (1) providing
a structured top-down apprcach to system development which is iterative, integrative, interdisciplinary
and requirements driven and (2) providing a management structure which details the HFE considerations
in each step of the overall process. A structured top-down approach to NPP life is consistent with the
approach to new control room design as described in Appendix D of NUREG.0700 (U.S. NRC,1981)and the more recent international standard, IEC 9M (IEC,1989) for advanced control room design. The
approach is also consistent with the recognition that human factors issues and problems emergethroughout the NPP design and evaluation process and therefore, human factors issues are best addressed
with a comprehensive top-down program.

The systems engineering approach was expanded to develop a HFE Program Review Model to
be used for the ACR design and implementation process review by the incorporation of NRC HFE
tcquirements.

2.2.3 General Model Description

in this section Ln overview of the model is presented to generally describe the HFE elements,
products reviewed for each element, and the acceptance criteria used to evaluate the element. A more
detailed description of the elements are presented in O'Hara and Higgins,1992).

The model is intended as the programmatic approach to achieving a design commitment to HFE.
The overall commitment and scope of the HFE effort ::.n be stated as follows: Human system interfaces
(HSI) should be provided for the operation, maintenance, test, and inspection of the NPP that reflect
' state-of the-art human factors principles" (10 CFR 50.34(t)(2)(IU)) as required by 10 CFR M.47(a)(1)(ll).
For the purposes of model development ' state of the art' human factors principles was ccfined as those
principles currently accepted by human factors practitioners. ' Current" is defined with reference to the
time at which an HS1 is developed. ' Accepted" is defined as a practice, method, or guide which is (1)
documented in the human factors literature within a standard or guidance document that has undergone
a peer review process, and/or (2) justified through scientific / industry research practices.

The model developed to achieve this commitment contains eight elements dhided into four
review stages:

115 Plannine Review

Element 1 - Human Factors Engineering Progtsm Vanagement*
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Analysis Results Redew

Element 2 Operating Experience Review ;* -
_ Element 3 System Phnetional Requirements Analysis -|*
Element 4 - Allocation of Function |*
Element 5 Task Analysis*

Deslan Develonment Review '|

* - Element 6 Heman System !sterface Design
-* - Element 7 plant and Emerlency Operating Procedure Development.

|

-- Verification and Validattu ,J !

Element 8 Human Factors Verification and Validation.*
!

The elements and their interrelationships are illustrated in Figure 2.3. Also illus: rated _are the
|minimal set of items submitted to the NRC for review of the developers' HFE cfforts. The_ materials+

reviewed at each stage are shown in Figure 2.4 (either an implementation Plan, Analysis Report, and
- HFE Design Team Review Report). Each element contains an etcment objective and the factors that
must be considered in the review process. More detailed acceptance criteria have been dewribed
elsewhere (O'Hara and Higgins,1992).

j

|
|A brief description of each element follows.

2.23 Review Elements -

2.2.4.1 Element 1 Human Factors Engineering Program Management

- As stated above, this element reDects the general design cotamitment: Human system interfaces
.

(HSI) should be provided for the operation, maintenance, test, and inspection of the HS! that reflect
" state-of the. art human factors principles" (10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(lii)) as required by 10 CFR 52.4?(a)(1)(ll).

.4

:
All aspects of HS! should be developed, designed, and evaluated based upon a structured top-down
system analyds using accepted human factors engineering (HFE) principles based upon current HFE

>

'|
practices. _ HSI is used here in the broad sense and should include all operations, maintenance, test, and
Inspection interfaces, procedures, and training needs of the main cotetrol room and remote shutdown

-

|
system functions and cquipment.

To amure the integration of HFE into systetr. development and the achievement of the goals of
_ the HFE program, an HFE Design Team and an life Program Plan should be established to assure the

-

proper development, executloa, oversight, and documentation of the program. As part of the program
' +

plan an HFE issues tracking system (to document and track HFE related problems / concerns / issues and
t

E )h ld be estat,lished.z their solutions through3ut the HF program s ou
1

Considerations for the review of this element include (organized by the topics to which the
. considerations apply: Oeneral, HFE Team, issue Tracking System, and HFE Program plan):

t .

L ,

t
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Figure 2.3 HFE Program Review Model Elements
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1. HFE Planning Review

Renew or Provem Menegement Plan ton

* Element 1. HFE Program Management

Rem linplementation Plane ton
* Dement 2. Operahng Experience Review
* Dement 3. System Functonal neqdrwnents
* Dement 4 ABocaten of Functons
* Dement 5. Task Analysis
* Dement 6. Interf ace Design '

* Dement 7 Procedure Dwelopment
* Dement 8. HF Venhcoton and Vaidation

lf

2. Analysis Results Review
Rosew at Aneryete Reeutte Reporte a
HSI Deelen Team Evolueuen Reporte W:

* Element 2 Opersung Exponence Revie.
* Dement 3. Systan Functonal Rogsrements
* Element 4. Allocebon of Functc.w
* Element 6. Test Analysis

.,_

U

3. Design Development Review

Rowow of Anotysle Renutte Roporte a
.

HSI Deelen Team Evaluation Reporte ton

* Element 6. Interteos Design
* Dement 7 Proceduto Development

U

4. HF Verification & Validation Review
Renew or Anotysie Resurte Reporte a

_.

HSI Design Team Evolustion Reporte fon

* Element 8 HF Ven6caton and Validaten

i

Figure 2.4 Review Stages
L
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The primary goal of the life progr .n should be to developing an 1151 which makes possible
safe, efficient, and reliable operator performance and which satisfy all regulatory requirements.

1.

The general objectives of this program should include the high level cognithe goals ( identified
.-

*

in Section 3 of this report) which, as the life program develops, should be objectively defined
and should serve as criteria for test and evaluation actMties.

11FE Team

An life Detign Team should have the responsibility, authority and placement within the1.
organlation (as defined below) to ensure that the design commitment is achieved.

The team should be responsible for (1) the development of allIIFE plans and procedures; (2)2.
the oversight and review of allliFE design, dn>elopment, test, and evaluation actMties; (3) the
initiation, recomm endation, and provision of solutions through designated channels for problems
identified in the implementation of the life actMties; (4) verification ofimplementation of team
recommendations, (5) assurance that allliFE actMties comply to the 11FE plans and procedures,
and (7) scheduling of actMties and milestones.

The Team should have the authority and organiational freedom to ensure that all its areas of3.
responsibility are accomplished and to identify problems in the implementation of the 1151
design. The team should have the euthority to determine where its input is required, amess work
areas, design documentation. The Team should have the authority to control further putsing,,
delivery, installation or use of lIFElllSt products until the disposition of a non-conformance,
deficiency or unsatisf actory condition has been achieved.

The life Team should be placed at the level in the organiation required to execute its4.
responsibilities and authorities. 'Itc team should report to a level of 'nagement such that
required authority and organintional freedom are provided, including ~sficient independence
from cost and schedule considerations.

5. The HFE design team should include the following expertise:

Technical Project Management*

Systems Engineering*

Nuclear Engineering*
Control and instrumentation Engineeringe

Architect Engineering*

Human Factors*
Plant Cperations*
Computer Systems Engineering*

Plant Procedure Development*

Personnel Training*

Safety Engineering*

Reliability / Availability /Mamtainability/Inspectability (RAMI) Engineering*
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The tracking system should address human factors issues that are (1) knova to the industry (such1.
as TMI related HF issues and other NRC, industry and generi; human factors issues), (2) I

identified in the operating experience review (see Eternent 2), and (3) those identified throughout
the life cycle of the system design, development and evaluation.

1

The method should document and track human factors engineering issues and concerns, from2.
identification until climination or reduction to a level acceptab;c to the review team.

Each issue / concern that meets or exceeds the threshold effects established by the rcview team3.
should be entered on the log when first identified, and each action taken to climinate or reduce
the issue / concern should be thoroughly documented. The final resolution of the issue / concern,
as accepted by the review team, should be documented in detail, along with information |
regarding review team acceptance (e.g., person accepting, date, etc.)

;

indMdual responsibilities when anThe trackJng procedures should carefully spell out4.
issudeoncern is identified, identify who should log it, who is responsible for tracHng the
resolution efforts, who is responsible for acceptance of a resolution, and who should enter
closcout data.

HFE Procram and Manscement Plan

An HFE Program Management plan should be developed to describe how the human factors1.
program should be accomp!!shed,i.e., the plan should describe the life Team's organization and
composition and which lays out the effort to be undcrtaken and provides a technical approach,
schedule, and management control structure and technical interfaces to achicve the HFE
program objectives. The plan is the single document which describes the designer's entire HFE
program, identifies its elements, and explains how the elements will be managed. Generally, it

.

should address-

The scope of the HFE Design Team's authority within the broader scope of the*

organization responsible for plant construction. Included within this scope should be the
authority to suspend from delivery, installation, or operation any equipment which is
determined by the Team to be deficient in regard to established human factors design
practices and evaluation criteria.

The process through which the Team will execute its responsibilities.
.

*

The processes through which findings of the Team are resolved and how equipment*

design changes that may be necessary for resolution are incorporated into the actual
equipment ultimately used in the plant.

The qualifications of the team members.*

The process throtgh which the Team actMties will be assigned to individual team*
members, the responsibilities of each team member and the procedures t!.at will govern
the internal management of the team.

t
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The procedures and documentation requirements of the life Issues Tracking System.

2.2.4.2 Elernent 2. Operating Esperience Resiew

The accident at Thrce Mile Island in 1979 and other reactor incidents have illustrated significant
-

problems in the actual design and the des;gn philocephy of NPP 1151s. There have been many studies
as a result of these accidentsincidents. Utilities have implemented both NRC mandated changes and
additional improvements on their own initiative. However, the changes were formed based on the
constraints associated with backfits to existing control rooms (CRs) using early 1980s technology which
limited the scope of correctke actions that might have been considered, f.e., more effective fixes could
be used in the case of a designing a new CR with the modern technology typical of advanced CRs.
Problems and issues encountered in similar systems of previous designs should be identified and analyzed
so that they are avoided in the development of the current system or,in the case of positive features,
to ensure their retention.

Considerations for the review of this element include

**toblen;s and issues encountered in similar systems of p evious designs should be identified and1.

analyzed:

11uman performance issues. problems and sourets of human error should bee

identified.

Design elements which support and enhance human performance should be*

identified.

The review should include both a review ofliterature pertaining the human factors issues related2.
to similar systems and operator interviews.

The following sources both industry wide end plant or subsystem relevant should be investigated3.
at a minimum:

* _ Government and Industry Studies of Similar Systems
Licensee Event Reper.s.

Outage Analysis Reports*
Final Safety Analysis Reports and Safety Evaluation Reports.

Human Engineering Deficiencies identified in DCRDRse

Modifications of the Technical Speci0 cations for Operatione

Intemal Memoranda / Reports as Availablee

4. The '" lowing topics should be included in interviews as a niinimum:

Screen Design issues*

Data Presentation Formats*

Data Entry and Control Requirementse

Situational Awareness, Workload, and Vigilance issues*
Communicationse

e Procedures
Job Designe
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2.2.4.3 Element 3. Sptem Functional Requirements Analpis

System requirements should be analyzed to identJfy those functions which must be performed to
System function analysis should: (1) determine the

satisfy the objectives t. each functional area.
objective, performance requirements, and constraints of the design; and (2) establish the functions which
must be accomplished to meet the objectives and required performance.

Considerations for the review of this element include:

System requirements should determine system functions and the function should determine the1.
performance necessary to catty out its objective.

Critical functions should be de0ned (i.e., those functions required to achieve major system2.
performance requirements; or those functions which, if failed, could degrade system or
equipment performance or pose a safsty hazard to plant personnel or to the general public)

Safety functions should be identified and any functionalinterrelationship with non. safety systems3.
should bc identified.

Functions should be defined as the most general, yet differenti*4 means whereby the sptem
requirements are met, discharged, or satisfied. Functions should be arranged in a logical

4.

sequence so that any specified operational usage of the sptem can be traced in an end.to end
path.

Function diagramming should be done at several levels, starting at a " top level * where a very5.
gross picture of major functions is described, and continuing to decompose major functions to
several lower levels untu a speel6c critical end-Item requirement will emerge, e.g., a piece of -

equipment, software, or an operator.

Detailed narrative descriptions should be developed for each of the identified functions and for,

6.
the overall system configuration design itself. Each function should be identified and described

(observable parameters which wel indicate system status), functionalin terms of inputs
processing (control process and performance measures required to achieve the function), outputs,
feedback (how to determine correct discharge of function), and interface requirements from the
top down so that subfunctions are recognized as part oflarger functional areas.

7. Functional operations or activities should include:

detecting signals -
-.e

measuring information _e

comparing one m:asurement with anothere

processing informatione

acting upon decisions to produce _ a desired condition or result on the sptem ore

environment (e.g., sptem and component operation, actuation, and trips)

The function analysis should be kept current over the life cycle of design development.8.

!
Evaluation of the analysis should be performed to assure that:9.
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All the functions necessary for the achievement of operational and safety goals are*
identified.

All requirements of each function are loennfled.*
:

2.2.4.4 Element 4. Allocation of Function

The allocation of functions should take advantage of human strengths and avolds allocating
functions which would be impacted by human ilmitations. To assure that the allocation of function is
conducted according to accepted HFE principles, a structured and well-documented methodology of
allocating functions to personnel, sptem elements, and personnel system combinations should be
developed.

Considerations for the review of this element irclude:

All aspects of system and functions definition must be analyzed in terms of resulting human1.
performance requireme'.ts based on the crpected user population.

The allocation of fractions to personnel, system elements, and personnel system combinations
should be made ,flect (1) sensitivity, precision, time, and safety requirements, (2) required2.

reliability of synm performance, and (3) the number and level of skills of personnel required
to operate a6 maintain the system.

The allocation criteria, rr onal, ana,yses, and procedures should be documented.3.

As alternative allocation concepts are developed, analyses and trade off studies should be4.
conducted to determine optimum configurations of personnel and system performed functions.
Analyses should conGrm that the personnel elements can properly perform tasks allocated to
them while maintaining operator situation awareness, workload, and vigilance. Proposed function
assignment should take the maximum advantage of the capabilities of human and machine
without imposing unfavorable requirements on either.

Functions should be re-allocated in an iterative manner, in response to developing design5.
specifics and the outcomes of on-going analyses and trade studies.

6. Function assignment should be evaluated.

2.2.4 5 Element 5 Task Analysis

Task analysis should provide the systematic study of the behavioral requirements of the tasks the
personnel subsystem is required to perform in order to achieve the functions allocated to them. The task
analysis should:

form the basis for specifying the requirernents for the displays, data processing arid*

controls needed to carry out tasks,

provide one of the bases for making design decisions; e.g., determining before hardware
fabrication, to the extent practicable, whether system performance requ' ments can be

e

met by combinations of anticipated equipment, software, and personnei.

|
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assure that human performance requirements do not exceed human capabilities.*

be used as basic information for developing procedures, and*

be used as basic information for developing manning, skill, training, and communication*
requirenents of the system.

Considerations for the review of this element include: f

The scope of the task analysis should include all operations, maintenance, test and inspection|
tasks. The analyscs should be directed to the full range of plant operating modes, including start.1.

up, normal operations, abnormal operations, transient conditions, low power and shutdownconditions. The analyses should include tasks performed in the control room as well as outside,

of the control room.

The analysis should link the identified and described tasks in operational sequence diagrams.
A review of the descrir'lons and operational sequence diagram * should identify which tasks can2.

be considered " critical" m terms of importance for function achievement, potential for human
error, and impact of task failure. Human actions which are found to affect plant risk in PRA
sensitivity analyses should also be considered ' critical.' Where critical functions are automated,
the analyses should consider all human tasks including monitoring of an automated safety system
and back up actions if it fails.

- Task analysis should begin on a gross level and involve the development of detahed narrative
descriptions of what personnel must do. Task analyses should define the nature of the input,

3.

ptocess, and output required by and of personnel. Detailed task descriptions should address (as
appropriate):

Information Requirements* ..

Information required, including cues for task initiation-

Information available-

Decision Making Requirements*

Description of the. decisions to be made (relative, absolute, probabilistic)
>

.

Evaluations to be performed
Decisions that are probable based on the evntuation (opportunities for cognitive

-

errors, such as capture error, will be identined and carefully ana?yzed)
.

.

l Response Requirements

Action to be taken
Overlap of task requirements (serial vs. parallel task elements)

.

! -

Frequency-

Speed / Time line requirements-

Tolerance / accuracy.

Operational limits of personnel performance-

L
..

N3
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Operationallimits of machine and software-

Dody movements required by action taken-

Feedback Requirementse r

Feedback required to indleve adequacy of actions taken-

Workload*

Cognitive-

Physical-

Estimation of difficulty level-

Task Support Requirements*

special/piotutive clothing-

Job aids or reference materials required-

Tools and equipment required-

Computer processing support aids-

Workplact Frctors*

Workspace envelope required by action taken-

Workspace conditions-

Locat!on an 1 condition of the work-

Environment-

StafDng and Communication Requirements*

number of personnel, their technical specialty, and specific skills-

Commumcations sequired, including type
14rsonnel interaction when more than one person is involved

-

-

liatard Identificatione

Identification of 11azards involved-

The task analyds shou!J be iterative and become progressively more detailed over the design
The task analysis should be detailed enough to identify information and control

4.
cycle. data
requirements to enable speci6 cation of deta!!ed requirements for alarms, displays,

'

processing, and controls for human task accomplishment.

The task analysis resul's should provide input to the personne' talning programs.5.

2.2.4.6 Element 6 llunian System Ir.terface Design

Human engineering principles and criteria should be applied along with all other design
requirements to identify, select, and design the particular equipment to be oper ated/ maintained /contrelled
by plant personnel.
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Cons!derations for ths review of this element include:

Tbc desli:n configuation shr,uld r.atisfy the functional and technical design requirements and
insure that the !!SI will meet the apptcpriate llFE guidance and criteria.1.

The HFE cffun should be applied to llSi both inside and outside of the control room (local
2.

1151).

1:51 design should utuizt the results of the task analysis to assure the adequacy of the 1151,2.

The 1131 andworking emironment should Le adequate for the human performance requirements
it suppons The 1151 sinoddl,e capable of supponing critical operationr under the worst credlbie

;
4.

emirmtmestst mnditios. ~

The 1151 should be frce of elements which are no: required frst Ahe accamplishment of any insk.
,

1

The selection and design of IISI hardware and software approaches should be based upori
demonstrated criteria cat support the achle>cment of human task performance requirennts.6.

Criteria can be 1:.. sed upon test results, demonstrated experience, and trade studies of ideatificd
upt!ons.

11FE standnds sbould be employed in 1151 selection and design.11uman enginecrmg guidance
regardine the design particulars should be developed by the IISI designer to (1) insure that the

7.

human system interfaces are designed to currently accepted FIFE guidelines and (2) insureThis
proper consideration of human capabilities and limitations in the developing system.
guidance should be derived from sources such as expert judgement, design guidelines andstandards, and quantitative (e.g., anthropometrie) and qualitative (e.g., relative effectiveness of
differing types of displays for different conditions) data. Procedures should be employed to
ensure 1151 odherence with the developed design standards.

.

11FE/11S! probkms should be resolved using studies, experiments, and laboratory tests, e.g.,8.

Mockups and models may be used to resolve access, workspace and related lifee

problems and incorporating these solutions into system design

Dynamle simulttion and 11S1 prototypes should be evaluated for use to evaluate design*

details of equipment requiring critical human performance

The rationale for selection of design /cvaluation tools should be documentedi

e

life should be applied to the design of equipment and software for maintainability, testing and
9.

inspection.

! 2.2.4.7. Eternent 7. Plant and Emergency Operating Procedure Development

Plant and Emergency Operating Procedures should be developed to support and guide human
! interaction with plant sptems and to control plant related events and actMtics liuman engineering

principles and crite-ia should be applied along with all other design requirements to develop procedures

1 2-35
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types of
that are technically accurate, comprehensive, crplicit, easy to utilize, and va!8 dated. The
procedures covered in the element are:

plant and system operations (includi.lg start up, power, and shutdown operations),*

e
abnormal and emergency operatinr.r.,e

preoperational, start up. end survell!ance tests, and
,

*
alarm response.e

Considerations for the review of this element irslude:

The task analysis should be used to specify the procedures for operations (normal, abnormal, and
1.

emergency), test, maintenance and inspection.

De basis for procedure development should include:2.

Plant dedge bases*
system based techrict requirements and specifications
the task analyses for operations (normal, abnormal, and emergency)

,e

e

significant human actions identified hi the llRA/PRA
initiating events to be considered in the EOPs should include those events present in the

e

e

design bases.

A Writers Guide should be developed to establish the process for developing technical
procedures that are complete, accurate, consistent, and easy to understand and follow. The

3.

Guide should contain sufficiently objective criteria so that procedures developed in sexordance
with the Guide should be consistent in organizatloa, style, and content. The Guide should be
used for all procedures within the scope of this Element. The Writers Guide should provide
instructions for procedure content and format (including the writing of action steps and the
specification of acceptabic acronyra lists and acceptable terms to be used).

The content of the procedures should inwrporate the following elements:4.

* Title
Statement of Applicabilitye

Referencese

Prerequisites*
Precautions (including warnings, cautions, and notes)*
Limitations and Actions*
Required Human Actions*
Acceptance Cdteriae

Checkoff Listse

A review should be conducted to assuteAll procedures should be verified and validated.
procedures are correct and can be performed. Final validation of operating procedures should

5.

be performed in a simulation of the integrated system as part of V&V activities described li.
Element 8.
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An analysis should be conducted to deterinine the impact of providing computer based
procedures and to specify where such an approach would improve procedure utilization and6.

teduce operating crew errots related to procedure use.

2.2.4.8 Element 8. Iluman Factors Verification and Validation

The successfulincorporation of human factors engineering into the final HS1 design and they
acceptability of the resulting 11S1 should be thoroughly evaluated as an integrated system using HFE'

cykluation procedures, guidellnes, standards, and principles.

Considerhtlons for the review of this element include:

The evaluation should verify that the performance of the 11S1, when all elements are fully
integrated into a system, meets (1) all llFE design goals as established in the program plan; and1.

(2) all system functional requirements and support human operations, maintenance, test, and
inspection task acmmplishment.

2. The evaluation should address-

11uman Hardware interfaces*

Human software interfaces*
Procedures*

Workstation and console con 0gurations*

Control room design*

Remote shutdown sptem End location control station*
Design of the overa!! work erwironment*

Indhidual HS1 design elements should be evaluated in a static and/or 'part task' mode to assure3.
that all controls, displays, and data processing that are required are available and that they are

.

designed according to accepted HIT gulhlines, standards,7-.1 principles.

The integration of HSI elements with each other and with pesonnel sould be evaluated and4,
validated through dynamic task performance evaluation using evaluation tools which are
appropriate to the accomplishment of this objective. A fully functional HS1 prototype and plant
simulator should be used as part of these evaluations. If an alternative to a llSi prototype is
proposed its acceptability should be documented in the implementation plan. The evaluaticos
should have as their objectives:

Adequacy of entire HSI mpfiguration for achievement of safety goals
Confirm allocation of function and the structure of tasks assigned to personnel

*

*

Adequacy of staffing and the HS1 to support staff to accomplish their tasks,*
Adec*tacy of Procedures
Confirm the adeq"acy of the dynamic aspects of all interfaces for task accomplishment

*
*

Evaluatbn and demonstration of error tolerance to human and system failures*

Dynaraic evaluations should evaluate HS1 under a range of operational conditions and upsete,5.
and should include:

Normal plant evolutions (e.g., start up, full power, and shutdown operations)*
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Instrument Failures (e.g., logic and untrol units, fault tolerant controllers, local ' field
.

*
Units' for multiplex (MUX) system, MUX controller)
llSi equipment and processing failure (e.g., loss of VDUs, loss of data processing, losse

of large overview display) -

Transients (e.g., Turbine Trip, Loss of Offslie Pwer, Station Blackout and Loss of alle

ITV)Accidents (e.g., Main steam line break, Posithc Reathity Addition, Control Rod
insertion at power, Control Rod Ejection, ATWS, at.d various-sized LOCAs)

*

Performance measures for dynamic evaluations should be adeq' sate to test the achkvement off
all objectives, design goals, and performance requirements and should include at a minimum:

6.

1

|
System performance measures relevant to safety
Cr:rt Primary Task Performance (e.g., task tirnes, procedure violations)

*
je

Crew Errors*

Situation Awarenesse

Workload je

Crew communications and coordination
'

e

Anthropometry evaluationse

Physical positioning and interactions*

A veriGcation should be made that allissues documented in the iluman Factors issue Tracking7.
System have been addressed.

A veriGcation should be made that all critical human actions as defined by the task analysis and8.
PRNHRA have be adequately supported in the design. The design of tests and evaluations to
be performed as part of life V&V aethities should specifically examine these actions.

|
|

|
|
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IISI REVIEW GUIDEI.INE DEVELOPMENT3.

General Methodolocv und General Deslen Principle _s3.1

3.1.1 Oserview

While a very broad general model for the review of advanced reactor life was developed, thu
development of guidelines for the review of advanced 1151 controls and room displays was identified asd
the part of the model to be developed. The general methodology for this part of the effort is illustrate
in Figure 3.1.

The most important aspect of design evaluation is knowing what tasks the operator must perform
and what the information, data processing, and control requirements are for each task transaction. Thls
information must be developed for each unique design and cannot be specified in advance There are
several reasons for this including:

The great diversity of plant types under development incorporating reactor technologies*
beyond LWRs,
The evolutionary continuum in active to passive safety systems which greatly impacts the*
operator's safety functions, and
The varying degree of automation available in present advanced teactor designs.*

Thus, while a knowledge of operator tasks is the single most important aspect of safety evaluation, the
state of the industty does not permit the specification of these tasks in enough detail to enable the
development of a guidance document that would be generic encugh to be applicable the all ACR design.
Therefore, access to detailed task information will be required for each evaluation whether it is made
available to evaluators through secondary sources (such as documentation or operators) or whether it is
developed by evaluators.

It is possible to identify some high level operator cognitive goals based upon what is understood
.

about human information processing and the cognitive precursors to human error (as was discussed in
Section 2). Based upon the discussion in Section 2, a relatively small number of high level cognitive goals
can be identified:

Information Perception and Detection

Information Processine Reauirements Signal detection and event recognition requirements should be
kept within the operators' information processing limits.

Ranid Information Assimilation . HSl information should be displayed in a form that can be easily
assimilated and understood by the user.

Maximize Primary Task T .rfortnance

Operator Primary Task Sonoort .The HS1 should be designed around the operator's primary tasks in -
f terms of what has to be performed within a given time frame, i.e., the HSI should support the users to

accomplish all assigned tasks within system defined time and performance criteria,
!

,
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S_Ituation_ Awareness Suotort The HSI should support a high degree of operating crew * situation
'

awareness.

Acoropriate Workload . The HSI should provide for a level of workload that does not nt;,Uvely affect
performance but which h sufficient to maintain vigilance.

Minimlac Secondary h.sk Effects on Divided Attention

Minlmire Unwanted Secondary Tasks The HS! should minimize the competition for attentional

processing resources of secondary tasks (tasks not directly involved with process control, such as the
interface management).

hilnimize Mental Computations and Transformations -The HS! design should minimize the need for
operators to perform mental computations or to mentally transform data in order to make it usable.

Minimlre Memory lead - The system will minimize operator memory load.

Mintrnize Errors

Feedback - The operator should be provided with feedback regarding the behavior of the system in
response to control actions.

E rrc* Tolerance The operator interfaces should minimize operator error and provide for error detection
and recovery capability. They should provLie the cues required to activate the mental model which is
appropriate to the situation (thus minimizing the higher level processing and the information processing
burden) and distinguish the information from other similar events.

The means of attaining these goals in the HSI is reflected in a set of General Design Principles
that dep!ct the generic HS! characteristics necessary to suppott optimal operator perfo-mance. Such
general principles of human interface design have been proposed in a number of sources (Smith and
Mosier,1986: Rarden and Johnson,1989; Shneiderman,1987; DoD,1989). It should be noted that all
of the cognitive goals do not all translate directlyinto clear cut design review principles. However, most
can be addressed as part of HSI evaluation. For the purposes of this report the General Design Principles
are referred to as " Meta Guidelines." There are ten Meta Guidelines:

Efficient Screen Organization

All aspects of screen organization (placement of elements, sequencing of elements, spacing, etc.)
should be based on user requirements and reflect the general principles of organization by importance,

f equency of use, order of use, etc.

Logical Structure

All aspects of the system (formats, terminology, sequencing, grouping, etc.) should reflect an
obvious logic, preferably based on task requirements, nuclear power conventions, or cultural conventions.
In the absence of a logic based on one of these, another non arbitrary logic, such as alphabetical,
chronological, size, etc., should be employed.
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Consistenry

All aspects of the system should be expressed consistently, including formats, terminology (labels,
prompts, menu items, commands, etc.), abbreviations, coding, control actions, sequences of actions, etc.:

Famillarity/htenningfulness

All aspects of the system should be expressed in customary, commonplace, useful and functional
terms, rather than abstract, unusual or arbitrary forms, or in forms requiring interpretation prior to use.

,

Task Compatibility

The system should support task accomplishment and not force the user to conform to system
Required data should be available in forms and formats

_

processing requilements and limitations.
appropriate to the task, and control options should encompass the range of potential desired actions.

_

hijnimal hiemory Lead

Toe system should minimize the user's cognitive load by not requiring users to perform mental
calculations, mental transformations, or to remember lengthy lists of codes, complex syntactic command
strings, information from one screen to another, lengthy action sequences, etc.

hilnimal Required Artfons

The system should require the minimum number of actions necessary to accomplish an action;
e.g., single vs. command keying, menu selection vs multiple command entry, single input mode (keyboard,
me ise, etc.) vs. mixed mode, etc. In addition, the system should not require the entry of redundant data.
The user should not be required to re enter information already resident in the system, or information
the system can generate through operating on already resident data.

Mexibility

The system should provide the user with multiple means to carry out actions and permit the user
to format display /controlin a conSguration most convenient for the task at hand. Flexibility is sometimes
a trade off with consistency and should not impose interface management woridoad which distracts the
user from plant monitoring and operations tasks.

Effective Feedback

The system should prcwide useful information regarding sptem status, permissible operations,,

errors and error recovery, dangerous operations, data parameters, etc. The system should provide an

effective HELP function.

Effective Error llandling

The system should generally be designed such that the user can not make a serious error. If an
error is made, the negative effects should be controlled and minim! red, the system should offer simple,
comprehensible notification of the error, including guidance for e, Tor recovery, and should proside
simple, effective methods for recovering from the error.
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Since the ptinciples ate generic and stated at a fairly general level, they must be made more
application specific througn the development of detailed design iniew guidance. The general 11S1
principles are then made more technology dependent and to a level of detail sufficient to support 1151 review and evaluations. The general 11S1 principles must be translated into terms that can be applied
to specluc applications of advanced technology for NPPs,i.e., by developing guidelines for the review
of the specific types technology (e.g., graphic displays, touch screens, and expert systems).

The detailed guidelines can be derived from many sources as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The most
cost effective means of developing guidance is to adapt validated guidelines already developed for similar
complex, high technology systems. For areas where no guV

..s is available, the scientific literature and

industry experience related to the area can be rniewed to determine whether a sutGcient knowledge base
exists to support guideline development. If the knowledge basis is weak, specl0c research projects can
be developed to provide a foundation for guideline development.

Revision 2 of the Guideline (described in this document) reflects the results of the first method
of guideline development. While a preliminary list of areas in need of further development have beenidentified, no effort was made in this project to rniew the literature (beyond that defined in the first
method).

The purpose of this section is to describe the derivation of the detailed guidelines containco in
Revision 2 of the Guideline.

Identt0 cation of Available Guidance for Advanmi f(St3.2

3.1.1 Document Search

lluman factors guidelines for the types of advanced 11S1 technology being used in NPPs (as
(1) a search of the humandiscussed in Section 2) were sought. The search process was composed of:

factors literature including journal articles, conference papers, spaial interest group newsletters, and
announcements of recent publications for books, manuals, etc.; and (2) dit ect contact with organizations
which sponsor such research as well as individuals in the field of advanced human factors technology.

I

Three general criteria were used to facilitate the identification of guidelines projects for
First, no effort was made to identify documents developed before 1980.consideration in this project.

The reasons for this restriction included (1) significant guMelities were absorbed in later documents
developed in the 1980s, and (2) 1151 and computer technology have so dramatically changed over the
1980s that many of the guidelines published in the 1970s are not applicable to today's technology.
Second, for this stage taf the project, very specialized documents were not included because their validity
could not be judged and they typically contain guidelines drawn from more well known guidelines. Third,
a ' finer net" was used to identify applicable documents in the nuclear industry. That is, almost any
nuclear industry document suggesting recommendations or guidelines for advanced HSI w a sought andFor example,
included while such a fine resolution search was not performed in otner areas.
fJUREG/CR 3987 on computerized annunciator systems contains general guidelin .* for such systems and
was identiSed in the search proces:;. Similar documents from outside of the nuclear industry would not
have been included in the search process.

Information en each effort was entered into a computeri7ed cktabase containing information such
as authors, document title, document number, publication date, performing organization, sponsoring
organization, publisher, status (completed. draft report, or work in progress), availability (available or not
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The avaDabli documents for all
-

available for relcase), and a synopsis of the document's conteNs.
projects were solicited and obtained where available.

Over 75 guideline efforts were identified. The great emphasis is on hcl with the more recent
Many of the hardwr.re aspects of hcl were

-

emphasis specifically on human software interfaces.
elaborated in earlier guidelines, although there are some exceptions to this is wt ll (such w in the area
of computer input devices like thn mouse and touch screen). It was also ob sermd that a large nuinber
of books have been published in recent years on hcl guidelines. These texts, however, generally are
limited 7 terms of the rese,trch justification audit nail provided for indMdu al guidelines (i.e., indMdual
guidelines are not linkcd with references validatin,, their use). Government sp)nsored documents such
as Smith and Mosier (1986) and DoD-HDBL761 A are mut. stronger in tins r# gard. The latter m c.o
much stronger in terms of the peer / industry review the guidelines receivd.

3.2 i Document Selection of Primary Source Documents

Once advanced HSI documents were identified, the selection c f tiios e 6cuments so serve as the
basis for the initial ;et of guidelines to be incorporated in the Guideline document had to be made.
Although many documents were identified and included in the database, no attempt was made to include
n!! of them in the development of the Guideline for two rence. First, the sheer volume of documents
would have been too resource intensive to permit a detailed evaluation c i c ach, Second, there was great
diversity in the " validity" of indMdual documents. Therefore, a strate;y was developed to classify the
documents into primary (those to be used in the Guidelines developmcati and secondary sources. The
classification process is explained below,

in the selection of primary source documents and in the subs quent selection of individual
guidelines, a high priority was given to assuring the Nalidity" of the guidel nes. Validity is not used here
in the classic scientiSc sense of the term,instead an attempt was made to a ssure that the guidelines were
based upon empirical research and/or accepted human engineering pra:tice, Validity was defined in
terms of two aspects of potential socree document development wb.ch loosely conespond to the" Internal"
empirical research support and conformance with accepted human ragineering practice.
validity was evaluated by the degree to which the individual guidelinr4 v% tin a document were based

-

upon empirical research and an audit trail maintained from each guideline back to the research upon
which it was based. Thus, if an individual guideline seemed questionable, it would be possible to go back
to the original source documents to evaluate the appropriateness of the guideline's technica' wasis.
" External" validity was evaluated as a function of the degree to which the document has been sugected
to peer review. A decument which had undergone extensive peer review was considered to have external
validity. Such a review process was considered a good method of screening guidelines for conformance
to ac:epted human engineering practices. Internal and external vahdity were evaluated at the document
level and not at the level of individual guidelines.

In general, documents which had both good irdernal and external validity were considered the
~

Documents which had neither internal or external validity were
best primary source documents.
considered secondary sources. This classification was used to specify the use of the documents in the
guidelines compilation process.

While internal validity (research basis) and external validity (pcer review) are important factors,
there are additional factors which affect a document's priority within a class. Thus, a more fine-grained
prioritization procedure was developed that included three additional factors:
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Authorshiti A document was considered higher priority than another ifit was developed
t'y a panel of experts under the auspices of a recognized institution (such as the Human

.

Factors Socicy) than if it was developed by a small group of authors.

Recency - A document was considered higher priority than another ifit was developed
recently (1985-Present) than if it was developed prior to that (1980-1984).

*

h if it was developed
_ ndustry A document was considered higher priority than anot erI_for the nuclear industry than if it was dewloped for another industry.

*

When these three factors are combined with the first two factors, a 3Llevel prioritization system results.
Each of the documents in the database was rated by priority and that information was coded in the
database. The priority rating was used to guide the order of document utilization and to facilitate theresolution of conflicting guidance that may appear between documents. The general classification used

,

m

to enablish document priority is !!!ustrated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Guideline Document Prioritization Scheme

w
b

NO PEER REVIEW
PEER REVIEW

NO
he NO YET

YESgg
E

..

PANEL NO PANEL NO PANEL NO PANEL NO

E
~

REC OLD REC OLD REC OLD REC OLD REC OLD REC OLD REC OLD REC OLD
9
g
E

l
'

N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N Og

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e o to it 12 13 to is is 17 is is 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2s to 30 at 32
:

$
E l,

n

Notes:
For Recency- REC Recent(1985-Present) ard OLD = 190o-1984
For Industry: N = NudearIndusty ard O = Other Industry
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Table 3.2. Guideline Primary Source Documents

ORGANIZATION DOC. NUMBER | YEAR T11LE
I

DoD MIL-STD 1472D 1989 Human Engineering Design Criteria for
Military Syrtems

DoD DOD HDBK 761A 1990 Human engineering Guideline for
Management Information Systems

U.S. Air Force ESD-TR-86-278 1986 Guidelines for Designing User Interface

Software (Smith and Mosier)

NASA NASA-STD-3000 1987 Man System Integration Standards

NASA NASA-USE. 1988 Space Station Freedom Human-Computer
..

HCIG-1000 Interface Guidelines

HFS ANSI STD-HFS- 1988 American National Standard for Human
Factors Engineers of Visual Display

100
Terminals Workstations

U.S. NRC NUREG-0800 1984 Standard Review Plan

INEL ISBN 012 283965- 1989 User-Computer Interface in Process Con-

X
trol: A Human Factors Engineering Hand-
book

The primary source documents used for the NRC Guideline are indicated in Table 3.2.

While all of the documents are the products of U.S. Government sponsored efforts, the last
document listed is a published book (Gilmore et al.,1989). It was based in part upon work performed"

at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the NRC and reported in NUREG/CR-4227
(Gilmore,1985). The work is significant because it (!) is speci6cally directed toward process control
applications, (2) provides an excellent research basis for the guidelines presented, and (3) draws heavily
from source material developed in the nuclear industry. It differs from the other documents in that it
did not receive the extent of peer review received by the other documents. However, its positive features
were considered significant enough to warrant its inclusion as a primary source.

Another slightly different document was the Space Station Freedom Guidelines. Since these
guidelines were developed for the Space Station they were much inore prescriptive than the other
documents. This source was used, however, because it had an excellent research base and peer review.

_

It also provided a number of new HCI guidelines. When used as a source for the NRC Guideline, these,

| guidelines were modified to present a general principle rather than an equipment specific requirement.!

3.3 Orranizational Structure

Before developing an organizational structure for the Guideline, the approaches used in other
docaments that provide advanced human factors guidelines were examined. The structure should remain;I

fairly flexible at this point to allow for the diversity of technology implementations, the growth of
emerging technology, and to provide for an expansion of document scope to other types of interfaces.
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A computer based document can provide the flexibility needed at this stage of the Guideline
devf.lopment.

The organizational structure of the primary source documents was reviewed. Typically these
documents used a generic function based approach, that is, the guidelines were organized by high level
functions the operator performs with the system, such as data entry, data display, dialogue, communica-
tion, and data protection. In addition, a section on integration of these functional elements is uwally
provided. Several of these documents address the human interface issues peculiar to computer systems.
The more general documents, such as MIL-STD-1472D and NASA-STD-3000, also include guidelines
for the hardware required to perform computer functions (e.g., keyboards, CRTs). NUREG.0700 followsControl
a similar approach; the !!st of interface guidelines are organized into the following sections:
Room Workspace, Communications, Annunciator Waming Systems, Controls, Visual Displays, Labels
and Location Aids Process Computers, Panel Layout, and Control-Display Integration.

The Guideline's organizational structure is similar to other documents that focus heavily on the
human-computer interface. However, the organizational structure was influenced by the results of the
scoping task which indicated major trends in the use of relatively " compact' computer based workstations
and intelligent operator aids. Thus, the proposed structure represents a blend of current guideline
approaches and the anticipated needs of the NRC inspector or reviewer. The seven major sections of
the draft document are presented in Table 3.3. Each of these is broken into several subsections. A more
detailed breakdown of the sections is presented at the beginning of Volume 11 of this report.

Of the seven sections, the first six tend to be human-software / human information oriented. The
last section provides the majority of the guidctines pertaining to hardware and workplace layout. Note
that no effort is being made in this project to incorporate guidelines for ' traditional" technology (e.g.,
- rotating knobs or sound-powered phones) already addressed by NUREG-0700, although there are plans
to do so in the future since these will be needed to review advanced CRs.

information Display
i

This section deals primarily with the formatting of visual displays, both text- and graphics-based.
Guidance is provided in top-down fashion beginning with broad display design issues and then proceedhig'

to finer levels of display details, The first four major sections include overall organization & layout, type
of display, display elements, and finally coding. The fifth subsection pertains the display of safety critical

i parameters.

Screen organization guidelines include general organizing principles, establishment of functional
,

areas on the display (e.g., commandi message areas), methods of presenting information on multipleGuidelines for types of
pages, techniques for grouping displayed items, and the use of " windows?
displays address the use of various methods of presenting information such a.s by tables, lists, data forms,
mimics, and graphics (including flow charts, graphics, map displays, diagrams, etc.).

Guidelines for display elements treat the appearance of the cursor and text characters, graphical
and textual methods of dan presentation, and the content and format of labels used in such
presentations.

;

L
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Table 33. Guideline Tr.ble of Contents

1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.2 Types of Displays
13 Display Elements
1.4 Coding
1.5 Display of Safety Parameters

2.0- OPERATOR INPUT AND
2.1 Entering Information

CONTROL 2.2 Operator Dialogue
23 Display Control
2.4 Information Manipulation
2.5 System Response Time

3.0 AIARMS
.-

4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.1 Routine System Messages and Guidance
4.2 Decision Aids

5.0 INTER. PERSONNEL 5.1 General
COMMUNICATION 5.2 Preparing Messages

53 Addressing Messages
5.4 Initiating Transmission
5.5 Controlling Transmiss;nn
5.6 ReceMng Messages

6.0 INFORMATION 6.1 General
PROTECTION 6.2 User Ideutification

63 Data Access
6.4 Data Transmission

7,0 WORKSTATION DESIGN 7.1 Display Devices ~

7.2 Control and Input Devices
73 Control Room Configuration |

Coding is used to distinguish among types of displayed data (e.g., normallout.cf. range,_

labels / values). Coding guidelines consider text codes and methods of highlig' ting text displays, generally
applicable codes based on visual attributes (e.g., brightness, color, size, shape, etc.), and auditory codes.
The guidance centers on the consistent application of codes, and the appropriateness of their use in
connection with various types of tasks.

-

i Operator Input and Controli

This section addresses entering information, operator dialogue, display control, information
manipulation, and system response time. 'Ihus, considerations of display <ontrol integration are included

|- here.

i information entry comprises any circumstance in which the operator provides data to a computer-
Modes of information input considered include text entry, tabular and form entry,based system.

graphical entry, and entry via speech.

3 10
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Or>erator dialocue refers to the issuing of sequence control commands to the system. Sequence
control refers to operator inputs that initiate or interrupt transactions (i.e., functions of the system). The
specific means by which such command inputs are made is the transaction dialogue. The types of
dialogue considered are: command language, direct manipulation, menu selection, form-filling, function
keys, query language, question and answer, and constrained natural language.

Command Language - A command language dialogue requires the operator to specify the
functions to be performed without prompting; the operator is assumed to be aware of theA command language dialogne is
available options, the proper command syntax, etc.).
appropriate when a great deal of flexibilityis required regarding the sequencing and content of
operator inputs, and the operator is very familiar with the system.

Din ct Afanipulation - A direct manipulation or graphic user interface (GUI) typically displays
pictographic icons to represent control actions and options; actions and options not easily
represented in pictographic form are presented in n'enus. Icons or menu items are " selected" by
positioning a cursor, usually by means of a pointing device (i.e., a mouse or trackball). GUls
often present different modes of interaction or types of information in separate, selectable
" windows" on the display.

Afenu Selection - A menu selection dialogue presents the operator with a number of options from
which the desired actian is chosen any of a variety of means (e.g., positioning of the cursor,
entering a keystroke code, etc.). This style of dialogue is appropriate when the number of
options is limited and speed and accuracy are critical.

Form Filling - A form-filling dialogue requires the operator to enter data !n predefined fields

presented on the display. This style ofinteraction is, therefore, appropriate to situations in whichthe categories of data to be input can be specified, but flexibility is required with respect to the
data to be input. It is the obvious choice for entry of into a computer system of information that
already exists on hardcopy forms.

Function Keys - Function keys are dedicated to a single option or action and are therefore best
used to in order to select from among a small number of frequently-used options that are
available at any point in the operator / system interaction (i.e-, functions that are available only in
certain modes of system operation are typically at assigned to function keys).

Query Language - Query language is a specialized type of command languege used to retrieve
information from a system.

Question and Answer -In a quesuon and answer dialogue, the system poses questions for the
operator to answer. This style of interaction is appropriate when the types of information to be
input are specified, and the order in which the data are to be input is predefined.

i to
Con. strained Natural Language A natural language interface allows instruct ons ( requests
be entered using ' everyday" vocabulary with few requirements as to s>Titax.

A well-designed operator dialogue will allow operators to interact with the system without
imposing unnecessary constraints on the selection or. sequencing of actions, and move efficiently from
one task to the next.

3-11
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Disnlav Control guidelines comprise a variety of display interactions and modes (e.g., selection.
.

freezing, updating, paging, scrolling). The objective of the design of display control functions is to allow
the operator to access the speci6c information required for the task at hand while maintaining awareness
of the ongoing process and the display / control context.

System Response Time address the necessity of the system to respond promptly to operator input.
Guidelines address the speed the systems's response to user inputs of various kinds, and control by the
operator of the display ofinfcrmation.

Alarras

Alarms have historically been problematic in NPP CRs. Recent advanced technology-based
efforts to improve alarms have not been completely successful (see O'Hara et al.,1991), thus, the NRC
has specifically identified alarms (annunciators) as a generic issue and initiated research to develop review
guidance in the area of advanced alarm systems (FIN A-3967). This section is essentially a place holder~

for the results of the NRC project identified above.

Operator Aids

Areas covered by guidelines in this section are prompts (including routine messages), operator
guidance (feedback and on line help), and decision aids (i.e., expert systems). Well-designed prompts
indicate not only that input is expected, but also the proper format and means of performing the entry.
Useful error messages clearly convey the nature of the problem and facilitate its correction. The overall
goal of prompting and user guidance is to ensure that operators, at any point in the interaction, are aware
of what type of action is appropriate, what their options are, how they should proceed, and how they can
request help.

Inter Personnel Comrnunication

!
This section contains guidelines for activities related to computer-mediated communication

-

among the plant personnel, e.g., preparing, addressing, transmitting and receiving messages. Many of
the guidelines are concerned with minimizing the demands placed on the operators of the ystem while
providing them with considerable flexibility in communications. It is especially important in the context
of a CR that inter-operator communication functions be well integrated into the larger computer-based
control system, e.g., operators should not feel that communications require an interruption their ongoing
tasks, the use of a unique command set or mode of interaction, recall of special syntax and addresses,
etc.

Information Protection

This section contains guidelines pertaining to methods for ensuring the integrity of data u:ad by
the system. Gui, dance covers prevention ofinadvertent change or deletion of data, minimization of data
loss due to computer failure, and protection of data such as setpoints from unauthorized access.
Measures taken to protect data will usually involve trade-offs between security and case-of-use. The
inconvenience introduced by the necessity to, e.g., verify potentially destructive actions, should be
appropriate to the costs of such actions.

i
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Workstation Design

This section is hardware-oriented and organized in bottom-up fashion beginning with guidelines
on individual display and control desices, then continuing with the organization of those devices within
an individual workstation, then finally treating the overall organization of the entire CR. The section
contains many *placeholders,' since guidelines do not currently exist for many aspects of advanced
technology hardware to be used in advanced CRs (such as flat panel displays). The guidelines pertain
to the design of display and control devices typically associated with human-computer interfaces: video

display terminals, audio & voice displays, projection devices, printers, keyboards, and direct manipulationcontrols. More general considerations related to the design of the CR (i.e., equipment dimensions and
anthropometrics, CR emironment, etc.) are treated in NUREG-0700.

3.4 Culdeline Tiers

Witi.in each section of the Guideline, individual guidelines are arranged into three tiers. Tiering
was accomplished to aid reviewers in performing more efficient, less time consuming evaluations.
However, the current tiering is considered very preliminary and will be subject to further evaluation. The
tiering is defined below followed by an explanation of how it might be used in the review process.

The first tier contains guidelines that address the appropriate use (or contraindication) of a
particular technology, equipment, methodology, or approach. These are called the " appropriate useThe remainder of the
guidelines." Not every section in the Guideline contains Tier 1 guidelines.
guide'ines were divided ir ,wo tiers of importance with resnect to desien review. Tier 2, called ' leading
indicator guidelines," contains guidelines that are more general, directly observable to a reviewer (without -
special equipment), and considered more significant in terms of their potential effect on operating crew
performance than the Tier 3 guidelines. Tier 2 contains guidelines that (1) represent technology speci6c
applications of the meta guidelines or (2) were not clearly tied to a meta guideline but were judged by
the project staff as important. Tier 3 guidelines, called " detailed guidelines", were considered slightly less
important than the Tier 2 guidelines and often represented finer levels of detail of more general Tier 2
guidelines.

The logic of using the tiers as part of a design review is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Essentially the
reviewer first evaluates the design feature for its acceptability with respect to Tier 1 - Appropriate Use.
If the reviewer concludes that the design represents an inappropriate use of the design feature, then the
evaluation of that particular feature is terminated. The rationale is that if a design feature isFor
inappropriately applied, there is no purpose to evaluating the further specifics of the design.
exatnple, if a table display format is used to show the trend relationship of two contiguous variables, the
reviewer would find the display rejected on Tier 1 (due to an appropriate use of table displays). There
is no need for the reviewer to establish whether it is a good or bad tabular display design.

If the display is acceptable at Tier 1, then the reviewer evaluates the design feature for Tier 2
guidelines. If the feature " passes" the Tier 2 guidelines, then the evaluation of the specific feature is
terminated with an acceptable evaluation. Since Tier 2 are the more important guidelines, no further
review at Tier 3 would be made. By similar logic, if the design feature " falls" the Tier 2 guidelines, no
further evaluation need be made at Tier 3 unless the reviewer wishes to more speci6cally pinpoint the
deficiencies. If the results at Tier 2 are equivocal, then the Tier 3 guidelines would be used to determine
the ultimate acceptability of the design feature.

3-13
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Figure 3.2 Proposed Review Strategy Using Guideline Tiers

As indicated above, the tiering of guidelines is considered experimental at this time pending

further evaluation.

3.5 - Individual Guideline Formulation ]

The individual guidelines from the primary source documents were sorted into the Guideline's
organizational structure. This process was not straightforward since the documents were all organized

^

differently, used dissimilar terminology to address the same topics, were syntactically different, and were
developed _to provide design guidance and not review guidance.

There was considerable overlap in the guidelines recom nended across the primary source
documents. Thus, the guidelines were edited to combine similar guidelines into a single guideline.
Where compound guidelines were encountered (several guidelines combined into a single statement), an'

effort was made to breal '.he compound guideline into several logical units and represent the units as
separate guidelines, The goal was to make each individual guideline a clear and distinct thought, and
thus easier for a reviewer to use. Information as to the primary source document from which each
guideline was derived was recorded. Occasionally primary sourec documents differed as to the guidance

Conflict resolution was handled case.by-case. Typically, the document prioritizationrecommended.
system was used to resolve any concicts which existed between guidelines, in those instances where
conflicts existed between guidelines of the same priotity, t* en the more conservative guideline was used.

3-14
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The guidelines were developed into a standardized format (see Table 3.4) containing: number,A unique identification
tier, title, guideline, additional information, assessment method, and source.
number was assigned to each guideline. The number reficcts the position of the guideline in the

ne tier indicates which of three tiers the guideline
hierarchical structure of the overall document,
belongs to. Each guideline carries a brief title that indicates the subject of the guidance. The guideline
itself states the criteria in narrative 'orm. Manyof the guidelines have additional information which may
contain clarifications, examples, exceptions, details regarding measurement, etc. One or more assessment
methods have been tentatively designated for each guideline. The specification of assessment method
allows the reviewer to anticipate the information sources that will be needed to perform a given
evaluation. The source of each guideline is indicated,i.e.,the primary source documents from which the
guideline was adapted.

As discussed in Section 2, there is great diversity in the available HSI designs and dialogue modes
in advanced systems. There is also diversity in the types of tasks operators may be called upon to
perform and in the ways those tasks can be performed in advanced reactor designs. Thus, it was deemed
premature at this time to screen out guidelines as inappropriate based upon a top-down assessment of
operator tasks in advanced plants. The present version of the Guideline contains a broader diversity of
HCI guidelines than might be expected in a NPP review guideline. For example, it contains guidelines
for text processing, although it may seem unlikely that text processing tasks would be a significant
operator activity in ACRs. However, these guidelines were kept in the Guideline to provide a basis for

- review of a particular application utilizing this type of operator activity. One of the values of an
interactive document is that guidelines which are inappropriate to a particular design review need not
be displayed to the reviewer. nus, the guidelines are available when needed but need not get in the way
when not needed.

At present, there are approximately 1,700 individual guidelines included in the seven sections de-
fined above.

.
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INTERACTIVE COMPUTER.SASED GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT4.

The purpose of this section is to prmide a description of the interactive, computer-based version
of the Guideline. The following sections describe the rationale (Section 4.1), requirements analysis
(Section 4.2), selection of hardware ud software for prototyping (Section 4.3), development of the
guidelines databases (Setion 4.4), description of functions and utilities (Section 4.5). and descripilon of
u.ter it.terfaces (Section 4.6).

4.1 Rationah

in addition to a hard copv of the Guideline, the guidelines have been developed in an electronic
One of the

format. Seveal issues led to the decision to provide the guidelines in an interactive format
issues that reviewers face in the evaluation of HS1 incorporating advanced technology is the tremendous

-

diversity in the technology that needs to be reviewed. This situation gives rise to a corresponding
increase in the number of guidelines that must be available to the reviewer, even though only a small
number may apply to a specific revicu. An interactive, computer-based document can praside improved
access to the guidelines ar,d can provide user aids for the compilation of guidelines needed for a specific
review. Another issue is updating the guidelines to keep them current as the knowledge base improves
and technology changes. There is a need to enable frequent modifications and timely updates to the
Guideline. A computer-based document can facilitatc this task. For these reasons th:re is a trend in
the human factors community to make HFE guidelines available in computer-based tum. The U.S.
Military's primary human factors guideline (mal STD-1472D) and Smit'.. and Mosier's human-software
interface guidelines (1986), for example, are available in hypertext. type databases and NASA's Man.
System Integration Standard (NASA-STD 3000)is available in a relational database. The USAF has a
program (CASHE) to provide the human engineering compendium and HS! guidelines in computer-
based form. The computerization of the guidelines provides the flexibility required to review advanced
HSIs and to update and improve the @cument.

An interactive version of the Guideline was developed to facilitate the fol!owing activities:

guideline access and review,*

compilation / reorganization ofindividual guidelines to identify a subset of guidelines fore

a specific review,

guideline editing,*

the incorporation of new guidelines as they become available, ande

to serve as a report preparation and review audit trail aid to a reviewer conducting*

human factors audits of advanced CR technology.

4.2 ' Reautrenients Analysis

An analysis of the inspection task and the variety of ways the document would be used was
performed to identif initialinteractive document requirements.Theywere organized into four categories:;

review and inspection task requirements, generat usabilityrequirements, electronic document funciionality
requirements, and general hardware requirements to support prototype development of the system. Each
is summarized below. It should be noted that not all of these requirements are not met in current

41
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version orthe Guideline.The requirements are being evaluated and modified as a result of the test and
*

evaluation program described in the next section.

4.1.1 Review and Inspection Task Requirements

Based upon an analysis of an NRC reviewer's activities, the following ruluirements were
identlSed.

Support All Redew Elements - ns identitied in Section 2.?

Support AllInspection Piiases document should support all phases of the inspection.

including:

Preparation (suc'1 as, review general details of the plant; obtain and review
speciGc information on the hv' nan-system interfaces, procedures etc.; record of

..
-

earlier evaluations; activity preparation; customize guidelines so that reviewers
can prepare a customized subset of guidelines in advance of an audit which is
tailored to the specific inspection to be performed).

On-Site Inspection (such as, interview support; review of plant documentation;
equipment inventory; comparison of interfaces with guidelines; issue identifica.

-

tion, etc.).

Report Writing and Issuance (such as, documentation of all areas reviewed,
persons contacted, specific findings,etc.; organization ofinformation into canned

-

S formats).

Support severa! 'Docament Utilkation Modes' - such as:*

Emulate Guideline Document - The capability to provide a high fidelity
emulation of the hardcopy document, including navigation aids (i.e., table of

-

- --

contetts and index), glossary, and standard page layout (user sees " raw
document' which is essentially the same as the hard copy version - to facilitate r-
user familiarity with the document's content).

Perform Review - User sees only those aspects of the document needed for the
various phases cf review, but can easily access others; the ability to proceed

-

through guidelines without secondary data such as Comment, Source, and
Classification fields. These should be accessible through " push buttons" or menu

options. _

Edit G Idelines - For document updating, possibly not available to all users so-

that t' e document's content can be controlled.

"Organi:ation by-system * support - A reviewer can enter a menu that prosides a listing by*

NPP system such as SPDS. Selection of a system option automatically compiles all
appropriate guidelines. This capability may require an additional feature which would
present a list of questions to better define the appropriate guidelines once a system is

-

selected.
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4.2.2 Usability Requirements -

Several high-level usability requirements have been identified for the interactive document which
were essentially derived from the types of high-level guidance discussed in Section 3, i.e.,

the design

should be representative of the guidelines contained in the database. The interface must satisfy several
requirements:

Fast Learning The design of the interface must minimize the time it takes the evaluators*

to learn to use it.

Efficientperfonnance - The interface must maximize the efficiency with which different
evaluators with a wide range of computer experience will be abic to use the document.

*

Minimize user errors - The interface must be designed to minimize the number of possible*

etrors the evaluaton might make.

Easy learning cnd retention - Since the document will be used on an intermittent basis,
its design must be conducive to remembering how to interact with it over time.

*

Minimal memory load The elecaonic version of the Guideline should be designed to*

minimize requirements for the user to memorize commands, modes, key sequences or
other actions not inherent in the inspection process,

Minimal UserInput -In order to reduce the opportunity for operator error, the electronic
version of the Guideline should permit the user to access the guidelines with a minimum

e

of user input, such as typing. This can be accomplished with pull down menus of
keywords, " point and click" access to table of contents and glossary, and " point and click"

|
search term entry.

On-line help -The document should have an on-line help system to provide guidance to
users on how to use the system. The on-line help should be accessible from anywhere

*

within the document nnd should have some measure of context sensitivity.

Meaningful error feedback - The electronic version of the Guideline should provide
meaningful feedback to the user in the event of a user error. This feedback should

*

include a description of the error and the user action required to correct the error.

High user satisfaction - Finally, the design should be one which maximizes the user's*.

- subjective evaluation of the interface.
.

4.2.3 Electronic Document Functional Requirements

The following functions were deemed highly desirable based upon a consideration of the ways

|.
In which the document wil! be used:

Graphics support - The capability to display graphic images (e.g., figures, illustrations)..

- Automatic "goto" - For cross-referenced, indexed, and table of contents materials.

activated .spon uses request.

.
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Rapid search initiation The ability to " point and click" at a word in the document to
.

designate it as the current search term, and initiate a search for the first instance of that
*

term in the document. " Itis minimizes the amount of typing the user will have to do in
order to access the guidelines.

I

Restrictedfield scarch - Enables the user to search for words that are restricted to a single
field. For example, the user request that the system search for the term " vision" only in

*

the "Sub-area" field.

Eract and appinrimate word search - The capability to select whether the system willFor
search for a sequence of words that must be an exact or approximate match.

*

example, in an exact match, if the user entered " display" as the search term," displays,"
" displayed," and " displaying" would not be returned. These terms, however, would all be
considered " hits" for an approximate maten.

Keyword list A given keyword list with the capability for the user to develop, access and
~

modify an individualized keyword list for his/her own use for frequently used terms and
*

phrases,

Bmwse - A mechanism to allow the user to "page through" the document by sequentiallye

accessing other related guidelines based on user specified terms and phrases.

Location landrnarkt - Running heads on each "page" to identify guideline content areas,
i.e., Section: Information Display, Sub-section: Information Format, Area: Graphics,

*

and Sub-area: Flowcharts.

Placemarker - A " book mark" type feature to allow the user to " mark" one or more*

guidelines for future access.

&aluation function - On screen recording of whether the item under evaluation passes,
-

e

fails or is not applicable (N/A) to the current guideline.

Note taking -The capability for the user to append his/her own comments to individual.

guidelines.

4.2,4 Hardware Requireraents

One of the most imponant characteristics of the electronic version of the Guideline is that it be
portable. This feature is necessary to support on-site use of the guidelines by NRC personnel. The
principal attributes of the machine which contribute to its portability are capacity requirements, weight,
size, design and battery life (i.e., operating time between recharges). In addition, the human factors

-

characteristics of screen design and input devices were considered.

Capacity - The total estimated baseline storage requirement for the electronic version*

of the Guideline is approximately eight megabytes: the guidelines will require
approximately 4000 kilobytes (k) of storage; files developed in course of an on-site
inspection will require approximately 200k of storage; users will require access to other
basic productivity packages, such as word processing, spell checking and graphics. These
packages will require an additional 2000k of storage space; the operating system, and its
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resources will require a r.iinimum of 500k of storage; users will require an additional i

1000k of storage for rr.scellaneous files (e.g., copies of previous inspection reports,
project-related memos, inspection plans, etc.). ;

Weight In terms of weight, there is an inherent tradeoff between functionality and
For the electronic version of the Guideline, it was assumed that the

e

absolute weight.
minhNm configuration acceptable would include a hard disk. The assumption is based
on the expectations concerning storage capacity which cannot be reasonably handled
using stand:.td floppy disks. In addition to storage requirements a hard disk is required
to facilitate frequent, formalized backing up of project files. Pendir.g further testing,it
was determined that any computers in the portable and lap-top categories would have

acceptable weight,

Size - The primary consideration for size is the area required to place and operate the
system. In addition to the machine's footprint (!.e., the number of square inches of work

e

surface required by the machine's case), the size of any additional input deWces (e.g.,
mouse, track ball) must be considered. Pending further evaluation, it was determined
that any computers in the portable and lap-top categories would nave 1.cceptable size.

Design - Portability requires design characteristics which allow the computer to be er.sily
,

*

transported and used. These factors include consideration of the presence, location, and
design of handles and grab points; case of set up/take down; hard disk stability (e.g.,,

autoparking heads); case design for durability; and screen adjustability for different
viewing angles. All must be acceptable for the interactive document.

Banery life Since the electronic version of the Guideline may be used throughout the*

plant, it cannot rely on alternating current (AC). In some cases, AC power will not be
available. Under other circumstances, laying a power cord across a work area would
create unacceptable personnel trip hazards. The primary concern for battery life is the
number of operating hours between recharges. It is estimated that the computer must,

be capable of battery powered operation for half a work day before re-charging.

Display Screen -The reviewer will be using the device considerably while performing the.

inspection and the system must be capable of displaying at least the types of graphics
included in the document and must be capable of viewing in non-optimal lighting,

conditions.

Input Devices - A keyboard and some type of direct manipulation device (e.g., mouse,*

trackball, etc.) will be required. The design of the input devices must support prolongedj'
user input and meet the human factors guidelines for the selected input device design.'

4.3 liardware and Software Selection for Prototiving ,

4

The initial requirements analysis provided a basis for selection of hardware and software for
guideline document prototyping. However, before a final decision on hardware and software is made,'

the document will be further developed and tested to better define the basic icquirements.
,

;
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For the near-term purposes of mocking up and evaluating a prototype of the interactive
document Apple Macintosh" computer has been selected and the guidelines database implemented in
HyperCard" software.

- H)perCard satisfies the functional requirements of the Guideline very well. It has the capability
- i

This
to display text in multiple, scrolling fields which can be simultaneously displayed on the screen.
provides users with a high degree of control over the access to, manipulation of, and display of

HyperCa:d also has the facility to implement such features as, ' bookmarks" and aninformation.
embedded notebook. It supports note links, whereby the user can access notes pertaining to a specific
topic or field. Graphics support is included whereby nontextual, bit. mapped images can be displayed in
association with the text. In addition, HyperCard offers a powerful help facility, ePowing users to seek
context sensitive help such as clarification on a document navigation probleia, or more detailed
information pertaining to a specific area or field of the Guideline.

|-
Among the program's most positive features are adaptability and extendibility. HyperCard

.

contains its own object-oriented programming language, "HyperTalk," which peTnits the developer to
have essentially total control over the "look and feel" of the user interface and the ability to rapidly
prototype user interfaces, This capability allows developers to design and demonstrate user interfa:e
concepts, present the concepts to potential users and ti..n incorporate user comments into the final
design. This will permit developers to work with users during the development of the document to

-

ensure that the final design is acceptable.

4.4 Guideline Database Description

The guidelines are stored in a HyperCard (Version 2.1) database file (called a ' stack"). Each
guideline is represented as a single record (called a " card") and includes 13 fields (called " containers").

Section Field The Section Field (e.g., Section 1. Information Display) contains the1.
numeric sequence number and title for the Guideline Section of the current Guideline.

Sub Scction Ficki- The Sub-Section Field (e.g.,1.1 Screen Organization and Layout)
-

2.
contains the numeric sequence number and title for the Guideline Sub-Section of the

-

current Guideline.

3. " Area" Field - The Area Field (e.g.,1.1.4 Windows) contains the numeric sequence
number and title for the Guideline Area of the current Guideline.

"Sub-Arra' Field - The Sub-Area Field (e.g.,1.1.4.2 Display of Windows) contains tite
4.

numeric sequence number and title for the Guideline Sub-Area of the current Guideline.
Not all Guidelines contain a Sub-Area.

" Guideline Name' Field - The Guideline Name Field contains the numeric sequence5.
number and title of the current Guideline (e.g.,1.1.1-3 Reserved Screen Areas).

" Guideline' Field - The Guideline Field contains the text of the current Guideline.6.

"AdditionalInformerion' Field - The Comments Field contains additional information7.
needed to imerpret or apply the current Guidelinc. Not all Guidelines contain ,

information in the Comments field.
i
|

I
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"Afethod" Field - The Method Field contains a code for the tentatively recommended
Observation, Interview, Measurement,8.

- method (s) for assessing the current guideline:
Documentation Review, Pro cdure/ Operational Review.

" Guideline Tier" Field - The Guideline Tier Field indicates whether the current Guideline9.
represents a ti:r 1,2, or 3 guideline.

" Source" Field - The Source Field contains the primary source document from which the
10.

guideline was developed.

" Comment" Field The Comment Field is initially blank and proddes a place for the
reviewer to enter information related to their evaluation of the current guideline.11.

"Afcta Guideline Classification" Field - The Meta Guideline Classification indicates12.
which meta guideline category the guideline belongs to, if any.

"Searth Term" Field The Search Term Field stores terms to be scarched for. New terms
can be identified and stored in this field. The functioning of the search feature is13.

described in Section 4.4.

Thus, for the Guideline application, there is no
Each field is limited to 30,000 characters.

practicallimitation on the amount ofinformation that can be stored or the amount of review. specific user
notes (remarks) that can be included.

4.5 Functions and User interfaces

4.5.1 General

This section provides a description of how the interactive document's databases are presented
to the user reviewer and the functions that are available. The present state of the interface can be
characterized as a mixture of shells (capabilities or functions which are displayed on the screen but are
not yet implemented) which anticipate future revisions and active functioning elements. The derription
provided below will clarify the differences.

Upon startup of the Guideline, an initialization screen is displayed and user identification

(password) is requested before further access is granted (see Figure 4.1). (Since this section referencesmany figures, the figures have been located at the end of the section.) The password feature is not
enabled at the present time. (In order to proceed, the user clicks on " Enter Password" to open a
dialogue box and click *OK.") Once access to the Guideline is obtained, the next screen provides the
* launch points" for document utilization (see Figure 4.2). The screen displays seven buttons: Tutorial,and Performance

Help, Administration, Program Planning, Studies and Analyses, HFE Review, Evaluation. The first three buttonswill provide reviewer sssistance but not currently implemented. The
four remaining buttons provide access to the guidelineu contair ed in the four review modules (of which
HIT Review is the only fully operational button).

When a mouse button is depressed, menus appear for selection of the guideline module, e.g.,
" studies and analyses." If" Human Factors Engineering (HFE)" Review guidelines are desired, the cursor
is positioned on that title and the mouse button is activated, bringing the reviewer to the Guidelines

.

review screen.

4-7
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The general design of the guideline review screen is shown in Figure 43. The screen is divided
into two sections: the upper section displays the guidelines and related information, and the lower section

provides reviewer support functions. The upper rection contains two areas. The guidelines area (at theleft of the screen) displays the hierarchical context of the guideline, the guideline title, and the text of
the guideline. The additionalinformation area (st the right of the s-reen) contains a window vhichhis window are

- provides further information, clarification, or examp!cs related to the guideline.13elow tthree buttons. The Source and Method buttons, when activated, cause the di., play of the name of the
source document for the guideline and the preferred method of evaluatica, respectively. The Show

_

Figure button will display the 6gute, table or graphic,if any, associated with the guideline. (Currently,
only tables are referred to by the guidelinu).

The reviewer support section (the lower part of the screen)is divided into three zones: pudeline
evaluation, navigat!on, and document supeort. The guideline evaluation zone contains the evalnation
buttons and the reviewer's comments wtadow. The navigation zone contains buttons for moving ernund
in the Guideline docunsent. The document support :.one (located across the bottom of the screen)
contains buttons that invoke functions frequently ured during a review Table of Contents, Clossary, and
Index. The Toggle Functions button causes the dwument support anr functions to alternate betweenClear All
those funct. ions just mentioned (the default) and other, less frequently used functions -
Evaluations, Search, and Report (r' Figure 4.4). The use of the reviewer support functbns is described
below.

At the lower right corner of the screen are the IIcip and Quit buttons. When the IIelp
button is selected, the user can point to any field and click, and the permissible operations from the
field are displayed. Pressing the Quit button exits the guidelines.

4.5.2 Navigation Functions.

The Next GL (or Prev GL) buttons cause the next guideline (or previous guideline) in the
current section to be displayed. If the Next GL button is activated while the last guideline in the
section is being displayed, a beep will sound to alert the user and the first guideline in the next
section of the document will be displayed. If the Prev GL button is activated while the first guideline
in the section is being displayed, and a beep will sound.

The Top of Section button causes the first g,uldeline of the current section to be displayed.
The Next Sev.tlon button causes the first guideline of the section following the current section to be
displayed. The Backup button retraces the reviewer's path through the guidelines. Note that this is
different from Prev GL, which backs through the guidelines in the order in which they appear in the
document (e.g., from 5 to 4 to 3 to 2, etc.).

Navigation functions can also be executed from the keyboard. Keyboard input options have
been implemented for navigation functions. Commands can be made whether the keyboard has
function keys or not. Table 4.1 provides a summary of keyboard navigation options.

4.53 Evaluation Functions
L

The evaluatior, b'attons allow reviewers to record their assessments of whether the system'

being reviewed conforms to the intent of the guideline (Pass) or not (Fall), or whether the guidance
is not applicable (N/A) to the system. The Return button allow reviewers to record that a guideline
was applicable but that insufficient information was available at the time to make an evaluation.

4-9
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Table 4.1. Keyboard Options for Selected Navigation and Evaluation Functions
_

TYPE OF KEYBOARD -
- Funct!on Kew No Function Ken

FUNCTION

F1 Option 1
Pass M Option 2
Fall -

F3 - Option 3
- Return

-

F4 -Option 4
N/A~_ Fi Option 5 or Right Arrow
Next GL - Option-6 or Left ArrowF6
Prev GL - Option-7 or Up ArrowF7- Top of Section Option 8 or Down ArrowF8
Next Section

When the Return button is selected, a window appears that allows the reviewer to indicate the reason
for returning to the guideline by choosing from a pre-defined list (see Figure 4.5). Guidelines
recorded as " Return" can be reviewed by using the Review Returns button. The reviewer selects the
category of " return" items to be reviewed; the Next button is used to move through the selected items.
The Next button appears on the screen (next to the Review Returns button) only when returns are
being reviewed.

..

Evaluat.fon
Review which?

Oratt .........--.................--.. --.-.-----..
""d'''''''''''''O R. m Need Plant management lapst

ON/A- Requires messerement lastrument
Requires additional documentatloa

[ Review Retwns Other requirement . . .
.

Figure 4.5. Review Return Evaluation Options

As with navigation functions, evaluation functions can also be executed from the keyboard.
The keyboard evaluations can be made whether the keyboard has function keys or not. Table 4.1
provides a summary of keyboard evaluation options.

An individual evaluation can be changed by selecting another evaluation option of by
selecting the same option again.. Selection an option over and over toggles it on and off. A
reviewer's comments can be edited by placing the cursor in the Comments Window and using
standard Macintosh text editing commands.

4-11
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4.5.4 Document Support functions

Primary Document Sumort Functions. When the Table of Contents button is pressed, pop-up
scrollable windows open on the screen (see Figure 4.6a). Selection of a section, subsection, area, or-

subarca brings the reviewer to the first guideline in the selected topic, Pressing the Index button
causes the Context index screen to be displayed When a word in the index is selected, all occur-
rences of that word in guideline titles or text are displayed in a scrollable window. The index is
essentially a " Key Word in Context" (KWIC) display. Each line in the window displays the selected
word in the center and the surrounding text (before and after the selected word) as it appears in the
displayed section of the guidelines (see Figure 4.6b). Cicking on the desired text tra < Iers the
reviewer directly to the guideline form which the selected text came.

ppears in
A generic life glossary is accessible by pushing the Glossary button. The glossa e

a scrollable window in alphabetical order (see Figure 4.7). If a word is typed in the Glosary's " find *
.

function,its definitions are displayed. If a letter is typed, the display moves to the first instance of
words beginning with that letter. If the desired werd is displayed in the window, double clicking on it
with the mouse displays the definition. De glossary is not yet specifically tailored to the Guideline.
Definitions can be saved by pushing the Add to Holder button, and then the Save button. The
definition can also be printed by pushing the button labeled Print.

;,m ,> Document Sumorf Functions. Searching the guidelines for a given term may be accom-
m three ways. Pressing the Search button causes a dialogue box to be displayed that allows

the reviewer to enter the search term. Upon pressing the OK button, a field-independent search for
pa

the term is initiated (see Figure 4.8). Cicking on the current search term (shown to the right of the
Search buttor.) also initiates a field-independent search. Clicking in a specific field while holding
down the Shift key limits the search to the selected field. All searches proceed from the current
guideline forward through the document. De search will continue forward past the last guideline in
the document and continue through the beginning (like searching through a circular card file).

The Clear All Evaluations button causes all reviewer's evaluations and comments to be
removed. The reviewer is asked three times if they are sure they want to clear all evaluation. }

When Report is selected, the report specification screen is presented (see Figure 4.9). The
screen displays the number of guidelines passed, failed, designated not applicable, or marked for later
review. The reviewer may chose to include any or all of these evaluation categories in the summary.
Pressing the Build Summary button causes the specified summary to be generated and the summary
report screen to be displayed (see Figure 4.10). The report can include all or as few as one guideline.
The guidelines included in the summary appear in a window. The content of the summary can be
viewed by using the navigation buttons (Page Up, Page Down, Top, Bottom) at the lower right of the
screen. From this screen it is also possible to print the summary to a text file (by pressing Export ;

Summary), send the summary to a printer (Print Summary), or retum to the Report Specification
screen.

.
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| 4.5.5 System licip

On-line help is available from the main screen through the Help button When depressed,
the help window is displayed and the user is provided instructions on how to utilize the help function-

(see Figure 4.11). While in help the reviewer can point to anything on the screen and the help
window describes the section of the screen and indicated how the selected function operates. Help is
also available for the glossary and index functions.

. . . , . . . . . _ , , _ . . . . , .
.,...........................,...m...m..

Quit Heli Help for FICR GLs

<uut Click and Drag the Title Bar of this Message to move it. nun Dj
"

uuuu To get help on an individualitem, click on the item. > nn>n
~

<uu To resize this message, Click and Drag the Resize button. >n>n
pi;;

ib
;x

- This program contains a Hypertext version of the Human Factors Guidelinesj[.;f"'
s

for Advanced Contro1 Rooms developed by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.

Hyper ACRGl.s follovs the Card metaphor popularized by Apple's HyperCard
program. Each guideline is contained in a separate card. Each card has O

.@ ~
_ . . _

Figure 4.11. Help Screen Display

4.5.6 Guidelines Editing Functions

Simple text editing capabilities are available in HyperCard, such as block definition, text
deletion and text insertion. At : bis time, major edit!ng is accomplished by exponing the guidelines to

-

a word processing program. When editing is completed the guidelines are read back into HyperCard.
'

_

b
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GUIDELINE TESTS, EVALUATIONS, AND Mor"'iCATIONS5.

This section will describe the test and evaluation (T&E) program which is currently underway.
Section 5.1 will describe the general objectives and approaches planned. At present, only the
development test is completed. A summary of this evaluation is presented in Section 5.2.

5.1 General Test Procram

5.1.1 Objectives

The primary purpose of the T&E program is to assess the Guide![ne in terms ofits technicalmerit
for achieving the NRC goal of developing a tool for the human factors review of advanced control room
technology. A secondary purpose is to evaluate the general usability of the document as an aid to
reviewers for meeting the primary objective. Thus the overall objectives of the program can be
conceptualized as being dMded into two categories: technical content and case of Guideline
implementation as a review aid. The specific objectives in each category are elaborated below.

5.1.1.1 Technical Content Objectives

Guideline Technical Basis Validitye

To determine if the technical basis of the guideline is valid, i.e., based upon-

empirical research and/or consistent with current human engineering practice,

Guideline Scopee

To determine if the guidelinc covers all aspects of advanced controls and clisplays-

required for the evaluation of advanced control rooms and/or advanced
technology retrofits in existing plants (note that the scope of the Guideline was
limited to computer-based HSI, thus it does not presently contain guidance for
.raditional control room technologies such as those found in NUREG-0700).

To determine if the review areas for which available guidance is deficient or-

missing have been identified.

Guideline Content.

To determine if the topical organization is appropriate for conducting a review.-

To determine if the guidelines presented in each section are adequate for the-

evaluation of HSIs in the areas covered.

To determine if the information available for each guideline is sufficient to
-

provide a basis for evaluation.

To determine whether the information is presented at an appropriate level of-

resolution (e.g., enough detail but not overly prescriptive).

5-1
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To determine if there are any internal conDicts of contradictions in the
I

-

Guideline.

5.1.1.2 Guideline Implementation Objectives r

Requirements Analysis (The intent of this set of objectives is to determine whether the
requirements (for inspection, document functionality, hardware design, and general

e

usability) as set forth in the Guideline development process (see the Task 4 report) were
appropriate and properly implemented).

To determine if the Guideline achieves the requirements as identified in the
requirements analysis (described most completely in the Task 4 report).

-

To determine if the requirements are appropriate (are any of the speci6ed
_,

requirements unnecessaiy or do any require modification).
-

To determine if the requirements are sufficient or whether additional require-
-

ments should be specified.

Where appropriate, to determine if the requirements are adequately implement--

ed.

General User Interface Design*

To determine if the interactive document conforms to human factors engineering
(HFE) guidelines for human-system interface (HSI) design.

-

Interactive Document Functionality*

To determine if the HSI supports the primary task related functions of --

evaluation and guidelinc editing. .

To determine if the built-in document functions (such as table of contents,-

glossary, index) are necessary and sufficient.

To determine if the built in location landmark fea'utes (such as Sec' ion headers,
etc.) and navigation functions (such as the Hypercard browsing functions and

-

launching festures of the table of contents and index) are necessary and
suf6cient.

'

To determine if the search functions are necessary and r ifficient.-

To determine if the evaluation, note taking, and reporting functions are
-

necessary and sufficient.

Interactive Document Usability*
e
8

To determine if the document is eas- use (i.e., is its usage easy to learn, .

intuitive, and unobtrusive to the pri' sk of conductmg an evaluaf'on).
-

5-2
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To eval nate the benefits and limitations to conducting evaluations with an
interactive, computer based dxument when compned with a hard-copy

.

document.

5.1.2 Test and Evaluation Approaches

Not all these T&B objec'ives can be accomplished in one test. They will be accomp!!shed across
three project tasks, ench using a different methodology:

Development Test*

User Test {e

Pect Review Workshop
,

.

A brief description of each T&E task will be provided along with the general objectives to be assessed
in each

Develorment Ted

The Development Test provided a preliminary evaluation of the untested prototype Guideline
and provided an opportunity to correct major problems prior to subsequent testing. ne Guideline was
evaluated by the project staff using a variciy of review methodologies in order to assess the Guideline
l'nplementation objectives, especially the requirements analysis and general user interface design
objectives. The Development Test included a limited field evaluation, also conducted by the project staff.
The Geld test was the first time the Guideline was used to assess a NPP interface. The purpose of the

(1) provide the prcject staff with experience in the document's utilization for itsfield test was to:
intended purpose (2) to provide a preliminary and partial assessment of the Guideline Technical Content
objective, and (3)to provide a pilot test of the procedures and evaluation methods to be used in the User
Test. The results of the Development Test were used to modify the Guideline, as well as the testing
protocol,in preparation of the more extensive User Test. (The Jevr:lopment Test is described in more
detail in Section 5.2.)

User Tgg

The User Test will be a field test of the Guideline in an en ronment of greater tidelik
d r r-

advanced control room and encompassing a greater diversity of advanced control room techne .
a

the Development test. The user test will also utilize ledependent reviewers to conduct the evai,
son

rather than the project staff. Therefore, the User Test is a simulation of the actual Guideline utilization.
Both Technical Content and Guideline implementation objectives will be . .r rsed. With respect to
Technical Content, the objectives of Guideline Scope and Guideline Core 2. /11 be evaluated. Since> ,, the User Test is well
the test participants are novice with respect to use of the interactive dos 1.pc tally, the objectives of
suited for evaluation of the Guideline implementation objectives.
requirements analysis evaluation, electronic document functionality, and urability as an inspection aid will
be evaluated. The results of the User Test will be used to develop recommendations for Guideline
modification.

Peer Review %rWs1

The third T&E task is the Pecr Review Workshop. At present, the workshop is expected to last
2 3 days and will involve approximately 10-15 participants. The individuals will be selected bas-d upon
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their expertise in at least one of the following: (1) human factors evaluations for adv,.need systems,(2)
inspecilons of NPP CRs, (3) NRC regulatory reviews and issues, and (4j advanced nuclear power plant
control room technology. Thus the Guideline will be evaluated by independent experts. The workshop
will prmide a different type of evaluation than the two testing tasks and can address the broader aspects
of the Guideline, such as the general approach to advanced control room review a,td the Guideline's

-

vahw in meeting the NRC's need to evaluate advanced HSI. The worksher will assess objectives which
1

cannot be adequately addressed in the other T&E tasks, i.e-, the validhy and technical basis for the
Guideline. The worhhop will also prmide a good method to evaluate other Technical Content objectives
(which are also addressed in the testing tasks): Guideline Scope and Guideline Content. Ilowever, given
the workshop participants' more limited exposure to the Guideline in its e|cetronic form, the workshop
is not as strong a method of evaluating the Guideline implementation objectives in comparison to the
Development and User Tests; although selected aspects of the Requirements Analysis Evaluation will
be addressed in the workshop.

Results from the User Test and Workshop will be used to modify the Guideline (as Revision 3).
.

With Revision 3, the first complete draft of the Guideline will be completed.

f.2 Development Test
I

The Development Test results are reported in BNL Technical Report No. L-1317 411/91 and
|the modifications made to the Guldeline based upon these results are presented in BNL Technical
|Report No. L 1317 512/91.

5.2.1 Test Objectives and Oveniew

The Development Test provided a preliminary evaluation of the untested prototype Guideline
The Guideline was !

and an opportunity to octTect interface problems prior to subsequent testing.
evaluated by the project staff using a variety of review inethodologies in order to assess the Guideline
Implementation objectives, especially the requirements analysis and general user interface & sign
objectives. The Development Test included a llmited field evaluation, also conducted by the project staff.-

The field test was the first time the Guideline was used to assess a NPP human system interface. The
purpose of the field test was to (1) provide the project staff with experience in the document's utilization

-

for its intended purpose, (2) to provide a preliminary and pantal assessment of the Guideline Technical
Content objective, and (3) to provide a pilot test of the procedures and evaluation methods to be used
in the User Test. The results of the Development Test will be used to modify the Guideline, as well as
the testing protocu,in preparation for the more extensive User Test.

The Project related objectives for the Development Test are as followr

Limited Guideline Content Assessment ,
e

Requirements Analysis Evaluatione

General User Interface Design Evaluatione

Document Functionality Evaluation.

Usability as a Review Aid Evaluatione

5-4
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' Two additional Development Test objectives were to:

develop recomroendations for modifications to the Guideline to improve its use as ae
evaluation tool for the User Test, and

provide a pilot test of the test methodology and measures so they could be improved fore

the User Test.

5.2.2 General Methodology and Results

The Development Test consisted of three types of evaluations: a function implementationThe Functionevaluation, a human factors engineering (life) reJew, and a limited field test.
implementation Evaluation was designed in test the case with which novice users understand the

,

'

interface and can use the document's many functions. For the IIFE review, the project staff evaluated
the user interface design of the electronic document using the guidelines contained in the Guideline itself.
The Field Test was designed so that the Project team could evaluate the Guideline's technical content
and interface for conducting an evaluation in a control room environment. A variety of data were
milected during and following the evaluations, including rating scales, questionnaires, and both user and
test conductor comments. The major findings are discussed belowi 11 should be noted that the

>

Development Test was not a formal experirnent and that the results are based on a relatively small
number of participants who were mainly project personnel (although not involved in the interactive
document development). All results should be considered with this limitation in mind.

MostGeneral Guide'ine usability was found to be quite good for an untested prototype.
interface characteristles thought to be indicative of usability (such as visual clarity, consistency,
explicitness, case of use, case oflearning and remembering, response time, etc.) were rated highly, Some
difficulties were encountered mainly in the areas of input devices, reporting and help functions. Thus,
good progress has been made toward the design objective of developing a straightforward and intuitive
interface for reviewers who are not already familiar the host computer system.

While users indicated that improvements in sereen design and organization can be achieved, the
Guideline was judged to be easy to use and readable, Some inconsistencies in appearance and
functioning across different display screens were noted. Most of the functions and controls were
evaluated as highly useful and cary to use. The exception to the highly useful category was the glossary
function. Since the glossary was not tailored to the Guideline, many terms for which definitions were
needed were not in the glossary, in addition, several controls / functions were evaluated as not being easy
to use. This included the evaluation function. Information input functions, and the reporting function.
TM cvaluation function was hindered by the lack of adequate guideline selection support. In addition,
uws indicated a need for a method of idratifying applicable guidelines for which they were unable to
make en immediate pass / fait determinatbn, i.e., it was considered important to be able to distinguish
'pending" cvaluations from guidelines that were judged "not applicable" or those that the reviewer had
not yet accessed. The exclusive reliance on using the mouse /trackball for evaluation and navigation
functions was considered time consuming and tedious. Most users indicated a desire for using command
(keyboard) inputs for these functions. Finally, the reporting function did not alwap work properly and
was very time consuming.

. The technical content of many guidelines was sufficiently abstract as to create difficultywhen used
for evaluation purposes. This prob',em reflects a generally recognized limitation of guidelines in the area
of advancediechnologyhuman systeminterface andofhuman computerinterfaceguidelinesin particular.

|
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The reasons for this problem are many and include limitations in the technical basis for guidance
development due to deficiencies in both scientific knowledge and industry experience with advancedIn
technology. Inconsistent wording also contributed to the users' difficulty with some guidelines.
addition, the guidelines were judged to be too detailed in some areas and to contain redundancy. While
an effort to correct these problems had been made prior to the Development test, there were over 1900

.

guidelines and the mmplete elimination of all redundancy and clarification of all terminology had not
successfully been accomplished.

Based upon these results, modifications to the Guideline were recommended, including redesign
of the inspectiortteview screen (as now represented in Revision 2), improvements to existing functions
where problems were noted, and the addition of several new functions. The Guideline was also reviewed
technically in order to:

imprme Content The guidelines were reviewed to climinate redundancy, review ande
revise technical terminology to ensure better consistency throughout the document, and

_

to ensure better consistency between the titles and mntents of each section.
'

imprme User Access to Guidelines De tiered approach to guideline access was |
t

e

developed (as described in Section 3) to enable reviewers to begin at a higher level of i

review without requiring them to access all indMdual guidelines unless/until necessary,

These modifications resulted the present version of the Guideline (Revision 2) and the
|

'

elimination of several hundred guidelines. ,

.

4

|
;
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IDENTIr! CATION OF IIFE IISI AREAS IACKING ADEQUATE GUIDELINES6.

New guidelines are indicated where gaps exist between the identification of areas for which
guidance is needed and the guidance available in the primr y source documents. This comparison
resulted in a preliminary list topic areas requiring further guidance development. (A more comprehen-
sive list will be developed following testing of the Guideline document through actual appl! cation.)

Intecration of Advanced Technotocy into Con entional Control Rooms

As plants age and equipment is replaced, th opportunity to replace systems with digital
technology increases. As a result, the control room becomes an increasing mix of conventional and
advanced technology. The introduction of digital technology into a conventional CR can pose safety

-

issues since the operator's tasks and methods of interacting with the system can change. Guidelines for
the review this integration are needed.

Alarm Systems

Tne human factors issues of NPP alarm systems have been persutent. Recent efforts to improve
these systems have incorporated alarm filtering and prioritization techniques, and more sophisticated
method of alarm display (see O*llara,1991 for a review of human factors issues associated with advanced
alarm systems). Review guidance on these characteristics are needed (and the NRC currently has a-

project underway to develop this guidance).

Computer Based Procedures

Procedures (especially emergency operating procedures) play an important role in NPP safety.
In several ACR designs, procedures are presented in computerized form. In some cases the
computerization is simple and merely represents a VDU version of paper procedures. In other cases the
procedures are fully integrated with the plant DMS. Guidance for the review of the computerization of

1

procedures and for the integration of procedures with plant data are needed.

Automation Methodolocies

Advanced reactor designs will likely involve more sophisticated interactions between operators
and automated systems than currently exists (see IAEA,1991). This will include task sharing. task
trading, and sequence automation, e.g.,' at certain way points the automated process stops until the
operator authorizes the system to proceed. Thus, the operator plays a more active 'menitoring* role than
is traditionally the case with automated processes. Guidelines for these types of human system
interaction are not available and need to be developed.

Intellicent Operator Aids

Operators in future CRs will be provided with many different types ofinte!!! gent aids. Despite
the emergence many books on the subject, the availability of * validated * human factors guidelines for
these systems is limited as is industry experience with their use in actual systems (as opposed to
laboratory studies).

61
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Interface Manacement and Navicational Stratecles

As discussed in Section 2, managing the interface of a computer based workstation and successful
nadgation through the data available can impose significant workload on the operator which is not
related to his primary task of monitoring and supervising the process control system. This " secondary"r

task will compete for cognitive resources which would be better allocated to the primary task. Further
research is needed on the balance between workstation flr.xibility and the imposition of interface
mar'.agement workload on operators.

Graphical Presentation of Dalg

There exist a vast number of graphic display techniques for representing numerical data (e.g.,
|

pattern charts, slmelated meters, surface charts, segmented column histograms) that are presently found
on VDTs. In order to make the most effective use of these screen design techniques, more research is
needed on understanding the effects of various graphic data display techniques have on operator
perception and assimilation ofinformation. Specific areas where more research is needed include the use!

of highlighting, spatial relationships, and animation (see Tullis,1988, for a detailed discussion of these
in addition, additional guidance on the appropriate application of different graphie displayareas),

techniques is needed.
,

Stereosconic and Virtual Imace Dimlavs

Threc. dimensional (stereoscopic) and virtual image display technology has been the subject of
a great deal of research in recent years. The technology for these display techniques has noticeably
increased and shows considerable promise for commercial applications. However, the psychophysical
concepts, measurement techniques, and subjective evaluation data for vinual image three dimensional
displays are nonexistent, and are in need of human factors research.

Visual Disolav Hardware Characteristics
'

Human factors guidelines were found to be lacking for many of the variables which impact the
~

readability and legibility of visual display terminals (see Snyder and Bogle,1989, for a detailed discussion
of these areas). Specific areas where additional guidelines are needed include:

The measurement of raster modulation for color displays,*

Determination of appropriate maximum character and background contrast ratio,*

Determination of poluity recommendations,*
.

The measurement of display resolution for color CRT and flat panel screens,*

A requirement for luminance uniformity (acceptable variation in luminance),*

Selection and specification of suitable color coding metrics and color spaces,*

Character, line, and word spacing for emissive displays, and*

Flicker sensitivity.*
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})at Panel Displays

flat panci displays have been identified as a potential display technology for use in advanced NPP
CRs of the future. Among these flat panel displays are light emitting diodes (LEDs), plasma displays,
thin film electrolumines ence (TFEL), electrochromics, electrophoretics, and IIquid ciystals (LC).
According to manufacturer speci6 cations, dat panel technology appears to be quite compatible with
requirements of the human visual system (e g., in terms of contrast and viewinE angles). Ilowever, little
human factors guld,mcc exists on these technologies, at least within the primary documents surveyed.

Nov input Dnices

While many guidelines exist for the more traditional methods for interacting with VDTs (l.c.,
displacement keyboards), guidance for some of the more recently developed input mediums is sparse.
For example, very little human factors guidance was found for membrane keyboards, head movement
controllers, glove contro!! cts, arid multi degree of freedom (>3) handcontrollers. While more guidance
was found for other devices (r,.g., mice, light pens, touch input devices), the guidance available is not as
complete as that which exists for displacement keyteards. Since keyboards have been the primary input

Ilowever, with the recent advances made in displaydevices for computers, this is not surprising.
technology, graphic displayr are becoming more accessible. With the benefits associated with graphic
(direct manipulation) user interfaces, new methods for interacting with these displays are being explored
and human factors guidelines for these "new Input devices are needed.
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PREFACE TO VOLUME Il

Volume Il contains a listing of the guidelines for human factors engineering review of advanced_|
human / system interface technology. Following the Table of Contents, the guidelines are
presented by secdon in a hierarchical organization. The section number and title are found at
the bottom of each page; pages are numbered consecutively within each section. The place of
each subsection in the organization is indicated above the first guideline in that subsection.

The following information is contained in the list ng:i

|
the guideline number and title (boldface)

. |
the guideline narntive )additionalinformation (if applicable, shown as a COMMENT in smaller type)
the source documemt code (a capital letter in parenthesis following the COMMENT)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.1 General

1.1.11 Reserved Screen Areas (Tier 2
Screen Organization)

Specific areas of the screen should be reserved for information. such as commands, status
e

messages, and input fields; those areas should be consistent on all screens.
COh'hiENT: (D)

1.1.12 Uncluttered Display Screens (Tier 2 Screen Organization)

Display screens should be perceived as uncluttered.COhihiENT: Distribute the unused arca to separate logical groups, rather than having all unused area on one side.
(B)

'

1.1.13 Distinctive Display Elements (Tier 2 Screen Organization)

The different elements of a display format should be distinctive from one another.
COhihiENT: Different display areas can tv separated by spacing (where space permits). Outlining can also be used
to separate diffcrent areas, so that displayed data, control options, instructions, etc., are distinct from each other. (E)

1.1.1-4 Data Displayed in Usable Form (Tier 2 Screen Organization)

Data should be displayed to users in directly usable form, users should not have to convert

displayed data.COhihiENT: A user should not have to trsaspose, compute, interpolate, or translate displayed data into other units,
or reier to documentation to determine the meaning of displayed date. (A,C DI)

1.1.15 Data Display Consistent with User Conventions (Tier 2
Consistency)

Data should be displayed consistently with standards and conventions familiar to users.
COhihiENT: (CI)

1.1.16 Establishing Display Standards (Tier 2 Consistency)

When no specific user conventions have been estrblished, some consistent interfme design
standards for data display utould be adopted,
COhihiENT: Both the items on display and the displays themselves should be standardized. Two kinds of
standardir.ation are imponant: standardization of items on a display and standardization of displays. Although
standaidization is desirable, it should not take Fecedence over the pwping pinciples of frequency, sequence,
krations, and impoaance. (BE)

1.1.1 -7 Display Consistent with Entry Renfirements (Tier 2 . Consistency)
Data display should be consistent in word cbdce, format, and basic style with requirements for
data and control entry.

When composing data and err.arol entries, users will tend to mimic the vocabulary, formats, and wordCOhniENT:
order used in computer displays, includin; displayed data. la'aels, error messages, and other farins of user guidance,
When entry tonnats are consistent with display formats, users are more likely to compose an acceptable entry on
their first try. (C,D.E)

1.1.1 8 Consistent Wording (Tier 2 - Consistency)
For displayed data and labels, words should be ch7sen carefully and used consistently.
COhihiENT: Consistent word usage is particularly imponant for technical tenns. Standard tertninology should be
defined and documented in a glossary for reference by interface designers as well as by users. (AI)

1.1.19 Consistent Grammatical Structure (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Consistent grammatical structure for data and labels should be used within and across displays.
COhihiENT: Even minor inconsistencies can distract a user and delay comprehension as the user wonders
momentarily whether some apparent difference rtFesents a real difference. (AE)

1:
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1.1.1 10 Consistent Format Organir.ation (Tier 2 Consistency)

A consistent organization should be adopted for the locat on of various display features from one
ei

display to another.
COMMENT: For example, one huion might be used consistently for a display title, another tua might be '

reserved for data output by the computer, and other areas dedi:ated to dirplay of control options, instrucuons, enor
messages, and user command entry. As an exception,it might be desirable to change display formats in some
disunctive way to help a uset distinguish one tasi or activity from another, but the displays of any parbcular type

The objective is to develop display formats that areshould stiu te formatted consistently among themselves. |
consistent with accepted usage and etisting user habits. Consistent display formats will help establish and preserve

There is no fixed display format that is optimum for all data handling applications, sinceuser orientation,
applications will vary in their requirements. However, once a suitable format has been devised.11 should be
inaintained as a pattem to ensure consistent design of other displays. (E)

1.1.1 11 Familiar Wording (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
The wording of displayed data and labels should incorporate familiar terms and the task-oriented
jargon of the users, and avoid the unfamiliar jargon of designers and programmers.
COMMENT; (A.E)

1.1.1 12 Necessary Data Displayed (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
All data required for any transaction should be available for display.
COMMENT: Displayed data should be tailored to user needs,providing only necessary and immediately usable dsta
for any transartion; displays should not te overloaded with extraneous data. (E)

1.1.1 13 Consolidation of Information (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

All data related to one task should be simultaneously displayed.
COMMENT: A user should not have to remember data from one screen to the next. (B)

1.1.1 14 User Control of Data Display (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
Users should be able to control the amount, format, and complexity of displayed data as necessary
to meet task requirements. ~

COMMENT: (A.E)

1.1.1 15 Daterrime Annotation (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
When task performance n: quires or implies the need to assess currency of information, displays
thould be annotated with date-time information.
COMMENT: (A)

1.1.1-16 Context for Displayed Data (Tier 2 Memory Load)
Each data display should pmvide needed context, recapitulating prior data as necessary so that a
user does not have to rely on memory to interpret new data.
COMMENT: (C.E)

1.1.1 17 Invariant Display Fields (Tier 2 General)
An invariant field, including the page title, an alphanumeric designator, the time, and the date,
should be placed at the top of each display page.
COMhEhT: The page title should indicate the purpose of the display, is in a consistent location on each page, and
is separated by at least one blank line from other information.The alphanumeric designator provides a convenient
means for accessing display pages, identifying them, referring to display pages in discussions, and reportir.g
problems in page formats, The designator should be meaningful enough to bu easily lutrned and remembered, as weu
as be compatible with the designation scheme applied to hardwired instruments on panels. (B)

1.1.1 18 Frame Identification (Tier 2 General)
Every display frame should have a unique identification to provide a reference for use in requesting
the display of that frame.
COMMENT: *Ihe frame identification should be an alphanumeric code or an abbreviation which is prominently
displayed in a consistent location, it should be short enough (34 characters) and/or meaningful enough to be !camed

Se:: tion 1; Information Display Page 2 ,
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and rememtered easily. (C)

1.1.1 19 Display of Information (Tier 2 General)
Whenever possible, users should be able to see the whole page on which they are working.
COMhtENT: (A)

1.1.1 20 Information Density (Tier 2 General)
Infonaation density should be minimized in displays used for critical task sequences.
COMMENT: For critical intmnation, a minimum of one character space should be left blank vertically alm e and
below criti;al informatim, with a minimum of two character spaces left blank hortzontally before and aher,

(A.C.D)

1.1.1 21 Display Hackground (Tier 2 General)
Because the background color on a display does not present any information, it should not distract
the user from the data.
COMMENT: (A)

1.1.1 22 Frame Identifier Demarcation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
At least one blank line between the title and the body of the display shottld be provided.

COMMENT: (A.E)

1.1.1 23 Illerarchy of Titles (Tier 3 Design Details)
Where displays have several levels of titles (and/or labels), the system should provide visual cues
to aid users in distinguishing among the levels in the hierarchy,
COMMENT: Character site variation and indenuttion are two common methods of expressing a hieran;hy, Bolding,
underlining and letter case are also frequently used, but the method for their implementation has not been well

established. (D)

1.1.1 24 Variant Display Fields (Tier 3 Design Details)
The last four lines (at least) of each display page should be teserved for variant fields.
COMMENT Variant information might include alarm messages, data source identification, the page number for
consecutive pages, system messages (e.g., standby subsystems), error messages, response entry prompts, and

program menages, (B)

1.1.1 25 Screen Packing Density ('Iler 3 . Design Details)
Screen packing density should not exceed 50% and preferably should be less than 25%,
COMMENT: (B)

\
1.1.1 26 Display Background Color (Tier 3 Design Details)
Only one background color should be used on a display.
COMMENT: Backgmund color can influence the way a usar interprets a color symbol (e.g., shape, lines). When a
color symbol or figure is surrounded by another color, the sunrounding color can change the appearance of the
enclosed color. For example, green on a yellow background will appear more blue than the same shade of green on a
blue backgmund. (A)

1.1.1 27 Display Background Contrast (Tier 3 Design Details)
The background color should be of an appropriate hue / contrast to allow the data (foreground) to be

!easily visible.
COMMENT: (A)

1.1.1 28 11. dcopy Request (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be able to obtain a paper copy of the exact contents of the alphanumeric or digital ,

graphic displays
COMMENT: (A)

1.1.1-29 Flexible Design for Data Display (Tier 3 Design Details) f
!
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When data display requirements may change, means for users (or a system administrator) to nuke
necesmy changes to display functions should be provided.
COhtMENT: (E) 4

I
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1.0 INFORh1ATION DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.2 h1ultiple Pages

1.1.21 Data Parillioning on Crowded Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
When a disJ. lay contains too much data for presentation in a single frame, the data should be
partitioned into senarately displaytble pages.
COhih2NT: ( A.C.E)

1.1.22 Important Information Displayed First (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

Required or frequently used data elements thould be included on the earliest screens in the
application transaction.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.23 Position Within Functional Illerarchy (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
Infonnation about a user's position in a functional hierarchy of tasks or task steps and their related
displays r,hould be provided. .

COMMENT: For example, by graphical representations. (D)

1.1.2 4 Navigation Through Functional liierarchy (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

Users should be able to move to any other display in the display sequence. (D)
COhihiENT: For example,by selecting a graphical representation of the display for a given task step.

1.1.25 Sequential Steps on hiultipage Displays (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

When actions on one display in a sequence require completion of actions on a previous display, the
user should be able to move to a display only when all of the conditions have been met.
COhiMENT: Or when an intentional override procedure has tun completed. (D)

1.1.2 6 Position Reference for Sequential Displays (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

User's working with a designed sequence of displays performing well-defined sequence of task
steps should be provided with a position location reference within the display sequence.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.2-7 h1ultitasking Independent Tasks (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
During multitasking where tasks do not require integration, they should be designed to present
information to different sensory modalities.
COMMEhm Fw example, a visual tracking task and search for a particutar icon (independent tuks) should not be
concuntnt because both are spatial in nature, in contrast, verbal communication with another pan of the plant and
search fa a particular icon could be perfwmed simultaneously, if necessary. (D)

1.1.2 8 h1ultitasking Dependent Tasks (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
Whenever multitasking inv oh e; tasks that are not independent (i.e., require integration), the tasks
should be designed to access the same pools of processing resources (i.e., verbal, spatial,
auditory, visual, etc.).
COMMENT: For example,if two values must be compared (integration),both values should be displayed visually,
rather than one displayed visually ami the odica in the auditory dimension. Time-shanns is less efficient if the two
tasks require resources imm the same pool. When the tasks require integration of infwmation, perfwmance is
benefitted if the same poolof resources is accessed. (D)

1.1.2 9 hiinimize hiemory Load (Tier 2 - hiemory Load)
Page design and content planning should minimize requirements for operator nemory.
COhniENT: (B)

1.1.2 10 On Screen IIelp for Continuing (Tier 2 Feedback)

Displays should indicate how to contir.ue.
COMMEN1': *11e user response that is necchary to continue the interaction sequence should be indicated on each

Page 5Section 1: Information Display
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screen. (B)

1.1.2 11 Navigation hiessages (Tier 2 Feedback)
A message should te available that provides explicit infomiation to the user on how to move from,-

one frame to another or how to select a different display

COMMENT: (B)

1.1.2 12 Numbering Display Pages (Tier 2 General)
|When display output is more than one page, each page should be aruiotated to indicate display
I

COMMENT: If a large display output is viewed by continuous pannini) scrolling rather than by disente paging,contmuation.
ll h

then some other means must be used to late) that portion of the display which is cunently visible. Typica y, t e

phrase *page x of y* is commonly used for this purpose. A recommend:d fonnat is to identify pages by a noteimmediately to the right of the display title. Leading zeros should not te used in the display of page numbers.
(CI)

1.1.2 13 Related Data on Same Page (Tier 2 . General)
When panitioning displays into multiple pages, functionally related data items should be displayed

j

together on one page. COMMENT: Relations among data sets should appeat in an integrated display rath<:r than partitioned into separate
windows. (A.CE) l

1.1.2 14 Labels for htultipage Tables (Tier 2 General)

For a large table that exceeds the capacity of one display frame, users should see coluinn headings
.

and row labels in all displayed sections of the table,

COMMENT: (E)

1.1.2 15 Continuous Numbering in htuttipage Lists (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Wi en a list of numbered items exceeds one display page, the items should be numbered

continuously in relation to the first item on the first page.COMMEfff: For example, items continued on the next page should be numbered mlative to the last item on the*

previous page (C,E)

1.1.2 16 Annotating Display of Continued Data (Tier 3
Design Details)

When lists or tables are of varialle length, and may extend beyond the limits of one display frame,
a user should be informed when data are continued on another page and when data are concluded

COMMEffT: For example,ircomplete lists might be marked ' continued on nett page," ' continued,' or 'more.'
on the present page.

Concluding lists might display a note such as "end of list * or *end " As an exception, short lists wrese conclusion
is evident from the display fcrmat need not be annotated in this way. (E)

.

Page 6
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1. Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.3 Grouping

1.1.3 1 Data Grouped by Sequence of Use (Tier 2 - Sequencing and Grouping)
Where displayed data are used in some spatial or temporal order, those data should be grouped by

sequenu of use to preserve that order.COhiMENT: For example, data in an electronic display should match the order of items in an associated paper data
form. (CI)

1.1.3 2 Data Grouped by Function (Tier 2 Sequencing and Grouping)
Where sets of data are associated with panicular questions or related to particular functions, each
set should be grouped together to help illustrate those functional relationships.
COhthiENT: (CI)

1.1.3 3 Data Grouped by importance (Tier 2 Sequencing and Grouping)
Displayed data items which are particularly important should be grouped at the top of the display.
COhihiENT: (CI)

1.1.3 4 Data Grouped by Frequency (Tier 2. Sequencing and Grouping)
Where some data items are ured more frequently than others, those items should be grouped at the
top of the display.
COMMENT: (CI)

1.1.3 5 Data Grouped Alphabetically or Chronologically (Tier 2 Sequencing

and Grouping)
When there is no appropriate logic for grouping data by sequence, function, frequency or
importance, some other principle should be adopted such as alphabetical or chronological
grouping.
COhniENT: (E)

1.1.3 6 Within Grou a Arrangement (Tier 2 Sequencing and Grouping)

Similar information shou d be displayed in groups according to the left to right or top-to-bottom

rules.
COMMENT: (B)

1.1.3 7 Group Site (Tier 2. Sequencing and Grouping)
Related data should be displayed in groups which subtend five degrees of visual angle or less.
Groups should be visually distinct from one another
COhBIENT: For example, by separation from other groups with blank spaces. (D)

Gmping for Data Comparison (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)>L3
a must analyze sets of data to discern similarities, differences, trends, and relationships, the

. , %y format should be structured so that the data are consistently grouped,
.

if 4 MENT: Displays should provide cohesive groupings of display elements so that users perceive large screens as
4Lasisting of smaller identifiable pieces or chunks. Gmuping techniques (e.g., grouping by color, shape, spatial
distance, orientation type of charaetcr, etc.) should te used to group functionally similar information and to indicate
membership in a common group. (DE)

1.1.3 9 Croup Data to Support Task Completion (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)'

Alldi& data necessary to support an operator activity or sequence of activities should be
group A : * xr,
COhG1D . muring simliar items together in a display format improves their readability and can highlight

- relatimM tecen different groups of data. Grouping can be used to povide structure in the display and aid in the
;

|
recogr6tian and identification of specific items of information. (B)

= Section 1: Information Display Page 7
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1.1.3 10 Demarcation of Groups (Tier 2 General)
Groups of information should be separated by blanks, lines, color coding, or other means.!

nCOMMENT: fA.C.E)
.

1.1.3 11 Grouping Within High Density Displays (Tier 3 Design *)etails) |

Displays with high information density should have an intermediate number of groups (i.e.,19 to
,

!

40 groups). If inherent functional groups of data exist, then they should be preserved.
COMMEhT: A display with a low number of groups lacks clear organtration and is difficult to work with. A
display with too many groups yields perfonnance equally bad because the grouping inionnation is dispersed. An

,

'

intermediate number of groups yields the best performance. (D)-
i

1.1.3 12 Spacing as a Redundant Demarcation Technique (Tier 3
Design

,
'

Details) .

.
_

.

Spatial distance should be used for redundant coding when possible.
_

COMMENT: Although data grouping techniques have been found to be task deperxlent, gmuping lased on location
has been generally successful across a variety of tasks. Lirnitations are physical screen sire and amount of
information to be displayed.. (D)-

Combining Dissimilar Data Groups - (Tier 3 Design Details) ;

1.1.3 13
Display items possessing two attributes should not

x displayed between two groups of items
-

which share on attribute each with the double attribute item.
. COMMENT: For example, do not display a group of activated Boron Recovery System elements hetween a group
of activated Electrical Power System elements and a group of inactive Boron Recovery System elements.
Conjunctive stimuli which are displayed between two groups of elements sharing one dimension each with tie

;

conjunctive stimulus are very difficult to detect. (D)
,

|

e

,

i

i

o

- r
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY <

1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.4 WhMows
1.1.4.1 General ,

1.1.4.14 Temporal Proxirnity of Data (Tier 1. Use)
A sequmee of displays with which the user will have to interact in close temporal proximity should

'

be com41ned in i.eparate windows which can be displayed simultaneously or nearly
simultaneously.
COhihiENT: (D) -

1.1.4.12 Appropriate Use of Window (Tier 1. Use)
When the need to jointly view different data cannot be determined in advance, user's should be

'able to define and select separate data windows that will share a single display frame.

-

COhihtENT: Depending upon user needs (and system capability), data windows might appear simultaneously as
segments of a joint display (i.e., tiled), might be overlaid in varying degrees so as to obscure one another (i.e.
layered), or might be disptayed sequentially at the user's option. In the latter condition, multiple display windows(A.E)
will differ little inun multiple display pages, except perhaps in speed of sequential access. '

1.1.4.13 Consistent Window Control (Tier 2
Consistency)

User control of windows should operate consistently from one display to another for each type of
window.
COhiMENT: Control of predefined windows may simply involve " opening * and " closing * them, by selection of
displayed option labels or function keys. Control of user defined windows may require user specification of window
contente, window site and positioning on the display. Such window conuel must be teamed by a uset, and
consistent design of controllogic aids that teaming. (A.E)

1.1.4.14 Selection of Window Functions (Tier 2 . Task Compatibility)
The capabilities present in a window should be a function of how the user will interact with the;

window.
'

i

. COMMENT: For example, a window that simply presents a one line status message from the system that the user
will only read and not respond to might need to only have the ability to be closed, it might not need to be restreble,
movable, etc. (A)

1.1.4.15 Window Functions (Tier 3 Des 4n Details)\

As appropriate to the user task.' windows should be capable of the following operations:scrollmg/ panning, resizing, moving, hiding, activating, deactivating, copying to/from zooming
in/out, tabbing, and undo last.
COhtMENT: (A)

1.1.4.16' ' Keeping Track of Open Windows (Tier 3. Design Details)
Within a session, the system should keep track of the windows that are open (but not necessarily

-

active or displayed), and display them as a menu.
COhiMENT: (A)

Scction 1:. Information Display Page 9
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and La3out

.

1.1.4 Windows '

1.1.4.2 Display of Windows

l.1.4.21 Window Demarcation (Tier 2 Screen Organization)
Windows should be visually separated from each other and from their background, preferably by
borders or similar demarcation,
COMMENT: (A)

1.1.4.22 Tiled vs. Layered Windows (Tier 2 Flexibility of Use)
Users should have the capability to select between " tiling" and " overlapping" window
environments.
COMMEbrT: (D)

1.1.4.23 Distinction Iletween Window Types (Tier 2 . General) |
Window types should be perceptually distinct. |
COMMENT: For etarnple, interactive windows in both the tiled and layered window environments should bei

penepuntly distinct trom nonintenetive windows, and active windows in both the tiled ar llayered window
environments should be perceptually distinct from all other window types. (D) |

1.1.4.24 t.noritization of Caution and Warning Windows (Tier 2 . General)
Caution and waming windows should have display prionty under emergency conditions.

,

COMMENT: (D)

Prioritization of Active Windows During Multitasking (Tier 21.1.4.25
General)
Active windows should have display priority over all but the interactive window.t

!

COMMENT: (D) ..

1.1.4.2 6 Nondestructive Overlay (Tier 2 General)
When a window temporarily obscures other displayed data, the obscured data should not be
perme.ently erased but will reappear if the everlay is later removed.
COMMENT: (A.E)

1.1.4.2 7 Window Design (Tier 3 - Destyn Detalls)
Windows should have a rectangular shape. The wmdow should be framed by a border of a single
line. The frame should expand and contract with the window.
COMMENT: (D)

|
1.1.4.28 Default Window Size Consistent with Content (Tier 3

Design

Details)
The sire and shape of the initial presentation of a window should be consistent with its contents
(amount of information, number of menus, data fields, etc.)!

COMMENT: (A)

1.1.4.29 Default Window Size for Scanning Data (Tier 3 Design Details)

The default size for text windows and windows used for scanning data should be at least four T nes
.

ofinformation.| COMMENT: Window sizes of four lines pmvide beuer performance than those with fewer than four lins'

Windows with twenty lines show linie ad'antage over windows with four lines. Other research has shown that
se, arch time is slower in a 1 line window inan in the next largest sir ,(7 lines), but did not vary appreciably among
7.13, and 19 line windows. (A.D.E)

1.1.4.2 10 Window Default Width (Tier 3
Design Details)

Section 1: Information Display Page 10
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|

j
The default width for a generic text window should cover from 67% to lWk of the full screen . |

COMhENT: Whr.n users read continuously scrolling test (at a rate set by the tact). Une lengths of $2 to 78
characters provide the fastest performarre, (D)

1.1.4.2 11 Tile Default for Multiple Windows (Tier 3 Design Details)

When multiple windows are open simultaneously, the default condition should be a tiled window
environment, provided that the size for each window is sufficient to hold usable, readable
information.
COMhEhT: A suggested maximum number of tiled wirdaws is four. He size of the tiled windows might te

(D)
approximately 1/n of the available display, where n is the number of windows. i

1.L4.2 12 1,ayered Windo's as Defnuit (Tier 3 Design Detalls)
When a tiled window environt s t results in windows of a size that would reduce the user's ability

sow, a layered window :nvironment should be employed.to use the information in tM u
COMMENT: De layered windows c' a overlap and should le the default window size until resired by the user.
(D)

t

Section 1: Information Display Page 11
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.4 Windows .

1.1.4.3 Interacting with. Windows

1.1.4.3 1 Consirtent Control Within Windows (Tier 2
Consistency)

When control action such as command entr/ may be taken by a user working withm a window,
those control actions should be consistent from one window to another.
COMMENT: For example, cursor positioning controls should operate consistently within all wmdows. If coni.ols

(E)in one window operate differently than in another, user confusion will be unavoidable.

1.1.4.3 2 Closing Windows (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)
Users should be able to close a window with a single action.
COMMENT: (D.E)

.

1.1.4.3 3 Easy Shifting Among Windows (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions) ,

if several windows are displayed at once, some easy means should be provided for a user to shift
'

among them.
COMMENT: "Ihe most direct method might te to allow a user to select a window by pointing anywhere within its
displayed borders, but that action might be confused with the selection of a particular item within the window.

. (A.E)

l.1.4.3 4 Activation of Window Cursor (Tier 2
Minimizing User Actions)

The action that puts a window into the iateractive state should automatically pt e the p ace oh ldingl'

cursor in that window so that the user c. , rovide inputs through that wir '
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 5 -Window Opening Methods (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions)
The user should be able to open a window by performing any of a set of simple actions.
COMMENT: Fw example, windows may be opened by issuing a command to open a specific window; selecting a-

window title from a list on a menu; or selecting an icon for the window. (D)

1.1.4.3 6 - Activating a Previously Opened Window (Tier 2 Flexibility of Use)
The user should be able to put a windo' . in the interactive state by pe forming any of a set of
simple actions in that window or related to that window.
COhntENT: For example, by moving the pointing cssor to the window and performing any action, including
pressing a key or a button on a cursor coutrol devim; a command to open a specific window; selecting a window title
from a list on a menu; or selecting an icon for the window _ (D)

-1.1.4.3 7 Multipie Methods for Switching Between Windows (Tier 2 -
Flexibility of Lse)
The system should provide the user several opdons for moving between active windows.
COMMENT: For example, cliclig a mouse button, tab, cursa keys, or function key. (A)

1.1.4.3-8 Multi Modal Window Designation (Tier 2 Feedback)

If windows are ca aable of different modes, the system should provide immediate and

unambiguous fecc back conceming which mode is active.

COMMENT: (A)

1.1.4.3 9 Interacting with Closed Windows (Tier 2 Feedback) .

When the user is communicating with a closed window, the system should provide feedback that
clearly designates the window (s) involved.
COMMENT: Communicating with a closed window entabs f.ending or receiving information between windows,
one of which may not te visible. (A)_

Section 1: Information Display . Page 12 -
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1.1.4.3 10 h!ovable Windows (Tier 2
General)

Window movement capability should be provided such that the ;.3er can move windows to
different areas of the utsplay.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 11 Organiting Layered Windows (Tier 2 . General)
Users should have the capability of movirig a window to the hont of or behind any or all other
windows.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 12 Overlapping Tiled Windows (Tier 2 General)
Users should have the abihty to move tiled windows so that they overlap.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 13 Smooth Window Movement (Tier 2
General)

Movement of a window should appear to i.: smooth and continuous to the user.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 14 Moving Windows off Display (Tier 2 General)
Users should not be allowed to move windows entirely off the display.
COMhM: (D)

1.1.4.3 15 Critical Function Area Obscurernent (Tier 2
General)

Windows should not be movable to obscure menu bars, access to the command area, or caution
and warning messages.
COMMEhT: (D)

1.1.4.3 16 Indicate Active Window (Tier 2 General)
If several windows are displayed at once, indication should be provided to the user of which
window (if any) an action can currently be taken.
COhniENT: Adding windows to a display can increase the conceptual complexity of control actions as well as the
ddliculty of data assimilation. A prominent cursor enight be displayed in the currently active window, or perhaps the(A,E)
displayed border of an active widow to indicate to a user which window is curn:ntly " active *

1.1.4.3 17 likden Windows (Tier 2 General)
A window that is not displayed should be capsble of sending and receiving information. j
COMhM: (A)

Alerting User to information Availability- (Tier 2 . General)1.1.4.3 18
The system should be capable of alerting the user to criticalinformation that becomes available in
an inactive or non displayed window.
COMh M : (A)

1.1.4.3 19 User Alert to Prevent Lors of Information (Tier 2 . General)
If a user requested action would result in lost or damaged data, the user should be alerted and
altemative actions recomnwnded.
COMhM: Foi etaraple,"Save file tefore clasing?" (A)

Keyboard Entry Within Active Window (Tier 2 - Generci)1.1.4.3 20
Keyboard input should affe,-t only the active window designated by the user.
COMhM: (A)
1.1.(3 21 Retrieval of Window Information (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Users should have the capability to obtain information about any and all open windows.
COMMENT: At a minimum, this information should include window name, type, and any process initiated
through ard displayed in that window. (D)

Page 13Section 1: Information Display
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1.1.4.3 22 Window Activates Upon Opening (Tier 3

Design Details)z

The action that opens a window should automatically make that window active.
[ COhihENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 23 User Control Over Window Resizing Options (Tier 3 - Design
(1) Resizing 4 .h does notDetails)

Users should be able to select between two resizing conditions:
change the size of the window contents, and (2) Resizing '.n which the size of the window contents
increase or decrease with the changes in the size of the wmdow.
COhihENT: "Ihe default condition should be resizing whit h does not change the size of the contents.hiany uses for
resizing involve sizing the window to fit the graphical or textual contents of the window (e.g., when trying to fit a
comple ;raphical object into a large enough window to permit Food resolution of claborate deuuls). In su;;h cases,h t
the user would want the object to remain the same size while the window changed. In contrast, a user mig t want o

~
h

tile a window (e.g., by decreasing its size and raving it to a comer of the screen), but still be able to see t e
contents of the window, in such a case, the user would want the wi dow contents to change in size with the
window. (D)

(Tier 3 - Design
3 Independent Control Along llorizontal/ Vertical Axis1.1.4.3 24
1

Users should be able to chance the horizontal and vertical dimensions of a wmdow iniependentlyDetails)J
and with minimal effort,
COhihENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 25 Largest Allowable Window Size (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The upper limit for resizing a window should be the size of the computer screen.
COhihENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 26 Smallest Allowable Window Size (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The lower limit for resizing a window should be the size of the window title.

,

COhihENT: Users should be able to identify a window of any size. (D)

1.1.4.347 Accessibility to Partially Removed Windows (Tier 3 - Design
-

.

Details)Windows cartially moved off the display should be made readily accessible with a single action.
COhthENT: (D)

1.1.4.3 28 5 .ahe Windows (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The user shnnld h. : ability to scroll through the conteras of a window both horizontally and'

vertic 11y, t. Scrolling is requimd at any point in an application.
CO' ENT: (D);

b 1.1.4.3 29 Commaad Entry, P.-ompts and Message Location (Tier 3 - Design
.,

Details)
When separate command sets are associated with different display windows they should be shown
at the bottom of each window. (A.E)
COhthEST: For example options for display conuel such as size of the window. positioning, etc.

1.1.4.3-30 User Sntrol of Automatic Updatable Windows (Tier 3 - Design
Details)
Automatically updated windows should have display freeze capability.
COhthENT: When a window displays automatically updated infcrmation, the user should have control over the rate
at wllch automa:icahy updated racens are scrolled. (A)

1.1.4.3 31 Management of Multiple Windows During Multitasking (Tier 3 -
Design Details)

Page 14Ee-tior.1: 1nforrnation Display
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To help the user to manage active windows, the system should provide user aids when multiple
_..

windows are active.
COMMENT: An example uur aid might be a list of active windows, including the name (title) of the window, the'

ngoing activity, the time elvsed since the beginning of the activity, the screen location of each window, thefh k)
. elation between activities in the various windows (e.g.,if they are hierarchically related as pan o t e same tas ,(D)
and a menu that wot. d allow users to view the contents of a selected window in the layered environment.

:

I'

(
!

;

|
!
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
.1.1 - Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.5 Message Areas

1.1.51 Location of Message Areas (Tier 1 Use)
Message areas should be displayed in a window. The windows used for messages from the
system and messages from other users should be located at unique, consistent locations.
COMMENT: Once the window appears on the_ display,it should be under the user's control " Die user should be able
to remove the message area from the screen. revive it, move the window within the screen and change the window's
size. Each of these actions should require only a single action by the user. (D)

1.1.5-2 System vs. User Message Areas (Tier 2 - General)
Visibly and spatially distinct areas Pould display messages from the system and messages from

~

other users.
COMMENT: (D)

1.1.5 3 Notification of New Messages (Tier 2 - Gen.nl)
Notification of messages received should be provided automatically at log on and while the user is
logged on.
COMhENT: (D)

1.1.5-4 Nondisruptive Message Notification (Tier 2 - General)
Notification of incoming messages while the user is logged on should be nondisruptive.i.

COMMENT: Notification of incoming messages should not interrupt the user's curmnt task and should not
automatically overwrite the screen areas where the user is working. For example. the system might indicate message

(D)arrival to the user by an advisory notice in a ponion of the display reserved for that purpose.

1.1.5 5 Notification of Incomplete Message (Tier 2 - General)
The user should be informed when a message extends beyond the area that the window is able to

_

,

L display.
COMMENT: (D)

-1.1.56 Message Area Dimensions (Tict 3 - Design Details)
By default, the width of message areas should extend across the entire display width and the|.

L
default height should be three lines.
COMMENT: (D) s.
1.1.5 7 Time. Stamp Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For real-time operations, messages should be time stamped.!

i COMMENT: (D)

1.1.5 8 Message Storage and Retrieval (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Messages should be stored in a message queue that is available to the user.
COMMENT: For example, the user might be able to scroll through a log file containing the message and the time,
date.and origin of the message. (D)

1.1.59 Rearrangement of Messt.ge Order (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The user should be able to rearrange messages such that they can be reviewed regardless of the
orderin which they are queued.
COMhENT: (D)

Page 16Section 1: Information Display
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1,0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.6 Command Areas

I.1.6 1 Command Area Located in Window (Tier 1
Use)

The command area should be contained in a window that the user can open, close, or resize.
COMhENT: A user can only provide input into one command area at a time, even if the system in which the user
is working permits multitasking. The presence of mul:iple command areas would increase the usc/s workload
without a commensurate increase in functionality. (D)

1.1.6-2 - Consistent Command Area Location (Tie- 2
Consistency)

A single command area should be in a consistent location on the screen.
COhBENT: (D)

1.1.6 3 Cursor Location Within Command Area (Tier 2
Minimizing User

Actions)When a command area window is first opened, the placeho; der cursor should be in the leftmost

position on the first line. COMMENT: At other times, the user should have the ability to place the placeholder cunor at any location in the
command area. (D)

1.1.6-4 Accessibility to Command Area (Tier 2 - General)
The user ' hould always have ready access to the command area.

'

COMMENJ: For example, the command area might be in a window that: (a) could not be covered by other
windows, or (b) could easily be " popped" to the front of all other windows by selecting a sofnvare. based button.
(D)

1.1.6-5 Distinctive Command Area (Tier 2 - Gc:tcrn!)
The command area should be visibly distinct from all other screen structures.

COMMENT: (D)

1.1.6 6 - Command Area Buffer (Tier 2 - General)
When the command area is opened, the user should immediately be able to (1) enter a new
command for execution, (2) access previously entered commands and execute them as they appear,

- or (3) modify previously entered commands and execute them.
COhBENT: The user should be able to edit, cut, paste, and re-execute these commands by the same methods as are
used in text input and editing. Making previous commands available will provide continuity between command

|
input episodes and may reduce time in repetitive tasks. (D).

1.1.6 7 Command Area Obscurement (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In general, opening the command area window should not interfere with the user's ability to view

,

other display structures.
COMMENT: However. when the command window is revived and contains commands, the command area should be

'

the same in size, content, and cursor placement as when it wts removed. (D)

,
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1.0 INFORMATION: DISPLAY
1.1 Screen Organization and Layout
1.1.7. - General. Information Areas

.

1.1.7f1 = Consistent Location :(Tier 2 - Consistency) ion.
Date and Time information should be shown in a consistent locat

*

. COMMENT: (D)

1.1.72 Time Display (Tier 3 Design Details)
The information area should display appropriately fonnatted time information necessary for a.
user's task and location.
COMhENT: (D)~

1.1.73 Access to Software- Version Number (Tier 3 - Design Details)
,

.

; Users should have the capability to access and permanently display the version number of the
current application.
COMMENT: -(D).

1.1.7-4 Removal of General Interest Information (Tier 3
Design Details)

- Users should be able to remove any generalinformation on the display. .
COMMENT: Either for a single session (e.g.. by removing the window in which the information is contained) or -
for all sessions (e.g.. by a change in their user profile) (D)_

,

T
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays
1.2.1 Tables and Lists

1.2.11 Appropriate Use of Tables (Tier 1 - Use)
When information handling requires detailed comparison of ordered sets of data, a tabular format
for data display should be provided.
COMMENT: (CE)

1.2.12 Lists for Related items (Tier 1 Use)
A series of related items (words, phrases, instructions, etc.)should be displayed in a list rather than
as continuous text.
COMhM: A list format will facilitate rapid accurate scanning. (E)

1.2.13 Logical Table Organization (Tier 2 - Sequencing and Grouping)
Tabular data should be orgardzed in some recognizable order to facilitate scanning and assimilation.
COMMENT: If the data in the rows has order, the order should be it) creasing from left to right. If the data in the

(A C.E)
columns has order, the order should be increasing from top to bonom of the display,

1.2.1-4 Logical List Ordering (Tier 2 - Sequencing and Grouping)
Lists should be ordered according to some logical principle.
CO) * MENT: for example, items in lists shall be arranged in a recognizable order, such as chronological,

alphabetical, sequential, functional, or importance. Where no other principle applies, lists should be orderedalphabetically, it is the user's logic which should prevail rather than the designer's logic, where those are different.
(C.E)

1.2.15 Consistent Spacing Within Tables (Tier 2 Consistency)

Consistent column spacing should be maintained within a table, and from one table to another.
Similarly, spacing between rows should be consistent within a table and between related tables.
COMMENT: As an exception, when columns are grouped under superheadings, extra space between superheadings(A,C.D.E)
may help, in order to emphasize that the columns under any single superheading are related.

1.2.1-6 Character Size (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The sizes of alphanumeric characters should be consistent within a table and between related tables.
COMMENT: (D)

1.2.1-7 Character Font and Aspect Ratio (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The fonts and widths of alphanumeric characters should be consistent within a table, except when a
word or set of characters is highlighted by vatying the typeface,
COMMENT: For example, through the use of ttalics or a " bold * function. (D)

L

1.2.18 - Maintaining Significant Zeros (Tier 2 - General)
Zeros should not be arbitrarily removed after a decimal point if they affect the meaning of the
number in terms of significant digits.

:

(A.E)
COMMENT: For example, when an operator may want to distinguish between 19. 003 and 19.000.

1.2.19 Leading Zeros (Tier 2 G' enera!)
1.cading zeros in numeric entries for whole numbers should be suppressed.
COMMENT: For example,28 should be displayed rather than 0028. A leading zero should be provided if the

(C,D)
number is only a decimal, with no precedmg integer (Le. 0,43 rather than .43)

1.2.1-10 Tables Referenced by First Column (Tier 2 - General)
When tables are used for reference, the reference item should be displayed in the left column, and
the material most relevant for user response should be dislayed in the next adjacent column.(A.E)Associated but less significant material should be displayed in columns further to the right.COMMENT:

Page 19
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I.2.1 11 Table Access by Row and Column (Tier 2 - General)
A table should be constructed so that row and column labels represent the information a user has

i
prior to consulting the table.COhihfENT: For example, the information that can be used to access table entries for a particular task. The left-I

most column should contain the labels for the row variables (that is, the information by which the user will access
other row items). The top row should contain the labels for the column variables (that is, the information by which
the user will access other columnar items). (C.DE)

1.2.1 12 Column Scanning Cues (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The columns in a table should be separated by enough blank spaces, dots, or by some other
distinctive feature, to ensure separation of entries within a row.
COhBENT: The spacing between columns should be greater than any internal spaces that might be displayed
within a tabulated data item. (A,C.DE) i

1.2.1 13 Justification of Numeric Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Columns of numeric data should be justified with resxct to a fixed decimal point; if there is noi

decimal point, then numbers should be right-justificc.
'

i

!-
COhBENT: (A.DI) (

1.2.1-14 Numbered items Start with "1" (Tier 2 - General)
Item numbers should begin with one rather than zero.

,

COMhENT: (AI)

1.2.1-15 Repeated Elements in Illerarchic Numbering (Tier 2 General)

For hierarchic lists with compound numbers, the complete numbers should be displayed; repeated
elements should not be omitted.COMhENT: Implicit numbering may be acceptable for tasks involving perception of list stnicture. Complete(AI)
numbering is better. however, for tasks requiring scan:h and identification of individual items in the list.:

|

Single-Column List Format (Tier 2 - General)
,.

1.2.1 16
Lists should be formatted so that each item starts on a new line.
COhSEN'T: A list should be displayed as a single column. As an exception, listing in multiple columns may be

(A,CE)
considered where shortage of display space dictates a compact format.

1.2.1 17 Marking Multiline Items in a List (Tier 2 - General)
When a single item in a list continues for more than one line, items should be marked in some way
so that the continuation of an item is obvious. Items might be
COMhENT: For example, so that a continued ponion does not appear to be a separate item.
separated by a blank space, or continuing lines within an item might be indented, or each item might be numbered or

_

marked by a special symbol such as an arrow or bullet. Some demarcation is panicularly needed when a list is
comprised (A,CE)

-1.2.1-18 Hierarchic Structure for Long Lists (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For a long list, extending more than one displayed page, a hierarchic structure should be used to
permit its logical partitioning into related shorter lists.
COhSENT: (CE)

1.2.1-19 Justification of Alphabetic Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Columns of alphabetic data should be displayed with leftjustification to permit rapid scanning.i

COhSENT: As an exception, indentation can be used to indicate subordmate elements in hierarchie lists. Also, a
short list (of just four or five items) could be displayed horizontally on a single line,in the interests of compact

!

display format,if that is done consistently. (A.DE)

1.2.1-20 Justification of Numeric Entry (Tier 3 - Design Details)..

Users should be allowed to make numeric entries in tables without concem for justification; the

Page 20t
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- computer should right justify integers, or else justify with respect to a decimal' point if present.
COMMENT: - ( A.DE)

1.2.121 Row Scanning Cues- (Tier 3 - Design Details)-
In dense tables with many rows, a blank line, dots, or some other distinctive feature (to aid -

--

horizontal scanning) should be inserted after a group of rows at regular intervals.
-

COMMENT: For many applications it will suffice to ir.sen a blank line after every five rows. ' (A C.DE)
'

1.2,122 - Density of Tables - (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For improved readability, overall screen density for tables should be no greater than 30%

E-
.

'

- COMMENT: -(D)

1.2.123 Arabic Numerals for. Numbered List Items. (Tier 3
Design Details)--

When listed items are numbered,' Arabic rather than Roman numerals should be used.
-

Arabic numbers are more familiar to most users, and therefore require less interpretation than Roman!COMMENT: (A,C.E)
numerals do. The advantage of Arabic numbers becomes greater when large rumbers are used.

1.2.1 24 Vertical Ordering in Multiple Columns (Tier 3 Design Details)

If a list is displayed in multiple columns, the items should be ordered vertically within each
column.
COMMENT: (A,C.E)'

1.2.125 DVertical' List Extension -
(Tier 3 --Design Details)

Where lists extend over more than one display page, the last line of one page should be the first
line on the succeeding page.
COMMENT: (C)-

.i

~

.,.
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays
1.2.2 Data forms

.

1.2.21 Appropriate Use of Forms (Tier 1 Use)
Forms should be used to display related sets of data items in separately labeled fields.
COhBEST: Forms can aid review of related data items by displaying explanatory labels to caption exh data field.

(A.D.E)

1.2.2 2 Comparing Data Fields (Tier 2 Screen Organization)
Data fields to be compared on a character by character basis should be positioned one above the
other.
COhBEhT: (A) -

1.2.23 Consistent Format Across Displays (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The ordering and layout of corresponding data fields should be consistent from one display to
another.
COhBENT: (AI)

1.2.2-4 Consistent Format Within Data Fields (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The internal format of frequently used data fields should be consistent from one display to another.
COhBENT: For example, time records might be consistently punctuated with colons, as HH:MM:SS or HH:MM,
whatever is appropriate.he convention chosen should be familiar to the prospective users. (AI)

1.2.25 Data Form Placeholder Cursor Location (Tier 2 - Minimizing User
Actions)When the data form is fbst opened, the placeholder citrsor should be in the left-most position of the
first available data field.
COhBENT: (D)

,,

1.2.2-6 Data Entry Error Acknowledgement (Tier 2 Error Handling)
Users should receive an error mes:, age only if they continue to make the same error. The error
message should deceribe the proper manner for entering data.
COhBENT: (D)

_

1.2.27 Visually Distinctive Data Fields (Tier 2 - General)|

Clear visual definition of data fields should be provided so that the data are distinct from labels andN."

other display features.
COh&ENT. (AE)

_

1.2.2 8 Field Definition / Delimiters - (Tier 2 - General)
Special characters (such as underlining, data field " boxing") should be used to delineate data fields

t

|
and data field lengths.
COMMENT: (A)

1.2.2-9 Highlight Active Data Entry Field (Tier 2 - General)
The current field to be entered should be highlighted.
COMMENT: Irrelevant objects slow gigtual processing by competing for resources. Use of highlighdng makes
the current data field discnminable frcun irrelevant data. (D)

1.2.2-10 Form Compatible for Data Entry and Display (Tier 2 - General)
When forms are used for data entry as well as for data display, the format for data display should be
compatible with whatever format is used for data entry.
COMhENT: Use the same item labels and ordering for both. (A,CE)

Section 1: Information Display Page 22
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1.2.2 11 Identification of Entry Field Length (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Cues should tr provided to indicate the maximum length of a data entry field.
COMMENT. For example, a broken underscore could be used to indicate the number of characters available for an
entry . .(D)

1.2.212 Dota Entry Cues (Tier 3 Design Details)
If appropriate, labels should be used to help cue the user as ta the expected data entry.
COMMENT: For example. *DATE (MM/DD/YY): ./J,f." (D)

1.2.2 13 Data Form Entry Er:or (Tier 3 Design Details)
Data entered that does not match the predefined format of the data form should highlighted and
signaled the user.
COMMENT: For example, with a beep. (D)

1.2.2 14 Distinguishing Blanks from Nulls (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Blanks (keyed spaces) should be distinguished from nulls (no entry at all)in the display of data
forms, where that can aid task performance.
COMMENT: Some special symbolinight be adopted to denote null entry. If field delimiters are displayed to guide
data entry, then it will often be sufficient simply to leave those delimiters unchanged when no entry has been made.
(A.E)

1.2.2-15 Similar Formats for Data Form and liardcopy (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When users are highly familiar with a hardcopy version of the data fonn, the data form should te
format +.ed to be similar to hardcopy source documents.
COMMENT: Users should tw able to transfer their previous training and experience with the hardcopy format to the
computer display. (D)

I

!

!

:

|
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays-

-

1.2.3 Mimics

1.2.3-1 Consistent Use of Symbols (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Mimic symbols should be used consistently.
COhnsT: (B)

1.2.3 2 Mimic Detail (Tier 2 - General)A mimic should contain just the minimum amount of detail required to yield a meaningful pictorial
representation.
COMMENT: (B)

1.2.3 3 Points of Origin (Tier 2 - General)
~'

' All mimic origin points should be labeled or begin at labeled components.
COMMENT: (B)

1.2.3 4 Mimic Termination Points (Tier 2 . General)
All mimic destination or terminal points should be labeled or end at labeled components.
COMMEh7: (B).

1.2.3 5 Directional Arrowheads (Tier 2 - General)
Flow directions should be clearly indicated by distinctive arrowheads,
COMMFND (B)

.1.2.3 6 Use or Abstract Symbology (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Abstract symbe'.s should conform to common electrical and mechanical symbol conventions
whenever possible.
COMMEh7: (B)

..

1.2.3-7 - Mimic Line Width (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Differential line widths should be used to code flow pa:hs.
COMMENT: For example, significance, volume, level (B)

1.2.3-8 Overlapping Lines (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Mimiclines should not overlap.
COMMENT: (B)-

1.2.3-9 -Symbolic Component Identifiers (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Component representations on mimic lines should be identified. -

!

COMMENT: (B)

P

,
,

5
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2^ Types of Displays
1.2.4 Graphics
1.2,4.1 General

1.2.4.1 1 Graphic Displays: Trends (Tier 1 Use)

For display of data showing relations in space or time a graphic format should be used.
COMMENT: Relations in space or time are data such as trend infcnnation, spatially structured data, time critical
information or relatively imprecise information. People canoot readily assimilate detailed textual or tabular data,
although sometimes such data are necessary. Therefort, a graphic display might be used where graphic elements
showing trends and differences are combined with text annotation and tabular presentation of detailed data. In some
applications. it might prove helpful to supplement a primary graphic display with attemative displays of detailed data
avanable as a user selected option. (A,C.D.E)

1.2.4.12 Graphic Displays: Data Comparison (Tier 1 - Use)
When users mt:st quickly scan and compare related sets of data, the data should be displayed in
graphic format
COMMENT: Graphic display might help users discern errors in a data base. since deviant ' outliers' will appear
visually distinct from the body of co:Tect data. (A D.E)

1.2.4.1-3 Graphic Displays: Monitoring Data Change (Tier 1 - Use)
A graphic format should be used when users must monitor changing data.
COMMENT: Whenever possible, the computer should handle data monitoring and should call abnormalities to the
user's attention. When that is not possible and a user must monhor data changes, graphic display will make it easier
for the user to detect critical changes and/or values outside the normal ange. (A.D.E)

(Tier 1 - Use)1.2.4.1-4 Animation for Dynamic Display
Movement of data elements under computer control can be used for displaying a temporal sequence
of changing events, or for the pictorial display of complex objects.
COMMENT: Animation can be used to enhance a variety of graphic displays, including scanerplots, curves, bar
graphs, flow chans, etc. (E)

1.2.4.15 Highlighting by Animation (Tier 1 Use) ,

~ When sequential relations or other connectivity betweer display elements requires highlighting,
animation may be used for that purpose. -
COMMENT: For example, connectivity might be emphastzed by an arrow moving repeatedly between two
displayed elements. (E)

1.2.4.16 Simplicity (Tier 2 - Screen Organization) .

Graphical displays should maintain the visually simplest display consistent with their function. In
general, the fewest lines or objects in a graphical display should be used.
COMMENT: (D)

1.2.4.1-7 Consistency (Tier 2 Consistency)
Consistent logic should be used in the design of graphic displays, and a standard format and
labeling practices should be maintained for each method of graphic presentation.
COMMENT: Consistency in graphic design will allow users to focus on changes in displayed data without being
distracted by changes in display format. The standanhzation advocated here has to do with the logic of user interface
design, not with internal processing by graphics software.

(A,E)'

1.2.4.1-8 Consistent Annotation Format (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Any displayed annotation should be formatted consister.tly in relation to the graphic elements.
COMh ENT: For example. labels might always be placed over the displayed points with which they a c associated.
Sometit .cs, however,it might be necessary to displace a labd. from its " standard" position to avoid overlap or
crowding on the display: such exceptions should themselves be handled consistently. (A,E)
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1.2.4.19 Emphasis (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)
Graphical displays should be designed so that a user notices the most important things first.
COhBENT: (D) ,

1.2.4.1 10 Only Necessary Information Displayed (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)

Graphic displays should be tailored to user needs and provide only those data necessary for user
tasks.
COhihfENT: (A.DE)

1.2.4.1 11 Zooming for Display Expansion (Tier 2 - General)
When needed to perceive graphic relations accurately, or to view flow diagrams in greater detai!. a
zooming capability should be provided that allows expartion of the display of any selected area.
COhihfENT: Zooming can increase the degree of detail (i.e., can add data to a display). When used this way, a
rooming capability implies that graphic data ic " layered" hierarchically at different levels of aggregation, which may
require complex data files and unta maturgement techniques. Zooming might be implemented as a continuous
function, by which a display can be expanded to any degree, analogous to a continuous panning capability. Or
rooming might be implemented in disgrete increments, as in increasing the magnification of an optical instrument to
x2, x4.etc. Incremental zooming wy) abrupt changes in display scale. may tend to disorient a user, but might
}nove acceptable in some applications. Zooming can increase display spacing among crowded data items so that they
can be perceived better. Thus a control room operator might expand a portion of a Piping and Instrumentation
Diagram to see more clearly the tge of valves used within a panicular line-up. (A.DE)

1.2.4.1-12 Reference Index or Baseline (Tier 2 - General)
When a user must compare graphic data to some significant level or critical value, a reference index
or baseline shouH be included in the display.
COhiMENT: (CE)

1.2.4.1 13 Highlighting Critical or Abnormal Data (Tier 2 - General)
When a user's attention must be directed to a portion of a graphic display showing critical or off-

. nominal data, some distinctive means of data coding should be used. ,

COhBENT: (CE)

1.2.4.1-14 Data Annotation (Tier 2 - General)
When precise reading of a graphic display is required, the display should be annotated widt actual
data values to supplement their graphic representation.
COhSENT: For example, adjacent numeric annouttion might be added to the ends of displayed bars on a bar graph:
numeric data might be displayed to mark the points of a plotted curve. (CE)

1.2.4.1-15 Text Annotation (Tier 2 - General)
When a graph contains some outstanding or discrepant feature that merits attention by a user,
supplementary text should be displayed to emphasize that feature.
COhBENT: For example, a flow diagram for process control might include a current advisory message,
POSSIB12 PRESSURE VALVE FAILURE, as well as ap;ropriate graphic indications of the problem. (E)

1.2.4.1-16 Changing Scale (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a graphic display has been expanded from its normal coverage, some scale indicator of the
expansion factor should be provided.

. COhihENT: For example, a linear indicator of current map scale might be shown in the margin, or perhaps simply
a numeric indication of the display expansion factor (e.g., x4 ). In many applications it may be helpful to show the
scale even for a display with normal, unexpanded coverage. (AE)

1.2.4.1-17 Overview Position of Visible Section (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Some graphic indicator of the position in the overall display of the visible section should be
provided when a display has been expanded from its normal coverage.
COMhiENT: A graphic indication of the current coverage of an expanded display will provide some visual context
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|to help a user maintain a conceptual orientation tetween the visible part and the whole display from whict that part
,has been expanded. For example in a corner of any frame of an expanded display,the computer might show a

1

rectangle representing the overall display, in which a smaller rectangle is placed to indicate the position arid extent of
<

+

T he currently visible portion of that display. ' (A.E)t
!

Printing Graphic Displays (Tier 3 Design Details):1,2.4.1 18
When on-line graphic displays must be printed, users should be allowed to disp!ay the material'

exactly as it will appear in the printed output. - .

COMMENT: On line displays can offer some advantages over printed graphics,in tenns of animation ande-
~

; highlighting. When a user is preparing a display for printed output. however,it is imponant that limitations of the
print medium can he taken realistically into account. If the printed wrsion does not appear satisfactory it may be -

,

necessary to reformat the display in some way. (A.E)

1.2.4.1 19 Use of Data Display- Codes (Tier 3 - Design Details)
..

.

.

Data display codes should be used only if two or more cond' .ons need to be represented in a
. display that consists of a graph, diagram or map.(:

COMhENT - (D)

.

h

2

2

,

-

1

.
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays
1.2.4 Graphics ,'

1.2.4.2 __ Flowcharts

1.2.4.2 1 Appropriate Use of Flowcharts (Tier 1 - Use)
Flowcharts thould be used for schematic representation of sequence information.

- COMhENT: Flowchans should be used for schematic repmsentation of sequence information to display data that
are logically related in terms of sequential processes. (AI)

1.2.4.22 Flowcharts to Aid Problem Solving (Tier 1 - Use)
A flowchart shou'd be provided to aid problem solving when a solution can be reached by
answering a series of questions, and when no tradenffs will be required.

,,

COhSENT: A flowchan can add structure to ee nplex prealem solving by illustrating a set of discrete decision

points With such a flowchart a user is given specific steos to follow in solving a problem, he'pmg to en>ure thatall rsleyant factors are considered. For simple pmblems, hwever a tabular or text format may be read more quickly
*an cf flowchan. Flowcharts are not useful when a user must make tradeoffs. For example,if a user mu':t evaluate
alternative outcomes,then using a flowchan would be emnbersome and time consumir,s. When a user must evaluate
alternatives, a tabular format may be more efficient. For example, n process centrol, a flowchart might aid problem

(E)
diagnosis when a user must determine the cause of abnon tal conditions and take appropdate action.

1.2.4.2-3 Consistent _ Wording (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The options displayed at the decision points in a flowchan should be worded in a consistent
format.
COhSENT: Sometimes it may not be possible to use a consistent format for displaying options. However, the
more consistent a flowchan can be made in fonnat and wording, the easier. (E)

1.2.4.2-4 Necessary Information (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
To the greatest extent possible, flowcharts should display only the data required by the user. The

_user should be able to request more detailed data with a single action.
COMMFJG (D)

1.2.4.25 Conventional Path Orientation (Tier 2 - General)
- Flowcharts should be designed so that the path of the logical sequence is consistent with familiar
onentation conventions.
COhSENT: For example, from left to r:ght and from top to bonom, or clockwise. (A.DE) ,.

1.2.4.26 Ordering to Minimize Path Length (Tier 2 General)
When there is no inherently logical order to the steps in a flowchart, steps should be ordered to
minimize flowchan size

"

COhSENT: In other words, to minimize average path length. (AE)

1.2.4.2-7. Ifighlighting (Tier 2 - General)
If one element in a flowchart represents data of particular significance, implying a special need for
user attention, then that elemer r.hould be highlighted.

ig by color or bolding might be used to highlight displayed paths, and/or theCOMhENT: For example,line cos
boxes or other graphic elements representing displayed states. (Color coding may be panicularly appropnate in
flowcharts, because of the effective pdmacy of cola for guiding the visual scanning required to trace paths.) As a

,

cautionary example, the flowchart instructions fa a critical safety function status tree might highlight a box which
(DE)says " ensure Reactor Coolant System pressure less than x before opening valve y".

1.2.4.2-8 Consistent Ordering of Options (Tier 2 - General)
When a flowchart is designed so that a user must make decisions at various steps, the available

options should be displayed in some consistent order from step to step.COhBENT: For example,"yes" might always be on the left and "no" on the right. "Ihe point here is that for
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options which have no ir.herently logical order. some order t hould be consistently imposed. Consistent ordering
will permi a user tr review a flowchart more quickly. (A.E)

-1.2.4.29 Single Decision at Each Step (Tier 3 Design Details)
When a flowchart is designed so that a user must make decisions at various steps, only a single
decision should be required at each step; decisions should not be combined to reduce flowchart
size.
COhBEST: (AE)

' ' 1.2 10 Logical Ordering of Options (Tier 3 - Design Details)
,Jaen a flowchart is designed so that a user must make decisions at various steps, the available

options should be displayed in some logical order.COhBEST: For example, if options represent stages of c process, those sages should be listed in the order in
whuh they wouM auually occur.The ordering of options should not be detennined merely by the amount of spre
that is conveniently available to display them. (AE)

1.2.4.2 11 Flowchart Symbol Set (Tier 3 - Design Details)
There should be a standard set of flowchart symbols. To the greatest extent possible, the symbols
shoti3 be based on the standards for the task content.
COhBENT: (D)

1.2.1.2 12 Conventional Use of Arrows (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In flow charts and other graphics displays, arrowheads should be used in a conventional fashion to
indicate directional relatiot.s in the sequential links between various elements.
COhBENT: (D.E)

1.2.4.2 13 Dynamic Flowchart Sizing (Tier 3 Design Details)
The user should be able to enlarge or reduce the size of a flowchart. The line scale should reflect
the change in overall scale.
COhBEhT: (D)

_

i
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays

~

1.2.4 _ Graphics
1.2.4.3 Pictures and Diagrams

1.2.4.3-1 Appropriate Use of Pictures (Tier 1 - Use)
Pictorial displays should be used in applications where it is necessary to show accurately detailed

representations of real or imaginary objects or processes.COhBENT: Pictorial displays aid in the analysis of objects and events, as in the case of photo interpretation.
Pictorial displays also suppon a variety of computer-aided design applications. For some information-handling tasks
th display of detailed images (photographs) will help users, in other instances. simplified line drawings may be

-

more readily comprehended. (AE)

1.2.4.32 Appropriate Use of Diagrams (Tier 1 - Use)
.

Diagrams should be used to show spatial relations, with selective focus on the data specifically
required by a user's task,in applications where a full pictorial rendering might be unnecessadly
complicated.
COMhENT: Diagrams are used to suppon raany applications, ranging from mechanical assembly / maintenance
instruction to the repeesentation of electronic circuitry and pecess control paths. Diagrams are considered a special(AE)
form of picture. Diagrams should be kept m simple as possible, omitting unnecessary data.

1.2.4.33 Display Only Necessary Information (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
Diagrams should display only the data required by the user. The user should be able to request

-

more detailed data with a single action.
COhBENT: (D)

1,2,4.3-4 Highlighting (Tier 2 General)
If a picture or diagram contains data of particular significance, implying a special need for user
attention, those data should be highlighted.

_

COhBENT: For example, selected per. ions of 1,ictures might be highlighted by adding a box outline to the
display, or perhaps a blinking arrow. Diagram elements might be highlighted by bolding or video reversal. or
perhaps by color coding. As anothe xample, highlighting might be used to indicate an assessment of damage when
'nonitoring a system that has been degraded in some way. (AE)

o

1.2.4.35 Dynamic Diagram Sizing (Tier 2 - General)
' The user should be able to enlarge or reduce the size of a diagram.

COhBENT: (D)

1.2.4.36 Rotation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In an application where a user must examine a depicted object from different viewpoints, the user
should be allowed to rotate its displayed image.
COhBENT: 'Ihe axis of rotation will generally be the center of the depicted object. Where that is not the case,
some indication of the rotation axis should be displayed. in some applications it might also help the user to display
some explicit separate indication of the degree of rotation and the current orientation of the depicted object. In
applications where a user must make a detailed companson of two (or more) displayed objects. it may be necessary
to allow independent rotation, translation and superposition of their images. (AE)

I

1.2.4.3-7 Spatial Relationships (Tier 3 - Design Details)
.

Diagrams should show relative spatial relations accurately and should include a line scalei
L

describing the spatial relations.-

|
COhBENT: (D)

1.2.4.3-8 Aids for Pictorial Analysis (Tier 3 - Design Details)!

When users must analyze pictorial images in detail, computer aids should be provided.
| COhBENT: For examining the internal structure of a depicted object. it might be helpful to allow a user to request'
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auxiliary displays of specified cross-sections or transect diagrams For more detailed structural analysis of depicted
objects, it might be necessary to provide computer aids for calculating area, volume, center of gravity, modes of
vittation, stresses, heat transfer, etc. (AI)

1.2,4.3 9 Linking Sectional Diagrams (Tier 3 Design Details) |

When diagrammed data exceed the capacity of a single display frame and must be shown in
separate sections, an overview for the diagram should be provided,
COMMENT: A logical linking of its various sections, and an easy means for users to move from one section to

i

|
another should be provided (e.g., panning). An ahernative aprh might be to construct a hierarchic diagram with
a rur.ning capabiFty to show greater detail. That capabi'ity represents a potential advantage of computer generated

j

electronic displays over printed diagrams, For canple, the sections of a diagram u :ght be assigned letter codes,
which could be shown in the overview and at any internal branch points, and which could be entered by a user to
request the display of various sections. (AS)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 . Types of Displays
1.2.4 Graphics '

1.2.4.4 Maps and Situation Displays
<

1.2.4.41 AppNpriate Use of Maps (Tier 1 - Use)
Maps should bey 'ided to display geographic data.
COMMENT: Here ti,e term " map" refers to the display of relatively stable geographic data. or the display of slowly\changing data such as weather. When mapped data change more quickly, as in the display of plume tracks, those
diagrams are called " situation displays". Design recommendations for maps will generally penain also to situation

/j

displays. (A.E)

1.2.4.42 Qualitative Maps (Tier 1 - Use)
Qualitative distributional maps should be used to display relative geographical locations of different,

kinds of data .
- COMhEST: (D)

1.2.4.43 Quantitative Maps (Tier 1 - Use)
Quantitative distributional maps should be used to display variations in quantities across different
geographicallocations.
CohBEST: (D)

1.2.4.4-4 Situation Displays (Tier 1 Use)
When it is necessary to show the geographic location of changing events, event data should be
combined with a map background.
COMhENT: Ne enmple, a display for radioactive control might superunpose plume tracks on a background of

. geographic coordinams, with supplementary annotation and/or coding to indicate track identification, speed, heading.
ahitude, etc. (A,E)

1.2.4.45 Tonal Codes (Tier 1 - Use) ~

Tonal codes (different. hades of one color) rather than spectral codes (different colors) should be
used when users c.L,t make relative judgments for different colored areas of a display.
COhSENT: People can order categories along a continuous di lision to match tonal vrriations in one color,
whereas people do not have a natural means of ordering different w1 ors. This secommendation represents an
exception to other guidelines advocanng distinctive code values. Codmg by tonal variation should be considered
only for applications where perception of relative differences along a single dimension is more important than
perceptionof absolutevalues. (E)

1.2.4.4-6 Consistent Orientation - (Tier 2 - Consistency)
' When several different maps will be displayed, a consistent orientation should be used so that the
top of each map will always represent the same direction.
COMhiENT: In common use, most maps are oriented so that North is upward. (A.D.E)

1.2.4.4-7 Consistent Positioning of Labels (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Labels should be positioned on a map consistently in relation to the displayed features they
designate.
COMMENT: As a practical matter, map displays can get very crowded. It may not always prove feasible to
maintain a consistent placement for labels, with the result that designers will be tempted to put labels wherever they
will fit. In such a crowded display, labels may obscure map features, and vice versa. Locating and readmg labels
willbe slowed,particularly when map features are di played closely adjacent to the beginning oflabels. Under these
circumstances, some other approach to map labeling should be considered to avoid crowding. (E)

1.2.4.4-8 Indicating Data Change (Tier 2 - General)
When changes in mapped data are significant for a user's task, auxiliary graphic elements should
be included to indicate those changes.

!
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COhBENT: For exarnple, aux;1iary coding might be needed to indicate vehicular movement on a map of showing
evacuation routes, in dynamic maps (i.e.. situation displays), data changes involving movement can be shown
directly. On static displays, arTows can be added toindicate the direction of movement of mapped elements, Where
movement over an extended area must be represented, directional * pips" can be added to displayed contour lines.

(E)'

1.2.4.49 Area Coding- (Tier 2 - General)
Texture pattems, color, or tonal codes should be used when different areas of a map must be
defined, or when geographic distribution of a particular variable mu.ct be indicated.
COhBENT: In many applications it may be desirable to limit area coding to one variable in order to assure
effective information assimilation. Another approach might be to allow a user to specify which varir.ble will be

- coded on a map and to change that selection at will depending upon current task requirements. In some special
applications, however,it may be feasible to superimpose several kinds of area coding to pennit multivariate data
analysis by skilled users. (E)

1.2.4.4 10 Ordered Coding (Tier 2 - General)
- Where different areas of a map are coded by texture patterns or tonal variation, the darkest to

lightest shades correspond to the extreme values of tTe coded variable.COh&ENT: Orderly assignment of code values will help users perceive and remember the categories represented by
the code. (E)

1.2.4.4 11 Feature Identification (Tier 2 - General)
When it can be done without clurtering, significant features of a map shovd be labeled directly on
the display.
COhBENT: (A.E)

1.2.4.4 12 Highlighting (Tier 2 - General)
If one area in a map represents data of particular significaisce, implying a special need for user
attention, then that area should be highlighted.
COhBENT: (E)

1.2.4.4 13 Aids for Analyzing Maps (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When the use of mapped data may N complex, computer aids should be provided for data
analysis.
COMhENT: (A,E)

1.2.4.4-14 Aiding Distance Judgments (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Computer aids should be pmvid:d when a user mustjudge distances accurately on a map or other
Fraphic displayfor that judgment.
COh&ENT: For exact measurement, it might be better to allow a user to select (point at) any two points and have
the computer " read-out" their separation distance ducetly. The same technique might be used to determme the
direction (bearing) between two points. (A.E)

1.2.4.4-15 -User Selectable Orientation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The user should be able to select different orientations and reference points. The system should
provide the user with a menu listing the common orientations and reference points.

| COh&ENT: (D)

1.2.4.4-16 ~ Panning for Flexible Display Framing (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a map exceeds the capacity of a single display frame users should be provided a capability toi

pan the display frame over the mapped data in order to examine different areas of cturent interest.
'

COhBENT: (A.E)

Show Overview Position of Visible Section (Tier 3 - Design Details)1.2.4.4 17
Some graphic indicator of the position in the overall display of the visible section should be
provided when a user pans over an extended display in order to view different sections.
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COMMENT: For example,in a corner of a panned display, the computer might show a rectangle representing the
overall display,in which a smaller rectangle is placed to indicate the position and extent of the currently visible
portion of that display. While panning across a map, moving from one section to another, a ,sser may lose track (,(
what is being displayed, and be uncertain how to move in order to see some other area of interest. An indicator of
current position will help maintain user orientation. (A.E)

1.2,4,4 18 Mapping Non geographic Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In applications where the geographic distribution of nongeographic riata must be displayed, other
graphic elements should be added to a map for that purpose.
COMMENT: Alphanumeric charaars might be added to a map to show data, but those will not aid a direct visual
comparison across areas in the r,ame way that Fraphic symbols can do. Moreover alphanumeric data may b: confused
with labels and other kinds of annotation. For example, a symbot might be displayed in different sizes to indicate a
particular measure in different localities, or small stacked bars might be superimposed on the dif feitnt areas of a map
to indicate the local distribution of some data measure. (E) .

1.2,4,4 19 Identification of Map Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Where possible, demographic or other data on map displays should be presented graphically rather
than by using text descriptions.
COMMENT: (A)

1.2,4,4 20 Stable Reference for Changing Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Some stable display elements should be provided when graphic data are changing r.d displays are
automatically updated.
COMMENT: Moving data may overlay and temporarily obscure otner display elemc:::s, such as fixed background
data. When that happens, the display update logic must determine which d,sta categories have priority on the dispir.y
and which may be obscured by others, and should restore the obscured elements when the overlaid data moves away,
and should further ensure that no data are erased from the display in tie process of obscuring and restoring data.

(E)
Stable display elements provide a frame of refererwe to help users assimUate and interpret data changes.

_

|
!
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays
1.2.4 Graphics
1.2.4.5 Instrument Panels

1.2.4.51 Software. based Instrument Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
Software-based displays of instruments should be displayable in a function area.

<

COMMENT: he panel should be contained in a labelled window and should be closely analogous to the hardware
panel that is represerted. Specific instruments on the panel should be clearly visible and should be labelled
appropriately, fotlowing standards for hardware panel labels. (D)

1.2.4.52 When to Use Binary Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
Binary indicators should only be used for displaying infonnation having two values.
COMMENT: The most common use of binary indicators in a process control environment is for alann/ warning

(B)
devices. For quantitative measurements. binary indicators should be used only for check-reading purposes.

1.2.4.5-3 Usability of Displayed Values (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
Information . hould be displayed in a directly usable form.s
COMMENT: All displays should indicate values in a form immediately usable by the operator without requiring
mental conversion. (B)

1.2.4.5-4 Increasing Scales (Tier 3 Design Details)
Numbers should increase clockwise,left to right, or bottom to top, depending on the display
design and orientation.
COMMENT: (B)

1.2.4.55 Scale Progression (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Graduation interval values of fixed scales should be 1,2,5, or decimal multiples thereof.
Numbering by 1,10, or 100 is recommended for progressions.
COMMENT: ~(B)

1.2.4.5-6- Scale Intervals -(Tier 3 - Design Details)
Nine should be the maximum number of tick marks between numbers.
COMMENT: (B)

1.2.4.5-7 Circular Scales (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For one-revolution, circular scales, zero should be at 7 o' clock and the maximum value should be
at 5 o' clock, with a 10-degree break in the arc
COMMENT: (B)

1.A4.5 8 Location of Scale Values (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Numbers should be outside the graduation (tick) marks unless doing so 'would constrict the scale.
COMMENT: (B) -

1.2.4.59 Orientation ~ of ' Numbers (Tier 3 - Design Details)
All numbers should be oriented upright.
COMMENT: - (B) -

1.2.4.5-10 Location of Zero (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When check-readmg positive and negative values, the zero or null position should be at 12 o' clock
or 9 o' clock.
COMMENT: With a matrix of circular displays, deviations from a 9 o' clock null position are easily detected in
check readmg. Zero is at 12 on multi revolution dials. (B)

1.2.4.5-11' Pointer Orientation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
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The pointer en fixed scales should extend from the tight of vertical scales and from the bottom of
horizontal scales.
COhihENT: (B)

1.2.4.5 12 Pointer Obscurement (Tier 3 - Desi;n Details)t
The pointer on fixed scales should extend to but not obscure the shortest graduation marks.
COhihENT: (B)

1.2.4.5 13 Tick Mark Separation (Tier 3 Design Details)
Tick marks should be separated by at least 0.07 inches for a viewing distance of 28 inches under low
illumination (0.03 to 1.0 fL).
CO!.thENT: (B)-

1.2.4.5 14 Number of Tick Marks (Tier 3
Design Details)

Dials should not be cluttered with more marks than necessary for precision.
.

COhthiENT: (B)

1.2.4.5 15 Display Band Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Zones should be color coded by edge lines or wedges. The colors red, yellow, and green shotild
be used. (B)
COhihENT: Zones can be used to indicate operating ranges, off nonnal levels, dangerous levels. et:.

1.2.4.5-16 Digital Displays Level of Accuracy (Tier 3 Design Details)

Digital displays should include the appropriate number of significant figures for the required level
of accuracy.
COhihEST: (B)

1.2.4.5 17 Digital Display Range (Tier 3 Design Details)
Digital displays should accommodate the full range of the variable.
COMhENT: The full range of the vanable means highest andlowest values that re predicted that the variable can

.

obtain, under any conditions (nortnal operations, emergency operations, etc) for the tasks the display is designed to
support. (B)

1.2.4.5 18 Rate of Change (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Digital displays should change slowly enough to be readable.
COhBENT: (B)

1.2.4.5-19 Direction of Change (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Digital displays should be provided with arrows to indicate the direction of change,if that is likely
to be needed.
COhBEtG: Rapidly changing digital values are difficult to read, and directional indicators will help the operator,

interpret the direction of trend. (B)

1.2.4.5-20 Binary Display Legends (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Legends should be worded to tell the status indicated by the display.
COMhENT: (B)

1.2.4.5-21 Distinguishability of Binary Controls / Displays (Tier 3 - Design
Details)
The legends of illuminated indicators should be readily distinguishable from 'egend push buttons
by fonn, size, or other factors.
COMhENT: This criterion has spectal emphasis to touch screen visual display terminals (e.g CRTs) when touch
panels are employed as a control device. (B)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays
1.2.4 Graphics
1.2.4.6 Scaling

1.2.4.6 1 Scaling Conventions (Tier 2 Consistency)
Conventional scaling practice should be followed,in which the horizontal X axis is used to plot
time or the postulated cause of an event (the independent variable), and the vertical Y-axis is used
to plot a caused effect (the dependent variable).

When the X ar.is represents time intervals, the labeled scale points should represent the end of eachCOMMENT:
time interval. This consistent usage will aid interpretation of all data plots, including scatterplots,line graphs, and
bar chans. (A.D.E)

1.2.4.6 2 Consistent Scaling (Tier 2 - Consistency)
If users must compare graphic data across a series of charts, the same scale should be used for
each chart.
COMMENT: Note that in many applications it may prove more effecuve to display data for comparison in a single
combined chart, rather than requiring users to compare data across a series of chans. Usus will find it difficult to
compare data sets that are scaled differently Moreover, users may ove:look differences in labeli..g.and assume that
the same scale has been used even when displayed scales are actually different from one another. (A.C.E)

1.2.4.6 3 Scales Consistent with Function (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
The scales should be consistent with the intended functional use of the data.
COMMENT: For example, the monitoring of neutron flux at reactor trip must have a variable scale of 0 to 100%
of the design value and a time scale resolution of seconds. However, post trip monitoring may have a variable scale
of 0 to 10% with a time scale resolution of minutes. Finally, operational log data of neutron flux may have a time

scale resolution of hours. (B)'

1.2.4.6-4 Linear Scaling (Tier 2 - General)
A linear scale should be used for displayed data, in preference to logarithmic or other non-linear

|
' methods of scaling.

COMMENT: Most users are more familiar with linear scales and willinterpetlinear scales more accurately than
-- other methods of scaling } lowever, since logarithmic scales show percentage change rather than arithmetic change;
they may be appropnate f 3r some special applications. (A.E)

1.2.4.6 5 Scaling in Standard Intervals (Tier 2 - General)
Scales should have tick marks at a standard interval of 1,2,5, or 10 (or their multiples by 10) for
labeled divisionsl intervening tick marks to aid visual interpolation should be consistent with the
labeled scale interval.
COMhEIT: Users will find it difficult to interpret scales based on odd intervals, even if computers do not. As a
negative example, it is not acceptable to let the computer divide available scale space automatically if that results in
a scale labeled in unfamiliar intervals such as 6 or 13. In special instances, the X axis might be scaled in odd
intervals to show customary divisions, such as the 12 months in a year. (A.D.E)

1.2.4.6-6 Numeric Scales Start at Zero (Tier 2 - General)
When users must compare aggregate quantities within a display, or within a series of displays,
scaling of numeric data should begin with zero.
COMMENT: Numerical scales generally should have zero at the bottom as the first number on a venical scale or at

|'
' the left as the first number on a horizontal scale. The exceptions to this organuation would be: a) if the numbers are

used for nammg categories, b) if zero is not a possible number em the scale, or c) if the scale contains negative
numbers. If for any reason the zero point is omitted, the display should include a clear indication of that omission.

(A.D,E)

1.2.4.6-7 Positive and Negative Values (Tier 2 - General)L

| When graphed data represent positive numbers, the graph should be displayed with the origin atL
the lower left, such that values on an axis increase as they move away from the origin of the graph.
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When the data include negative saJues and the axes must extend in both directions from a zero point,COhSM: (A.E)that origin should be displapd in the center of the graph.

1.2.4.6 8 Single Scale Only (Tier 2 - General)
Only a single scale should be shown on each axis, rather than including different scales for

,

different curvesin the graph.COhSM: Single-scale graphs wiU generally permit more accurate readmg than graphs displaying several scales.

Many users will be confused by multiple-scale graphs and make errors when interpreting them. Moreover, bychanging the relative scale factors of multiple-scale graphs it is possible to change radically their apparent meaning
and bias interpittation by users. (A.C.D.E)

1.2.4.69 Aids for Scale Interpolation (Tier 2 General)

If interpolation must be made or wh::re accuracy of reading graphic data is required, computer aids
should be provided for exact interpolation.
CONSM: For exampk. it might suffice to allow users to request a fine grid as an optional disp'.ay feature; or it

might be better to display vertical and horizontal rules that a user could move to intersect the axes of a chart; or itmight prove best simply to let a user point at any data item and have the computer label that item with a readout of
its exact value(s). (C.E)

1.2.4.6-10 Unobtrusive Grids ('t ler 2 - General)
When grid lines are displayed, they should be unobtrusive and not obscure data elements (e.g.,

curves, plotted points).COhBM: Grid lines should be thinner than data curves, and should be invisible behind depicted objects and
areas. Heavy venical grid lines may conceal the height of plotted peaks. Elecoonic displays offer more flexibihtyil dt
than printed graphs. Grids can be displayed or suppressed by user selection. For reading the value of a pan cu ar a a
point, perhaps no grid is needed at all. A user might simply ask the computer to display the value of any selected
point. (A.C.D.E)

1.2.4.6 11 Direct Display of Differences (Tier 2 - General)
Where users must evaluate the difference between two sets of data, that difference should be
plotted directly as a curve in its own right, rather than requiring users to compare visually the-

cttrves that represent the original data sets.
COMhM: (C)~

1.2.4.6-12 Indicating Time (Tier 2 - General)
If time is plotted on the X axis,it should increase from left to right. If time is plotted on the Y
axis, it should increase from top to bottom.
COhSM: (B)
1.2.4.6-13 Numbering Grids (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Graphs should be constructed so that numbered grids are bolder than unnumbered grids. If ten-
grid intervals are used, the fifth intermediate grid should be less bold than the unnembered grids.

--

- COMMENT: (B)

1.2.4.6-14- Restricted Use of Broken Axes (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When data comparisons of interest faPvithin a limited range, the scaled axis should emphasize that
range, with a break in the displayed axis to indicate discontinuity with the scale origin.
COhSM: Note, however, that a broken axis distorts the displayed amount in relation to a base value and so
risks confusing users. In effect, a user will expect that a scale marked in regular intervals will continue in a
consistent fashion. If an axis must be broken, t e! that break clearly, perhaps with some indicator that extends
across the displayed graph. (A.D.E)

.1.2.4.6-15 Duplicate Axes (Tier 3 - Design Details)i

When scaled data will contain extreme values, duplicate axes should be displayed, so that the X-|

axis appears at both the top and bottom, and the Y-axis at both the left and right sides of the graph.
Extreme data values may be located far from conventionally placed axes. When duplicate axes are! COMhM:
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(A.D.E)displayed at the top and right side, users will find it easier to read the extreme values.

L2.4.6-16 Use of Multiple Scales (Tier 3 Design Details)
At the user's request, the top and bottom x axes may be displayed with different scales.
COMMENT: When different scales are used, the numerical values for the scales should be displayed in different type
fonts. (D)

1.2.4.6 17 Multiple Scales (Tier 3 sign Details)
When two or more dependent variables are displayed in a line graph, the default condition should
be that data be shown on separate two dimensional graphs.
COMMENT: The graphs should be in the same display. However, when requested by the user, two independent
variables may be displayed on a common graph as follows: the left y and right y. axes would use different scales, as
may the top and bottom x axes, When different scales are used, the numerical values for the scales should b i
displayed in different type fonts. (D)

1.2.4.6 18 Scaling Against a Reference Index (Tier 3 - Design Details)
aledIf different variables on a single graph seem to require different secles, they should be

against a common baseline index, rather than showing multiple scales.
COMMENT: For example, rather than showing power in megawans and profits in dollars, both might be graphed
in terms of percent change from a baseline period. An indexed chan can permit comparisons among different
variables when mult'ple scales would other' ise be needed. However, care should be taken in selecting an appropriate
base period against which to index,in order to ensure that comparisons v.ill not be biased. Index scaling may also be
appropriate for showing the effect of a single variable whose units of measurement change in real value with time,
(A,E)

1.2.4.6-19 Restricted Use of Three Dimensional Scaling (Tier 3 - Design
Details)
Unless required, use of three dimensional scales (i.e., where a Z-axis is added to the display)
should be avoided.
COMMENT: Showing a Z-axis on a display that is limited to two actual dimensions will confuse many users. If
three-dimensional scaling is employed, a consistent method of representation (e.g.. isometric or onhographic
projection, perspective drawing, or triangular coordinate grid) should be used. It is often possible in gmphic display
to show a third dimension through use of auxiliary coding (e.g., color or shape coding, or supplementary
annotation), which may prove more effecuve than trying to repitsent a third spatial dimension pictorially. (A.E)

1.2.4.6 20- Numerical Scale Value Alignment (Tier 3 Design Details)
Numerical characters that represem a value on a numerical scMe should be aligned by their decimal
points.
COMMENT: For example, a scale being used to represent a continuous range of numbers rather than a nominal
function. When whole numbers are displayed,a decimal point should be assumed. (D)

i
t

:
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays .

1.2.4 Graphics
1.2.4.7 Curves and Line Graphs

1.2.4.7 1 Appropriate Use of Curves and Line Graphs (Tier 1
Use)

Curves (smoothed line) or line graphs (straight line segments) should be used for displaying
relations between two continuous variables showing data changes over time.
COhnENT: Line graphs are regarded here merely as a special fonn of plotted curs es. hence recommendations for
asplaying curves are intended to apply also to line Fraphs. Curve: are generally superior to other graphic methods
for speed and accuracy in interpreting data trends. Unlike printed graphs, computer-generated curves can show

dynamic data chanFe. as in oscilloscope displays. A curve implies a continuous functica. Where that could bemisleadmp, a bener choice might be a bar graph composed of discrete display elements from one data point to the
_

' next. ( A.D,E)

1.2.4.72 Preference for Graphs over Tables (Tier 1 Use)

If the shape of a function is important in making decisions, a graph should be chosen rather than a
table or scale.COhBENT: Funher. if data interpolation is necessary, graphs and scales should be used in pitference to tables.
(B)

1.2.4.7-3 Preference for Graphs over Ilar Graphs (Tier 1 Use)

For tasks requiring both time to estimate trends and accuracy, the line graph should be used rather
than horizontal bar or column charts.
COhBENT: (B)

1.2.4.7 4 Surface Charts (Tier 1 - Use)
When curves represent all of the portions of a whole, a surface chart should be used. The areas
defined below the curves should be textured or shaded. ,

COhSENT: Surface chans permit smooth, continuous display of data categories that might be represented in more
discrete form by a set of segmented bars. Thus, recommendations for surface charts may be applied also to
segmented bar chans. (A.E)

1.2.4.7-5 Consistent Line Codes (Tier 2 - Consistency) *

When coding by line type in a series of displayed charts,line codes should be used consistently to
represent corresponding data.
COhihENT: (A.E)

1,2.4.7 6 Interpreting Graphs (Tier 2 - Memory Load)
Curve and line graphs should convey enough information to allow the reader to interpret the data
without referring to additional sources.
COhBENT: (A)

1.2.4.7-7 Trending Time Intervais (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Trend displays should be capable of showing data collected during time intervals of different
lengths.
COhBENT: For example, a shon time base of just a few minutes is needed to study fast changing trends, while
other trends may not show significant changes for several hours. Although several variable trends may be grouped
on the same display, it is very difficult to put an entire process overview in a single trend display. Grouped variables(B)
should be related, so the operator can correlate changes in one variable with changes in other key variable:;.

1.2.4.7-8 Multiple Trend Lines (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Compared curve data should be displayed in one combined graph.
COhihENT: The objective here is an integrated display that will provide a user with all needed information. On|

the other hand, as more curves att added to a graph the user's task of comparison will become more difficult!
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(A,C.D.E)

1.2.4.79 Safety Status Trends (Tier 3 Design Details)
Time history displays of safety status parameters should present the 30-min interval immedhtely

preceding the current real time.COhBENT: Time history displays of parameters over t.recent time interval are a preferred means of displaying
trend and rate-of change data. A time history of each safety status parameter for the thiny minutes immediately
preceding current real time is acceptable. Availability of time history data displays on either the primary SPDS
display format u on a secondary SPDS display formra is acceptable. (B)

1.2.4.7 10 Single Value Line Chart (Tier 3 - Design Details)
On a parameter vs. parameter type chart, where one dimension is plotted against the other on an X-
Y axis. the target area should be defined.
COhBENT: The classic display example is the pressure-temperature map, which presents a saturation curve that
bisects the subcooled water region and the superheated steam region. This sort ( lisplay is best used for detecting
deviations from normal if a target area can be defined. By plotting a brief time history, one may be able to predict
where the values are headed. Care should be taken to distinguish the current value from past values,especially when

(B)the values change slowly. *Ihis can be done by placing an X or some other mark at the etnrent vahr-.

1.2.4.7 11 Minimite Cititter on Single-Value Charts (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Old data points should be removed after some fixed period of time.
COhBENT: Ideally, as one new point is pioned :he oldest point should be removed, thereby maintairing a
constant number of displayed points. (B)

1.2.4.7 12 Line Coding to Distinguish Curves (Tier 3 Design Details)

When multiple curves are disphyed in a single graph then line coding should be provided,Line
COhBENT: Line coding must be trovided panicularly if curves approach and/or intersect one another.
coding is required to distinguish one curve from another. (A.E)

1.2.4.7 13 Highlighting Multiple Curves (Tier 3 - Design Detalis)
In charts displaying multiple curves, if one curve represents data of particular significance, then
that curve should be highlighted .
COhBENT: For example,if one curve represen'.s critical / discrepant data, that curve might be displayed with a
noticeably thicker line stroke or in a different color. If line coding is already used to distinguish among multiple
curves, then the means of highlighting any panicular curw should be selected so that it will not be confused with

y

coding for visual separation. For exarnple. if displayed curves are distinguished by line codes (solid, dashed dotted,
etc.), then one curve might be highlighted by displaying it in a different color. (A.E)

1.2.4.7-14 Multiple Parameters: Identification (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When more than one parameter is presented in a plot, there should be means of identifying each
individualparameter.
COhBENT: (B)

1.2.4.7-15 Multiple Parameters: Grouping (Tier 3 Design Details)
When more than one parameter is displayed on a plot, the grouping of parameters should enhance
the operato/s assessment of the safety status of the plant.
COhmENT: (B)

1.2.4.7-16 Linear Profile Chart (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A horizontal line representing normal operating conditions should be superimpor.ed on the display.
COhBENT: (B)

1.2.4.7-17 Linear Profile Pattern Recognition (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The chart should be designed so that it forms recognizable geometric pattems for specific abnormal

conditions.
COMhENT: The linear aspect of this display format is confusing and makes pattern recognition marginal, but it is
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considend adequate for determining die problem as well as severity. For example, an irngular pmfile would be]
.

irdicative of abnormal operating conditions. (F) )
;

1.2.4.7 18 Coding Linear Profile Charic (Tier 3 . Design Details)
The area below the profile line should be shad. > :o provide a more distinguishable profile.
COMhiENT: (D)

1.2.4.7 19 Labeling Linear Profile Charts (Tier 3 Design Details)

Labels should te provided along the bottom to identify each parameter.
COMMENT; (D)

1.2.4.7 20 Circular Profile Chart (Tier 3 Design Details)
The circular profile ch 4 should be designed so that it forms a recognizable geometric pattern for
specific abnormal conditions.
COMMEhrt: Under normal operating conditions, the profile should te circular. An irregular pmfile is indicative of

-

i
an abnormal operge, condition. As tk user lecomes experienced with the circular profile, the asymmetrical'

polygons that result from off. normal situations should tecoine more faminar. For example, a steam generator tube(B)
rupture may result in an hourglass shape or a loss.of-coolant accident might produce a cloverleaf design.

1.2.4.7.21 IW'.ng Circular Profile Displays (Tier 3 Design Details)

Labels should be provided to identify each radi:J line.
COMMENT: (B)

1.2.4.7 22 Coding Circular Profile Displays (Tier 3 Design Details)
The area within the profile should be shaded to enhance the operator's perception of plant status.
COMMENT: (D)

1.2.4.743 Ilroken Lines for Projected Curves (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Curves representing planned, projected or extrapolated data (e.g., broken, cashed or dotted lines)

should be distinctis e from curves representing actual data (e.g., solid curves).
'

COMMENT: (AE)

1.2.4.7 24 Cumulative Curves- (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Cumulative curves may be used to show the cunent total at any point. ''umulative curves should
not be used to extract qttintitative or rate of change data.
COMMENT: Cumulative curves tend to " wash out' local veianons in the displayo; lata. The rate of change in
incremental data can be estimated by judging '.he slope of a cumulative curve at any point. but that is hard to do.

(AI)
1.2.4.7 25 Repeating Display of Cycile Data (Thr 3 Design Details)
Where ctuves represent cycli: data, the graph should be extended to repeat uncompleted portions
of the displayed cycle.
COMMENT: 'lhe intent here is to allow users to scan any critical ponion of the displayed cycle without having to
rettan visually to the beginning of die plot. How much extension is desirable will depend on the particular
application. In short. data that am used together should be displayed together. (AE)

1.2.4.7 26 Ordering Data in Surface Charts (Tier 3 . Design Details)
The data categories in a surface chart should be ordered so that the least variable curves are '

displayed at the bottom and the most variable at the top
COMMERT: Sometimes there are independent logical grounds for the ordering of data categories. If a surface chan
consaveted on a logical basis produces confusing inegularity of curves, then it might be better to display the data in
some other graphic fonnat. In a surfte chart, any irregularity in the bottom curve will "propgate" throughout the
curves above it, which will make it difficult for a user to distinguish whether apparent inegularity in upper curves is

' real or mescly a consequence of this method of presentation. (AE)

1.2.4.7 27 Labeling Surface Charts (Tier 3 Design Details)
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Where space permits, the dif ferent areas of stuface charts should be labeled directly within the
textured or shaded bands.
COhihtEbTI: (A.E)

1.2.4.7 28 Iland Charts (Tier 3 Design Details)
Allitems on a band chart should be related to the total.
COhihiENT: A band chan contains a seriet of lands depicting the compon.:nts of a total series. The values of the
banda (tr strata) are plotted on an X.Y plot, Each of the bands are added to one another so that the topmost toundary
represents the sum of all bands. For example. tand charu can be used to show how mu:h exh turbine is
contributing to total flow. This format is most useful when all elements contribute equally to tne total under
noemal r8.cumstances. Iland chans should not te used when changes in the movement of a series are atrupt. or
where accurate readmg of a component is of paramount imponance. (B)

1.2.4.7 29 P.cierence Index (Tier 3 . Design Details)
When curves mun N compart.d with some critical value, a reference index in the chart to aid that
comparison shou 1U oe included.
COMhiENT: In such cases, the inden might te displacs :.,0 horimntal or vertical line. cr perhaps as a reference

curve of some kind. (A.E)

1.2.4.7 30 Compatible Ordering in Leaends (Tier 3 Design Details)

If a legend must be displayed, the codes in theIegend should be ordered to match the spatial order
o. .tr corresponding curves in the graph itself.
COhihtENT: If legends are shown for a series of related graphs, then adopt some logical order consistently for all of
those legenc's. (A F)

1.2.4.7 31 Screen Area of Coverage (Tier 3 Design De'. alls)
Graphs should exceed eight degrees of visual angle.
COhtMENT: Figures composed of dininct smaller elements are perceived holist.cally when less than eight degrees
of visual angle in size. The perception of the smaller elements predorninates when the figure is greater than eight
degrees. (D)

|

1

|

L

|
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays
1.2.4 Graphics

{1.2.4.8 Har/ Column Graphs and Illstograms

1.2.4.81 Appropriate Use of BarGraphs and IIIstograms (Tier 1. Use)
Bar graphs should be used when comparing a single meastue across a set of several entities, for a
variable sampled at discrete intervals, for a vanab!c at different times, or to shriw apportionment of
a totalinto its component parts.
COMhtENT: The value of the bar graph format, as with other graphic displays,is to speed information
assimilation by a user. In some applications, however, a user can scan displays in a leisurely way, as when
reviewing printed output. In such cases, the 6ta shows in a har graph could of ten be presented more economically
fi.e., more compactly) by a textual description or in a small table. (A.C.D.E) <

1.2.4.S 2 Ilistograms (Tier 1 Use)
Histogrens (bar graphs without spaces between the bars) may be used when there are a great many
entities or intervals to be plotted.
COMMENT: llistograms are ohen used to plot frequency data,i.e., the in quency of obserYations for each of many
intervals scaled along the X axis. For such applications, a histogram will avoid the * picket fence * ap[earance width
might result from spans tetween bars. (A.C.E)

1.2.4.83 Stroke Type Charts (Tier 1 Usc)
Stroke type charts can be used as altematives to conventional full bars.
COMhiENT: (B)

1.2.4.8 4 Vertical Bar Charts (Tier 1. Use)
Column charts or vertical bar chatts should be used when the direction of change of the
measurement is to be emphasized or when tirne is represented by one of the axes of the chart.
COMhiENT: Column charu can be more effective than line graphs in displaying a single set of data which covers a
shon period of time (e.g., data measure over a period of a week). (B.D) ,

1.2.4.8 5 Stacked or Segmented Bars (Tier 1 Use)
Stacked bars, in which differently coded segments are shown cumulatively within a bar, should be
used when both the total measures and the portions represented by the segments are of interest.
COMMENT: (A.E)

1.2.4.8 6 Consistent Orientation of Bars (Tier 2 - Consistency)
In a related series of bar graphs, a consistent orientation of the bars (vertical or horizontal) snould
be adopted.
COMMENT: If bar length is used to represent time duration, then it might be more approprtate to orient the bars~

Vertical bars
horizontally,in accord with tie general convention of plotting time on the horuontal axis of a graph.
can be used to display frequercy counts or a large variety of other measured anributes. (A.E)

1.2.4.87 Reference Index for Normal Operations (Tier 2 General)
Bar charts should contain reference (s) to the normal operating condition (s).
COMMENT: With references showing normal parameter operating values, the operators are more likely to notice

deviations from normalconditions. (B) .

1.2.4.8-8 Reference Index for Critical Values (Tier 2 . General)
A reference index should be included in the chart when the extent of displayed bars must be
compared with some critical value.
COMMENT Indexing may le complicated in situations where the displayed bars do not represent a common
measure. In such a case,it might help to choose (or devise) an index scheme so that bar lengths will fall in the
same zone under ncrmal conditions, so that deviations in bar length will be readily noticed by users who must
monitor changing data. For example, a horizontal line might te an adequate reference index for a vered bar graph.
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(A.E)

1.2.4.8 9 Ilar Spacing (Tier 2 . General)
When dats must le compared, trus shoulci be adjacent to one another. Adjacent bars should be
spaced such that a direct visual comparison can be made without eye movement.
COhtMENT: In this regard.the spacing tetween bars should be less t an the tar width. !f there are a great many
bars to te displayed, then sp.dng will produce an attemating pattem of tright and dark tarvis diat could prove
visually disttubing. (A.C.d)

1.2.4.8 10 Paired or Overlapped liars (Tier 2 . General)
When paired measures from two data sets must be compared, each pair should be dirpls;W as

contiguous or (partially) overlapped bars. COMMENT: For esample, a common appli:ation of guired data is the display of planned versus actual quantities.
Paired bars will permit a direct visual comparison t y the user. When more than Iwo data sets must te compared a
display of grouped bars will be less effective. As the numter of matched items tecomes larger,it might be t etter to
display the data sets in separate bar graphs or to allow users to select different sets of data for simultaneous display.

(E)

1.2.4.8 11 liighlighting (Tier 3 Design Details)
In a simple bar graph, if one bar represents data of particular significance, then that bar should be

highlighted. COMMENT: If one har represents critical / discrepant data, then that bar might le coded differently, for example,
using solid black rather than cross-hatched highlighting. liowever, if bar coding is already used for other purposes,
such as to distinguish among different sets of giouped barr,.then no additional highlighting code should be
superimposed on the bars themselves, perhaps some other means c.f highlighting (e.g., an arrow) might le adopted.

(E)

1.2.4,8 12 Or:1ering Data in Stacked Ilars (Tier 3 Design Details)
In stacked bars, the data categories should be ordered within each bar in the same sequence, with
the least variable categories displayed at the bottom and the most variable at the tcp.

(A.E)
COMMENT: In effect, a series of stacked bars is analogous to the stacked curves of a surface chart.

1.2.4.8 13 _ Restricted Use of Icons (Tier 3
Design Details)

Iconic symbols of varying size (rather than simple bars) should te used t. epresent quantitative
values in bar gra?hs only in special cases when unambiguous icons ca. Covided and when no
interpolation wil, be necessary.
COMMENT: In general, use of icons to rettesent qtentituive f,nformation, shc ild te avoided. Icons are often
ambiguous, and so must be explained somewhere on the display. In addition, users will ftnd it difficult to interiolate
using icons. (A.E)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Types of Displays

.

1.2.4 Graphics
1.2.4.9 Pie Charts .

1.2.4.9 1 Restricted Use of Pie Charts (Tier 1 Use)

A pie chart should be used only to show the relative distribution of data arnong categories.)COMMENT: In other words, for displaying data that represent proponional parts of a whole, he chans should not
|

he used when the viewer is to extract quantitative information; a bar graph will pennit more accurate interpretation
for such appbcations. Multiple pie cham will not pennit accurate comfarison of diffennt totals, although different-
siztd pies can be used to indicate gross dtfferences. Sta:ked bar graphs will prove more effective for this purpose and
should be used when it is necessar; us show proponions of different totals. (A,E)

1.2.4.92 Nurneric Labels (Tier 2 General)
Numbers should be added to pie chart segment labels to indicate the percentage and/or absolute
values represented in the display index.

.

COMMENT: (E)

1.2.4.93 filghlighting -(Tier 2 General)
If a particular segment of a pie chart requires emphasis,it should be highlighted by special hatching
or shading and/or by " exploding".
COMMENT: 'Explodmg* rneans displacing it slightly from the remainder of the pie.(A.E)

1.2.4.9 4 Partitioning the Pie (Tier 3 Design Details)
Partitioning should be limited to five segments or less.
COMMENT: (A)

.

i
!

I

|
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1.0 INFORM ATION DISP 1,AY
1.2 Types of Displays i

1.2.4 Graphics j

1.2.4.10 Scatt~plois i

1.2.4.10 1 Appropriate Use of Scatterplots (Tier 1 Use)

Scattetplots can be used to show variable conelations or the distribution of points in space.
<

COMhiENT: Scanciplots, as the name implies, are r,ometimes used to show a dispersal intended to indicate non.
correlation of variables. But scatterplots may not te convincing for that purpose, because users will often perceive!
or imagine pattems in scattered data points where none actually exist. Note that scattenplots cannot be shown
effectively in most forms of three-dimensional spatial terresentation because ofinherent display ambiguities. Olem
the triangular grid might be considered an esception.) A third dimension might be rettesented by coding the
symbols used to plot different data categcries. If that is done, however, the visual correlation tetween any two
variables in the scatterplot will be obscured. Curves can te superimposed on scatterplots (data plotted as points in a

W trends. correlations, or other derived statistical measures. thusestw o. dimensional graph) to indicate comr
combining two types of graphic display iUt

'

l.2.4.10 2 111 hlighting (Tic 1 , Gy ed)
If some plotted ints represent data W yd o, .dgudcmec, they should be highlighted to make
them visually d stinctive from others.
COMMENT: Signincant data points might te high ighted by bolding, coke, blinking, shape coding, or other
means, or might te designated by supplementary di' play anno'ation. (A.E)

1.2.4.10 3 Grouping Scatterplots to Show Multiple Relations (Tier 3 Deslgn

Details) -
When relations among several variables must be examined, an ordered group (matrix) of
scatterplots should be displayed, each showing the relation between just two variables.
COMMENT: The ordering of several scanerplots in a single display might help a user discem relations among
interacting variables. (A.E)

1.2.4.10 4 Interactive Analysis of Grouped Scatterplots (Tier 3 Design

Details)
When scatterplots are grouped in a single display to show relations among several variables, an
intetactive aid should be provided for analysis so that if a user selects a set of data in one plot then
the corresponding data points in other plots will te highlighted,
COMMENT: Data selection might be accomplis!r.4 by * brushing * a scatterplot with a superimposed box of
controllable size to define the data 1.et of interest. That techalque can exploit the capabilities of interactive graphics
to permit a range of data analysis not possible when using printed gaphs. (E)

.

I
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.1 General |'

.

1.3.1 1 Display Update Rate (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
|

De rate of update should be controllable by the user and should be determined by the use to beimade of the information. The maximum update rate should be determined by the time required for
|

the user to identify and process the changed feature of the display. !

COMMENT: The minimum and matimum update rate should be determined by the requirements of the user's(C.D) finformational needs and rate of cognitive processing of the information by the user ior exh type of tash.
|

1.3.1 2 Freeze Feedback (Tier 2 Feedback)
,

'

An appropriate label should be provided to remind the operator when the display is in the freeze
.

1

mode.
COMMENT: (C)

1.3.13 Number System (Tier 2 General)
When numeric data is displayed or required for control input, such data should be in the decimal,
rather than binary, octal, hexadecimal or other number system.
COMMENT: (C)

1.3.1 4 Parameter Validity Check (Tier 2 - General)
The system should suppon the user in monitoring: critical parameters, parameters that change very
rapidly, and parameters that change very slowly. The system should alert the user when values
are out of range.
COMMENT: Users may not be able to perceive the values of changed parameters if the update rate is very fast. For
slowly changing data, faation on a display for an extended period of time (1 10 minutes) may result in selective
adaptation. This lowers sensitivity to a stimulus similar to the one fuutted upon. Long term fixation to an(D)
unchanging display may result in delayed reaction time to an updated stimulus which is similar in forrn,

..

1.3.1 5 Display Freeze or Snapshot (Tier 2 General)
A display freeze mode should be provided to allow close scrutiny of any selected frame that is
updated or advanced automatically by the system. .

COMMENT: For fuen display frames, an option should be provided to allow itsumption at the point of stoppage
or at the current real-time point. (C.D)

1.3.1 6 Continuous vs. Discrete Data Chan:les (Tier 3
Design Details)

Continuous changes should be used to present real-time data or to show trends in recorded data.
Discrete changes should occur at the user's request or as some standard increment is reached by
real time data values.

_

COMMENT: (D)

1.3.1 7 Continuous Viewing Requirement (Tier 3 t Design Details)
When the requirements of an operation monitoring task dictate that current data changes be
continuously viewed, the user should have the option of simultaneously viewing the " snapshot"
display and the continuous display.

. COMMENT: (D) m

1.3.1 8 Changing Values (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Changing alphanumeim values which the operator must reliably read should not be updated more
often than once per second.
COMMENT: Changing values which the viewer uses to identify rate of clutnge or to read gross values should not
be updated faster than 5 times per second, nor slower than 2 per second, when the disptay is to be considered as real-
time. (C)

as
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l

1.3.1 9 Display Motion (Tier 3 Design Details)
ltems on a graphic display should not move faster than 60 degrees per second of visual angle, with

|

20 degrees per second preferred.COhiMENT: During motion, pots visual antibutes and spadal orientation are usually preserved while small details
(D)

may te lost or procersing slowed. Perception of fast moving stimuli may te incomplete.

-_
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Displa,v Elements

~

1.3.2 Cursor
1.3.2.1 General 4

1.3.2.11 Distinctive Cursor (Tier 2 . General)
Cursors should have distinctive visual features (shape, blink. or other means of highlighting).
COhlMENT: A cunor is the most immediate and continuously available form of user guidance, since it will
generally mark the curnal focus of user attention. Different cursor formats may denote different operational
conditions, if that is done, each of those diflerent cursors should be disunctive from other displayed items, and from

An underscore cursor would be difficult to see on a display of underscored text. or on a graphicaleach other.
display containing many other lines, if the cursor is changed to denote different functions (e.g., to signal deletion
rather than entry), then each different curr.or should be daunguishable frorn the others. If multiple cursors are used
on the same display (e.g.,one for alph:. numeric entry and one for line drawing), then exh cursor should be

J
distinguishable from the others. (D.E) i

i

1.3.2.1 2 Non. Distracting Design (Tier 2 . General)
.

The cursor should not be so distracting as to impair the searching of the display for information |
,

unrelated to the cursor.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.2.1 3 Stable Cursor (Tier 2 . General)
The displayed cursor should be stable.

1.c.,it should remain where it is placed until moved by the user (or by the computer) to anotherCOMMENT:
position. he intent of the recommendation here is to avoid unwanted ' drift *. Some special applications, such as
aided tracking, may benefit from computer <ontrolled cursor movernent. (E)

1.3.2.1 4 Consistent Cursor Positioning (Tier 2 . General)
When entering a display, the computer should automatically positions the cursor in a consistent

.

display location. (E)COMMENT: For example, for data entry displays, the cursor should be placed initially at the first data field.

1.3.2.15 Ctersor Selection Area (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When cursors are used in selecting display areas, a large area for pointing should be provided,
including the area of the displayed text label, plus a half <haracter distance around the label,
COMMENT: (A)

1.3,2.1 6 Multiple Pointing Cursor Control Devices (Tier 3 Design Details)
When there are multiple cursor control / pointing devices, a unique pointing cursor shape should be
associated with each device.

,

COMMENT: (D)

1.3.2.1 7 Unique Shapes (T er 3 Design Details)
Curws of different shapes should be used for different purposes.
COMMENT: he shape of a cursor should reflect the state of the system or processing mode. /. s;ccific cursor
should be uniquely assigned to a specific purpose to provide state cr mode information to the user. A straight line
cursor might be used as the placeholder cursor to trxiicate entry position in a word pt4 ming tad, an arrow might
le used as a pointing curscr to indicate screen structures, and an X shaped pointing cursor might te used wien the
user cannot interact with the system, Within this geneml framework, the number of cursor shapes used should be

kept to a minimum, (D)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.2 Cursor
1.3.2.2 Pointing Cursors

1.3.2.2 1 Pointing Cursor Visibility (Tier 2 General)
|

The pointing cursor shouF he visible to the user at all times and may obscure characters unless it
(D) finterferes with performance within an application.

COMMENT: To maintain pointing cursor quahty, the cursor should obscure other characters, not vice versa.

1.3.2.22 "olnting Cursor Blink (Tier 2 . General)
The pointing cursor should not blink.
COMMEt(T: (D) i

1.3.2.23 Pointing Cursor: Image Quality (Tier 3
Design Details)

Pointing cursors should maintain image quality tlaoughout an enthe rance of motion within the
display. The position of the pointing cursor should be clearly visible during movrnent from one

. screen position to another. Flicker should be minimirut.
COMhENT: (D)

1.3.2.2 4 Pointing Cursor Shape (Tier 3 Design Details) '

To the greatest degree possible, pointing cursors should be completely graphic and should not
contain a label. (D)
COMhENT: However,if a pointing cuaor includes a label, the text should be large enough to be readable.

1.3.2.2 5 ~ Pointing Cursor: Size ' Constancy (Tier 3 . Design Details)'
The pointing cursor should maintain its size across all screen and display locations.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.2.2 6 Pointing Cursor: Movement |(Tier 3 . Design Details)
The movement of the pointing cursor should appear to the user to be smooth and continuous with
smooth and continuous movement of the cursor control device. The pointing cursor should not
move in the absence of any input from the user.
COMMENT: (D)

-

.

,
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1.0 -INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display - Elements

J
- 1.3.2 Cursor
1.3.2.3- Pisceholder Cursors

1.3.2.3 1
Placeholder Cursor Visibility (Tier 2 . General)

ne placeholder cursor should only be visible when text entry is possible.
COMMENT: (D)

J

1.3.2.3 2 Identification of Placeholder Cursor (Tier 2 . General)
.

At the initiation of a taw. an application, or a new display, the user should be able to determine the
e

location of the placeholder cursor without an extensive search. Follovdng the initial placement of
the placeholder cursor, the position of the cursor should be under the user's control.For example, the cursor might be placed initially at the first data field in a data fonn, at the upper left

'
,

*

comer of a blank display in a word processing task. and immediately following the last character of a wordCOMMENT: 1
,

(D)
_

processing display containing alphanumeric characters.-

(Tier 2 General)
'l.3.2.3 3 Placeholder Cursor HilnkIf placeholder cursor blinking is to be used to direct the user's attention. the default blink rate*

COMMENT: A blinking cursor need not obscure characters - for example.the blinking cursor may be an underlineshould be 3 Hz.

that does not cover the entire character. (D)'

1.3.2.3 4 _Nonobr, curing Placeholder Cursor (Tier 3 . Design Detalls)
De placeholding cursor should not obscure any other character displayed in the position

.

'

designated by the cursor. COMMENT: As an example, a block cursor might employ brightness inversion (* reverse video *).
(A.E)

1.3.2.3 5 Number of Placeholder Cursors (Tier 3 . Design Details) *

There should be only one placeholder cursor per window.
~

COMMENT: .(D) ~ '
1

Placeholder Cursor Size -(Tier 3
Design Details)

he placeholder cursor should assume the height and/or width of the text characters adjacent to it.1.3.2.3 6 ;

,

i

. COMMENT: (D)

,

,.

,

t
'

!
i
,
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.3 Tett, Style, Character

1.3.3 1 Consistent Text Format (Tier 2 - Consistency)
A consistent format should be used from one display to another when textual material is fomtar.ed,
as in structured messages,.
COhthENT: (A.E)

1.3.3 2 Consistent Word Spacing (Tier 2 Consistency)

Consistent spacing between the words of displayed text should be maintained, with left

justification of lines and ragged right margins.COhihiENT: Reading is easier with constant spacing, which outweighs the advantage of an even right margin
achieved at the cost of uneven (nonproponional) spacing. Uneven spacing is a greater problem with nanow column
formats th.1 with wide columns. Uneven spacing handicaps poor readers more than good readers. Right justincation
with nonproponional spzing (fill justified) slows reading time. Right justification should only be employed if it
can be achieved by variable spacing, maintaining constant proponional differences in spacing between and within
words, and consistent spacing between words in a line. (A.D.E)

1.3.3 3 Conventional Text Display (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)

Computer. generated displays of textual data, messages, or instructions, should generally follow
design conventions for prmted r. ext.
COhihENT: Adoption of familiar design conventions for text display will permit users to rely on prior readirg
skills. (A.E)

1.3.34 Conventional Punctuation (Tier 2 General)
Conventional punctuation should be used in textual display; sentences should end with a peried or
other special punctuation.
COhihENT: (A.E) 1

1.3.3 5 Clarity of Wording (Tier 2 General)
Text displays, especially text composed for user guidance, should employ simplicity and clarity of
wording.
COMMENT: (A.E)

1.3.36 Distinct Wording (Tier 2 General)
Distinct words rather than contractions or combined forms should be used, especially in phnises
involving negation.
COMMENT: For example,"will not" should be used rather than " won't." his practice will help users undentand
the sense of a message. (A.E)

1.3.3 7 Conventional Use of Mixed Case (Tier 2 - General)
Text should be presented using upper and lower case characteu.
COMhENT: Reading text is easier and faster when capitahnrion is used conwntionally to start sentences and to
indicate proper nouns and acronyms. Dere are several exceptions, however. An item intended to attract the user's
attention, such as a label or title, might be displayed in upper case. Also, upper case should be used when lower case
teners will have decreased legibility, e.g., on a display terminal that cannot show true descenders for lower case
lettenL (A.D.E)

Time. insensitive Character Recognition (Tier 3 Design Details)
~1.3.3 8
The height of characters for reading tasks in which identification of individual characters is not time-
critical should be 10 minutes of art minimum.
COMhENT: (F)

1.3.3 9 Readability (Tier 3 Design Details)
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The minimum character height should be 16 minutes of are and the maximum character height
should te 24 minutes of arc for tasks in which readability is important.

'

(F)
COMMENT: Character heights of 20 to 22 rninutes of are are preferred for reading tuts.

]
1.3.3 10 Legibility (Tier 3 Design Details)
A minimum character height should be 16 minutes of arc for tasks in which legibility is important.

,

)

COMMENT: he prelened chaneter height for these taks is 20 to 22 minutes of arc. Chaneters should not be
(F)

larger than 4$ minutes of arc when groups of chancters are displayed. ,

|

1.3.3 11 Character Format / Aspect Ratio (Tier 3
Design Details)

A 4x5 (width to-height) character matrix thould be the minimum matrix used for superscripts andfor numerators and denominators of fractions that are to be displayed in a single character position.
COMMENT: The 4x5 matrix rnay be used also for alphanumeric information not related to the user's task, such as

copyright identification. A $x7 (width.to-height) chara:ter matrix should te the minimum matrix used for numericand uppercase only presentations. De vertical height should te increased upward by two dot positions if diacntical
"

marks are used. A 7x9 (width.to-height) chara:ter matrix should te the rninimum matrix for tasks diat require
continuous reading for context, or when individual alphabeuc charrter legibility is imponant, such as in
proofreading. De vertical height should te incresed upward by two dot (pisel) positions if diacritical marks are
ut.ed, if lower case is used, the venical height should te increased downward by at least one dot (pixel) position,
preferably two or more, to accommodate descenders of lower case teners, Stroke width should te greater than 1/12 of
the character height. A stroke width may be more than one pixel wide.(F)

1.3.3 12 Character lleight to Width Ratio (Tier 3
Design Details)

For fixed (as opposed to proportionally spaced) column presentations, the height to width ratioshould be between 1:0.7 to 1:0.9. For display formats reqairing more than 80 characters on a line,
ratios as low as 1:0.5 are permined
COMMENT: For proponionally spaced pesentatiores, a % ight to-width ratio closer to 1:1 should te permitted Ior
some characters, for exampic, the capital letters M and W. he height to width ratio of a given charrter is the
venical distance between the top and bottom edges, and the left and right edges of a nonaccented capitalletter. Some

~

letten, however, are customarily seen as nanower Otan others. For eaample,in a given character set die letter 1, andsometimes the letter J, appear narrower dian M and 2. Lowercase leuers may similarly vary in width. Accordingly,
the height to width ratio of a given character set should be the modal character width . that is,the width that occurs

,

most often . in de set of capital leuers. Dese measurements are to be made at the same luminance level as the
resolution measurement. (F)

1.3.3 13 Character lleight (Tier 3 Design Details)
The default value for character height should be 15.0 to 22.0 minutes of are , with 20.0 minutes of
arc preferred. Height (in

COMMENT: Minutes of are can te converted into height in millimeters as follows:MA is minutes of arc, and D is the distance from the user to the screen (in mm).
mm)=2stD(MA)/21600, where

(D)

1.3.314- Character Width (Tier 3. Design Details)
The default value for character width should be 60% to 80% of the upper case character height.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.3 15 Inter. Word Spacing (Tier 3 Design Details)
A minimum of one character width (c2pital N for proportional spacing) should be used between
words.
COMMENT: (F)

1.3.3 16 Inter.Line Spacing (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A minimum of two stmke widths or 15 percent of character height, whichever is greater, should be
used for spacing between lines of text.
COMhENT: ne space terween lines of text should not be used for uppercase accent marts or for lower case
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descenders of characters. (F)

1.3.3 17 Inter. Character Spacing (Tier 3 . Design Details)
11etween. character spacing should be a minimum of 10 percent of character height
COhihiEhT: (F)

1.3.3 18 Interline Spacing (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Spacing ietween lines of character gtoups should be at least one. third to one half the height of the
tallest character.
COhiMENT: (D)

1.3.3 19 Interline Serif Spacing (Tier 3 Design Details)
The space between the tallest character of a lower line should not be less than one stroke width
from a character above it that projects below the line. '

COMhiENT: (D)

l.3.3 20 Separation of Paragraphs (Tier 3 . Design Details)
. Displayed paragraphs of text should be separated by at least one blank line.

COhiMENT: (A.E)

1.3.3 21 Justification Options (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Right justification and fill justincation options should be available to the user.
COMhiENT: (D)

1.3.3 22 Line Length Options (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should have the ability to change the line length for an entire text file or for any particular
section of a file, down to a specific line.
COhihiENT: (D)

1.3.3 23 Default Line Length (Tier 3 Design Details)
The default condition for line length should be between 52 and 80 characters.
COMMENT: Line lengths ofless than 52 characten result in slower reading times but line tengths from 52 to 78
characters do not produce differences in stading time. However,80 characters is more standani than 78 characters.
(D)

-1.3.3 24 Default Margin Settings (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The default values for the margins in a text file should be set to permit viewing of all of the
characters in the entire horizontal line.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.3 25 Setting Tabs (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should have the ability to set tabs for any particular section of a text file, including the entire
file.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.3 26 Changing Line Spacing (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should have the ability to change the line spacing for an entire text file or for any particular
section of a file.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.3 27 Intercharacter Spacing (Tier 3 Design Details)
Minimum spacing between successtve characters on a line should be one pixel or 20% of character
width (whichever is greater).
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.3 28 Sentences.Begin with Main Topic (Tier 3 - Design Details)
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!

The main topic of each sentence should be located near the beginning of the sentence.
CohnENT: (E)

1.3.3 29 Concise Wording (Tier 3 Design Details)
When speed of display output for textual material is slower than the user's nomul reading speed.

-

the text should be worded concisely to aid comprehension.
COhiMENT: The goal here is to make wording concise but not cryptic. Omining ankles ("the*,'a'), prepositions
(*o!*,'by*) and rel6e pronouns (*that",'which". 'who") may save some space, but may also reduce
undersim+.bi|ity, (E)

1.3.3 30 Affirmative Sentences (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Affinnative statements rather than negative statements should be used.
COhihiEN7: The user should be told what to do rather than what to avoid. For example. * Clear the cercen tefore

(A.E)entering data" is inreferred over *Do not enter data telore clearing the screen."

1.3.3 31 Active Voice (Tier 3 Design Details)
Sentences should be composed in the active rather than passive voice.
COMMENT: Sentences in the active voice will generally be easier to t.nderstand. For examplt. "Cicar the screen by

(A.E)
pressing RESET * is preferred over "The seicen is cleared by pressing RESET.*

1.3.3 32 Temporal Sequence (Tier 3 Design Details)
When a sentence describes a sequence of events,it should be phrased with a corresponding word
order.
COhiMENT: Temporal order is :learer. Reverse order may confuse a user.Foi example * Enter LOGON before
running programs * is preierred over "Defore running programs enter LOGON (E)

1.3.3 33 Adequate Display Capacity (Tier 3 . Design Details)
When a user must read continuous text on line, et least four lines of text should be displayed at one
time.
COMMENT: Four lines of text is the minimum that should be displayed when the reading materialis simple in
content. If the content is more complex, or if a reader will need to refer frequently to previous material, tien more-

lines of text should be displayed. (A.D E)

1.3.3 34 Text Displayed in Wide Columns (Tier 3 Design Details)
Continuous text should be displayed in wide columns, containing at least 50 characters per line.
COhBENT: When space for text display is litnited, a few long lines of text rather than many short lines of text
should te displayed. Text displayed in wide columns will te read significantly faster than text displayed in ruurow
columns. (E)

1.3.3 35 Brightness Ratio (Tier 3 Design Details)
The characters should be at least twice as light (or dark) as the background. '

COMME?U: (D)

1.3.3 36 Combining Text with Other Data (Tier 3 Design Details)
When text is combined with graphics or other data in a single display, thus limiting the space
available for text, the text should be formatted in a few wide lines rather than in narrow columns of
many shortlines.
COMME?C; (E)

'

1.3.3 37 Placing Figures Near Their Citations (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When tables and/or graphics are combined with text, each figure should be placed near its first
citation in the text, preferably in the same display frame.

:-

COhiMENT: Readers may not bother to find and look at a figure if it is displayed separately from its citation in tie
text As an exception,if a figure is cited at several points in the text, then it rnight te desirable to allow optional
display of the figure at user request, perhaps as a temporary window overlay at each point of citation. Aho,if a
figure is cited at several points in printed text, and particularly if that text may be accessed at different places by its

I
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readers, then it might be desirable to group figures consistently at a panicular heation, such as at the end of exh
section. (A,E)

1.3.3 38 Figure Ground Contrast (Tier 3 . Design Details)

Under normal illumination (non-dark adapted), dark characters on a light background should leused in environments requiring dark adaptation, light characters on a dark background should be
used.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.3 39 Font Style (Tier 3 Design Details)
he following fonts have been specifically recommended for use on CRTs: NAMEL font for the
alpha characters, AMEL or AND font for numerals, and 1.croy font and Lincoln /MITIG font for
alphanumeries.We basic evaluation enterion for font selection should be legibibly and, f or most computers, is
more influenced by resolution, character size, spacing, and interline spacing than by font styles. Preference should teCOMMENT:

given to simple styles with straight lines. Script and other highly stylized fonts should be avoided (e.g., shadow,
calligraphy). The number of actual (onts available for use on visual display terminals is unlimited.While the above
fonts have been demonstrated empirically to be adequate for use on CRT displays, they are by no means the only
fonts recommended for use. (ll D)

1.3.3 40 Font Styles to Avoid (Tier 3 Design Details)

In general, fonts should have true ascenders and descenders, uniform stroke width, and uniform
aspect ratio. COMMENT: Avoid type faces that have extended serifs, internal pattems, or stripes; are italicized, stenciled,11 and
shadowed or 3 dimensional; appear like handwritten script or like Old English script; or are distoned to loot 1:
thin or wide and fat. (D)

1.3.3 41 User Selectable Font Size (Tier 3
Design Details)

For word processing and graphics applications, character size should be under the user's control

through selection of font sizes. COMMENT: he fon: size selection would determine the character height and width, spacing between characters,
and the row spacing. (D)

1.3.3-42 Distinguishability of Characters (Tier 3 Design Details)

For a given feat, it should be possible to clearly distinguish between the following characters: X
and K, T and Y,I and L,I and I, O and Q, S and 5, and U and V.
COMMENT: (B)

1.3.3-43 Minimal liyphenation (Tier 3 - Design Details)i h minimal breaking by hyphenation
In display of textual material, words should be kept intact, w t
between lines.COMMENT: Text is mre readable if exh word is entirely on one line, even if that makes the right margin more
ragged. (A.E)

1.3.3-44 Printing Lengthy Text Displays (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a user must read lengthy textual material, that text should be provided in printed form rather

than requiring the user to read it on line. COMMENT: he intent of this guideline is not to discourage the on line display of text when it is needed, but
- display when the text would be more useful in paper form. For instance, if HELPrather to discourage on-

displays consist merely a screen after screen of text which is not tailored to a user's current task, than that textWere are many good reasons for displaying lengthy textual
might te letter displayed in a printed users' manual.
material on line. However, reading lengthy text on an electmnic display may te 20 30 percent slower than reading it
from a printed copy Lengthy text may te displayed for editing, malling, or search tasks. Or a lengthy text might te
upiated ficquently, and so on line display would te the best way to ensure that all users are reading the most recent
version. (A.E)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Labels i
1.3.4.1 General

1.3.4.1 1 Group Labels (Tier 1. Use)
Each individual data group, field, or message, should contain a distinct, unique, and descriptive,

~

label. |
COMMENT: (A.C,D.E)

Display Title - (Tier 1. Use)1.3.4.12 should begin with a title or header at the t p, describing briefly the contents or
e display. There should be at least one blan line between the title and the body of the

~~

Every displ .

ose o

COMMENT: ( A.C.D.E)

1.3.4.13 Label' Location (Tier 2 . Consistency)
Label locations and formats should be consisterit across and within displays. Data group labels
should be located adjacent to the data group or message they describe.
COMMENT: Data group tabels should also preferably be above or to the left of the data group or message diey
describe (A.C.D.E)

1.3.4.1 4 Consistent Wording of Labels (Tier 2 Consistency)

Labels should be worded consistently, so that the same data item is given the same label if it
appears in different displayed forms.
COMMENT; Consistent grammatical format for different labels should also be employed;i.e., single words or
phrases for some labels and short sentences for others, or verbs for some and nouns for others should not be used.
(E)

1.3.4.15. Meaningfulness (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)
}iLabels should be meaningful. Labels should be English words or should use the currently accepted

-

technical term.
'

COMMENT: (D.E)

1.3.4.16 - Wording of Labels (Tier 2 General)
1.abels should describe the data content of a data group accurately, using the fewest characters

possible. COMMENT: However. labels should consist of he entire word or sequerce of words rather than an abbreviarlon.
whenever space permits. (A.D)

~,

1.3.4.1 7 Label Emphasis -(Tier 2 General)
Labels should be highlighted or otherwise emphasized to differentiate them from other screen
structures and data m a unique and consistent manner.
COMMENT: *lhe technique used should be casily distinguished from that used to higidight or code emergency or
critical messages such as by bolding, underiming and use of capitals. (A.C.D E)

-1.3.4.18 Labeling User Options (Tier 2 General)
: Data group labels should reflect the question or decision being posed to the user, when presenting
a list of user options.
COh0 DENT: (C)

1,3.4.19 Proximity to Dr ta Field (Tier 3 Design Details)
-

A label should be separated from its associated data field by at least one standard character space,| '

but should be close enough to the data field to allow the user to associate it with the appropriate
- data.
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COMMENT: (D.E)

1.3.4.1 10 Label Separation (Tier 3 Design Details)
Labels should be separated from one another by at least two standard character spaces.
COMMENT: (D)

.

1.3.4.1 11 Label Contractions and Punctuation (Tier 3 . Design Details) f
Labels should not include contractions, shon fonns or punctuation unless absolutely necessuy or
meaning, to acconunodate space limitations, or unless the label is an accepted standard.
COMMINT: (D)

1.3.4.1 12 Frame Labels (Tier 3 Design Details)
Display frames labels should be an alphanumeric code or an abbreviation which is

prominently

displayed and is short enough (3 7 characters) or meaningful enough to te leamec
and

remembered easily.
COMMENT: (A)
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1.0 INFOllMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Licments
1.3.4 Labels -

1.3.4.2 Scaling, Graphs, llarcharts and llistograms

1.3.4.21 Normal Orientation for Labels (Tier 2
General)

De annotation of i;raphic displays, including labels for the axes of graphs, should be displayed in
a nonnal orientation for reading text.
COMMENT: For etamrle, users >hould te presented with horizontally displayed latels, even f or the vertical atis of
a gmpn. A cons entional tett orientation of latets wiD permit faster, more accurate readmg. With a pnnted graph,it
raay te possible to till the page to read a disoriented label. With an electronic display, a user usually cannot tilt the
display screen but inacad must tilt his/her head. (E)

1.3.4.22 Axes Labels (Tier 2 General)
Charts and axes should be clearly labeled, with its description and measurement units. If any.
COMMENT: 1.abels should be displayed in conventional tett orientation on tx;th the X and Y-axis for case of

.

reading. (A.E)

1.3.4.23 Labeling Curves (Tier 2 General)
When multiple curves are included in a single graph, each curve should be identified directly by an
adjacent label, rather than by a separcte legend.
COMMENT: As an exceptien. where displayed curves are too close for direct bbeling, an acceptable alternative
might te to distinguish thc various curves in some way, perhaps by color coding or line codmg. and identify their
codes in a separate iegend, Direct labeling will permit users 5 assimilne irtformation more rapidly than displaying a
separatelegend. (A)

1.3.4.2-4 Graphical Objects (Tier 2 General)
The label for a specific gt aphical object (e.g., a data graph, a schematic, or an icon) should be

placed in close proximity w the graphical object.COMMEfff; When possible, the label should te on the component if it does not obscure the component, if,

multiple component pans of the graphical object are close to the latel, a line should point in)m the bbel to the
associated part. We label locstions far graphical objects should be consistent across all displays and the bbels
should not overlap. (D) l

1.3.4.25 Labeling Single Bars (Tier 2 . General)
Each bar on the display should have a unique identification label.
COMMENT: ne talci provides a positive identification of the parameter each bar represents. h would not be

(D)
acceptable for an opentor to have to memorize the position of each parameter on the display.

1.3.4.26 Labeling Faired Bars (Tier 2 - General)
When bars are displayed in pairs, they should be labeled as a unit, with a legend or individual
distinguishing labels for each bar.
COMMENT: Direct hbeling of bars will permit efficient infonnation assimilation by a user. If the user has to

(E)
refer to a separately displayed legend, interpretation of the chan will te slower and more subject to ernr.
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY ,

1.3 D! splay Elements
1.3.4 Labels
1.3.4.3 Windows i

1.3.4.31 Window Identification (Tier 1 Use)
Windows should be identified by a label consistently located at the top of the window's border.
COMMENT: (A)

1.3.4.32 Multiple Window Identification (Tier 2 . General)
Where several windows can be dhplayed at one time, active windows should be indicated by
labeling or other means.

,

COMMERT: (A) i

1.3.4.33 Scrollable Windows (Tier 3 Design betails)

Labels should remain on the screen while the data scrolls undemeath them.
COMMENT: (A)

l

|

|
L

L .

|

|

|
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Labels <

1.3.4.4 Display Control

1.3.4.4 1 Display Identification (Tier 1 Use)
When a user can select / manipulate data displays, each display should have an identifying lab:1 and
other identifying information '.o support display control and data access.
COhihiENT: There should be an identifying latelin any scrurately selected * window * that might te overlaid on
another display. An identifying label will help users remember different displays and provide a convenien' meara for
requesting them. Even in systems where users exercise little initiative in data selection, where displays are largely
configured in advance by designers. some Lind of duplay identification will help users understand the displayed
consequences of sequence control actions. (A.E)

1.3.4.4 2 Consistent Label Location (Tier 2 . Consistency)
Identifying labels should be located in a prominent and consistent locauon.IA.E)
COhntENT: At an exampic,the top left corner of the display might te used for this purpot.c.

1.3.4.4 3 Paging vs. Scrolling Labels (Tier 2 Consistency)

Paging vs. scrolling labels should be consistently distinct and unambiguous.
COMhiENT: For example. UP may be used to scroll up a line within a frame and PREVIOUS to go to a preecding
page. (A)

1.3.4.4-4 Labeling Paging Displays (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
Labeling used for display paging should be referred to in functional terms.
COMMENT: For example. FORWARD and B ACK or NEXT and PREVIOUS. (A)

1.3.4.45 Labeling Display Freeze (Tier 2 General)
When a display has been frozen, that display should be annotated with some appropriate label to,

! *

remind users ofits frozen status.
COhiMENT: (E)

1.3.4.4 6 Labeling Display Suppression (Tier 2 General)
When data have been suppressed from a display, the display should be annotated with some

|
appropriate label to remind users that data have been suppressed.

,

COMMENT: (E)
|

1.3.4.4-7 Labeling Panning Functions (Tier 3 Design Details)i

When a panning orientation is maintained consistently, names for display framing functions should
^'

i

refer to movement of the display frame (or window) and not to movement of the displayed data.
COMMENT: For example, the command 'Up 10" should mean that tM d4 play imne will move up ten lines, with
the effect that ten lines of previous data will appear at the top of th Jtplay, and ten lines of subsequent data will

| disappear at the bottom. (E)'

1.3.4.4 8 Labeling Scrolling Functions (Tier 3 Design Details)
When a scrolling orientation is maintained consistently, names for display framing functions

l

should refer to movement of the data being displayed, and not to movement of the display frame or
.

window.
COMMENT: For example, the command "Up 10' should mean that displayed data will move up ten lires behind
the (conceptually fixed) display frame, with the effect that ten lines of previous dam will disappear from the top of
the display, and ten lines of subsequent data will appear at the bottom. (E)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY ,

1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Labels
1.3.4.5 Functions Keys

1.3.4.51 Distinct!ve Labels (Tier 2 . Meaningfulness)
Function keys should be distinctively and infonnatively labeled to designate the function it
performs.
COMME's'T: (A.E)

,

T.

>

|

|
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1.0 INFOlth1ATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements

Labels1.3.4 Pictures, Drawings, h1aps, and Situation 11isplays1.3.4.6

1.3.4.6 1 Consistent Positioning of Labels (Tier 2 Consistency)

Labels on a map should be positioned consistently in relation to the displayed features they

COhihiENT: For euunple, equipment rames rnight always le pla:cd immediately above the conespondingdesignate.

symtds showing their lccations. As a practical matter, map displays can pei very crowded, it may not always prove
icasible to maintain a consistent placement for labels, with the result that designers will be tempted to put labels1 i and
wherever they will fit. In su;h a crowdcJ display. labels may obscure map features,and vice versa. xat ngf labels.

reading labels will be slowed. parti;ularly when map features are dirplayed closely adjacent to the terinning o
___

(A.E)
Under these ctrcumstances. some other approach to rnap latcling should te considered to avoid crowding.

1.3.4.6 2 Symbol Labeling (Tier 2 hiernory Load)
A legend defining symbols should be displayed or availarir at user option.
COhih!ENT: (A)

.

_
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Eternents
1.3.4 Labels
1.3.4.7 Menus

1.3.4.7 1 Title (Tier 2 . General)
An explanatory title for each menu should be provided.
COhihtEh*T: (A)

1.3.4.72 Sub. Group Labels (Tier 2 General)
Where menu options are grouped in logical subunits, each group should be provided a descriptive
label that is distinctive in format from the option labels themselves.

Although this practice might someumes seem to waste display space,it helps provide user guidance.
Moreover, careful use of group labels may serve to reduce the numter of words needed for individual option labels.

__.

COhihiENT:

( A.E)
.

A

_

e
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1.0 INFORMA'4 LON DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements -

1.3.4 Labels
1.3.4.8 Pie Charts

1.3.4.H 1 Labeling Pie Charts (Tier 3 Design Details)
Pie chart segments should be labeled directly rather than by a separate legend,

(E)COMMENT: The label should te in a nonnal orientation for reating text.

1.3.4.8 2 Numeric Labels (Tier 3 Design Details)
Numbers should le added to pie chart segment labels to indicate the percentage and/or absolute
values representes A the display index.
CohtMENT: (E) ''

1.3.4.8 3 Segment Labeling (Tier 3 Design Details)
If a segment is too small to contain the label, the label should be placed outside the segment with a
line from it to the segment.
COMMENT: (A,E)

..

-.

,.
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l.0 INFORh14 TION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Labels
1.3.4.9 Tables

)
1.3.4.91 How and Column Labels (Tier 1 Use)
Each row and column should be uniquely and informatively lab led and should be visually distinct
from data entries.
COhtMENT: (A.D.E)

1.3.4.9 2 Individual Field Labels (Tier 2 General) ,

Each individual field should be labeled. The user should not have to rely on contextual clues alone
to identify a field.
COMhiENT: (A)

1.3.4.9 3 Labeling Units of Measurement (Tier 2 General)
Labels should include the unit of measure for the data described. Labeling units of measurement
should be pan of column laiv:ls, or placed after the first row or column data entry.
COMMENT: (A,C.D.E)

L3.4.9 4 Proximity to Rows (Tier 2 General)
Labels should be centered and in close proximity to rows in : numerical data matrix.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.4.9 5 Justification (Tier 2 General)
Labels should be left justified in a tabular amy with numerous subheadings or sublabels.
COMMENT: (E)

1.3.4.96 Scrollable Table Labeling (Tier 2 General)
Labels should not scroll off the visible poton of the display.
COMMENT: (A)

1.3.4.9 7 Multipage Table Labeling (Tier 3 Dt: sign Detalis)
Where more data fields exist than can be displayed on a single display page, row and column labels
should remain along the top _(or bottom) and Icit (or right) edges of the display.

_

COMMEN" (A.E)

L

L
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements

-

1.3.4 1.ahels
1.3.4.10 Data Fields

1.3.4.10 1 Consistent Formatting (Tier 2 Consistency;

Label formats should be coitsistent. (A)
COMMENT: For , ample, by spacial relation to associated data field color, fonts, sire, and to:ation.4

1.3.4.10 2 Data Field Definition (Tier 2 - General)
Data fields should be defined by a label and character entry space.
COhiMENT: (D)

1.3.4.10 3 Labeling Units of Measurement (Tier 2 General)
The units of measurement for displayed data should be included either in the label or as part of each
data item.
COMMENT: (A.E)

1.3.4.10 4 Location of Group Labels (Tier 2 . General)
A field group heading should be centered above the labels to which it applies. It should be
completely spelled out and related to the labels.
CGMMENT: (B)--

|
1.3.4.10 5 Fleid Labels in Uppercase (Tier 2 General) I

Data field labels should appear in upper case only, while entered text may appear in both upper and!

lower case. |
COMhENT: (A)

1.3.4.10 6 Separation of Character Entry Area and Label (Tier 3
Design

The label and the character entry area should be separated by at least one character space. At least
"

Details)

two character spaces should be maintained horizontally between a character entry area and a
succeeding label on the same row.
COMhENT: (B,D)

|

1.3.4.10 7 Data Field Separation (Tier 3 Design Details)
f Atleast five spaces should appear between the longest data field in one column and the rightmost

labelin an adjacent column.
COMhENT: The design goalis visual separation of columns of fields. Note that these sepwation guidelines are

~minimums. If wider spacing is feasible, utilize it. For example. W ARNING:
- DATE:

STATUS: . TIME: (B)

1.3.4.10 8 Separation of Columns (Tier 3 - Design Details)i

|. Where space constraints exist, verticallines may be substituted for spaces for separation of'

columns of fields.
COMMENT: (B)'

1.3.4.10 9 Justification of Data Field Labels (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Labels should be left justified and end with a colon.
COMMENT: (B.D)

1.3.4.10 10 Justificationt Equal Label Length (Tier 3 Design Details)

- When label sizes are relatively equal, both labels and data fields should be left justified. One space
should be left between the longest label and the data field column.

COMMENT: (B)
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1.3.4.10 11 Justification: Unequal Label Length (Tier 3 . Design Details)
When label sizes vary greatly, labels should be right justified and the data fields should te left-
justified. One space should te left terween each label and the data field.FEED FLOW:
COhtMENT: For example.

STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE:
In most

instances, however,left.justl6 cation of captions and right.justincation of data fields will usually yield a more
balanced display. (B)

1.3.4,10 12 Section Headings and Label Indentat19n (Tier 3 Design Details)

When section headings are located on the line above relmi screen fields, the labels should be
indented a minimum of five spaces from the start of the heading.
COMMENT: Scanning an inquiry screen will be aided if logical groupings of Gelds are idv,rified by headings. 'Dus
permits scanning of headings until the correct one is located, at which point the visual search Reps down one level
to the item: within the grouping itself. The above guideline is intended to provide casily scanned hoding; ; or

LEVEL: PRESS:
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT

_.

example,
(B)

Section lleading Proximity to Subordinate Labels (Tier 3
Design

1.3.4.10 13

When section headings are placed adjacent to the related fields, they should be located to the left ofDetails)

the topmost row of related fields. The column of labels should be separated from the longest
heading by a minimum of three blank spaces.
COMMENT: (B)

1.3.4.10 14 Multiple Fields Without Group IIcadings (Tier 3 . Design Details)
For multiple occurrence fields without group headings, at least three spaces should exist between
the columns of fields.

-

COMMENT: (B)

1.3.4.10 15 Multiple Fields With Group Ileadings (Tier 3 Design Details)

For multiple occunence fields with group headmgs, at least three spaces should appear between
columns of related fields and at least five spaces should sppear between groupings.
COMMEbTD (B)

l-
|

|

..
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Labels .

1.3.4.11 Getteral- 1 C L L .' c e'

1.3.4.11-1
Label Punctuation as Entry Cue (Tier 3 - Design Details)

The label for each entry field shot d end wit'. 2 special syrnbol signifying that an entry may bed-

8

COMMENT: Asymbol should be reserved exclusively for prompting user entries, or at least rarely used for anymade.

other purpose. (E)

1.3.4.11-2 Data Format Cucing in Labels (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Field labels should include additional cueing of data format when that seems helpful.
COMMENT: For example, DATE (MM/DD/YY): _ ._/ _ _j.,_ ._ . (E)

1.3.4.11 3 Protected Labels ' Tier 3
Design Details)

Field labels should be protected from keyd entry by making the cursor skip over them

automatically when a user is spacing or tabbing. COMMENT: When a user must change a displayed form, including changes to field labels, then that user must be
able to override label protection. (E)

..

_

mo
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1.0 INFORMATION tilSPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.5 Icons - )

1.3.51I. ' Appropriate ..Use of Icons- (Tier 1 Use)

The primary use of icons in graphic displays should be to represent concrete oPa or actions.im 'ad may be used
COMMENT: Icons may be used to graphically represent operations, g A .sses and data stnanctions,
as means of exercising control (e.g, by selecting an icon and commandmg operations) ove
components, and data structures. - (A,D)

i

Cross mode Standardization- (Tier 2
Consistency)

Icons should be corsistent and predictable across operating modes and across applications.1.3.5 2

COMhENT: (A)

1.3.5-3 1 con Control (Tier 2
Flexibility of Use)

The user should be able to initiate the process related to a selected icon in numerous ways.
COhBENT: For example, the user might open a file by selecting a file icon and entering a command, entering a
teystroke command, choosing a mena item, or moving the file icon to an icon that represented the action, to open.

-(D)-

1.3.5-4 Iconic Representation -(Tier 2 General)
Icons should be graphically designed to look like the objects, processes or operations they

represent, by use of literal, functional, or operational representations.COMhENT: Some pictorial symbols have conventional meanings within a user population, which must be
followed to ensure their conect interpretation. Examples of representations:

Literal, a figure of a

FunctiotA a figure of a file cabinet Operational, a hand on a switch. (A,C.E)
thermometer

1.3.5 5 Distinguishability (Tier 2 - General)
Each icon should represent a single object or action, and should be easily discriminable from all
other icons and all cisplay structures in use on the same display as that icon.
COMhENT; The distinguishing feature between icons should be the external geometric configuration of the icon.
(D)

1.3.5-6 L Simple Design :'(Tier 2 - General)
:1 cons should be simple closed figures when possible.
COMMENT: When icons are too visually complex, they sit not quickly recognized 'Diis eliminates the pnmary
advantage of using icons-quick recognition. Simple, closed figures are prM more efficiently than are open
figures. --(D)

L3.5 7 ' Icon Size (Tier 2 - General)'Ihe size of the icon should be large enough for the user to perceive the representation and
discriminateit from othericons.
COMMENT E(D)

1.3.5-8E Nonpictographic Icons --(Tier 2 - General)-
-:

. When pictographic icons are not possible , nonpictographic icons should be used so that
'

functionally smular objects or actions are represented by perceptually similar icons.
COMMENT: Pictographic icons may not be possible when the object does not have a pictognphic equivalent.
' (D).

L3.5-9 ' Selecting Icons (Tier 2 - General)
An icon that the user has selected should be highlighted.

.

COMhENT: 'D)

1.3.5-10 Labels for Control Option Icons (Tier 2 - General)
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If icons are used to represent control actions in menus, a label should be associated with each icon.
COMMENT: (A.E)

1.3.5 11 Moving Icons (Tier 3 - Design Details) -

Users should be able to move to and select icons, as well as move a selected icon, by use of any
available cursor control device, including X-Y controllers and arrow keys.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.5 12 Origination Point (Tier 3 Design Details)
Icons that are being moved should indicate where the icon originally was.
COMMENT: For example, the solid line icon might remain at the original location while an outline of the icon
followed under the cursor until the imn was no longer selected. (D)

1.3.5 13 Labeling Icons (Tier 3 Design Details)
To the greatest extent possible, icons should be accompanied by a text label, especially when the

-

icons do not closely resemble the symbolized object or action.
COMMENT: To the extent that it does not cluner or cause distortion of the icon, the label should be incorporated
into the icon itself. When icons are designed such that the label is inside of the icen, the number of perceptual

(D)
objects is reduced, resulting in enhanced processing of the label and the icon.

1.3.5 14 Screen Arrangement (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Under default conditions, icons should be grouped spatially together on the display. The user
should be able to change the spatiallocation of an icon.
COMMENT: (D)

1.3.5 15 Glossary (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The user should have access a a glossary that contains a list of the standard icons and their
associated objects or actions through the on-line Help system.
COMMENT: (D)

_
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.1 General

1.4,1-1 Coding by Ilighlighting Critical Data (Tier 1 - Use)
Distinctive highlighting should be used to call a user's attention to changes in the state of the
system, and to indicate important, hazardous, or critical information which requires user action.
COMhENT: For example, such items might include recently changed data, or discrepant data exceeding acceptable
limits, or data failing to meet some other defined criteria. * Highlight" is used here in its general sense, treaning toi
emphasize or make prominent, and is not restricted to any particular method of display coding such as brighten ng or

Highlighting is most effective when used sparingly, adding emphasis to a display which isFor some purposes, position coding (i.e..inverse video.
relatively uniform in appearance except for just a few highlighted items.
displaying important iterns consistently in a particular location) might be a sufficient means of highlighting, ashlight
when an error message appears in a space otherwise left blank. But auxiliary codes may still be needed to hig

(A,C,E)
important items, even if they are positioned consistently.

1.4.1 2 Coding by Data Category (Tier 1 - Use)
Display coding should be provided in applications where a user must distinguish rapidly among
different categories of displayed data. (AE)
COMhENT: Particularly when those data are distributed in an inegular way on the display.

1,4.13 Consistent Coding Across Displays (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Consistent meanings should be assigned to symbols and other codes, from one display to another,
COMhENT: When coding is not consistent, the user's task of display interpretation may be made more diffici.c
than if no auxiliary coding were used at all. (AE)

1.4.1-4 Meaningful Codes (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
Meaningful or familiar codes should be used, rather than arbitrary codes.
COMMENT: For example, a three.lener mnemonic code (RHR = Residual Heat Removal) is easier to remember
than a three-digit numeric cce or a two character arbitrary code (ND = Residual Heat Removal), although an

(CE)arbitrary code may eventually become familiar through frequent use.

1.4.15 Familiar Coding Conventions (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)
-

Codes for display (and entry) should conform with accepted abbreviations and general user
expectations. (AE)COMMENT: For example, use M for " male", F for ' female", rather than arbitrary digits 1 and 2.

1.4.16 Warning Coding (Tier 2 - General)
Conditions requmng special attention should be coded distinctively.
COMMENT: For example, messages might be marked with a bhnkmg symbol and accompanied by an audit (ry
signal. (E)

Coding and Legibility (Tier 2 - General) .f1.4.1-7
Coding should neither reduce l'gibility mr increase transmission time,,

I

COMMENT: (C)

1.4.1 -8 Definition of Display Codes (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When codes are assigned special meamng in a display, a definition should be provided at the
bottom of the display that replicates the code being tiefined.
COMMENT: For a color code, each definition should be displayed in its appropriate color (e.g., Red = Open. Green
=Close). (DE)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding

T
1.4,2 Text Coding
1.4.2.1 Abbreviations and Aeronyms

1.4.2.1-1 Minimal Use of Abbreviation (Tier 1
Use)

Complete words should be displayed in preference to abbreviations.COMhENT: Abbreviations may be displayed if they are signincantly shoner, save needed space, and will be
understood by the prospective users. (A.E)

1.4.2.12 Use of Random Characters (Tier 1
Use)

When grouping alphabetic characters, acronyms or abbreviations should be used in preference to
randomly selected characters that have little relevance to the system.
COMhENT: (A)

1.4.2.13 When to Abbreviate (Tier 1 - Use)
Abbreviations and acronyms should be used only if a display does not have sufficient space for theunabbreviated word or if the abbreviation or acronym is more frequenQ ased than the full word or
phrase.
COMhENT: (D)

i.4.2.1-4 Common Abbreviations (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
When abbreviations are used, those abbreviations should be commonly recognized, and
abbreviated words should not produce uncommon or ambiguous abbreviations.
COMhENT: For example, CST Pressure Low would be acceptable, but Condensate Storage Tank Prssr Lw is
unacceptable. The point here is that when abbreviation is necessary due to space constraints, the wonis chosen for
abbreviation should be those that are commonly known in their abbreviated form, and/or those words whose
abbreviations can be unambiguously interpreted. (E)

1.4.2.1-5 Distinctive Abbreviations (Tier 2 - General)
' Abbreviations should be distinctive so that abbreviations for different words are distinguishable.

-

COMhENT: (A.C,E)

1.4.2.16 Dictionary of Abbreviations (Tier 2 - General)
If abbreviations are used, a dictionary of abbreviations should be available for on line user
reference.
COMMENT: (A.C.D.E)

Minimal Punctuation of Abbreviations (Tier 3 - Design Details)1 A.2.1-7
Punctuation of abbreviations and acronyms should be minimized. Punctuation should be retained when needed for
COMhENT: For exampic, SPDS is preferred over S.P.D.S. (A,E)
clarity, e.g.."4-in, front dimension" rather than *4 in front dimension *.

. Abbreviations Should be Understandnble and Shorter than the Original1.4.2.1-8
Word (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Abbreviations and acronyrns should be used only if significantly shorter than the complete word,
saves needed space, and can be understood by the user population.
COMhENT: (D)

1.4.2.1 9 Simple Abbreviation Rule (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When defining abbreviations, some simple rule should be used and users should be able t;
understand that rule.
COMMENT: Abbreviation by truncation is the best method. except when word endings conwy important
information. When a truncation rule is used, abbreviations are easy to derive and easy for a user to decode. If an
abbreviation deviates frem the consistent rule,it raay be helpful to give it some special mark whenever it is
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displayed. (E)

1.4.2.1 10 Abbreviation. Defined in Text (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When words in text displays are abbreviated, each abbreviation should be defined in parentheses

following its first appearance. COMMENT: This pmetice will help only those users who read displayed text from fr(mt to back and rememberl
what they have read. For forgetful users, and for users who sample later sections of a multipage text disp ay,
abbreviations may still seem undefined. For such users,it might be helpful to have an on-line dictionary of
abbreviations for convenient reference. (E)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.2 Text Coding -

1.4.2.2 Alphanumeries

1.4.2.2 1 Alphanumeric Coding (Tier 1 - Use)
Alphanumeric characters for auxiliary coding should be used in display applications such as
graphics where the basic data presentation is not already alphanumeric.
COhiME?iT: Alphanumeric codes that are visually distinct for visual displays, and phonetically distinct for auditory

(A.E)
displays (or in any application where displayed codes must be spoken) should be used.

1.4.2.22 Consistent Case in Alphabetic Coding (Tier 2
Consistency)

For alphabetic codes, all letters should be consistently displayed either in upper case or in lower

COhiMENT: For data display, upper case labels may be somewhat more legible. For data entry, computer logic
case.

should not distinguish between upper and lower case codes, because users find it hard to remember any such
distinction. (A.D.E)

1.4.2.2-3 Meaningful Alphanumeric Codes (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
Whenever possible, a meaningful alphanumeric code should be used in preference to a
nonmeaningful code. (D)
COMMENT: For example, an acronym should be used instead of an arbitrary set of letters and numbers.

1.4.2.2-4 Short Codes (Tier 2 - Memory Load)
When arbitrary codes must be remembered by the user, characters should be grouped in blocks of
three to five characters, separated by a minimum of one blank space or other separating charactar
such as a hyphen or slash. When a code is
COMME!fr: Arbitrary codes are alphanumeric characters without natural orgamzation.

(A.D.E)meaningtul, such as a muerricnic abbeviation or a word, it can be longer.
..

1.4.2.2 5 Avoid O and I (Tier 2 - General)The use of the letters O and 1in an alphanumeric code should be avoided; they are easily confused
- with the numbers 0 (zero) and 1 (one),:espectively.
COMMENT: (D)

1.4.2.26 Combining Letters and Numbers (Tier 2 - General)
When codes combine both letters and numbers, letters should be grouped together and numbers
grouped together rather than inc@g letters with numbers.
COMMENT: For example, leuer-letter-number ("HWS") will be read and remembered somewhat more
accurately than letter number letter ("H5W*). (A.D.E)

1.4.2.2-7 No Punctuation (Tier 2 - General)
Alphanumeric codes should have no punctuation except for codes which may be confused with
words.- - -- . . . . . ~

' COMMENT: (D)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.2 Text Coding
1.4.2.3 Font

1.4.2.3 1 liighlighting With Font Style (Tier 1 Use)

Highlighting of characters within a text file or a table may be accomplished by use of a different
style of font or the use of a larger size of font. (D)COMME.hT: Plain text should not be used as a highlighting method.

1.4.2.32 Style 11efore Size 'When Ilighlighting (Tier 2 General)

The use of a different font style should be preferred over the use of a different size for highlighting
infonnation.
COMMENT. (D)-

(Tier 3 Design
Ilighlighted Font Should Not Obscure Other Font1.4.2.33

Details)The use of a different style or size of font should not obscure any nonhighlighted characters.
COMMENT: (D)'-
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1... Coding

-

1.4.2 Text Coding
1.4.2.4 Enhancement / Highlighting

1.4.2.41 Highlighting Text (Tier 1 - Use)
When a critical passage merits emphasis to set it apart from other text, that passage should be
highlighted by bolding / brightening or colcr coding or by some auxiliary annotation, rather than by

. capitalization.COhSENT; A single word might be capitalized for emphasis, but capitalizing an extended passage will reduce its
readability. (E)

1.4.2.42 Easily Recognizable Highlighting (Tier 1 - Use)
Highlighting should be easily recognizable and be used to attract the user's attention to active

.

fields, special conditions, or as a means to provide feedback.
COMAENT: (A)

1.4.2.43 Minimal Highlighting (Tier 2 - General)
Highlighting of information should be mininuzed.
COhBENT: A good sule of thumb for displays of nominal conditions is to limit the maximum amount of
highlighting to 10% of the display information. If highlighting is to be used to attract the user's attention, the
highlighting technique should be distinctive if a large ponion of a display is highlighted. the highlighting will no-

longer be distinctive. (D)

1.4.2.4-4 Consistency (Tier 2 General)
A particular highlighting method for related functions should be used consistently.
COhihENT: (D)

1.4.2.45 Removing Highlighting (Tier 2 - General)
If highlighting is used to emphasize important display items, such highlighting should be removed_

when it no longer has meaning.
COhBENT: If highlighting identifies an enor, that highlighting should be removed when the error is corrected.
(A,E)

1.4.2.46 Readability of Displayed Information (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Highlighting should not interfere with the readability of displayed information.
COhBENT: (A)

1.4.2.4-7 Highlighting Printed Output (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A highlighting technique similar to that used on the VDT should be provided for printed output._

COhBENT: (A)

_

1
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.2 Text Coding

-1.4.2.5 Underlining
(Tier 1 -Underlining to Indicate Unusual Values, Errors, Changes1.4.2.5 1

Use)Underlining may be used to indicate unusual values, errors in entry, and data changes.
COhihiENT: (A,C)

(Tier 1 -Underlining Siaould Not Impact Perception of the Display1.4.2.5 2

Underlining should not be used when it has an impact on the perception of the display.Use).
(D)

COhiMENT: For example,there should be space between the character and the underline mark.

1.4.2.5 3 Underlining for Emphasis (Tier 2 - General)
When a line is added simply to mark or emphasize a displayed item, it should be placed under the
designated item. (E)
COhihiENT: Underlining probably detracts from legibility less than would "overlining".
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding -

1.4.3.1 Auditory

1.4.3.1-1 Use of Auditory Coding (Tier 1 Use)

Auditory displays should be used as a means of supplementing visual display, or as an altemative
means of data output in applications where visual displays are not feasible.
COMMENT: Auditory signals may provide feedback for control actuation, data entry, or completion of timing
cycles and sequences. For example, auditory signals may be helpfulin alerting users to critical changes in a visualAuditory display rnay
display, Auditory output might he used to permit telephone access to computer stored data.As comparad with visual
be impractical in situations where high ambient noise prevents accurate listening.
displays, an auditory display offers a potential advantage in attracting a user's attention; a user does not have to
" listen at' an auditory display in order to hear it. On the other hand, auditory displays suffer from a numler of
comparative disadvantages. Auditory displays generally do not offer as great a range of codmg options. Auditory
displays do not permit easy scanning to discem critical data items, or items that may have been missed at first
listening. For human listeners with nonnal vision, auditory displays do not provide a natural representation of
spatial relations. (A.E)

1.4.3.1-2 Tonal Signals (Tier 1 - Use)
A tonal signal should be used when: A)Immediate action is required on the part of the listeners.
B) a specific point in time is to be indicated, C) a spoken message would be inappropriate. D) the
intended listeners are familiar with the tonal signal implication or code.
COMMENT: A tonal signal is preferred over a spoken message when: /.) the spoken message would compromise
the security of a situation. B) noise conditions are unfavorable for receiving spoken messages C) speech channels
are overloaded. D) a spoken message could annoy listeners for whom it is not intended or when the spoken message
could mask other messages. E) it is desired to use the simplest audio signal. (B)

1.4.3.1-3 Necessary Information (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
Audio signals should provide only that information which is necessary for the user.

,

COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.1-4 Distinctive Auditory Coding (Tier 2 - General)
For auditory displays, distinctive sounds should be used to code items requiring special user
attention,
COMMENT: For example, a variety of signals may be available, including sirens, bells, chimes, buzzers, and tones
of different frequency. Tones may be presented in sequence to enlarge the signal repertoire. (E)

1.4.3.15 Redundancy with Visual Warnings (Tier 2 - General)
Auditory alerts, as well as caution and waming sounds, should be redundant with visual warmngs~

presented by pictures, messages, and blink coding.
COMMENT: (D)

1.4.3.1-6 Non-duplication of Auditory Signals (Tier 2 - General)
Once a particular auditory signal code is established for a given operating situation, the same signal
should not be designated for some other display.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.1-7 Association with Certain Activities (Tier 2 - General)
If a signal type is commonly associated with a cenain type of activity, it should not be used for
other purposes when the situation is such that the more common convention is in use.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.1-8 Signal Compatible with Environment (Tier 2 - General)
The intensity, duration, and source location of the signal should be ccmpatible with the acoustical
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environraent of the intended receiver as well as with the requirements of other personnel in the
,

signal area.
COhBEhT: (A.D)

1.4.3.1 9 Intensity (Tier 2 General)
Audio signals should not stanle listeners, add to overall noise levels, or interfere with local speech
activity. no more
COhSENT: Most auditory signals are too loud and too long. Dere are three important consequences:
than one warning can be heard at any one time -communications are often blocked out in the presence of a(B)
continuous signal -when manual ovenide is available. operators often disable warning signals,

1.4.3.1 10 Intensity (Tier 2 - General)
The intensity of audio signals should be at least 60 dB above the absolute threshold.
COhBEhT: (B)

1.4.3.1 11 Intermittent Signals (Tier 2 - General)
Signals should be intermittent in nature to allow the user sufficient time to respond.
COhBENT: (A)

1.4.3.1-12 Two-stage Signals (Tier 2 General).
When complex information is to be presented, two-stage signals should be used.
COhBENT: Rese stages consist of: an attention-demanding signal to auract auention and identify a general
category of information a designation signal to follow the attention-demanding sigral and designate the precise .
information wnhin the general class indicated above. (B)

1.4.3.1-13 Listening to More than One Channel (Tier 2 - General)
If a person is to listen concurrently to two or more channels, the frequency of the channels should
be different.
COhBENT: -(B)

1.4.3.1 14 Turni g Off Non critical Auditory Signals (Tier 2 General)

Noncritical auditory signals should be capable of being tumed off at the discretion of the user. A
simple, consistent means of acknowledgtng and tuming off warning signals should be provided.
COhBENT: (A.D)

1.4.3.1-15 Computer-Generated Speech Output (Tier 2 - General)
If computer-generated speech output is used for auditory display, a special alerti'ig signal should

- distinguish them from routine voice messages.
COh&ENT: (A)

1.4.3.1-16 Total Number of Signals (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The number of signals to be identified should not exceed four.
COhBENT: (A)

1.4.3.1-17 Indicating Who is to Respond (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When the signalmustindicate which operator (of a group of operators) is to respond, a simple

L repetition code should be used
COhBENT: (B)

1.4.3.1-18 Voice Output (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For auditory displays with voice output, different voices should be used to distinguish different
categories of data.
COhSENT: (A)

1.4.3.1-19 Frequency of Auditory Signals (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The frequency of an audio signal should be within the range of 200 to 5000 Hz, and preferably,
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between 500 and 3000 Hz.COMMENT: The signal frequency of auditory displays should te compatible with the midrange of the car's
response curve for both pitch and loudness,i.e., avoid the use of signals at the extreme ends of the sensitivity
curves, where response reliability is more easily masked. (B) .

1.4.3.1 20 Detecting Small Changes in Intensity (Tier 3
Design Details)

When small changes in signalintensity must be detected, the signal frequency should be from 1000
to 4000 Hz.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.1 21 Signal Travel Over 1000 ft (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When an audio signal must travel over 1000 ft.,its frequency should be less than 1000 Hz.
COMMEh7: (B)

1.4.3.1 22 Signal llending Around Obstacles (Tier 3
Design Details) ~'

When an audio signal must bend around major obstacles or pass through partitions, its frequency
should be le:s than 500 Hz.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.1-23 Noise Environment Difficuli to Penetrate (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When the noise erwironment is unknown or suspected of being difficult to penetrate, audio signals
should have a shifting frequency that passes through the entire noise spectrum and/or be combined
with a visual signal.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.1-24 Maintaining Security with Auditory Signaling (Tier 3 - Design

If a signal must occur in an area in which only certain personnel should be privy to its ptupose andDetails)

others are not to be unduly annoyed, a simple bell tone should be used that is recognizable among
ambient speech sounds without being loud
COMMEN7: (B)

_

L
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding
1.4.3.2 Brightness

1.4.3.2 1 Limited Use of Ilrightness Coding (Tier 1 - Use)
Coding by differences in brightness should be used for applications that only require
discrinunation between two categories of displayed items.
COMAENT: Brightness should be treated as a two-valued code, bright and dim. For example. a data form might

(E)
display dim labels and bnght data items, in order to facilitate data scanning.

1.4.3.22 Ilrightness Inversion (Tier 1 - Use)

Brightness inversion should be used for highlighting critical items that require user attention whenbrightness inversion is available (reverse Odeo), where dark characters on a bright background can
be changed under computer control to bright on dark.or vice versa.
COMhENT: Brightness inversion is obviously limited to use as a two. valued code, i.e., a displayed item is either
shown with standard or invened brightness. If brightness inversion is used for alerting purposes. as tecommended

(E)
here it should be reserved consistently for tharpurpose, and not be used for general highlighting.

1.4.3.23 Ilrightness Intensity Coding (Tier 1 - Use)
Brightness intensity coding may be used to differentiate between adjacent items of information or
to code two to three state conditions (ON. STANDBY-OFF, or RUN.STOP).
COMhENT: Brightness coding should have only one meaning (e.g ON-OFF or FAST. SLOW. or STANDBY-
RUN. but not all three). -(A)

1,4.3.2 4 Distinguishing Data Entries (Tier 1 - Use)
Brightness and boldness coding should be used to distinguish data entries in data forms from other
display structures.
COMhENT: (D)

Highlighting in a List (Tier 2 - Feedback).1.4.3.2-5
In a list the option (s) selected by the user should be highlighted.
COMhENT: (B)

1.4.3.2-6 Primary Information (Tier 2 - General)
High brightness levels should be used to signify information of primary importance, and lower
levels should be used to signify information of secondary interest.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.2-7 Absolute intensity coding (Tier 2 - General)
The number of intensity levels should be limited to 2 or 3 when absolute recognition is required.
COMhENT: None of the intensities used must be less than 20 ed/m2. Levels approximating 33 percent and 100|

percent of the display luminance should be used with displays having a maumum luminance between 60 and 100
"

cd/m2. A maximum of three leve'Is, approximating 20,40.and 100 percent of the display luminance. should be
used with displays that have a manmum luminance almve 100 cdhn2. Intensity coding, as the only dimension for
absolute discrimination. should not be used for displays with a maximum display luminance of less than 60 cd/m2.

(F)

1.4.3.2-8 Brightness Inversion (Tier 2 - General)
When used for alening purposes, brightness inversion should be reserved consistently for that
purpose. and not be used for general highlighting.
COMhENT: (D)

1.4.3.2-9 Relative intensity coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For relative disenmmation, a luminance difference of at least 7 percent between adjacent areas
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(e.g., sections of a pie chart), and a luminance difference of atleast 20 percent o-nve:n non-
adjacent areas (e.g., highlighted text) should be provided.
COMMENT: (F)

1.4.3.2 10 Separating Levels of lirightness Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
.

k Each level of brightness coding should be separated from the next nearest level by a 2:1 ratio.
1

COMMENT: (A)

1.4.3.2-11 Not with Shape or Size Coding (Tier 3 Design Details)

Brightness coding should not be used in conjunction with shape or size coding.
COMMENT: (B)

b
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1.0. INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding
1.4.3.3 Color

1.4.33 1 Color Coding for Data Categories (Tier 1 Use)
When a user must distinguish rapidly among several discrete categories of data a unique color
should be used to disphy the data m each category. No more than theCOMhENT: This should be followed particularly when data items are dispersed on a display.
different colors should be used for category coding. With some display equipment now providing millions of
different colors, designers may be tempted to exploit that capability by using many different colors for coding. The
capability to display many colors may be useful for depicting complex objects, and for providing tonal codes to
show the relative values of a single variable. However, such a capability is not useful for coding discrete categories,

(AR)except that it may allow a designer to select more carefully the particular colors to be used as coder.

1.4 3 3-2 Color in. Mimic Designs (Tier 1 - Use)
Color should be used in mimics to differentiate process flow paths.
COMhENT: For example, blue may be used to code water lines; white, steam lines; yellow, oil lines; and so
fonh. Such color differential is potentially valuable in helping operators to sort out complex interrelationships

(B)

1,4,33 3 When Not to Use Color Coding (Tier 1 Use)
Color coding should not be used if the information will be accessed from monochromatic displays
or hardcopy printouts, or if users may be deficient in color perception.
COMhENT: (A)

L4.33-4 Color Coding for Relative Values (Tier 1 - Use)
When the relative rather than the absolute values of a variable are important, gradual color changes
as a tonal code should be used to show the relative values of a single variable.
COMhENT: For example,in displaying tank depth, a saturated blue might be used to show the deepest point, with

-

gradually desaturated blues to show decreasing depth. (E)

1.433 5' Conventional Assignment of Color Codes (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)

Colors for coding should be based on conventional associations with particular colors.
COMhENT: Red is associated with danger in our society, and is an appropiate color for warning conditions.

. Yellow is associated with caution, and might be used for alerting messages or to denote changed data. Green is
associated with normal "go ahead" conditions, and might be usex! for routine data display. White is a color with
neutral association, which might be used for Beneral data display purposes. (A,BE)

Conservative Use of Color (Tier 2 - General)-1.4 3 3-6
Color coding should be employed conservatively, using relatively few colors and only to designate
critical categories of displayed data.

- COMMENT: Casual, arbitrary use of colors on every display may cause displays to appear " busy" or cluttered.
Casual use of color will also reduce the likelihood that significant color coding on particular displays will be

interpreted appropriately and quickly by a user. (A.BE)

1.433-7 Redundant Color Coding (Tier 2 - General)
Color coding should be redundant with some other display feature such as symbology.
COMhENT: Displayed da:a should provide necessary information even when viewed on a monochromatic display
terminal or hard-copy printout, or when viewed by a user with defective color sision. (A.BE)

1.4 3.3 8 Conforming to Already Existing Meanings for a Job (Tier 2 - General)
Color codes should conform to color meanings that already exist in te user's job.
COMhENT: Color meanings will be more easily learned if color codes conform to color meanings that already
exist in a person's job. Color codes employing different meanings will be much more difficult to use. (B)
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1.4.3.3 9 Easily Discriminable Colors (Tier 2 General)
When selecting colors for coding discrete categories of data, those colors should be easily

-

COMMENT: For example,on a light inckground: red, dark yellow, green blue and black - on a dark background:discriminable.
If color coding is applied to s3 mbols that subtend small

desaturated red. Freen and blue, plus yellow and white. f l ed.

visual angles, which makes color perception difDeult, there will be a special need to limit the number o co ors us
If colors are used for displaying text, care should be taken to ensure that colored letters are legible as well as

discriminable. (A.E)

1.4.3.3 10 Unique Assignment of Color Codes (Tier 2
General)

When color coding is used, each color should represent only one catenory of displayed data.
COMMENT: Color will prove the dominant codmg dimension on a display. If several different categories of data are
displayed in red, say, they will have an unwanted visual coherence which may hinder proper assimilation of
information by a user. (E)

Limited Color Coding for Group Membership (Tier 2 - General)
1.4.3.3 11
Color coding for group membership should be limited to five or fewer colors.
COMMENT: (D)

1.4.3.3 12 Saturated Blue for Background Color (Tier 3
Design Details)

Saturated blue should only be used for background features in a display, and not for critical data.
he human eye is not equally sensitive to all colors. nor are its optics color corrected. Blue symbols

appear dimmer than others, and are more difficult to focus. If blue is used for displayed data,it should be a desaturatedCOMMEhT:

blue or cyan in order to make the data more legible. (E)

1.4.3.3 13 Brightness and Saturation to Draw Attention (Tier 3
Design Details)

Brighter and/or more saturated colors should be used when it is necessary to draw a user's attention
to cTitical data.COMMENT; Both intensity and saturation should be used to draw a user's auention to critical data. Although
saturated and/or intense hues are useful for drawing a user's attention, their overuse will result in a display which is~

garish and difficult to view for long periods. (A.E)

1.4.3.3 14 Color and Quantitative Values (Tier 3 - D2 sign Details)
Differences in color should not be used to represent differences in quantities.
COMMENT: For clample, the color should not change from blue to red as volume increases in the Refueling Water
Holdup Tank. (D)

1.4.3.3 15 Color Should Not be Distracting (Tier 3 Design Details)

The use of color should not be distracting to the user

COMMENT: (B)
_

1.4.3.3 16 Colored Ambient Light and CRTs (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Colored ambient lighting should not be used in conjunction with color-coded CRTs.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.3-17 Unplanned Patterns from Color Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Color coding should not create unplanned or obvious new patterns on the screen.
COMMENT: (B)

!
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' 1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding
1.4.3.4 Flashing /Bilnking

1.4.3.4 1 Blink Coding (Tier 1 - Use)
Blink coding should be used when a displayed item implies an urgent need for user attention.
' COhBM: If used sparingly, blinking symbols are effective in calling a user's attention to displayed items of
unusual significance. Blinking characters may have somewhat reduced legibility, and n'ay cause visual fatigue if
used too much. (A.D.E,F) -

1.4.3.42 Flashing- (Tier 1 Use)
Flashing should not be used as a means to highlight routine information. Flashing should only be
used as an alerting /warninging code.
COhnfENT: (A)

(Tier 1 - Use)1.4.3.4 3 No Blinking for Attention to Detail or Reading
Blink coding should not be used for displays requiring attention to detail or reading of text.
COhiMENT: Blink coding generally reduces search times. especially in dense displays. Equal benefit has been
found if the entire stimulus is blinked. pan of the stimulus is blinked or even if all of the nonstimuli are blinked.
Visual search was not degraded, ev n in the nonstimulus blink condition. (A)

1.4.3.44 Off Never Used to Attract Attention (Tier 1 - Use)
An "off" condition should never be used to attract attention to a message.

COhBIENT: (B)

1.4.3.4 5 Long-persistence Phosphor Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
Blink coding should not be used with long persistence phosphor displays.
COhBfENT: (B)

1.4.3.4 6- Blinking. (Tier 2 - General)
No more than two blink rates should be used to draw attention to critical information.
COhBIEffl': (F)

Event Acknowledgement Keys (Tier 2 - General)1.4.3.4 7-
Event acknowledgement or flash suppression keys should be provided,
COhihfENT: (A)-

1.4.3.48 Small Area (Tier 2 . General)
Only a small area of the screen should blink at any time.
COMMENT: (A)

1.4.3.4-9 Optimal Blink Rate (Tier 3 - Design Details)
-When blink coding is used, a blink rate in the range from 2 to 5 Hr., with a minimum duty cycle
- (ON interval) of 50 percent should be used.
COHB {ENT: The differences between the two blink rates should be at least 2 Hz. The slow blink should be not
less than 0.8 Hz and the fast blink rate should not be more than 5 Hz. The percentage of time that the image should(A.D.E.F)
be "on" should be greater than or equal to the time that it is "off ' A 50 percent duty cycle is prtierred.

1.4.3.4-10 Blinking Marker Symbols (Tier - Design Details)
When a user must read a displayed item that is blink coded, an extra symbol such as an asterisk to
mark the item should be used, and the marker symbol should blink rather than the item itself.

(A.D.E)COhn{ENT. This practice will draw anention to an item without detracting from its legibility.

1.4.3.4-11 Flashing Arrow (Tier 3 - Design Detal!s) ,
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When flashing arrow is us:d to highlight a specific line of text or value ia a table,the spatial
relation between the arrow and the item to which the arrow points should be consistent.
COMMENT: The artow shoulil not obscure any characters. (D)
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1.0 .INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 ' _ Coding
1.4.3 . Other Coding =
1.4.3.51 -Image _ Reversal -

1.4.3.51 ' Reverse Video to Indicate Selection- (Tier 1
Use)

Reverse video may be used to indicate. selection of a parameter or set of data.
COMMENT: (D)

1.4.3.5 2_ Image Reversal (Tier _1_. Use)
Image reversal shou'd be used primarily for highlighting in dense data fields.

.
- COMhENT: - (B) .-

1.4.3.5 3 Coding Annunciator.Information (Tier 1 - Use)-
Image reversal can be used to code annunciator information that requires immediate response.
COMMENT: (B)
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L1.0 -INFORMATION DISPLAY -
i

-

Coding Coding- 1,4
Other q1.4.3 .

i

11.4.3.6- Line !

q

1.4.3.61 ~ Coding by Line Length (Tier 1. Use)
' " ' ' Codes with lines of varying length should be used for applications involving spatial categorization

.

in a single dimension. ' (A,E)
COMMENT: For example, the length of a displayed vector might be used toindicate speed.

-|

1.4.3.6 2 Coding by Line Direction (Tier 1 - Use)
Codes with lines _ of varying direction should be used for applications involving spatial

. categonzauon in two dimensions.
- COMMENT: For example,'the angle of a displayed vector might be used to indicate direction,i.e., heading or

.

- bearing. (A.E)

1.4.3.6 3 Line CSding. (Tier 'l -- Use) ->

- - For graphic displays, auxiliary methods of line coding should be used, including variation in line
type (e.g.; solio, dashed, dotted) and line width. (A.E)
COMMENT: Three or four line types may be readily distinguished, and two or three line widths.

.

..;
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1.0' INFORMATION DISPLAY -
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding

.1.4.3.7 Shape and Symbol

1.4.3.7 1 Shape Coding (Tier 1 Use)
Coding with geometric shapes should be used to heln "m., banduat- different categories of data
on graphic displays.
COMhENT: Approximately 15 different shapes can be d stinguished readily. (A.B,DE)

1.4.3.7-2 Symbols to Represent Equipment Data (Tier 1 - Use)
Symbols should be used to represent equipment components and process flow or signal paths,
along with numerical or coded data reflecting inputs and outputs associated with equipment.
COMhENT: -(B)

1.4.3.73 Special Symbols (Tier 1 - Use)
Special symbols, such as asterisks, arrows, etc., should be used to draw sttention to selected items
in alphanumeric displays.

' COhSENT: (AE)

1.4.3.7-4 Graphical Coding Over Word Messages (Tier 1 - Use)
When rate of comprehension and detection is important, graphical coding should be used rather
than word message .
COMhENT: In genenu, symbolic /pictogmphic signs are more quickly detected and comprehended than word

- messages. (B)

1.4.3.7 S _ No Alternating Words and Symbols (Tier 1 - Use)
Words and t,ymbols should not be used altemately.
COhBENT: Alternate use of symbols and words could cause confusion and retani task performance. If a panicular
situation includes items that cannot be completely pictorialized, i.e., if some items are easy to pictorialize but others
are not it is better to stick to a word labeling system; observers will only be confused if they find some pictorials
and some word labels on an operator panel. -(B)

1.4.3.7-6 Standard Symbols (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Graphic symbols should have standard meanings and be used consistently within a system and
among systems with the same users.
COhBENT: (DE)

1.4.3.7-7_-
Consistent Use of Special Symbols (Tier 2 - Consistency)

Special symbols to signal critical conditions should be consistently used only for that purpose.
COhBENT: (A.BE)

Establishing Standards for Shape Coding (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)/L4.3.7-8
When shape coding is used, codes should be based on established standards or conventional
meamngs.
COhBENT: Although shape codes can often be mnemonic in form, their interpretation will generally rely on
1-amed association as well as imme& ate perception. Existing user standards must be taken into account.

(B,C.DE)

1.4.3.79 Clearly Discriminable Shapes (Tier 2 - General)
Shapes used in coding for data groups should be clearly discriminable.
COMMENT: F . umple. the elements of one group in a display might be triangles and the elements of a second

group might be W.es. (D)

1.4.3.7-10 Upright Symbols (Tier 2 - General)

Section-1: Information Display Page 91
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Pictorial symbols should always be oriented " upright."
|

COMhENT: (B)
(Tier 2 -

Marimum Viewing Distance /hfinimal Ambient Lighting .-
1.4.3.7-11

7he pictorial pattem should be identifiable from the maximum viewing distance and/or underGeneral)

minimal ambient lighting conditions.COMhENT: Some pictorial patierm may be effective en!y when the vierir.g distance and lighting conditions are
optimum; be sure that a panicular pictorial pattern does not lose its identity when it becomes smaller or more(B)
distant and/or when the ambient lighting or atmospheric condition are not good.

1.4.3.7 12 Legends (Tier 2 General)

Displays should use legend (s) to indicate the meaning of all symbols within the display.COMhENT: The legend (s) should indicat the meaning of all symbols ir. a display, both symbols associated withid ith its
muhiple referents and those associated with only a single referent. De legend (s) should be clearly assoc ate w

(D)window and distinguishable from the display information.

1.4.3.7-13 Lowercase Letters for Labels (Tier 3
Design Details)

When letters are used, perhaps to annotate geometric display symbols, lowercase letters should be
used to improve disuiminability.
CCMhENT: (B)

1.4.3.7-14 More than One Legend (Tier 3 - Design Details)

More than one legend should be provided if a display '. s many different symbols.COMhENT: If multiple legends are used on a display, the symbols should be grouped in legends according to
(D)

perceptual similarity (e.g., a color legend and a shape legend).

1.4.3.7-15 Data Grouping by Shape Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Under most conditions, the preferred technique for datn grouping in a graphic display should be

shape coding.COMhENT: Shape coding is achieved by items having the same shape.provided the shapes used are large enough--

to permit discrimination of different shapes (D).

1.4.3.7-16 Miminum of 20 Min of Arc (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Symbols should subtend a minimum of 20 min. of arc. If the viewing distance is langer than the
normal 28 in., it should form a visual angle of about 22 min. of arc.COMhENT: he size of any symbol can be ricasure at the surface of the screen, but tMs does not determme the
. visibility of the symbol. What is imponant. is the angle that is subtended by the syrrloot at the viewer's eye, and

(B)this angle depends on symbol height and viewing distance,

1.4.3.7-17 Stroke Width to Height Ratio (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The stroke width-to-height ratio should be 1:8 or 1:10 for symbols of 0.4 in orlarger viewed up

-

to a distance of 7 ft.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.7-18 Markers Close to Words Marked (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a special symbolis used to mark a word, the symbol should be separated from the beginning
of the word by a space. (E)

A symbol immediately adjacent to the beginning of a word will impair legibility.COMMENT:

|
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding
1.4.3.8 Size

1.4.3.8 1 Limited Use of Size Coding (Tier 1 - Use)
Size coding should be used only for applications where displays are not crowded.I

COhSENT: Sire coding is achieved by varying the size of displayed alphanumerics, labels and other s37nbols.
No more that three distinct sizes should be used in sire coding. (E)

1.4.3.8-2 Adequate Differences in Size (Tier 3 - Dest,;n Details)
For size coding, a larger symbol should be at least 1.5 times the height of the next smaller
symbol. An increase in symbol height must usually be accompanied by a proportionalCOMMENT: (A.E)increase in width to preserve a constant aspect ratio and so facilitate sytnbol recognition.

1.4.3.8 3 Symbol and Size (Tier 3 Design Details)
Where size difference between symbols is employed, the major dimensions of the larger should be
at least 150 percent of the major dimension of the smaller with a maximum of three size levels
permitted.
COhiMENT: (A)

1.4.3.8 4 Symbol Size Proportional to Data Value (Tier 3
Design Details)

When the symbol size is to be proportional to the data value, the scaled parameter should be the
symbol area rather than a linear dimension such as diameter.
COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.8 5 Area Coding (Tier 3 Design Details)
For area coding, the maximum number of codesteps should be six, with three recommended.#

COMMENT: (B)

1.4.3.8-6 Length Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For length coding, th; maximum number of code steps should be six, with three recommended.-

COMMENT: (B)

1
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1,0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Coding
1.4.3 Other Coding *-

1.4.3.9 S patial/ Position /Pa tt e r n/ Location

1.4.3.9 1 Pattern / Location Coding (Tier I 'Ise)
Pattem and location coding may be used to reduce search time by restricting the area to be searched
to prescribed segments.
COMhENT: (A,C)

;

1.4.3.9 2 Grouping Techniques (Tier 1 Use) I

Grouping techniques should be used to group functionally similar informatic n and to indicate
membership in a common group. ~

!COMhENT: Grouping techniques include grouping by Mor, shape, spanal distance, orientation, type of character,
etc. (D)

1.4.3.93 Spacial Distance for Redundant Coding (Tier I - Use)
Spatial distance should be te.ed for redundant coding when possible. Limitations are physical
screen size and amount of information to be displayed.
COMhENT: Although data grouping techniques have been found to be task dependent, grouping based on location
has been generally succesdul across a variety of tasks. (D)

1.4.3.9 4 Bordering Single Blocks (Tier I - Use)
A border should be used to improve the readability of a single block of numbers or letters.
COMhENT: (B)

1.4.3.95 Cohesive Groupings (Tier 2 - Sequencing and Grouping)
Displays should provide cohesive groupings of display elements so that users perceive large
screens as consisting of smaller identifiable pieces or chunks.

_

COhnENT: (D)-

1.4.3.95 Distinctive Borders Around Critical Information (Tier 2 - General)If several labels or messages are clustered in the same area, distinctive borders should be placed
around the critical ones only.
COhBENT: (B)

.
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
:1.5 Display of Safety Parameters
1.5.1. General .

1.5.1-1 Indication of Plant Status (SPDS)
The display does not give false indicadon; of plant status.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.12 Sampling Rate (SPDS)
The sampling rate for each critical plant variable is such that there is no meaningful loss of
infonnauon in the data presented to the control room operator.

COMMENT: (G)

1.5.13 - Rapid Recognition of Status (SPDS)
Operator comprehension of a change in the safety status of the plant from the SPDS display could

-

be achieved in a matter of seconds.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1-4 Range of Conditions Portrayed (SPDS)
The display system conectly ponrays information about the plant's safety status for a wide range
of events and includes symptoms of sevem accidents.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.15 Trend Indication (SPDS)
Tne SPDS display has the capability ofindicating trends of each SPDS variable.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1-6 Display of Derivatives (SPDS)
Display of time derivatives of variables is acceptable only when the derivatives unambiguously|

'

reflect the trends is the entical plant variables.
i COMMENT: (G)

1.5.17- Perceptual Cues (SPDS)
The SPDS, where feasible, includes perceptual cues to alert personnel to the abnormal operating
condition.
COMMDR: (G)

f
1.5.18 Distinctive Display (SPDS)
The SPDS is readily distinguished from other displays on the control board.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1-9 Display Readability (SPDS)
The display meet the intent of the appropriate display readab!1ity guidelines stated in NUREG
0700.
COMMENT: (G)'
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1;0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
~ 1.4_ ; Coding

-

1.4.3 Other Coding
,

1.4.3.10 Texture-
(Tier 3 Design

Darkest / Lightest Correspond to Extreme Values1.4.3.10 1

) Where texture pattems or tonal variation coding is used, values should be selected so that theDetails) ;

darkest and lightest shades correspond to the extreme values of the coded variable.
COMMENT: : (A).

Simple Texture- Codes _ (Tier 3 - Design Details) lb tt rns.
In selecting textures to code displayed areas, choose simple hatching rather than e a orate pa e
1.4.3.10 2-

COMMENT: Compared with manual drafting methods,it is temptingly easy to have a computer generate texture
. ,

kinds of
codes of considerable complexity. Texture coding is a techrdque specifically related to graphics.Other
display coding (e.g.. size, shape, brightness, color), can be applied more generally in display design. (E)

-

- . .

.
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1.E.1 10 - Control of Display Content (SPDS)
Tne control room operating crew, not personnel outside the control room, control images displayed
on the centrol room SPDS.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1 11 Dedicated Display (SPDS)
A dedicated display, such as a CRT, continuously displays the minimum set of variables necessary

. to assess the safety status of the plant.
COMMENT. (G)

1.5.1 12 Hierarchical Display (SPDS)
A hierarchical display system is used with control room operator-controlled means to access all
levels of display formats needed to evaluate the safety status af the plant.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1 13 Alert to Primary Display (SPDS)
Perceptual (audible or visual) cues am provided by the system to alen the control room operator to
retum to the primary display format while viewing secondary information.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1 14 Backup Procedures (SPDS)
Operadng procedures and training am provided to the control room operadng crew that will allow
timely and correct safety status assessment when the SPDS is not operating.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1-15 Training (SPDS)
The control room operator's training program contains instruction and trair.ing in the use of the
SPDS in conjunction with operating procedums for normal, abnormal, and emergency operating
conditions.
COMMENT- (G)

1.5.1-16 User's Manual -(SPDS)
An SPDS user's manual is available for reference in the control rvam.
COMhENT: (G)

1.5.1-17 Hierarchical Dis 7 ays (SPDS)l
The design provides a pri' nary c isplay supponed by a coordinated set of hierarchical subordinate
displays for each mode of plant operation.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1-18 Use of Graphic Overlays (SPDS)
Graphic overlays should not distract the operator or interfere with the observation of aisplayed
infonnation or mtcrpretation of plant operating conditions.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.1-19 Choice of Setpoints -(SPDS)
Setpoints used to indicate a change in status are chosen specifically for their suitability to perfonn
the desired function.
COMMENT: (G)

i
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I 1.0 INFORh1ATION DISPLAY
1.5. Display of Safety Parametersr

' 1 $.2. Data Quality

1.5.2 1 Time Delay (SPDS)
The time delay from when the sensor signal is sampled to when it is displayed h consistent withL

lisplays and should be responsive to convol room operators' needs inother control root
performing assigned tasks.
COMMDC: (G)

1.5.2 2 Accuracy (SPDS)
Each critical plant variable is displayed with an accuracy suf 0cient for the control room operator to
discriminate between condidons (1.1 impact the plant's Waty status and normal operating[
condition.
COMMDC: (G)

.

1.4.63 Data Verification (SPDS)
.

Redundant sensor readings are compared befom displaying the critical plant variable.
COMMDC: (G)

1.5.24 Analytical Redundancy (SPDS)
L

dl d ti s
.' ..Jytical redundancy among different critical plant parameters is used and mo e s an equa on
have been documented and vahdated.
COMMDR: (G)

Identification of Data Quallt (SPDS)
1 data, unvalidated data, and invalid data are identified and coded whem practical.1.5.2 5

Vall 5
COM T: (G)

1.5.24. Stability of Trend Data (SPDS) -

Tmnd rates presented to the control room operator should not fluctuate as a result of minorfluctuations in data or oscilla' o Schavior which may be superimposed on a well defined tend of
-

.

the variable.
COMMENT: (G)-

1.5.2 7 Indication of Non Representative Trend Data (FPDS)
When a simple quantitative rate of-change value is used, an indication should be provided to
infonn the control room operator when, as a result of minor fluctuations or oscillations, the rate
valur %es not accurately represent the trend of the variable.

COM..arr: (G) .

- 1.5.1-8 Operability hionitorin3 (SPDS)
I The SrDS design incorporates an automatic or user activated operability monitoring feature.

COMMDG: (G)

1.5.2 9 Indication of System 7 allure (SPDS)
*Ihe design inco porates a display of calendar date and time of day such that the display is updated
only w' en the system is operating properly so that a static time would indicate a system failure.i

COMMENT: (G)

.

I

-
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1.0 INFORh1ATION DISI' LAY
1.5. Display of Safety Parameters
1..* 3. 1 o r m at

1.5.3 1 Selection of Display Forrnal (SPDS)
A manually operated switch or input from an alpha numeric keyboard, touch panel, light pen.
cursor, or eqmvalen anangement is provided by the design to allow the control room operator to
select the display format for the mode of plant op: ration.

COMMIST: 0

1.5.3 2 Automalle Format Change (SPDS)
Automatic display format change occurs with a change in the mode of plant operation.
COMMErfr: (0)

1.5.3 3 Indication of Automatic Change (SPDS)
There are provisions in the display to indicate to the control room operator that a change in the
mode of plant operation has occurred.
COMMihi: (0)

1.5.3 4 h1 ode Specific Display Formats (SPDS)
The design has a display format for each mode of plant operation.
COMatFRT: (0)

1.5.35 hiinimum Data Set .iPDS)
For each mode of operation. the displays contain the minimum set of indicators and data needed to
assess the plant functions that are used to determine the plant's safety status.
COMMENT: (0)

Section 1: Information Display
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.5. Display of Safety Pat eneters
1.5.4. Coding ",

1.5.4 1 Color Coding (SPDS)
Color coding is used to indicate the approach to unsafe operation and to indicate unsafe operation.'

COMMINI: (0)

1.5.4 2 Limit Marks (SPDS)
Limit tnari:s are used for each c.itical plant variable displayed.
COMMrNT: (0)

1.5.4 3 Pattern Coding (SPDS)
Pattems are used that noticeably distort when an unsafe condition is approached.
COMMINT: (0)

1.5.44 Color Coding of Change in Status (SPDS)
When color changes are used to indicate a change in functional or operating status, no more than
three colors should be used, corresponi;) to two levels of change in severity of status.
COMMrNT: (0)

1.5.4 5 Consistent Color Codes (SPDS)
The colors used in the SPDS display are consistent with color codes used elsewhere in the control
room.
COMMrNT: (0)

1.5.4 6 Color Coding Conflicts (SPDS)

Displays avoid conflicts between the use of color coding to enhance selective idendfication ofdisplay elements and the use of color codes to enhance changes in the operating status of displays,
~display elements or displayed variables.

COMMrWT: (0) .

1.5.4 7 Distinctiveness of Pattern Coding (SPDS)
When a pattern is used to enhance the control room opemtor's assessment of the safety status of
the plant, the pattem for normal operating conditions has distinctive characteristics that distinguish
it imm the pattems pmduced by other conditions.
COMMrNT: (0)

1.5.4 8 Use of Pattern Coding (SPDS)
Displays relying on pattem recognition to identify an abnormal condition are selected for variables*

that have small deviations about a steady. state value during normal opemting conditions and that
have distinctive variations from the steady state value during abnormal corwiitkm.

COMMTNT: (0)'

1.5.4 9 Augmentation of Coding (SPDS)
Top level display formats based only on shape coding or only on color coding or on a combination
of these are augmented with lower level display formats which an: based on alphanumeric coding
of data and information.

'

COMMFNT: (0)

*
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1.0 INFORMAT!ON DISPLAY
1.5. Display of Safety Parameters
1.5.5. Scaling

F r Rescaling (SPDS)
wges in scale for the purpose of maintaining an undistorted display for1.5.5 1 Aute

different operatingonditions be made by a command by the control room operator rather than by
It is preferable =

automatic action of the display signal or data poccuing synem.

COMME?ff: (G)

1.5.5 2 Indication of Rescaling (SPDS)
A system that is designed to automatically change kaling alerts the control room operator that the
change is being made.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.5 3 Use of Non Linear Scaling (SPDS)
When a non-linear relationship between the magnitude of the measured or derivou salue of the
variable and the display element used .1 de

aict the value is used,it can be demonstrated that such a

relationship is better understood '.ny contro'
room : cratcn w that it will actually f acilitate uett

intenwetation of inftsmation.
f'OMMENT: (G)
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1.0 ~1NFORMATION DISPLAY'

1.5. Display of Safety Parameters ,

1.5.6. Workspace

1.5.6 1 Display Accessibility (SPDS) i l l
The display is readily accessible to the following personnel, but not necessarily s mu taneous y:

Shift supervisor
Control room senior reactor op::rauir i

Stritt technical advhor i

One rextor operator i

. COMMENT; (G);-

1.5.6 2 Operator Access (SPDS)
Member of tie control room operating crew have physical access to the SPDS.

.-

COMMENT: (0)

1.5.6 3 Lighting (SPDS) -
- Olare from normal of emergency lightin ; does not restrict the view of the SPDS fmm within the
control room, and luminance levels and :

uminance contrast do not limit viewing the SPDS. ,

COMMENT: (0),

-1.5.6 4 Display Visibility (SPDS) .
The SPDS display is readable from the emergency station of the control room operator responsible
for evaluating the safety status of the plant.
COMMENT: (0) ,

1.5.6 5 Display Position (SPDS)
The display system does not interfere with the crew's normal movement.
COMMENT: (G) - . ,

(SPDS)- 1.5.6 6 - Interference with Other Displays
,,

The display system does not interfere with full visual access to other control room.4perating .
systems and with displays impo: tant for safe operation. f

COMMENT: (0)

*

-

-
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.5. Display of Safety Parameters
1.5.7. Display Formats
1.5.7.1. Normal Values

1.5.7.11 Normal Vr'ues (SPDS)
A bar chart should provide a reference to the nonnal operating value of each variable displayed.
COMMENT: (G)

1.5.7.12 Normal Ranges (SPDS)
The normal operating range of a variable on a bar chart is indicated when the operating range is a
significant fraction of the total range.
COMMENT: (G)

_
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
t

1.5. Display of Safety Farameters . |
;.1.5.7. Display Formats 3

1.5.7.2. Devlation Bar Chart i
.

1.5.7.2 1 Zero Reference - (SPDS) [
The zero reference is in the center of the deviation bar chart. j

COMMENT: (0)
.

1.5.7.2 2 Normal Range (SPDS)
The range of normal conditions for

asidve or negative deviations represents no more than 10% of
,

the total range provided to display tint variable's deviation.
,

COMMrST: (0) ' .

1.5.7.2 3 Indication .of Magnitude (SPDS)
Some way to indicate the ma;;nitude of each variable is provided when the deviation bar display is'

used as a primary SPDS disp ay format because this information is not included in the deviation
bar chart it.wif.
COMMENT: (G)

;

.-;
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.5. Display of Safety Parameters
1.5.7. Display Formats
1.5.7.3. Circular Profile

1.5.7.31 Normal Profile (SPDS)
Under nonnal conditions, the profile is circular or regular.
COMMFNT: (0)
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1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.5. I)isplay of Safety Parameters ;
1.5.7. Display Formats ;

1.5.7.4. Chernoff Faces

1.5.7.4 1 Use of Chernoff Faces (SPDS)
Chernoff faces are not used as the primary display format for SPDS.

COMMENT: (G)

|
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OPEllATOlt INPUT AND CONTitOL2.0
2.1 Entering information
2.1.1 General

Standardized Procedures (Tier 2
Consistency)

2.1.11
Procedures for user actions should be standardized.COAthtENT: LOG ON and LOG OFF pmcedurts, menu r. election techrdques. user input procedures, and error(C)
correcnon procedures are cumples of user actions for which standardued conventions are required.

In put units (Tier 2 hicaningfulness)
2.1.1 2
Data should * entered in units which are familiar to the user.
COhihENT: (A)

2.1.13 Availability of information (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
Information necessary to select or enter a specific control action should be available to the user
when selection of that control action is appropriate.

COhihiEhT: (A)

2.1.1 4 User memorization (Tier 2
hiemory Load)

The requirement to leam mnernonics, codes, special or long sequences or specialinstructions
should be minimized.
COhihENT: (A)

2.1.15 Data manipulation (Tier 2 Memory Load)
The user should be able to manipulate data without concem for intemal storage and retrieval
mechanisms of the system.
COhiMENT: (A)

2.1.1 6 Default Values (Tier 2 - Memory Load)
When likely default values can be defined for the data entries in a particular task, those default
values should be offered to speed data entry.
COMhENT: (AI)

2.1.1-7 Display of Default Values (Tier 2 Memory Load)
On initiation of a data entry transaction, currently defined def ault values should be displayed in
their appropriate data fields.
COMMENT: 11 may be helpful to mark default values in some way to distinguish them from new data entries.
(AI)

2.1.1-8 Single Method for Entering Data (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions)

Data entry transactions and associated displays should be designed so that a user can stay with one
method of entry, and not have to shift to another.

As a positive example, minimize shifts from lightpen to keyboard entry and then back again. As aCOMMENT:
negative cumple, a user should not have to shift inrn one keybcard to another, or move from orn work station to
another, to accomplish different data entry tasks. (A.E)

2.1.1 9 Data Entered Only Once (Tier 2 Minimiting User Actions)
A user should need to enter any particular data only once, and the computer should access those
data if needed thereafter for the same task or for different tasks.
COMhENT: In effect, this recommendation urfes integrated and flexible software design so that different programs
can access pirviously entered data as reeded. Requiring re-entry of data would impose duplicative effort on users and
increase the pouibilP.y d entry ems. {A,E)

User Review of Prior Eutries (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)2.1.1 20
Whet) data eCics made in one transaction are relevant to a subsequent
transaction, the computer should retrieve and display them for user review rather

'
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than requiring re entry of those data.
COh1HENT: ( A.1:)

2.1.1 11 Au;omatic Generation of Routine Data (Tier 2
Minimizing User

-

For routine data hat can be derived from existing computer records, the computer should accessActions)

and enter such data auton.atically,
COhihiENT: As a negative exarnple, users should be required to identify a work station in order to initiate a
trarna: tion, nor to irclude other routine data such as current date and trataaction sequence codes. Some data entry
routines may te imposed in the interest of security, but at the rtsk of hindering a user in achieving effective task
performance. (AI)

2.1.1 12 Automatic Computation of Derived Data (Tier 2
Minimizing User

Automatic computation of derived data should be provided so that a user does not have to calculateActions)

and enter any number that can be derived from data already accessible to the computer.
COhihiENT: Statistical descriptors such as sums, means, etc., can all be derived automatically by appropriate
software. .(AI)

2.1.1 13 Automatic Entry of Redundant Data (Tier 2
Minimizing User Actions)

If data are accessible to the computer that are loF cally related to other entries, the computer shouldi

retrieve and enter those redundant data items automatically,
COMhENT: As a negative example, a user should not have to enter both an item name and identification code
when either one defines the otha, When verificadon of previously entered data is required, usersshould be asked to
review and confirm data items rather than re-enter them. Redundant entry may be needed for resolving ambiguour,
entries, for user training, or for security (e.g., user identificadon). (AE)

2.1.1 14 Automatic Cross File Updating (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)
Automatic cross file updating should be provided whenever necessary, so that a user does not have
to enter the same data twice,

..

COMhENT: (AI)

Easy Confirmation to Enter Default Values (Tier 2
Minimizing User

2.1.1 15
Actions)Users should be provided with some simple means to confirm acceptance of a disphyed default
value for entry,
COMhENT: Similar techniques should te used when a user must review the accuracy of previously entered data.
Simply tabbing past the default field may suffice. (AE)

Minimal Shift Keying (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)2.1.1 16
Data entry transactions should be designed to minimize the need for shift keying. '

COMMENT: Shift keying can te considered a form of double keying, which imposes a demand for extra user
anention Frequently used characters should be placed where lley can be easily keytd. Conversely, frequent use of
characters requiring shift keying should be avoidext. (AI)

2.1.1 17 liierarchical process (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions)
When hierarchical levels are used tn control a process or sequ;:nce, the number of levels should be
minimized. Display and input formats should be similar within levels and the system should
indicate the current positions within the sequence at all times,

,

COhthENT: (A)

2.1.1 18 Feedback During Data Entry (Tier 2. Feedback)
Feedback should be displayed for all user actions during data enny, keyed entries should be,

displayed stroke by stroke, COMMENT: For remons of data pmtection, it may not be desirable to display passwords and other secure entries.
(AE)
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2.1.1 19 Feedback for Completion of Data Entry (Tier 2
Feedback)

The computer should acknowledge completion of a data entry transaction with a confirmation.

message if data entry was successful, or else with an error message. |
COMMENT: Successful data enJy should not he signaled merely by automauC erasure of entered data from thei

display, escept possibly in the case of repeutive data entries. For single data entry transactions,it may be better if|
entered data is left on the display until the user takes an expbcil action to clear the display, in a sequence of routine,i <

- repetitive data entry transactions, however. successful completion of one entry should result simply in regenerat on(A.E)
of the initial (empty) data entry display,in order to speed the neal entry in the sequence.

2,1.1 20 Feedback for Repetitive Data Entries (Tier 2 Feedback)

For a tepetitive data entry task that is accomplished as a continuing series of transactions, success:ul entry should be indicated by regenerating the data entry display, automatically removing
the just entered data in preparation for the next entry,
COMMENT: Automatie erasure of entered data regesents an exception to the general principle of control by
expbcit user action in addition to erasure of entered data, a inessage confinning successful data entry might be
displayed. Such a message may reassure uncertain users, especially in system applications where computer
perfonnance is unreliable. (E)

Clarif3 ng Unrecognized Abbreviations (Tier 2 . Error llandling)
When the computer cannot recognize an abbreviated data entry, the user should be questioned as

12.1.1 21

necessary to resolve any ambiguity. (A.E)COMMENT: This may occur when a user enters a misremembered ahteeviation.

2.1.1 22 Explicit ENTER Action (Tier 2 General)
A user should be required to take an explicit ENTER action to initiate processing of entered data;

processing should not be initiated as a side effect of some other action.As a negative caample, returning to a menu of control options should not by itself result in computer
processing of data just keyed onto a display. However, in routine, repetitive data entry transactions, successfulcempletion of one entry may automatically le.ad to initiation of the next. Defening processing until after an explicit
COMMENT:

ENTER action wir. rmit a user to review data and conect errors before computer pmcessing, this is panicularly
(A.E)

helpful when dae enu) b complex and/or difficult to reverse.

2.1.1 23 Entry via Primary Display (Tier 2 General)
When data entry is a significant part of a user's task, entered data shauld appear on the user's

primary display. COMMENT: As a negative example, entry via typewriter is acceptable only if the typewriter itself, under computer
control, is the primary display medium. When the primary display is basically formatted for other purposes, such as
a graphic display Ior process control, a separate window on the display may have to be reserved for data entry.
(A.E)

2.1.1 24 Compatibility with itser skill (Tier 2 - General)
Controls should be compatible with the lowest anticipated user skill levels. Experienced users
should have options which shortcut intervening steps necessary for inexperienced users.
COMMENT: (A)

2.1.1 25 Explicit CANCEL Action (Tier 2 General)
A user should be required to take an explicit action in order to cancel a data entry.As a negative
COMMFET: Data cancellation should not be accomphshed as a side effect of some other action.
example, casual interruptions of a data entry sequence, such as paging through fonns, or detouring to HELP
displays, should not have the effect of crasing partially completed data entries, If a requested sequence control action
implies a more definite interruption, sich as a LOG.OFF command, or a command to return to a menu display, then(E)
the user should be asked to conftrm that action and alerted to the loss of any data entries that would result.

2.1.1 26 User Paced Data Entry (Tier 2 - General)
Users should be allowed to pace their data entry, rather than having the pace being controlled by

Page 3
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computer processing or external events.COhihtENT: The timing of u ,er paced data entry will fluctuate derndmg upon a user's momentary needs, attention
span and time available. At ma imum need, user-paced performance is more accurate than that achieved by machine
pacing. ( A.E)

2.1.1 27 Entry of Corrections (Tier 2 . General)
The same explicit ENTER action should be required for entry of corrections as used for the original
entry,
COhthiENT: (A)

2.1.1 28 Editing During Entry (Tier 2 General)
Users should be able to perfonn simple editing during data entry, without entering special editing

COhihiENT: For example, by use of destructive bxkspace to crase and retype charrters to the immediate left of,

modes.

the cursor. (A)

2.1.1 29 Consistent Method for Data Change (Tier 2 General)

In keyed data entry, users should always be allowed to change previous entries by delete and insert
COMMENT: If data change is sometimes made by direct character substitu: ion (*typeover*) then that option shouldacuons.

also be consistently available. Using typ:over, there is some risk of user coniusion in replacement of an old value
with a new one, during the transitional period when the hem being changed is seen as a composite beginning w.th

For exarnple, form filling may require typeover to replace displayed
the new value and ending with the old.

characters such as underscores that act as field delimiters.
(A)

2.1.1 30 Validation (Tier 2 . General)Data entries should be validated by the system for correct fonnat, legal value, or range of values.
Where repetitive entry of data sets is required, data validation for each set should be completed
before another transaction can begin.
COhiMENT: (A) '

2.1.1 31 Operator Confirmation of Destructive Entries (Tier 2
General)

Operators should take explicit action to cortfirm a potentially destructive data / command entry before
computer execubon. COMMENT: What constituter *potentially destructive * requires definhioni:. the context of each system operation.
When data entries or changes will be nullified by an alert action, the operator should te regt.ested to confum the
abort. (E)

2.1.1 32 Defaults for Sequentist Entries (Tier 2 . General)
If a series of default values have been defined for a data entry sequence, users should be allowed to
default all entries or to default until the next required entry.
COMMENT: Where a set of default values has been defined, a user may not wish to specify that each default value
should be accepted for each data field individually,it might be quicker to accept the set of defaults by a sinFle action.
(A.E)

Character Entry via Single Keystroke (Tier 3 . Design Details)2.1.1 33
Users shottid be allcwed to enter each character of a data item with a single stroke of an
appropriately labeled key,
COMMENT: As a negathe example, when a keyboard is intertled primarily for numeric input, with several letters
grouped on exh key such as a telephone keypad, us. s should be not be required to make alphabetic entries by double
keying. Devices that involve complex keying methods for alphabetic entry (e.g., pressing more than one key,
simultaneously or successively) require special user training and risk frequent data entry enors. When hardware
limitations such as those of a telephone keypad seem to require double keying of alphabetic entries, data codes should
be limited so that only single keyed (numeric) entries are required. Alternatively, software to intenogate the user to

(E)
resolve any ambiguities resulting from single-keyed alphabetic entries should te provided.

|
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2.1.1 34 Keeping Data items Short (Tier 3 . Design Details)
For coded data, numbers, etc., data entries should be kept short so that the length of an individual
item will not exceed 5 7 characters.COMMENT: For coded data, lengthy items may esteed a urds memory span,indu:ing errtes in both data entry at d
data review. Proper names, meaningful words, and other textual material are not coded data. Su:h items can t e
remembered more ca ily, and the length restriction recommended here need not apply. Coded data may include suchi

(A.E)
items as talge numters, payroll numbers, mall stops, equipmrnt and part numbers, etc.

I

2.1.1 35 Promp htg Data Entry (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Prompting for the required fomists and acceptable values for data entries should be provided.
COMMENT; Pmmpting is particularly needed for coded data entries. Menu selection may te appmpriate for that
purpose became menu selection does not require the user to rememler codes l'ut merely to choose among displayedVerdor(CEKiEAV) _ and/or
alternatives. Other enethods of prompting include labeling data fields, such as
providmg optional guidance displays. Promptmg may not te needed by skilled mers and indeed may hinder rather

;

than help their gerformance in situations where display output is slow (as with Teletype displays); for such usersj
prompting might be provided as an optional aid. (E)

2.1.1 36 Maintaining Context for Data Entry (Tier 3 Design Details)

In a transaction involving extended data entry, a cumulative record of previous inputs should be

displayed. COMMENT: For example,in a multipage data entry display, the operator should not be required to recall data from
page to page. (E)

2.1.1 37 Flexible Design for Data Entry (Tier 3 . Design Details)
When data entry requirements may change, some means for users (or a system administrator) to
make necessary changes to data entry functions should be provided.
COMMENT: (E)

Large Pointing Area for Option Selection (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.1.1 38
In selection of dis played alternatives, the acceptable area for pointing should be as large as
consistently possible, including at least the area of the displayed label plus a half-character distance
around the label.
COMMENT: 'Ihe las per the effective tar get arca, the caster the pointing action will te, and the less risk of error in
selecting the wmng latel by mistake. (E)

2.1.1 39 Aids for Entering Hierarchic Data (Tier 3 Design Details)
If a user must enter hierarchic data, where some items will be subordinate to others, computer aids
should be provided to help the user specify relations in the hierarchic structure.
COMMENT: For simple data structures, question and-answer dialogues or form filling may suffice to rnaintain
necessary data relations. For more complex data structures, such as those involved in graphic data entry, special
techniques may te needed to help users specify the relations among data entries.(E)

2.1.1-40 Feedback when Changing Data (Tier 3 Design Details)

If a user requests change (or deletion) of a data item that is not currently being displayed, the user
should be offered the option of displaying the old value before confirming the change.
COMhE.NT: Displayed feedback will help prevent inadvenent data change, and is particularly usefulin protecting
delete actions. L:ke other recommendations intended to redure errtr. it assumes that accuracy of data entry is wonh
extra effon by the user. For some tasks, that may not te true. Expert users may sometimes wish to implement data(A,E)
changes without displayed feedback, as in ' global replace * transactions, a:cepting the attendant risk.

2.1.1 41 Optional Abbreviatior 'er 3 Design Details)

Optional abbreviation of lengthy data wts should be allowed to minimize data entry keying by
expert users, when that can be done without ambiguity.
COMMENT: (E)

2.1.1 42 Leading Zeros Optional (Tier 3 Design Details)
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For, general numeric data, optional entry or omission of leading zeros should te allowed as
|equivalent altemauves. ld that is four characters long, the system should recognir.e that entry

COMMENT: If a user enters *56"in a fie
rather than requbing an entry of *(0$6* Special cases may represent exceptions to this rule, such as entry of seriali

numbers or other numeric identifiers. (A.E) e

2.1.1 43 Decimal Point Optional (Tier 3 . Design Details) '

Optional entry or omission of a decimal point at the end of an integer should te allowed as
-

;

equivalent altematives.
COMhENT: (E)

(Tier 3 . Design Details) >

2.1.144 . Upper and Lower Case Equivalent
For coded data entry, upper and lower case letters should be treated as equivalent.
COMMENT: For data codes, users find it difficult to remember whether up;er or lower case leuers are required, and
so the seitware design should not try to make such a distinction. For text entry, however, conventional use of
capitalired letters should be maintained. (A.E)

2.1.1 45 Single and Multiple liianks Equivalent (Tier 3 Design Details)

Single and multiple blank characters should be treated as equivalent in data entry; users should not
i

be requires to count blanks. ) such details. The computer should handle
COMMENT: People cannot be relied upon to pay carefut auenti
them automatically, e.g., ensunng that two spa:es follow every period in text entry (if that is the desired(A,E)

. convention), and spacing other data items in accord with whatever format has been defined.

2.1.1 46 User-Definition of Default Values (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Users should be permited tA efine, change or remove default values for any data entry field.
COMMENT:- (A.E)

2.1.147 Temporary Rieplacement of Default Values (Tier 3 Design Details)

Users should be allowed to replace any data entry default value with a different entry, without
thereby changing the default definition for subsequent transactions.

.,

,

COMMENT: (A.E)

2.1.148 Inserting '(Tier 31 Design Details)
When inserting words or phrases, items to be inserted should be disp!ayed as the final copy will
appear. !
COMMENT: (A)

,
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OPERAT0ft INPUT AND CONTi(OL2.0
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.2 Cursor Positioning and C,ritrol
2.1.2.1 General

2.1.2.1 1 Cursor Control General (Tier 2 General)
ine user should be able to adjust the sensitivity of the cursor movement to be compatible with the
required task and user skills.
COMMENT: (E)

2.1.2.12 Display of Cursor (Tier 2 General) .

The cursor should not move beyond the display boundaries and disappear from sight.
COMMENT: (E)

(Tier 2 General)
2.1.2.13 Compatible Control of Cursor Movement
Control actions for cursor positioning should te compatible with movements of the displayed
cursor,in term 6 of control function and labeling.

COMMENT: For cursor control by key action, a key labeled with a lef t pointing arrow should move the cursorleftward on the ( ,rlay; for cursor control by joystick, lef tward movement of the control (or leftward pressurt) should
result in lef tward movement of the cursor, etc. (A.C.E)

2.1.2.14 Easy Cursor Positioning (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should te provided with an easy, accurate means of positioning a displayed cursor to point
at different display elements and/or display locations.
COMMENT: Cursor positioning is a frequent user action during graphic data entry. An easy means for controlling

(E)cursor movement is essential for efficient performance.
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTHOI,
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.2 Cursor Positioning and Control -

2.1.2.2 Controlling Cursor Movement .

2.1.2.21 Consistent positioning (Tier 2 . Consistency)
Where cursor positioning is incremental by discrete steps, the step size of cursor movement should
be consistent horizontally (i.e.,in both right and left directions), and vertically (in both up and
down directions).
CohtMENT: (E)

Cursor Control Key Functions (Tier 2 . General)2.1.2.22
At the minimum, keys for cursor control should allow horizontal and vertical c + sor movement.

,

COhiMEffr: Ideally. keys for cursor control should allow both horizontal and vertical movement, and movement
along the diagonals. (D)

Cursor Movement -(Tier 2 General)2.1.2.23
If h-<or is moved by depressing a key, releasing the key should cause the cursor to stop
moving.
COMMENT: (E;

2.1.2.24 Responsive Cursor Control (Tier 2 General)
For arbitrary position designation, moving a cursor from one position to another, the cursor
control should permh both fast novement and accurate placement.
COMMENT: Ideally, when the user moves a pointing device the displayed cursor should appear ta move instantly.
Rough positioning should t:,ke no mort than 0.5 seconds for full screen traversal. Fme positioning may require
incremental stepping of the cursor, or a contml device ircorporating a large control / display ratio for small
displacernents, or a selectable vemier mode of control use. For any given cursor control action, the mte of cursor
movement should be constant. l.c., should not change with time. Slow visual feedback of cursor moyen et can te
particularly irritating when a user is repeatedly pressing a cursor control key, a perhaps holding the key own In

,

"

(E)that case, slow feedback will cause the user to misjudge location and move the cursor too far.

2.1.2.25 Precise Pointing (Tier 2 General)
When fine accuracy of positioning is required, as in some forms of graphic interaction, the
displayed cursor should include a point designation feature.
COMMENT: Precise pointing will also require a cursor control device capable of precise manipulation. Touch,

displays, for example, will not permit precise pointing. A cross may suffice (like cross hairs in a telescope), or
'

perhaps a notched or V shaped symbol (like a gun sight).(E)

2.1.2.26 Selectable Rate Alding (Tier 2 General) ~

Rate aiding of the cursor movement (i.e., the speed of follower movement is proportional to the
speed of input movement) should N user selectable on/off. The default shou

,d be not to have rate

aiding (tero-order control display relation).
COhtMFRT: (D)

|

2.1.2.27 Cursor Control at Keyboard (Tier 3 - Design Details) l
When position designation is required in a task emphasizing keyed data entry, cursor contro
should be provided by some device integral to the keyboard (function keys, joystick, " cat", etc.).

| (A.E)COMMENT: Separately manipulated devices (lightpen * mouse *, etc.) will tend to slow the user.l

2.1.2.28 Location of cursor control keys (Tier 3 Design Details)
If cursor movement is accomplished by depressing keys, the keys should be located on the nuin

|
keyboard.
COMMENT: (E)

V .
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User Selectable Speed (Tier 3 . Design Details),1 the movement of the cursor2.1.2.29
Users should be able to select at least two speeds (normal and fast
when the keys for rursor control are held down.
COhihiENT: (D)

2.1.2.2 10 Confirming Cursor Position (Tier 3 . Design Details)
For most Fraphics data entry, pointing should be a dual action, first positioning a cursor at a
desired posmon. and then confinning that positjon to the computer. COMMENT: An exception to this recommendation would te the free hand drawing of continuous lines (* path
specification *). where a computer rmast store and display a series of cursor positions as they are input by the user,when the user initiates such a line drawing sequence, a new datapoint might le recorded automatically whenever the
cursor futs teen moved a certain distance (e.g.1 mm) or when a cenain time has elapsed (e.g. 0.5 s). During

piaphics data entry, a cursor will almost always be somewhere on the display, but not necessarily at a locationintended by the user, in cffect, a user needs some way to move the cursor around and some separate action to sigrud
the computer when its position should te recorded. An interesting case of position confirmation is*rubberbanding".which is a technique to aid line drawing. With rubterlandmg. a user can designate the starting
point for a line, then move the cursor to various possible end points while the compu:er continuously shows the

(E)line that would result if that end point were confimed by the user.

2.1.2.2 11 Variable Step Size (Tier 3 Design Det. alls)
When character sire is variable, the incremental cursor positioning should vary conespondingly,
with a step size matching the size of currently selected characters.
COMMENT: (A.E)

.

F

,
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Infortnation
2.1.2 Cursor Positioning and Control '

2.1.2.3 Automatic Cursor Placement

2.1.2.3 1 Consistent Cursor Placernent (Tier 2 . Minimizing User Actions)
-

On the irtitial appearance of a data entry display, the cursor should appear automatically at some
consistent and usefullocation. fE)COMMENT: In a form filling display, the cursor should te placed in the first entry field.

2.1.2.3 2 Consistent ilOME Position (Tier 2
General)

When there is a predefined liOME position for the cursor, that position should be consistently
,

defined on all displays of a given type.
COMMENT: ' Die llOME posinon of the cursor should also te consistent in the different * windows * or sections of

.,

a par 6tiotted display. For example, HOME might be in the upper lef t comer of a text display, or at the first field in
a form filhng display,or at the center of a graphic display.

, A C.E)

2.1.2.33 Automatic Cursor Placement for Menus (Tier 2 General)

On separate menu displays, when menu selection is by pointing. the system should place the
cursor automatically at the first listed option. When menu selection is by code entry, the cursor
should be automatically placed in the command entry an:a.
COMMENT: When menu selecdon is by code entry for some applications it may increase the efficiency of
sequence contml if a null envy is recognized as a default to the first displayed option (assuming that the first option
is the most likely choice), (E) .

2.1.2.3 4 Cursor Placement for Pointing at Optiont (Tier 2 General)

When users will select among displayed options by pointing, the cursor should be placed on the
first (most likely) option at display generation.
COMMENT: (E) ..

2.1.2.35 Automatic Return of Cursor (Tier 3
Design Details) .

When the user is required to retum to the origin or other specific screen location automatic retum of
the cursor should be provided.
COMMENT: (D)

(Tier 3 . Design Details)2.1.2.3 6 Cursor Placement Following Error
In addition to providing an error messaje, the location of a detected error should be marked by
positioning the cursor at that point on tie display,i.e., at that data field or command word.
COMMENT: Displaying the cursor at a non-routine position will help emphasize that an enor has occurred, and

| direct he user's attention to the faulty entry. (E)
..

|

i

.
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2.0 OPERATOl'. INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.2 Cursor Positioning and Control
2.1.2.4 Cursor Control and Data Entry

2.1.2.41 Easy Cursor Movement to Data Fields (Tier 2 . Minimiting User

If a cursor must be positioned sequentially in predefined areas, such as displayed data entry fields,Actions)

this should be accomplished by simple user action.
COMhENT: Automatic cursor advance is generally not desirable. Programmable tab keys are customarily used for
this purpose. (A,E)

2.1.2.42 Explicit Activation (Tier 2 General)
Users should be required to take a separate, explicit action, distinct from cursor positioning, for the

i

actual entry (enabling, activation) of a designated position.
COMhENT: For line drawing or tracking tasks the need for rapid, continuous entry may ovenide the need to reduce
entry errors. _ (C.E) -

2.1.2.43 Display Format Protection (Tier 2 . General)
. When there are areas of a display in which data entries cannot be made (blank spaces, protected
field labels, etc.), those areas should be insensitive to pointing actions, i.e., the cursor should be
prevented from entering those areas.

- COMMENT: Automatic format protection will genendly make cursor positioning easier for a user, since the cursor
will not have to be stepped through blank areas. and much routine cursor control can be accomplished with only
casual reference to the display. When a user may have to modify display formats, then this automatic format

(A.E)protection can be provided as a general default option subject to user ovenide.

2.1.2.4-4 Cursor-Movement - (Tier 3 < Design Details)
Users should not have to frequently alter hand positions between a pointing device (such a
joystick) to position cursors and the keyboard to edit or add text. ,

COMhENT: (A.E)

2.1.2.45 Free Cursor Movement (Tier 3 . Design Details)
- For text editing, users should be allowed to move the cursor freely over a displayed page of text to
specify items for change, and to make changes directly to the text.
COMhENT: Free cursor movement and changes made directly to the text are chuacteristics usually associated with
so<alled screen based editors and not n@i with line- or command-based editors. Screen-based editors are
prefemd by users and are potentially more efficient. (E)

Proportional Spacing- (Tier 3 . Design Details)2.1.2.46
If proportional spacing is usecfor displayed text, computer logic should make necessaryadjustments automatically when the cursor is being positioned fet data entry or data change.

; COMMENT: Without automatic computer aids.* user probably will not handh. proportional spacing accurately,'

,

(E)-
(Tier 3 . Design Details)2.1.2.4 7 Cursor Movement by Units of Text

Users should be able to move the cursor by specific units of f xt, as well as one character at a time.

COMMENT: Cursor positioning will be easier if appropriate function keys car.N provided. A SEN'ENCE key
that allows a user to move directly to the next displayed :entence will be more conenient than some double keying
logic such as CONTROL S. -(E)

2.1.2.48 Tabbing within Rows (Tier 3 Design Details)
L During tabular data entry, users should be allowed to tab directly from one data field to the next, soL that the cursor can move freely back and forth within a row (i.e., across columns).

Page 11
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COMhfEtG: 0

2.1.2.49 Tabbing w!tilin Columns (Tier 3 Design Details)

During tabular data entry, users should be allowed to tab directly from one data field to the next, so
*

that die cursor can rnove freely up and down a column.
COhthiENT: (E)

(Tier 3 Design
2.1.2.4 10 Data Entry Independent of Cursor Placement

An ENTER action for multiple data items should results in entry of all items, regardless of whereDetails)

the cursor is placed on the display.COhihiENT: A user may choose to move the cursor ba:L to correct earlier data items, and may not move the cursor
(E)

forward again. The computer should ignort cursor placement in such cases.
__

.

.

_

N
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.2 Cursor Positioning and Control
2.1.2.5 Use of Multiple Cursors

2.1.2.51 Minimal Use of Multiple Cursors (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)

Multiple cursors on a single display should be used only when they are justified by task

requirements. COMMENT: Multiple cursors may confuse a user, and so require special consideration if used in USI design.
Multiple cursors might be useful to mark a usch place when manipulating data in multiple display windows. In
graphic intenetion, one cursor might be used for line drawing and a different cursor for alphanumeric data entry
(labels, etc.). (AI)

Multi Monitor / Multi Controller Cursor Characteristics (Tier 22.1.2.52

In a multitasking environment with multiple monitors, controllers, or cursors, the location of theGeneral)

active cursor should be obvious to the user.
COMMENT: If there are two pointing cursors - one on each of two monitors - the active cursor should te
apparent to the user, if there is a single cursor that moves between two monitors,its path should be continuously
tra:Lable. As the cursor crosses from one monitor to the other it should either maintain its vertical coordinate for'

side by side monitors and horimntal for stacked monitors or should jump tetween uniquely specified locations on
each screen. (D)

Distinctive Multiple Cursors - (Tier 2 . General)2.1.2.53
If multiple cursors are used, they should be visually distinctive from one another.

.

COMMENT: '(AE)

2.1.2.54 Compatible Control of Multiple Cursors (Tier 2 . General)
If multiple cursors are controlled by different devices, their separate controls should be compatible
m operabon. .

COMMENT: Assume that one cursor is moved upward on a display by fomard m> tion of a joystick. 'Ihen a
- second cursor should also be moved upward by forward motion - perhaps by forward motion of a second joystick or
by forward motion of a thumbwheel or other device. (AE)

2.1.2.5 5- Distinctive Control of Multiple Cursors . (Tier 2 . General)
If multiple cursors are controlled by a sinole device, a clear signal should be provided to the user toL

<

| indicate which cursor is currently under control. -
COMMENT: (AI)

|

l'

>

i

-,
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2.0 OPEl ATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.3 Text Entry and Editing T

2.1.3.1 General

2.1.3.11 Necessary Data Displayed (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
Whatever information a user needs for text entry / editing should be av.tilable for display, at an
annotation to dielayed text.
COhihENT: Required annotation will vary wi h the application. Some annotation may te so commonly neededt

that it should te continuously displayed e.g., document name, page number, indication of control mode (if any),
etc. Other annotation might te displayed only at user request- such as document status (date last changed,1ast
printed _etc.) which might be displayed in an optional window overlay, and format control characters which might le

For example, the user might wish to see fonnat control characters, such as
visible in an optional display mode. .

tab and margin settings. (A,E)

2.1.3,I.2 Adequate Display Capacity (Tier 2 General)

Display capacity, i.e., number of lines and line length, should be adequate to support efficient

performance of text entry / editing tasks.COhihiEE For example, for text editing where the page format of subsequent printed output is critical, the user's
terminal should te able to display full pages of text in final output fonn, which might require a display capacity of
50-60 lines or more, For general text editing where a user might need to make larfe changes in text,l.c., sometimes
moving paragraphs and sections, a display capacity of at least 20 lines should te provided. Where text editing will
be tunited to kxal changes. i.e., correcting typos and minor rewording, as few as seven lines of text might te
displayed. A single line of displayed text should not te used for text editing. During text editing, a user will need to
see some displayed context in order to locate and change various text entries. Displaying only a small portion of
text will make a user spend more time moving forward and back in a displayed document to see other parts, will

(A,E)
increase load on the user's memory, and will cause users to make more errors.

Control Entries Distinct from Text (Tier 2 General)
2.1.3.13
If control entries are made by keying onto the display, such as by keyed menu selections or

..

commands, they should be disDtguishable from displayed text.
COhihfFHT: For example, keyed control entries might te made only in a reserved window in the display.ne intentIf a command entry is
here is to help ensure that a user will not inadvertently enter controls as text, or vite versa.
keyed into the body of a text display, perhaps at the end of the last sentence, then a user cannot be certam whether
the computer willinterpret the command as a text entry or as a control entry, in applications where the screen
cannot display all possible format features (e.g.,special fonts), format codes representing those features are usually
displayed within the text. It is not practicalin such cases to display format codes in a separaic window, since a
displayed code must mark the text that will be affected by the code. %ese codes should tierefore be highlighted in

One way of avoiding the problem altogether is to use function keyssome way to distinguish them from text.
rather than command entry to control text editing. To povide a general range of text editing functions, however,,

many keys will be reeded. A practical design approach might be to adopt double keying logic for all keys on a
standard (QWERTY) keyboard, where control F means Filk a document, conuol-G means GET a document, etc.,
and providing appopriate extra labels for those keys. (A.E)

Text Distinct from Annotation (Tier 2 General)
2.1.3.14
Annotations to displayed text should be distinguishable from the text itself.
COhntFNT: his recommendation refers to text annotations added by users, such as marginal notes on printed

'

displays. Other annotation such as format control characters might le shown in a special display mode where text
has been expanded to permit annotation terween lines. For example, continuous annotation might be displayed in
tie top and/or bottom lines of a page, separated from the text by blank lines; optional annotation might le displayed
in window overlays. (A.E)

2.1.3.15 Natural Units of Text (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be allowed to specify segments of text in whatever units are natural for entry / editing.
COhihiENT: For unformaned (" free *) text, natural units will te characters, words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs,

Section 2.0 OperatorInput and Control Page 14
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and pages: for gecially fonnatted text, such as computer program listings, allow specification of other logical units,
iricludmg lines, subsections, sections, etc. (AE)

Text Displayed as Printed (Tier 3 Design Details)
2,1.3.16
Users should be allowed to display text exactly as it will be printed.
COhBENT: Accurate display is particidarly necessary when the format of printed output is imgortant, as when
printing letters, tebles, etc. Ideally, text displays should be able to rc prer.ent all the icatures that are provided in
printed output, including upper and lower case, underlining, tolding, subscripting, superscripting, special symbols,
and different styles and sizes of type. When those features are important,the necessary display c spabibty should teFor special formatting features that are not frequently used,it may be sufficient to use extra symbols to
note text features that cannot te directly displayed, in that case, care should te taken that such annotation does notprovided.

disturb the spacing of displayed text. This may require two display modes, one to show text spacing as it will be
A corollary to this recommendation is that changes made to

printed and the other to show annotations to the text. displayed text should appear as a user makes them. Some line based editors show chanFes only af ter a document has(AI)
been filed and later recalled for display, which does not represent good user interface design.

Format Control by User (Tier 3 Design Detalis)
means for users to specify required format control features should be provided during text2.1.3.17

Easy / editing, e.g., to specify margin and tab settings. The intent of this guideline is thatentry
COMMENT: Required format features will vary depending on the application.
all required format features should te easy to control. Any fannat features which are pmvided but are optional for theOne convenient method of
user's task should not be made easy to use at the expense of required format features.
margin and tab control is to users should be allowed to mark setrings on a displayed * ruler * that extends the width of

(AI)
a page and is continuously displayed at the top of the screen.

2.1.3.18 Establishing Predefined Formats (Tier 3 Design Delalls)

When text formats must follow predefined standards, the standard format should be prosided
autornatically and not rely on users to remember and specify proper formats.
COMMENT: For example, standard formats might be required for letters, memos, or other transmitted messages.
(AI)
2.1.3.19 Storing User Defined Formats (Tier 3 Design Details)

When text formats cannot be predicted in advance, users should be able to specify and store for
future use the formats that might be needed for particular applications.
COMMENT: For example, a special format might be adopted for generating a particular report at periodic intervals.
(AI)
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2.0 OPERATOlt INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.3 Text Entry and Editing
2.1.3.2 Text Entry

2.1.3.21 Editing Capabilities During Text Entry (Tier 2 General)
.

Users should be allowed to do at least some simple editing during text entry without having toI

invoke a separate edit mode. /

COhihiENT: For example, while entering text. users will need at least some capability for text selection (by cursor
movement) and deletion. The intent of this guideline is not to endorse modeless over moded text editors. In fact,
when experienced users perform editing tasks.a moded editor may offer some advantages. However if a moded editor
is provided, users should be able to do some simple editing such as correcting typographical errors and making
simple word changes without having to invoke that editor When users will compose text on line, consider
pmvidmg a modeless editor rather than a moded editor hiodeless editors offer som* advantages for text composition,

, :

when users will frequently attemate between text entry and editing. (A.E) |

2.1.3.22 Consistent Word Spacing (Tier 3 . Design Detalls)
Unless otherwise specified by the user, entered text should be left justified to maintain constant
spacing between words, leaving right margins ragged if that is the result.
COMhiEST: (A.E)

2.1.3.23 Ilyphenation by Users (Tier 3 Design Details)
In the entry / editing of text, automatic pagination and line breaks by the computer should keep
words intact, and hyphenation should only be introduced where specified by users.
COMMENT: Where compound words have been hyphenated by a user, the computer might break the compound
after a hyphen, for pagination or line breaks, unless otherwise specified by the user. Cornpound words formed with
slashes (e.g., * entry / editing") might be treated in a similar manner. (A.E)

2.1.3.2 4 Auditory Signals for Alerting Users (Tier 3 Design Details)

During text entry /cditing, an auditory signal should be provided whenever it is necessary to draw a"

- user's attention to the display.
COhiMENT: A touch typist entering text imm Mitten copy witl often not be looking at the display screen, and
therefore may not notice visual indicators of errors or mode changes unless ttey are accompanied by auditory signals.

(A.E)

_

.
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information |
2.1.3 Text Entry and Editing
2.1.3.3 Editing Text

2.1.3.31 Editing by Multiple Methods (Tier 1 Use)

The user should be able to edit text, tables, and graphics by multiple methods.
COMMENT: Editing by multiple methods includes use of editing commands, menus, and command keystrokes).
All editing procedures should be consistent in the dialogue suucture and syntas, independent of the type of
information being edited. (D)

2.1.3.3 2 Reversible Actions (Tier 2 General)
Text editing logic should be designed so that any user action is immediately reversible.
COMMENT: Reversible actions are panicularly important in a text editing environment because text formatting
of ten involves experimentation with featuns such as underscoring. bolding, and spacing, if users know that they can
reverse whatever they do. they will feel rnore free to delete text and experiment with fonnatting features. An UNDO
capabibly is cunently available in some interface designs. In some applications, however, this capability is provided
through the use of an UNDO key which can only reverse the most recent control action. For text editing, users
must te able to reverse such fonnatting features as centering and bolding at any time. Therefore,if control actions
are to be made reversible, an UNDO action should be able to reverse more than the most recent command, gerhaps
by requiring the user to slecify which command to undo. anSor to place the cursor at the location of the format
feature that is to te reversed. As an example. Af a user centers a heading and then decides it would look better flush
against the left margin, an UNDO action should reverse the centering and move the heading back to its original
kcation. Another example: if a user underlines a paragraph of text and then decides it should be in all capitalletters
instead, ' ' WDO action should reverse the underlining. The user should not te required to delete the paragraph and
retype it just to crase the underscoring. When text segments have teen deleted,it should te possible to renieve moreih

- than the most recent deletion. Some systems do this by storing all deletions in a special file. Deleted text wh c
the user wishes to retricve can then be moved from the deletion file to the file in which the user is presently
working. (A.E)

2.1.3.3 3 Editing Commands (Tier 2 General)
Where editing commands are made by keying onto the display, the editing commands should be
readily distinguishable from the displayed textual material.
COMMENT: (D)

2.1.3.3 4 Presentation Mode (Tier 2 General)
Display mode rather than line mode should be used for text editing when the user's task tequires
extensive text entry / editing.
COMMENT: (D)

2.1.3.3 5 Confirming Actions in DELETE Mode (Tier 2 General)
If a DELETE mode is used, any text specified by a user should be highlighted for deletion and the
user s,hould be required to confirm the DELETE action before the computer will process it.
COMhENT: Requiring a user to confirm actions in DELETE mode is particularly imporuutt when the control
entries for cursor positioning (e.g., WORD, SENTENCE, PARAGRAPH, PAGE) are also used to slecify text for
deletion, which is often the case. Users will associate the specification of text units primarily with cursor
positioning, which is the most frequent action in text editing, in a del ETE mode, after specifying text units for
deletion, a user may press a PARAGRAPH key intending to move to the next paragraph but accidentally delete the
next paragraph. Confirmation of DELET6 actions will tend to prevent such errors. An alternative approach to this
problem is not to provide a continuing DELETE mode, but instead require double keying to accomplish deletions.

-

In a DELETE mode, a user might press a DELETE key followed by unlimited repetitions of a WORD key (or keys
specifying other units of text). With double keying, the user would have to press DELETE before each selection of
a text unit to be deleted, (A.E)

' 2.1.3.3 6 Undoing Deletions (Tier 2 General)
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Deleted data should M. stored by the system to allow the user to undo the deletion and restore the
deleted text. (D)COMMENT: The user should be able to restore the deleted text by a single action.

2.1.3.37 Selecting Data for Editing (Tier 3 Design Details)
-

Users should be able to select textual, graphical, and tabular information for specific editing
functions by multiple methods, each requiring minimal simple actions to perform the selection.

Muhiple methods arc. forexample, with a cursor control device. step Leys, and rnenu selecdon.COMMENT:
(D)

liighlighting Selected Information (Tier 3 . Design Details)
2.1.3.3 8
Selected informauon should be visually distinct from non selected items.
COMMENT: (D)

2.1.3.3 9 Minimum Amount of Selectable Data (Tier 3
Design Details)

The minimum amount of alphanumeric data that users should be able to select is one character.
COMMENT: (D)

2.1.3.3 10 Unselecting Information (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be able to unselect textual, tabular, or graphical information (i.e., remove the
iaformation from the selected state) with a single action.
COMMENT: Uaselection should remove the perceptual cue indicating selection. (D)

Vertical Scrolling When Selecting Text (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.1.3.3 11
If the selected text, table, or graphics area extends beyond the bottom of the displayed page, the
screen should automatically scroll until the user stops selecting.
COMMENT: (D)

Non Contiguous Blocks of Text (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.3.3 12| Users should not be able to select non-contiguous blocks of text when cutting and pasting.
| COMMENT: Cutting and pasting (operations witich frequently follow selecting) is ambiguous with non-contiguous

blocks, especially with respect to the spatial relation between the two non contiguous blocks when they are pasted|

into a text file at a new location or into a new text file. (D)

Nn Contiguous Graphic Objects (Tier 3 Design Details)
.2.1.3.3 13

Users should be able to select multiple non conuguous graphic objects using minimal actions.
COMMENT: Operations available for individual graphic objects should also be available for multiple selected

|

,
objects. (D)

i

2.1.3.3 14 Inserting Text (Tier 3 Design Details)
The text editor should operate in a consistent default mode.
COMMENT: For example. text could be always be inserted moving to the right from the cursor location and wrap
to the next line when necessary (k wrt mode) or altcmately, the editor could operate in overstrike mode.(D)

L 2.1.3.3 15 Replacing Text (Tier 3 Design Details)
if text is selected, the editor should be in the overstrike mode.
COMMENT, Alphanumeric charactees typed following selection of a string of characters should replace the selected
text. (D)

2.1.3.3 16 Changing Physical Characteristics of Text (Tier 3 Design Details)
The user should have the ability to change the physical characteristics of text.
COMMENT: Example physical characteristics to put under the usets control include font type. size. and
capitalization: the ability to change the font style (e.g.. by underlining. italicizing. and/or bolding characters or
strings of characters), and/or to alter tab position in any part of a text file. (D)

2.1.3.3 17 Tabs (Tier 3 - Design Details)
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A tab system should be available for paragraph indentation and moving the cursor to a preselected:

COMMENT: he user should be able to set tabs at locatiotas across a diplay, consistent with the spacing providedlocation.

by the space bar. The symtols ladicating the location of tabs should be invisible to the user by default but should
become_ visible with a single action by the user (for example, by making a screen ruler appear on the display or
displaying the tab symbols within the text fie!d). (D)

>

2.1.3.3 18 Margins (Tier 3 Design Details) i

The user should have the ability to change margins for a text file.
COMMENT: his capability should include changing margins so that the user car not view all of the characters in

- the horitontalline. Rationale: Users may need to have a double page size for the equivalent of a 14 x 17 page.
;

(D) !

2.1.3.3 19 Tab Controls (Tier 3 Design Details)
,

For editing programs or tabular data, cursor tab controls or other provisions for establishing and*

moving readily from field to field should be provided.
COMMENT: - (D)

2.1.3.3 20 Automatic Line lireak (Tier 3
Design Details)

For entry / editing of unformatted text, an automatic line break (" carriage return") should be

provided when text reaches the right margin, witL provision for user override. COMMENT: For specially formaued text, such as computer program listings, users may need to control line.

'

structure themselves and hence need to override ony automatic line breat Even when entering unformatted text, a(AI)
user will sometimes wish to specify a new line at some panicuhr point,if only for esthetic reasons.

2.1.3.3 21 Automatic Pagination Aids (Tier 3 - Des!gr. Details)
'

Automatic pagination for text entry / editing should be provided, allowing users to specify the page
.

.

. site. .
%iMENT: For shon documents. automatic pagination may not be needed. (A.E)

1

2.1.3.3 22 Pagination (Tier 3 Desip Details)
.lf automatic repagination is not provided, a weming message should be presented to the user.

.

COMMENT: -(A.E)-
'

2.1.3.3 23 -User Control of Pagination (Tier 3i Design Details)
- When automatic pagination is provided, users should be allowed to override that pagination in
order to specify page numbers at any point in a document.-
COMMENT: When producing a lar;t document, a user may wish to split it into several separate text files for
convenience in editing, and hence need to contmhhe page numbering of those component sections, in general, a
user will want flexibility in assembling different computer files to create a composite document. For example, a
user might wish to number the first page of a document *23", or perhaps skip a page number in the mlodie of a
document. (AI)

Controlling Integrity of Text Units (Tier'3 Design Details) ,

2.1.3.32(
When automatic pa gination is provided, users should be allowed to specify how many line!. in a
paragraph can stanc

alone at the bottom or top of a page (" widows" and " orphans"), and to specify '

. any text that should not be divided between two pagts,such as lists or tables,-
COMMENT: (AE)

(Tier 3 Design Details)2.1.3.3 25= ' Protecting Text During Page Overruns
When a user is inserting text into a document that Las already been paginated, no text should be
lost if the user inserts more text t.han a page can hold.

. COMMENT: It is difficult for a user to keep trrk of page size, particularly if the size of the display screen is lessh( . than the full page specified for printed text. which is often the case. A user will often not know when more text as
L' . been inserted into a page than there is room for. 'Ihe computer should accommodate text insertions with automatic
j

!~ repagination. ' (AI)
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2.1.3.3 26 Ilead and Foot of File (Tier 3 - Design Detal'.s)
The means should be provided to ra.adily move the cursor to the head or the foot (end) of the file.
COMhENTt (D) .

2.1.3.3 27 Ilorizontal Scrolling (Tier 3 Design Details)
The user should have the ability to sitift the text information shown when the user cannot view all
of the characters in the horizontal line.COhthENT: nis shift should be accomplished with a single action (e.g., by moving a scrollicon on a horizontal
scroll bar). (D)

2.1.3.3 28 Displa, W" ww (Tier 3 - Design Details)
ROLL and SCROLL ew nands should refer to the display mr:dow, not the text / data..

COhthENT: Rat is, the display vindow should appear to the user to be an apenure moving over stationary text
'

..

(LM

2.1.3.3 29 Iluffer (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When insetting enaracters, words or phrases, items to be inserted should be collected in a buffer
area and displayed in the prescribed insert area of the screen for subsequent insertion by user
command.
COMhENT: (D.

2.1.3.3 30 Control Annotations (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Where special formatting features are indicated in the text by use of special codes or annotation, the
insertion of the special annotation should not disturb the spacing of the displayed text and should
not disturb formatting of graphs and tables or alignment of rows and columns.
COMMENT: (D)

2.1.3.3 31 User Confirination of Editing Changes (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a user signals completion of document editing, the user should be allowed to confirm that
changes should be made to the original document, or else to choose alternative options.-

COMhENT: A user will generally wish to replace the original document with its edited version. However,
sometimes a user may decide that editing mistakes have been made, and wish to discard the new version while saving

'

l
the original. Or a user might wish to save the e*w version as a separate document, while saving the origina
unchanged. Such decisions can be made best a. ese end of an editing session, when the user knows what has been
a omplished, mther than befort a session is begun. During text editing, the computer should always retain a copy
of the original document until the user confirms that it should be changed. The original document should not be
changed automatically as the user enters each editing clumge.(A.E)

.

|
!
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.3 Text Entry and Editing
2.1.3.4 Finding and Replacing Text

2.1.3.41 String Search (Tier 1 Use)
Users should be allowed to specify a string of text and request the computer to advance (or back

m) the cursor automatically to the next (or last previous) occurrence of that string.An automatic string search capabibty will generally speed cursor placement in comparison with
incremental positioning,particularly when moving over large portions of a document. Expert users may also wish
COMMENT:

to incorporate special characters in string search, including format control characters such as those for tabbing,
boldmg. etc. (AI)

2.1.3.42 Global Search and Replace (Tier 1 Use)

When systematic editing changes will be made throughout a long document, a " global search and

replace" capability should be provided. COMMENT: Global search and replace is where the system replaces all occurrences of one text string with another.
Global search and replace could be designed in two different ways. One user might want the computer to make all
changes automatically. Another user might want to review and confirm each change, ideally,4th options should
be available. (AR)

2.1.3,4-3 Upper and Lower Case Equivalent in Search (Tier 2 General)

Unless otherwise specified by a user, upper and lower case letters should be treated as equivalent
in searching text.
COMMENT: For example," STRING"," String", and " string" should all be recognized / accepted by the computer
when searching for that word, in searching for words, users will generally be indifferent to any distinction between
upper and lower case. The computer should not compel a distinction that users do not care about and may fmd
difficult to make, in situations when case actually is imponnt, users should be allowed to spedfy case as a
selectable option in string search, it may also be useful for the computer to ignore such other features as bolding,
underlirJng, parentheses and quotes when searching text. (AR)

2.1.3.4-4 Specifying Case in Search (Tier 2 - General)
When case is impottant, users should be allowed to specify case as a selectable option in string
search.
CO5SENT: Usen may also wish ** *pecify features such as bolding, underlining, and quotes when scatching text.
For example, when searchms a document in which all the headings are capitalized, a user might wish to fmd a string
only when it appears in a heading. (AE)

2.1.3.4 5 Case in Global Search and Replace (Tier 2 - General)
If a global search and replace capability is provided, neh time a string is replaced the case of the
new string should match the case of the old string, unless otherwise specified by the user.
COhSENT: For example,if a word is replacing the first word in a sentence, the first letter of the new word should
be capitalized; if it is replicing a word that is entirely in lower case, then the new woni should also be in lower case.
On occasion, however, a user might wish to replace an erroneous lower-case word (*Nrc") with a correctly capitalized
venion ("NRC"). (AI)

I
|
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.3 Text Entry and Editing
2.1.3.5 Cutting, Copying and Pasting Text

2.1.3.51 Moving Text (Tier 1 Use)
Users should be allowed to select and move text segments from one place to another within a
document.
COMhM: A user should not have to re. enter (i.e., tekey) text that is already available to the computer. One
convenient rnethod of allowing the user to both move and copy text is to provide a * cut and paste" facility in which|

the ' cut" text remains in a storage buffer and can be "rwed" more than once. For copying the user can cut text,
,

' it ba:k into its original location, and paste it again at a new location. (A.E)

Pasting Text into a Graphical File and Vice Versa (Tier 1 Use) _.

i?
should be able to paste (1) alphanumeric data cut or copied from a text file or table into a

;

:

s
.1 display and (2) graphical data into a text or tabular file.
C: (D)

,3 Cutting Selected Data (Tier 2 General)-

h ld be able to cut only data that are currently selected..s s ou
COhihENT: (D)

;

2.1.3.5-4 - Copying (Tier 2 General)
- :

Only data that are currently selected should be copied. I

COhihENT: (D)

2.1.3.55 Cutting Grapical Objects and Areas of Graphical Displays (Tier 2 -
General)
Users should be able to cut both graphical objects and areas of a graphical display.
COhBENT: (D)

Viewing Copied Data (Tier 2 - General)2.1.3.56
Users should be able to view data after it has been copied prior to pasting.
COhihENT: (D)

Placing Cut Data in Compatible Data Files (Tier 2 - General)2.1.3.5-7
Users should be able to insert copied data at any location in the current data file or other data files
created with the same application. One implementation that would allow
COhihENT: Including in another file errated using the same application.

(D)users to accomplish this is the use of a temporary editing buffer into which the system would place cut data._

2.1.3.5-8 Placement of Pasted Data (Tier 2 - General)
The pasted data should be inserted in the text or table in the location immediately before the cursor
and in a graphical file at the approximate location of the cursor.
COhihENT: At the end of the paste process. the cursor should have the same data following it in the text or table
as befo e the process. (D)

2.1.3.59 Viewing Cut Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to view data after it has been cut prior to pasting the data.

CohihEhT: (D)

Pasting the Same Data More than Once (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.3.5-10
Pasting the most recently cut or copied data should have no effect on a users' ability to paste the
same data again.

- COhihEST: That is to say. the user should be able to paste the most recently cut or copied data as many times as
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(D)
The data that can be pasted is only replaced when new data are cut or copied.

he or she chooses.

2.1.3.5 11 Cutting Without a Gap in the Text (Tier 3
Design Details)

The cut data should be removed from the text or tabular file which should be r%dtuted without
a gap where the text was removed. (D)
COMhEST: %e cursor should remain in the sarne location as prior to the cut.

Cutting with a Gap in the Graphics (Tier 3 - Design Details)
11 file from which a graphical object was cut should be reconstituted to occupy the same2.1.3.5 ' 2

amount of space as before the cut, with a gap where the object was removed.A grapu

COMhENT: (D)

2.1.3.5 13 Storing Frequently Used Text (Tier 3
Design Details)

Users should be allowed to label and store frequently used text segments, and later to recall (copy
into current text) stored segments identified by their assigned labels.For example, much text processing involves repetitive elements specific to different applications,COMMEN",': (E)
such as signature bloc.ks, technical terms,long names, formulas or equations.

!
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1.0 L OPERATOR-INPUT AND CONTROL:2
2.1 : Entering Information'
2.1.3 Text Entry and Editing ''

2.1.3.6 _ Printing
1

a.
-2.1.3,61 Flexible Printing Options (Tier 2 General)

> In printing text, users should be allowed to select among available output formats (line spacing, margin size, etc.) and to specify the parts of a document to be printed; do not require that an entire* ~

'

document be printedi
COMMENT: For example, a user should be able to print just those portions of a document that have been changed,
perhaps specifying just the first paEe, or page 17, of the last five pages, etc. This is panicularly important whenT

-long documents will be edited; A user should not be required to print an entire $0-page document just because of a
_ A.E) - .(change to one page,

2.1.3.6-2: . Remote Printing -(Tier 2 General)
- If information is printed remotely, print status messages should be displayed and screen contents!

should not be changed as a result of the print operation.
' '

c COMMENT: (A) ~

2.1.3.6 3 L Information on- Printing Status. (Tier 2 - General)
The status of requests for printouts should be provided to users,
COMMENT: For example, the computer should acknowledge print requests immediately, and might provide a

' subsequent message to indicate when a printout has been completed if the printer is rernote (unobservable) from the .
user's workstation. Also, if there is a queue of docutaents waiting for printout, a user should be able to get an
.. estimate as to when a pnicular document will be printed. If a user is responsible for operating a local printer, the
computer might display messages to alert the user of potential malfunctions, e.g., if its paper supply is exhausted, if

'

the paper is not correctly loaded, etc. (A,E)

_

!

.

..

-
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Infm . nation
2.1.4 Form Entry

2.1.41 Grouping Data Fields (Tier 2 - Sequencing and Grouping)
Where no source documents or forms exist to support data entry, then form data fields should be
logically grouped, by sequence and frequery of use, importance, and functional associations.
COhBENT: (A)

2.1,42 Transforming Units of Measurement (Tier 2 - Memory Load)
The user should not have to transform units at time of data entry.

COhihENT: (A)
(Tier 2 - Minimizing

2.1.43 Keystroke Not Required for Every Character Space
User Actions)Users should not have to provide a keystroke for every character space reserved by the field.
COMAENT: (A)

2.1.4-4 Combined Entry of Related Data (Tier 2 General)

Just one explicit entry action at the end of the transaction sequence should be required, rather than
separate entry of each item.
COMMENT: Depending on form design, this practice might involve entering the entire form,or entry by page or
section of a longer form. Form design should indicate to users just where explicit entry is required. Single entry of
grouped data will generally pemiit faster input than item-by. item entry, and should prove more accurate as well.
His practice permits user review and possible data correction prior to entry and also helps the user understand at
what point grouped data are processed. It will also pennit efficient cross validation of related data items by the
computer. (A.E)

2.1.4-5 Optional Versus Required Entry (Tier 2 - General)
Optional versus required data entries within fields on input fomu should be distinct.
COhtMENT: (A)

2.1.4-6 Data Field Labels (Tier 2 - General)
- For each data field, an associated label should be displayed to help users understand what entries
can be made.
COMhENT: (E)

2.1.4-7 Minimal Use of Delimiters (Tier 2 - General)
Whenever possible, entry of multiple data items should be allowed without keying special
separator or delimiter characters.
COMhENT: For examples, hyphens, dollar signs, etc. His can be accomplished either by keying into predefined
entry fields or by separating sequentially keyed items with blank spaces. In this context, tabbing from field to field
is not considered to be keying a special delimiter character. When data items contain internal blanks, the entry fields(A,E)
with a predefined structure should be designed so that users will not have to key any internal delimiters.

Standard Delimiter Character (Tier 2 - General)2.1.4-8
When a field delimiter must be used for data entry, a standard character should be employed
consistently for that purpose.
CONBENT: A special delimiter character that does not require shift keying should be used. A character that does
not occur as part of any data enty (except pmsibly for en*ry of runnmg text where its occurrence would not be
ambiguous) should be used; for example, a slash (/) may be a good choice.

(A,E)

2.1.4-9 Flexible Interrupt (Tier 2 - General)
When multiple data items are entered as a single transaction, as in form filling, the user should be
allowed to REVIEW, CANCEL, or 3 ACKUP and change any i'~ n before uking a final ENTER
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action.
COMMENT: (A.E)

2.1.4 10 Variable Length Data Area (Tier 3 - Design Details) -

Users should not have to remove unused underscores or otherwise enter keystrokes for each
position within a variable length entry area.
COMMENT: (A)

Variable Length Field Entries (Tier 3 - De n Details)
. data should be provided.2.1,4 11

For vanable length field entries, automatic justificadon of the ir
COMMENT: (A)

Left justification of Alphanumeric Display Requirements (Tier 3 -2,1.4 12

Unless otherwise required by processing or display requirements, alphanumeric input should be
Design Details)

left justified, and numeric input should be right justified for integer data or decimal point justified
~

for decimal data.
COMMENT: (A) .

2.1.4 13 Direct Pointing Devices for Selecting Fields (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In complicated forms with many fields, or when field entry will be less predictable (as in data base
update), direct pointing devices, such as mouse or lightpen, should be available for selecting
fields,
COMMENT: (A)

2.1.4 14 Tabbing to Advance to Subsequent Fields (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Where the number of fields is limited, screen traversal distances are short, and when data fields
will be accessed sequentially, explicit tabbing should be available for advancing to subsequent
fields.
COMMENT: (A)

~

2.1.4-15 Overwriting Characters (Tier 3 - Design Details) '

Data entry by overwriting a set of characters within a field should be avoided.
COMhENT: (A)

2.1.4 16 Deferring Inputting Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When entry of data in a field is deferred or omitted, the system should identify the field by
highlighting or other means. Before the data are filed or accessed, the user should be remmded that
data have not been input.
COMhENT: (A)

.

_
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' 2.0 - OPERATOR INPUT AND' CONTROL
2.1 Entering-Information -
2.1.5 Tabular Data _ Entry.

2.1.51. Use of-Tabular Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
When sets of data items must be entered sequentially, in a repetitive series, a tabular display format
should be provided where data sets can be keyed row by row.
COhBENT: Row by-row entry facilitates comparison of related data items, and permits potential use of a DITTO

,

key for easy duplication of repeated entries. When the items in each data set exceed the capacity of a single row,(A.E)
tabular entry will usually not be desirable, unless there is a simple means for horizontal scrolling.

2.1.5 2 -Distinctive Label Formats (Tier 2
General)

' Distinctive formats should be provided for column headers and row labels, so that users can
distinguish them from data entries.

'

_COhBENT: (E)

2.1.5-3 ; Automatic Justification of Entries (Tier 2 General)

' Automatic justification of tabular data entries should be provided; a user should not have to enter,

blanks or other extraneous formatting characters to achieve proper justification.
COhBEST: As a negative example, if a user enters *5b" h a field four characters long. the system should not
interpret '56_ * as "5600". (A.E)

2.1.5 4 Significance of Numeric Values (Tier 3 - Design Details)
; Numeric values should be displayed to level of significance required of the data regardless of the
value ofindividualinput data.
COhBENT: (A)

2.1.55 Maintaining Significant Zeros (Tier 3 - Design Details)
'When a user must enter numeric values that.willlater be displayed, all significant zeros should be
maintained ; zeros should not be arbitrarily removed after a decimal po nt if they affectthe meaningio

L
- of the number in tmns of significant digits.
z COhBENT: (A,E)

2.1.56 Aldir.g Entry of Duplicative Data - (Tier 3 - Design -Details)_.
For entry of tabular data, when entries are frequently repeated, users should be provided with7

some easy means to copy duplicated data. ' . _
' COhBENT: For example, a DITTO capability will speed data entry, and should prove more accurate than
requiring users to rekey duplicated data. - (E)_

2.1.5 7 Row Scanning Cues (Tier 3 JDesign Details)
For long tables, those with many rows, some extra visual cue should be provided to help a user

.- scan a tow accurately across columns.
COhBENT: Visual aids for scanning rows are probably needed more when n user is reviewing and changingL

displayed data than for initial data entry. Such aids should be provided consistently, however, so that display formatsL

for both data entry and review will be compatible. For example, a blank line might be inserted after every fifth row;|

- or perhaps dots between columns in every fifth row might suffice. As an ahemative, a displayed ruler which a user
can move from one row to another may be used.' (E)

p

|
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.6 Speech Input .

2.1.6 1 Speech Input (Tier 1 - Use)
Spoken data input should be provided only when data entry cannot be accomplished through more
reliable methods such as keyed entry or pointing.

Current speech recognition devices are not well developed and tend to be error prone. Thus there
should be some goad reason for choosing speech input over more conventional data entry methods. Speech inputCOMMENT:

(E)
might be app opriate if a user cannot use his/ber handsfor some reason.

2.1.62 Limited Vocabulary for Speech Input (Tier 2
Minimizing User Actions)

The vocabulary used for spoken data entry should be constructed so that only a few options are
-

needed for any transaction.
COMMENT: To increase the likelihood that a user's valid entries are conectly identified by the system, the usefs
vocabulary should be predictable. This does not necessarily mean that the vocabulary must be small, though
recognition systems that can only accommodate small vocabularies are more prevalent and less expensive. A
vocabulary is predictable when a user's choice of inputs at any given time is small. so that the system will be more
likely to make a correct match in interpreting an entry, (E)

2.1.63 Input Feedback (Tier 2 Feedback)
Input feedback and simple error correction procedures should be provided for speech input.
COhSTENT: (A)

2.1.6-4 Easy Error Correction for Speech input (Tier 2
Error llandling)

Feedback and simple error correction procedures should be provided for speech input, so that
when a spoken entry has not been correctly recognized by the computer, the user can cancel that

entry and speak again. COMMENT: Simple error conection is particularly important with spoken data entry, since speech recognition
systems are prone to error except under carefully controlled conditions. (E) -

"

2.1.65 Alternative Entries for Speech Input (Tier 2 General)
When speech input is the only form of data entry available, altematives fonns for critical entries
should be allowed, so that if the system cannot recogmze an entry after repeated attempts, another
entry form can be substituted.
COMMENT: Because speech recognition systems are affected by nonnal variations in a use/s voice, and by changes
ia the acoustic environment. a spoken entry that ns accepted yesterday might not be accepted today. Thus for
imponant entries a user should be able to usc sn siternative word. Spelling a word letter-by lener is not an
acceptable alternative, since specch itcognition syOcms may have trouble correctly identifying similar sounding

(E)letters. For example '' Exit" might ie defined as an acceptable substitute for "Fmished". -

2.1.6-6 Non Speech Activation (Tier 2 - General)
Speech recognition systems should have an extecnal, non-speech means of activation and
deactivation so that extraneous conversation is not take n as command input.
COMMENT: Additionally, if possible, a standby mode may be provided from which spoken commands to

External, non-speech means of activation and deactivation can include use of aactivate / deactivate may be invoked.

keyboard. (D)

2.1.6 7 Vocabulary Items (Tier 2 General)
The vocabulary items should (1) consist of words that are meaningful and familiar to the user; (2)
be accoustically tmique within a set: and (3) consist of 2-5 syllables.

(D)COMMENT: Items of 2 5 syllables in length are generally better recognized than one-syllable items.

2.1.6-8 Phonetically Distinct Vocabulary for Speech Input (Tier 2 - General)
I

The spoken entries needed for any tr nsaction should be phonetically distinct from one another.
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l COMhENT: Words which are easily distinguished by one speech recognition system may be confused by another,
|

f (E)
(Tier 2 General)

PAUSE and CONTINUE Options for Speech Input
PAUSE and CONTINUE options should be provided for speech input, so that a user can stop2.1.6 9

speaking without having to log off the system.COhihENT: A user may wish to stop speaking data for a time in order to answer a telephone, or to speak with a
fellow worker. Users should not have to log off the system every time they wish to say something that is not
intended as an entry. (E)

2.1.6 10 User Adjustable Rejection Levels (Tier 3
Design Details)

The speech amplitude and rejection levels required for input should be user-adjustable.
COhBENT: -(D)

2.1.6 11 Word Boundaries (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Where word boundaries (pauses between words) are required for system interpretation, boundaries
of 100 milleseconds or more should be allowed by the system.
COhthENT: (A)

2.1.6-12 Confidence Rating (Tier 3 Design Details)
A consistent scale and/or the associated confidence rating which symbolize the similarity of each
spoken command to the recorded template should be available to the user.
COMhENT: (D)

2.1.6 13 Vocabulary Sets (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Application vocabularies should be divided into sets based on the hierarchy of the application and
recogrunon accuracy requirements.COhiMENT: This improves recotmition by reducing the nurr.ber of choices that the recognizer has to consider to
retum the correct item. (D)

(Tier 3 -Testing the Recognition of Individual Vocabulary Items2.1.6 14

The user should be able to test the recognition of any individual vocabulary item without the entireDesign Details)

interactive system being on-line. Feedback on the word recognized and the corresponding-

confidence score should be available immediately after each use of a word.

COMhENT: (D)

2.1.6-15 Speaker-Dependent Voice Recognizer (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If sn application functions with a speaker-dependent vcice recognizer, the user should be able to
retrain or update any or all vocabulary templates at any time.-
COhBENT: A user's voice changes over time, even in the course of an hour of continous use. Several factors
have the ability to alter the voice temporarily. To maintain Eood performance under these constions, the user must
have the ability to modify the template set. (D)

|

|
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2,0 OPERATOR-INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.7 Graphics Entry and Editing

-

2.1.7.1 Genera'

2.1.7.11 Pointing (Tier 2 - General)
When graphic data entry involves frequent pointing on a display surface, the user inte ace should

d

be designed so that actions for display control and sequence control are also accomplished by

pointing, in order to minimize shifts from one entry device to another, COMMENT: For example, in drawing a flow chart, a user should be able to link predecessor and successor elements
directly by pointing at them, or by drawing lines between them, rather than by separately keyed entries. Thisrecommendation implies extensive use of menus in the margins of a graphic display to permit direct selection of data
attributes and control options by pointing. If screen capacity is too limited to permit simultaneous display of both
graphic data and menus, then the designer might provide temporary superposition of menu windows on displayed
data, or might provide some separate display device to show current options for control entry. Control entry via
keyboard and/or function keys will be less satisfactory. If poin:ing is performed on some separate input device, such
as a stylus on a digitizing tablet, then associated control actions should also be implemented via that device.For
graphics software, a pointing action by a user can accomplish several different logical functions; specifying a
displayed clement (' pick" function); selecting a system defined object, attribute or action (" button" or " choice" function); or indicating a location in the conceptual drawing space (" locator * function). A designer must distinguish

-among these functions, although most users will not. Alphabetic entry for titles, labels, and other annotation of(A.CE)
graphic displays will be accomplished more quickly by conventional keyboard input than by pointing.

2.1.7.1-2 Distinctive Cursor (Tier 2 General)
The current cursor position should be indicated by displaying some distinctive cursor symbol at
that point.
COMMENT: (A CE)

2.1.7.13 Zooming for Precise Positioning (Tier 2 - General)
When data entry requires exact placement of graphic elements, users should be allowed to request

,

expansion of the critical display area (" zooming") to make the positioning task casier,
,

COMMENT: (A,CE)

2.1.7.1-4 Displaying Current Attributes (Tier 2 - General)
During graphic data entry / editing, the selected attributes that will affect current actions should be

displayed for ready reference by the user. COMMENT: Users may forget what options have been chosen. Displayed reminders will be particularly important
in situations where the consequences of a mtstaken user action are difficuh to reverse, e.g.,wheir it may be hard to

For example, when graphic anributes - plotting symbols, character size, line type,erase a wroncly drawn line.
color, etc. - are chosen from displayed menus, it might suffice to highlight the currently selected menu options;

,

alternatively, current selections might be shown in some sort of ' reminder" window, A few attributes might be
shown by the displayed cursor,i.e., by changing cursor shape, size or color depending upon current attribute
selections. L rubberbanding is provided to and line drawing, then that process itself would show the cunently

,

selected line type. In some applications, display cues may not be adequate to convey attribute information
completely. 'Ihere may not be sufficient oom on the display. Or the attributes may derive from underlying models
whose characteristics are too complex for simple display representation. In such cases, users should be able to(A,C.E)
request auxiliary display of such information to detennine the operative context for current actions,

2.1.7.1-5 Automatic Data Registration (Tier 2 - General)
Automatic registration or alignment of computer-generated graphic data should be provided, so that
variable data are shown properly with respect to fixed background or map data at any display scale.
COMMENT: When users are required to enter data via some repaste device such as a graphics tablet, rather thanL

directly on the display surface,it may h necessy for a user to participate in some computer-prompted procedure for|

ensuring data registration. Such a procedur: may prove error-prone, however, and should be considered an undesirable
expedient. (A,CE)

Page 30
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2.1.7.16 Highlighting Selected Elements (Tier 2 - General)
When a user has selected a displayed graphic element, that element should be highlighted in some
way so that the user can anticipate the consequences of any proposed action involving that

A dotted border might be displayed around a selected element, or perhaps a selected element might beselection.
COMMENT: (A.E)
displayed with video inversion to distinguish it from other elements.

2.1,7.17 Changing Position (Translation) (Tier 2 General)
When editing graphic data, users should be allowed to reposition selected elements on the display.
COMMENT: Repositioning displayed elements, whether done by * dragging" or * cut-and-paste", will usually prove
easier than deleting an element and then recreating it from scratch in the desired location. A capability for moving
elements will aid initial data entry as well a: any subsequent editinE of graphic data. If an element is moved visibly

by dragging across the dis, .ay, it is probably not necessary to depict it in complete detail in all of its intermediatepositions, it might suffice to show it in simplified outline until its new position has been confirmed by the user (or
perhaps untilit remains in one position for a fixed interval of time) at which point its details could be filled in
again by the computer. (A.D.E)

'

2.1.7.1 -8 Selecting Graphic Elements (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be provided some means for designating and selecting displayed graphic elements for

manipulation. COMMENT: For example, designation might be by pointing,in the ccse of a discrete element, or might require
(A,C.E)

some son of outlining action to delineate ponians of a complex figure.

2.1.7.19 Selecting from Displayed Attributes (Tier 3 - Design Details)
During graphic data entry, users should be allowed to specify attributes for displayed elements by
selecting from displayed sampfes illustrating the available options.
COMMENT: For example, for line drawing a user might select from displayed samples of thick or thin, solid or
broken, etc. A display of availab!c attribittes will serve as a helpful reminder to the user, and will eliminate the need
to assign distinctive verbal labels to the various options. Samples of some antibutes may be difficult to display. In
complex graphics, for t xample, specification ofline type might involve selection among " brushes", each of which
- has a "tip" defining the size and shape of the drawing area (a group of pixels) that the user can manipulate. Brushes
might have squared tips to draw sharp lines, or rounded tips to draw lines with softer edges. By analogy with artistic
painting, a " smear" brush might be provided to average or blend colors along its path. Selective crasure might be
accomplished with a brush applying (retuming to) the color of the display background. In most applications, the
current selection of data attributes should remain in effect until a new selection is made. In some cases, e.g.,
following selection of an "crase" attribute,it may help the user if 3 selected attribute reverts automatically to a
default value at the completion of a transaction sequence. (A,C.E)

2.1,7.1-10 Consistent Method for Attribute Selection (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When editing graphic data, users should be allowed to change display s: tributes by whatever
means were used to select those attributes in the first place.
COMMEbTf: Many editing changes will be made during data entry, rather than as sepamte later actions, and thus it

. is important that enty and editing actions be consistent. For example, if line type is selected initially from a men't(A.E)
of displayed attributes, then changing a line type should also be accomplished via menu selection.

2.1.7.1 11 Selecting Colors (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If users may select colors as an attribute of graphic elements, they should be allowed to specify
colors directly by pointing at displayed samples, rather than requiring them to name the colors.
COMMENT: If many colors are available, users with nortnal vision can choose from displayed samples more
reliably than from a list of color names, For color. blind users, however, it might be helpful to add names / labels to
the displayed samples. If only a few colors are available, their names can'probably be used reliably. For more
elaborate graphic art, it may be helpful to users should be allowed to mix their own colors by sequential selection
(i.e., cursor placement), either in a displayed palette or din:ctly in a graphic image. Such color mixing could permit
user control of saturation, brightness, and opacity / transparency, as well as hues.(A.E)
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2.1.7.1 12 Changing Attributes (Tier 3 Design Details)
When entering or editing graphic data, users should be allowed to change display attributes for

COhiMENT: For example if a figure was created initially with dashed lines, then a user should be able to select the-
selected graphic elements.

figure, or portions of it, and change the dashed lines to solid lines by siccifying that ahemative attribute. If it isill

easy to change anributes, reversmg earlier data entry decisions. then the process of composing gmphie displays wbe generally easi:r. Another approach to changing an attribute might be to rely on general editing capabilities,i.e, .dh d it.
to delete the elementin question (perhaps using an UNDO command for an element just created) an t en re raw
But a capability for specifying atmbote change directly, without element deletion and reentry, will often be helpful.

(A.E)

2.1.7.1-13 Moving Selected Objects (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Only objects that have been selected should be movable within the display.i

J

COMMENT: (D)

2.1.7.1 14 Changing Size (Tier 3 Design Details)
When editing graphic data, users should be able to change the size (scale) of any selected element on
the display, rather than delete and recreate the element in a different size. Types of resizing
should include simultaneous resizing of both x and y dimensions and changing only one dimension.

i

COhiMEhT: (C.D)

Changing Orientation (Rotatien) (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.1.7.1-15
Only objects that have been selected should be able to be reoriented.

>

COMMENT: (D)

Multiple Methods of Reorienting Objects (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.7.1-16
Ut;ers should be able to reorient objects by multiple methods. (D)
C'MMENT: For example,by direct manipulation,or selection of a menu command.

2.1.7.1 17 Continuous Motion Rotation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The rotation of an object to a new orientation should involve a smooth and continuous motion of an

~

outlineof theobject.
COMMEST: (D) -

Direction of Rotation (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.7.1 18
Uns should be able to rotate objects clockwise or counterclockwise.
COMMENT: (D)

2.1.7.1 19 Deleting Elements (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When editing graphic data, users should be allowed to celete selected elements from the display.
COMMEhT: Deletion / erasure will help when mistakes are made during data entry, as well as in any subsequent
editing of graphic data. Deletion should be implemented as a reversible action. A general UNDO capability might
sumce to reverse deletions. A more extended reversibility might be provided by saving deleted ele:nents in a
computer scrap basket from which they can be retrieved any time during a work session in case a deletion is
discovered to be a mistake. (A,E)

2.1.7.1-20- Easy Storage and Retrieval (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Easy means for saving and retrie dng graphic displays or their component elements at different

stages in their creation should be provided . COMMENT: A user should not have to create a graphic imt,;c more than ome. Once a graphic element has been
created, a user should be able to save it for possible re-use. As a grotective measure, a user might wish to save
different versions of a graphic display at successive stages during its crenuon, in order to retum to an earlier state if
later n:sults seem unsatisfactory. During creation, the elements added to a graphic display can be interrelated in
complex ways.and thus stepwise deletion of unwanted elements could prove a difficult process An UNDO command
might be helpful for deleting some of the most recently added elements. But storage and subseq':ent|(A,C.E)
retrieval of imerim versions of the display may be more helpful fa a foresighted user.
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2.1.7.1 21 Naming Displays and Elements (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be allowed to name graphic displays or designated elements,in order to aid storage
and retrieval or manipulation during graphic data entry / editing; and provide means for a user to
review a current " catalog" of named elements.
COhniENT: Standard displays and graphic components might be assigned names automatically by the computer,
but users will still need a cc.pability to assign their own names to interim versions of displays in creation, or to
various elements of those displays. In either case, users may forget what names have been assigned: some ' catalog *
of currently named elen.ents will serve as a helpful reminder. For currently displayed material, pointing may be
more convenient than naming for the designation of selected elements; but names will certainly aid the retrieval of
stored material. (A.E)

2.1.7.1-22 Aids for Entering Hierarchic Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Computer aids for entering graphic data in an organized hierarchic structure should be provided
when such entry is required.
COMMENT: For example for entering map data,a user might have to specify different levels of data storage for a
city's name and location, its municipal boundaries,its major road panerns, its street names and house numbers, etc.;
computer olds could talp that process. (E)

2.1.7.1 23 Automatic Data Validation (Tier 3
Design Details)

' When graphic data represent relations among real objects, appropriate computer logic based on
models of physical probability should be provided to validate data entries.
COMMENT: If inconsistencies of data entry cannot le resolved immediately, the computer might keep track of
unresolved questions pending receipt of funher data. If data indicate that a military land unit h been reponed in the
middle of a lake, the computer should call that dism tuncy to the user's attention. (4.E)

,
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2,1 Entering Information
2.1.7 Graphics Entry and Editing

'

2.1.7.2 Plotting Data Points

f,.1.7.2 1 Automated Data Plotting (Tier 2 - General)
When complex graphic data must be entered quickly, computer aids should be provided to

COMMENT: Users can enate simple graphics or edit stored graphic material fairly quickly, but they can only create
automate that process.

complex graphic displays much more slowly. A variety of computer aids can be provided to help enter graphic data.
Entry of detailed drawings and/c photographic imagery can be accomplished via a video camera and high resolution

(AI)
digidzer, perhaps with fa:ilities for a user to edit that prtress.

2.1.7.22 Plotting Stored Data (Tier 2 - General)
_

Automated plotting of computer-stored data should be provided at user request, with provision for
subsequent editing by a user,
COMMENT: For example, a computer might plot the data vaines from two arrays in a line graph, or three-
dimensional data in XYZ coordirntes. In many applications, data intended for graphic display will already be stored
in the computer. In such cases a user might specify the graphic format required and ecit elements in the resulting
display output, without actually having to re-enter the data. When users do have to enter data for graphic display,
they might choose form filling or tabular entry for efficiency in the initial input of data and then invoke graphic
capabilities for suosequent data editing. In either case, it is imponant that previously entered data should be
accessible for graphic processing. (AE)

2.1.7.23 C9mputer Derivation of Graphic Data (Tier 2 - General)
When graphic data can be derived from data already available in the computer, nuchine aids should

be provided for that purpose. COMMENT: For utample, a computer might fit a smoothed curve through plotted data values, filter out points
when drawing a densely defined curve, rescale graphs, invert graphs by exchanging X. and Y-values, convert gmphs
to show cumulative curves, calculate and display various statistical measures of data disuibution, produce a contour

,,

plot from gridded datz with linear interpolation, plot map contaurs from latitude. longitude coordinates, calculate
;

bearings, distances, and areas on maps, plot perspective views of objects defined in plan views, plot specified cross-
sections of displayed objects, calculate a pans list for a designed assembly, idendfy critical paths and float tima in
network scheduling charts, etc. *Ihe machtne capacity for generating graphic data by computation will far exceed a
user's capabilities in both speed and accuracy. (AI)

2.1.7.2-4 Predefined Graphic Formats (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When gnphic data must be plotted in predefined standard formats, templates or skeletal displays
for those formats should be provided to aid data entry.
COMMENT: In many applications,it may help to provide flexibility so that general prestored formats can be,

modified by a user and then saved for subsequent use, For example, san >ple displays might be stored in the compu'.er
to aid in creatmg standard graphs such as bar graphs, or standard diagrams such as organization chans, or page

(AE)
layouts for typesetting, or maps dmwn to different scales or with different projections.

2.1.7.25 Aids for Graph Construction (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When graphs must be constructed for data plotting, computer aids should be provided for that
purpose.
COMMENT: For example, construction aids might include stored templates of different kinds of graphs, prompts to
guide users in the deftnition of scale axes, and aids for fonnat control such as automatic centering of axis labels if
requested by a user. Computer aids for graph consuuction should be designed to allow flexibility in their use. A
user should be allowed to position labels and other graphic elements at will, except where operational requirements
may impose fixed formats. (AE)

2.1.7.2-6 Aids for Scaling (Tier 3 - Design Details)
|

Computer aids should be provided to help users specify appropriate scales for graphic data entry.
~
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COMhENT: The computer should handle scaling automatically, subject to review and change by a user, The
computer might provide a general templae for the plotting scale and prompt the user as necessary to def me the scale
more exactly, including specification of the origin, linear or ingarithmic axr.s, scale intervals, minimum and
maximum values, and labels for axes. In the process of defining scales the computer might impose rules to ensure
that the resulting graphic displays are designed to permit effective infonnation assimilation by their users, e.g.,
displaying scales with conventional direction, so that nurnbers increase in value from left to right, or from bottom to
top. (A.E)

.

-

A
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1. Entering Information
2.1.7 Graphics Entry and Editing
2.1.7.3 Drawing Lines and Figures

2.1.7.3- 1 Drawing Lines (Tier 1 Use)
When line drawing is required, users should be provided with aids for drawing straight line
segments.
COMMFRT: Some applications may require drawing continuous lines frechand,

(A,CE)

Drawing Figures (Tier 1 Use)2.1,7.32
When a user must draw figures, computer aids should be provided for that purpose.
COMMENT: For example, a user might select from a stored set of stani:rd forms - recta'gles, circles, etc. - and
edit those to create figures or the component elements of figures, rather than having to draw each figure from scratch.

.

Much graphic construction can either be aided in some way (by templates, tracing techniques, grid gravity, etc.), or
can employ machine generation of computed or stored forms, often followed by user editing of those fonns. A great
many different figures can be created by combining simple elements or by specifying geometric parameters (e.g.,
conic sections). Computer aids that allow such shortcuts can speed figure drawing and make the process more
accurate. In some applications, such as constructing organization chans, figures may repeat a number of standard
elements. In sxh cases computer aids can be provided to make the production of figures almost routine. Computer
logic might be provided to allow a user to create a rectangle simply by designating two opposite comers, or a circle
by first specifying its center and then any point on its circumference, with rubberbanding to show the result of any
current selection. Some capability for freehand d awing may be needed, particularly in the creation of graphic an, but
frechand drawing will not provide sufficient precision for many applications.

(A,CE)

2.1.7.33 Zooming (Tier 1 - Use)
Critical or difficult graphic drawing tasks should be supported by a " zooming" function to enlarge
critical display areas.
COMMENT: (AS) -

2.1.7.3-4 Stored Models (Tier 2 - General)
,

-When drawinp are variations on a common theme, a computer model that will allow users to
create partimlar instances by entering appropriate parameters should be provided .
COMMFST- (AI)

(Tier 2 - General)2.1.7.3 5' Grid Reference for Alignment
When graphic elements are created with vertical and horizontal alignment, a reference grid should
be provided at user-request to aM that alignment.

A reference grid might be displayed merely as a visual aid. In some instances, howevur, whereCOMMENT:
repeated graphic elements must be aligned in regular fashion, it may be helpful to use a grid to position graphic

..

elemenis automatically at its intersections. An example might be the construction o' organi2mion chstts with
repeating rows of boxes connected by line segments. * Grid gravi:y* mi ht be provided automatica!!y during graphicG

entry, based on _* gravity field" cemection of drhwu lines to grid points, or might be invoked as a separate editing
comred by a user. A grid suitable for aiding data entry may not prove equally helpful . r subsequent interpretationS

ld decide whetherof data on the completed display. 'Iherefore, after a graphic image has been composed, the user shou
or not to include the reference grid in the finished display, (AE)

2.1.7.36 Changing Grid Intervals (Tier 2 - General)
u

When a reference grid is displayed to aid graphic data entry, users should be allowed to change the
grid intervals in either or both directions.
COMMENT: For different epplications, a user may wish to work with a fine grid or coarse grid, depending on the

quantizing interval of the data being plotted. (AE)

Aiding Line Connection (Tier 3 - Desi;;n Details)2.1.7.3-7
When line segments must join or intersect, computer logic should be provided to aid such
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connection.
An effective computer logic to aid line connection is to provide a so-called " gravity field" surroundingCOhBUNT:

each line segment, so that if a line-dmwing cursor is moved within that field the cursar's new line will be extended
automatically to intersect the already-displayed line. Note that a " gravity field * need not itself be displayed; users will
soon leam to infer its extent by its effect in aiding cursar placement. Because users often seek to join line segmerits
at their ends,it may help to enlarge the zone of attraction at the end of each displayed line to facilitate such end-to-
end connection. The concept of ' gravity field" can also be used to align drawn line segments with points in a
reference grid, as well as with each other, (AI)

2,1.7.3 S Specifying Line Relations (Tier 3 Design Details)

For precise drawing, users shot'Id be allowed to draw lines by specifying their geometric relations
with other lines.
COMMENT: For example,in computer. aided design, a user might wish to create a new line by declaring it parallel
with (or perpendicular to) an existing line. (AS)

2,1.7.39 Constraint for Vertical and Horizontal Lines (Tier 3 Design Details)

When graphic elements are created with vertical and horizontal lines, users should be allowed to
specify appropriate constraints during line drawing,
COMMENT: Here computer logic is invoked to interpret casual frechand gestures by a user as if they were carefully
drawn ~ the electronic equivalent of a draftsman's T square. Thus a roughly venical motion by a user could create an
exactly vertical line in computer storage and display, in applications where orthogonal lines predominate, it may be
helpful to make constrained drawing the norm, while allowing users to specify free form drawing as an exception.
(AE)

2.1.7.3 10 Rubberbanding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When lines must be drawn at arbitrary positions, lengths and angles, a rubberbanding capability
should be provided, in which the computer displays a tentative line extending from ;. designated
start point to whatever is the currently proposed end point.
COhBiENT: This technique permits users to enter or change a line segment rapidly and with cortfMence by
designating its staning point and then simply moving the cursor to the desired end-point, thus placing the
'rubberband* line in its intended position. A similar capability should be provided to aid entry / editing of specified
outline figures. A rectangle might be rubbctbanded by fixing one come c.d moving the opposite corner, A circle(A,E)
might be rubberbanded to desired size by fixing its center and changint, tLxtension of its radius.

' Alternative Methods for Drawing Figures (Tier 3 - Design Details)2,1,7.3 11-
In applications requiring a general capability for drawing figures, a choice of methods should be
provided for specifying graphic elements.
COhBENT: For example, a straight line might usually be created by specifying two points, but sometimes it
might be easier to specify one point plus a constraint that the line be parallel (perpendicular, tangec0 to somc other
line. A circle migh: usually be created by specifying its center and a point on its circumference; but sometimes it
might be easier to specify a circle by other means - c.g., by two ends ofits diameter,or by tfure points on its
circumference, er by its center plus a constraint that it be tangent to some other figure, or by inscribing it within a
square. An ellipse might usually be created by specifying two foci and a point on its petimeter, but sornetimes it
might be easier to specify its center and draw its long and short axes, or it might be inscribed within a rectangle. A
regular polygon might usually be created by specifying the end points of one edge and the number of sides, but it
also might be specified by its center and one vertex and the number of its sides. (A,E)

Automatic Figure Completion (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.7.3-12
In applications where design rules have been previously defined, computer aids to complete
automatically any details of graphic data entry coveral by those rules should be provided.
COABUNT: For exarnplc, tne computer might automatically add dimensional annotation to dmfred figures, or
when 'frawing or editing a polygon, the computer might automatically maintain closure if additional vertices are
specified, rather than requiring the user to close the figure manually, in computer-aided design, if the flanges of
connected compor.ents are designed with arcs of standard radius, then a user might draw those joints square and ask
the compt.ter to round them. A computer might create perspective drawings automatically from plan and elevation
data, with hidden parts elir.,inated, In drawing flow chans, a computer might automatically add the arrow to a
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connecting line, dependmg upon the direction in which the line was drawn (or the sequence in which its points were
designated). (AI)

2.1.7.3-13 Enlargement for Symbol Drawing (Tier 3 - Design Details) -

In applications where users may create special symbols, a capability for drawing (or changing) a
symbol in large scale should be provided , with automatic reduction by the computer to the needed
size.
COMMENT: For example, enlargement might aid in specifying shapes to be used for plotting points or for map
symbols, or in designing icons or the letters in a font. When drawing symbols in large scale, . rough sketch may
suffice, requiring less dexterity from a user. The desirable degree of scale expansion will depend upon symbol
complexity, and can probably be determined by testing. Some designers recommend a 20x20 grid to provide an

(AE)enlarged pixel representation, on which a user can add or delete pixels to create a symbol.

2.1.7.3 14 Copying Elements (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be allowed to copy a selected graphic element in order to duplicate it elsewhere or

.,

create a repeating pattem.
COMMENT: Many graphic displays contain repeating elements; copying an element already created may prove
quicker than tedrawing that element from scratch. in creating pattems, a user will often need to specify a reference
point in the original element and then specify where that point should be placed for each copy of that element. In
some special appbcations, it might help to provide an optional kind of copying capability called " instancing'',inL

which a user can choose to copy a graphic element from a stored template, and then all copies (or instances) will be
changed automatically whenever that original template is changed. (A.E);

'

2.1.7.3-15 Rotating Elements (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When editing graphic data that depict ot-iects, users should be allowed io rotate a selected element
on the display, in order to show it in different orientations.
COhnIENT: Rotation of a displayed element will usually prove easier than deleting an element and then recreating
it from scratch in the desired orientation. A capability for rotating an element will aid initial data entry as well as
any subsequent editing of graphic data. (A.E)

2.1.7.3 16 Reflection of Elements (Tier 3 - Design Details) -

When users must create symmetric graphic elements, a means for specifying a reflection (mirror
image) of existing elements should be provided .
COMMENT: Many graphic displays contain symmetric figures where if one side has been drawn the other side
might be created qtJckly e a reflected copy of',he first, perheps with some subsequent tuofficatior. by de uset
Users will need some means for specifying the desned reflecdon plane, which for practical purposes should probably
be constrained to a choice between left-right and up down reflection. (A.E)

2.1.7.3 17 Grouping Elements (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be allowed to designate a group of elements to which graphic editing operations will'

be applied in common. _

_

| COMMENT: For example, a user might carefully position two elements with respect to each other, and then wish
j to move both of them together while preserymg their relative positions. Grouping elements might be a temporary

action, intended for just a few successive editing operations, or it might be specified more permanently via some sort|-
I

of "make group' command. (A.E)

2.1.7.3-18 Merging Elements (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In the special case when a drawn object can be created by the junction or disjunction of other
graphic elements, computer aids should be provided for mergug those elements by boolean

a

combination.
COMMENT: For example,in showing the junction of two objects compasing the components of some more
complex object, a computer might calculate and draw their intersection, automatiolly dealing with overlapped datai

'

sets and concealed contours. This technique can represent the intersection of solid objects and also the result ofl

drilling holes in an object. (A.E)

2.1.7.3 19 Filling Enclosed Areas (Tier 3 - Design Details)
.
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When area coding is required, users should be allowed to fill an enclosed area with a selected
attibute (color, shading or cross hatching) by a simple specification action, rather than by having
to trace over the area involved.~COMMENT: For example, for many applications,it may suffice if a user can simply point at one of several -d A user
- displayed attributes (color patches, brightness levels, hatching patterns) and then point at the area to be fille .
might wish to shade the bars of a bar chan, or the wedges in a pie chart, of the various components of a drawn
diagram or picture. (A.E)

L
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information
2.1.8 Data Validation

.

2.1.8 1 Automatic Data Validation (Tier 1 Use)
Software for automatic data validation should be provided tu check any item whose entry and/or
correct format or content is required for subsequ'.nt data processing.
COhniENT: (A.E)

2.1.8 2 Stroke By Stroke Echo (' lier 2 General)
Data being entered through a keyboard should be echoed on the screen on a stroke by stroke basis.
except when applied to passwords or other security measures .
COhBiENT: (A) .

2.1.8 3 System Validation (Tier 2 General)
Where possible, when a command entry does not meet validation logic, a cauticnary message
should De displayed asking the user to confum data entry. "A negative
COhihEST: For example, during reactivity control, the following type message may be displayed:(A)value has been entered in the field ' Control Rods.' Please enter a positive number between 1 and 32."

2.1.8 4 Data Verification by User Resiew (Tier 2 - General)
When verification of pnor data endes is required, users should be allowed to review and confum
the data, rather than rec uiring re-entry of the data. For special verification, as when computer

processing has detectec
doubtful and/or discrepant data entries, the user should be alened with an appmpriate

advisory message.-
COhthENT: For routine verification, data review by the user will be quicker than re-entry, with less risk of
introducing new errors. (E)

(Tier 2 - General)2.1.8 5 - Cross Validation of Related Data
For the entry of related data items, automatic cross validation should be provided to ensure that the, ,

; -
data setis logically consistent.
COhBIENT: Such cross checking is a signiGcant advantage of otriine data processing, providit,g computer aids to
help users detectlogical errors. (E)

2.1.8 6 Displaying Default Values (Tier 2 - General)
Currendy operative default values should be displayed t'or data entry, so that users can review and
confirm them for computer processing.
COhihENT: (E)

2.1,8-7 Non Disruptive Error Messages (Tier 2 - General) ,

If data validation detects a probable error, an error message should be displayed to the user at the
completion of data entry; do not intenupt an ongoing transaction.
COhBIENT: (A,E)

2.1.8-8 Timely Validation of Sequential Transactions (Tier 3 - Design Details)
In a repetitive data entry task, the data nr one transaction should be validated and th: user should
be allowed to correct errors before begmning anoect traraction.
COhaiENT: '1% is pucularly imrottant when the msk sequbs transcripdon from sotate documents, r,o that a
user can detect and correct entry errors while the relevant document is still at hand. (A.E)

Optional Item-by-Item Validation (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.8-9
Optional item-by-item data validation within a multiple-entry tmnsaction should be provided .
COhBIENT: This capability, which might be termed an " interim ENTER.* may sometimes help a novice user
who is uncenam about the requirements imposed on each data item. (A.E)

1

- |
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2.1.8 10 Deferral of Required Data Entry (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If a user wishes to defer entry of a required data item, the user should be required to enter a special
symbol in the data field to indicate that the item has been temporarily omitted rather than ignored.
COMMENT: (E)

2.1.8 11 Reminder of-Deferred Entry (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If a user has deferred entry of required data but then requests processing of entries, that omission
should be signaled to the user and immediate entry of missing items or perhaps further deferral
should be allowed.-
COMMENT: (E)

(Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.8-12 User ValidationThe user should be able to obtain a paper copy (virtual screeri dump) of the contents of
alphanumeric or graphic displays.
COMMEF: (A)
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2.0 OPERATOR INPilT AND CONTROL
. 2.1 Ente-ing Information
2.1.9 Error Prevention and Correction -

2.1.9.1 General

2.1.9.11 Consistent Procedures (Tier 2 Consistency)

Clear and consistent procedures for different types of transactions should be provided, particularly
deletion, and error correction.

those involving data entry, change a-COMMENT: Consistent procedures du 5.etp users develop consistent habits of operation, reduce the likelihood of
user confusion and error, and are especially important for any transaction that risks data loss. (E)

(Tier 2 - General)2.1.9.12 Appropriate Ease or Difficulty of User Actions
The case of user actions should match desired ends; frequent or urgent actions should be easy to

-take, but make potentially destructive actions should be sufficiently difficult so that they require
extra user attentirm.
COMMEhT: (E)

2.1.9.13 Control by Explicit User Action (Tier 2 - General)
The computer should change data only as a result of explicit actions by a user, and not initiate

changes automatically. COMMENT: The aim here is to preserve clarity of system operatiori for the user. In effect. a cr.,, uter should not
Exceptions- 1)In an operations

hitiate data changes unless requested (and possibly confinned) by a user.
monitoring situation. a computer might accept data changes automatically from external sources (sensors), if
appropriate software is incorporated to enstre validation and protection of the input data. 2) A computer might

(E)
perform cross-file updating automatically, following data change by a user,

2.1.9.1-4 Appropriate Response to All Entries (Tier 2 - General)
The interface software should deal appropriately with all possible control entries, correct and
incorrect.
COMMENT: For cenain routine and easily recognized errors, such as trying to tab beyond the end of a line, a~

simple auditory signal (" beep") may be sufficient computer response. If a user selects a function key that is invalid
for a panicular transaction, no action should result except display of an advisory message indicating what functions
are appropriate at that point. (E)

2.1.9.1 5 Prompting Command Correction (Tier 2 - General)
i i s should be

. If an element of a command entry is not recognized, or logically nappropr ate, user
prompted to correct that element rather than requiring re-entry of the ennre command.
COMMENT: A fauhy command can be retained in the command entry area of the display, with the cursor

(E)automatically positioned at the incorrect item. plus an advisory message describing the problem.
-

,

1
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information -
2.1.9 Error Prevention and Correction
2.1.9.2 _ Correcting Data / Command Entries

2.1.9.2 1 Acknowledging Corrections (Tier 2 - Feedback)
All error corrections by the user should be acknowledged by the system either by indicating a
correct entry has been made or by another error message.
COMhENT: (C)

2.1.9.22 UNDO to Reverse Control Actions (Tier 2
Error Handling)

Any user action should be immediately reversable by an UNDO command. UNDO itself should be
reversible, so that a second UNDO action will do again whatever was just undone.
COhr INT: Even with an UNDO capability, however.a user may make an inttrievable mistake, if succeeding
actions intervene before a prior destructive action is noticed. If a user is overhasty in confirming a destructive action,
and realnes the mistake right away (i.e., before taking another action), then an UNDO action might be taken to
reverse the damage. (E)

User Review and Editing of Entries (Tier 2 General)2.1,9.2-3
For all inputs, whether data entries or commands, users should oe aP' ved to edit composed
material before requesting computer processing.
COMMENT: Input editing will allow users to correct many errors before computer processing, When an error is

- detected, a user will be able to fix it by editing, i.e., without having to retype any correct items (which might
introduce funher errors). (E)

Display of Erroneous Entries (Tier 2 - General)2.1.9.24
Computer-detected errors, as well as the associated enor message, should be displayed
continuously until the error is corrected.

,

COMMENT: (C)'

Immediate Error Correction (Tier 2 General)2.1.9.25 aake anWhen a data entry error is detected by the computer, the user should be alk
immediate conection,
COMMENT: It is helpful to correct data entry errors at the source, i.e., while a user still has the entry in mind
and/or source docmnems at ha-d. When a user cannot correct an entry, as when transcribing from a source document
that itself contains an error, it may help to allow the user to defer entry of the wrong item. Alternatively, the user
might wish to cancel the transaction. (E)

2.1.9.2-6_ Editing Entries After Error Detection (Tier 2 - General)
Following error detection ~, users should be allowed to edit entries so that they must rekey only
those portions that werein error.
COMMENT: If a user must re-enter an entire data set to correct one wrong item, s/he may make new errors in

previously correctitems, (E)

2.1.9.2-7 Explicit Entry of Corrections (Tier 2 - General)
Users should be required to take an explicit ENTER action for computer processing of error

- corrections; this should be the same action taat was taken to enter the data originally.

COMMENT: .(E)_

(Tier 2 - General)2.1.9.2 S ; Error Message Content|

Error messages should specifically describe the error and available remedies in language that
reflects the user's point of view, not the programmer's.
COMhENT: Error messages should explicitly provide as much diagnostic information and remedial direction as can
he inferred reliably from the error condition. Where clear inference is not possible, probable helpful inference (s) may

be offered. (C)
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2.1.9.2 9 Automated Correction Aid (Tier 2
General)

j'
When inappropriate or unrecognized commands are detected, a list of permissible commands, or
commands predicting what the user is attempting should be provided . 9

COMMEW: -(D) 1

2.1.9.2 10 Flexible BACKUP for Error Correction (Tier 2
General)

Users should be allowed to BACKUP easily to previous steps in a transaction sequence in order to
correct an error or make any other desired change.
COMMENT: For example.a user might wish to BACKUP through the defined sequence of a question-and answer
dialogue in order to change a previous answer. (E)

2.1.9.2 11 Errors in Stacked Commands (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If an error is detected in a stacked series of command entries, the computer should either
consistently execute to the po'nt of error, or else consistently require users to correct errors before

,,

executing any command.In most applications, partial execution will probably prove desirable. 'Ihe point here is that an
COMMENT: (E)interface design decision should be made and then followed consistently.

2.1.9.2-12 Partial Execution of Stacked Commands (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If only a portion of a sts;ked command can be executed, the user should be notified and provided
appropriate guidance to permit correction, completion, el cancellation of the stacked commmd.
COMMENT: Note that stacked commands can fail because of error in their composition, or for other reasons such
as unavailability of required data. (E)

2.1.9.2-13 Spelling Errors (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Commands should not be named in such a way that misspelling and other common errors could
produce valid system commands or initiate transactions different from those intended.h

. COMMENT: When possible, the system should recognize common misspellings of commands and execute t e
commands as if spelling had been corn:ct. Computer- corrreted commands, values, and spellings should be displayed
and highlighted for user corfumation. (C)

-

4
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 - Entering Information
2.1.9 Error l>revention and Correction
2.1.9.3 - Confirming Entries

2.1.9 3 1 User Confirmation of Destructive Entries (Tier 2 - General)When a control entry will cause any extensive change in stored data, procedures and/or system
operation, and particularly if that change cannot be easily reversed, the user should be notified and
confirmation of the action should be required before implementing it.
COMMENT: This guideline applies to replacing or destroying any data file, any disk, or other stored data. The
guideline does not apply to editing of words, rumbers, or text lines within a document or data form or to editing of
graphical elements within a graphical data file. (E)

Confirmation Message Content (Tier 2 - General)2.1.9.3 2
Confirmation messages should be simple, positive, and direct,

COhiMENT: (D)

2.1.9.3-3 User Warned of Potential Data Loss (Tier 2 - General)
'

The prompt for a CONFIRM action should wam users explicitly of any possible data loss.
COMMENT: (Bad) CONFIRM DELETE (Good) CONFIRM deletion of entire FEEDWATER file??

(E)

2.1.9.3-4 Verification of Deletion (Tier 2 - General)
If a cornplete file is to be deleted, sufficient information, (name, description, size, date established,
data last changed, etc.) should be displayed to verify the file for deletion.
COMMENT: (A) <

_
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2,0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.1 Entering Information

~

2.1.9 Error Prevention and Correction
2.1.9,4 Protecting Data

(Tier I - Use)2.1.9.41- Protection from Computer Failure
Automatic measures should be provided to minimize data loss from computer failure.
COhBENT: An automatic capability is needed because users cannot be relied upon to remember to take necessary

protective sneasures. 'Ihough not strictly a feature of user interface design, reliable data handling by the computerwill do much to maintain user confidence in the system. Conversely, data loss resulting from computer fai ure wl ill
h

weaken user confidence, and reduce user acceptance where system use is optional. For example. depending upon t ef
enticality of the application, different protective measures may be justified, including periodic automatic archiving o
data files. maintenance of transaction logs for reconstruction of recent data changes or even provision of parallel
*ba:Lup" computing facibties. (E)

2.1.9.4-2 Protection from Interrupts (Tier 2 General)

When a proposed user action will interrupt a current transaction sequence, automatic means to
prevent data loss should be provided ; if potential data loss cannot be prevented, the user should be

Do not interrupt without user confirmation. Some interrupt actions such as B ACKUP, CANCEL, orwarned.

REVIEW. will by their definition cause only limited data change, and so need no special protection. However,if an
COhihiEST:

interrupt action may cause extensive data change (e.g., RESTART. LOO OFF), then the user should be required to
confirm that action before processing. If a user should internspt a series of changes to a data file, then the computer
might automatically save both the original and the changed versions of that file for subsequent user review and
disposition. (E)

2.1.9.43 Protection from Data Change (Tier 2 - General)
When data must not be changed, users should not be permitted to change controlled items.

(E)
COhihENT: It is not enough simply to instruct users not to make changes in displayed data.

.

2.1.9.4-4 Explicit Action to Select Destructive Modes (Tier 2 - General)
Users should take explicit action to select any operational mode that might result in data loss; the

computer should not establish destructive modes automatically.COhihENT: In many applications,it may be better not to provide any destructive mode. Instead of providing a
DEI.E1E mode, for example, require that DELETE be a discrete action subject to confirmation by the user when the
requested data deletion is extensive. (E)

2.1.9.45 Warning Users of Potential Data Loss - (Tier 2 - General)
, For conditions which may require special user attention to protect against data loss, an explicit alert

and/or waming message should be provided to prompt appropriate user action.f

!

COhihENT: (E)

2.1.9.4-6 Safe Defaults (Tier 2 - General)
If automatic defaults are provided for control entries, those defaults should protect against data
loss, or at least not contribute to the risk of data loss.
COMhENT: For example, requesting a printout of filed data, one control option might be to delete that file after
printing; the default value for such a destructive option should automatically be set to NO whenever the printing|

|
_

options are presented to a user for selection. (E)

(Tier 2 - General)2.1.9.4 7 Protecting Physical _ Controls
If activation of function keys (and other control devices) may result in data loss, they should be
located separately and/or physically protected to reduce the likelihood of accidental activation.
COhihEST: (E)

2.1.9.4-8 Disabling Unneeded Controls (Tier 2 - General)
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When function keys and other devices are not needed for current control entry, and especially
when they may have destmetive effects, they should be temporarily disabled by the software so

that they cannot te activated by a user. COMMENT Some means should also be provided to help users distinguish cunently active from disabled controls,
such as brightening (active) or dimming (disabled) their associated labels. If labeling is adequate, then user selection
of a disabled control need produce no renonse. If adequate labehng canne be provided, then user selection of a

(E)
disabled control should produce an advisory message that the control is not currently active.

2.1.9.49 Preventing Data Loss at LOG.OFF (Tier 2 General)

When a user requests LOG-OFF, pending transactions should be checked and if any pending
transaction will not be completed, or if data will be lost, an advisory message requesting user
confirmation should be displayed.

A user may sometimes suppose that a job is done before taking necessary implementing actions.COMMENT:
(E)

2.1.9.4 10 Displaying Data to be Cha' :ed (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If a user rec uests change (or deletion) of a stt A data item that is not currently being displayed,
both the ok, and new values should be displayed so that the user can confirm or nullify the change
before the transaction is completed.
COMMENT: For proposed deletion of significant amounts of data, such as entire files,it will probably not be
feasible to display all of the data. In such instances, sufficient information should be provided so that the user can
identify those files s/he has selected for deletion. De user should be clearly warned of the potential data loss and
required to confirm the destructive action before it wi!! be executed. This practice will tend to prevent inadvenent
change, including changes resulting in loss of needed data. User attempt at selective data change without displayed
feedback will be prone to error. (E)

2.1.9.4 11 Distinctive File Names (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When data files may be deleted (or overwritten) by name, the names of different files should
distinctive,
COMMEhT: In many applications, file naming is a user option, and distinctive naming will depend on user3-

judgment. The computer might provide an adytsory message if a proposed new file name is similar (e.g., identical
in the first 5 letten) to the name of an existing file. (E)

Feedback for Mode Selection (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.1.9.4 12
When the result of user actions will be contingent upon prior selection among differently def'med
operational modes, a continuous indication of the current mode should be provided, particularly
when user inputs in that mode might result in data loss.
COMMENT: A user cannot be relied upon to remember }vior actions. %us any action whose results are
cogent upon previous actions can represent a potential threat to data protection. For examp|e,if a DELETE
mode is being used to edit displayed data, some indication of that mode should be continuously displayed to the user.I

| (E)

2.1.9.4 13 Multiple Users (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When two or more users have simultaneous read access or data processing results from multiple
user-computer interfaces, the operation by one person should not interfere with the operations of
another person.
COMMENT: Provisions should be made so that the pre-empted user can resume operations at the point of
interference, without information loss. (A)

2.1.9.4-14 Protection from Interference by Otber Users (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Data should be protected from inadvertent loss caused by the actions of other users.
COMMENT: When one user's actions can be interrupted by another user, as in defined emergency situations. that
interruption should be temporsry and nondestnictive. %e intemipted user should subsequently be able to resume
operation at the point of interruption without data loss. When multiple users review, enter, or modify data in a
system, they should be r.ble to review and browse data changes or entries made by other users. In systems where
infonnation handling requires the coordinated action of multiple users,it may be approprint that one user can change
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.

data that willle used tiy others. !!ut whel multiple usens will att irglependently, then care thould te taken to ensure
that they will not inte fere with one another. (EJ

2.1.9.4 15 Segregating Heal from Simulated Data (Tier 3 Design Details) *

When simulated data and system functions are displayed or provided (perhaps for user training),
teal data should be protected and real system use s1ould te clearly distinguished frvm simulated
operations.
COMMENT: (E)

2,1.9,4 16 Data Entry / Change Transactiort Records (Tier 3
Design Details)

In situations where unauthorized data changes may te possible, users (or a system administrator)
should be able to request a record of data entry / change transactions.
COMMENT; bnsaction records might te maintained for purinset of user guidate as well as for data protection.

(E) ,

1
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2.0 OPEllATolt INPUT AND CONTitOL
2.2 Operator Dialogue
2.2.1 General

i

2.2.11 Interactive control (Tier 2 Consistency)

General design objectic.s for interactive control should include consistency of control action, minimized need for control actions, and minimized mernory load on the user, with flexibility of
-

interactive control to adapt to different user needs.
As a general principle, the user who should decide what needs doing and 5.nen to do it. The selection2

COMhiENT:
of dialogue tyles should be based on anticipated tad regmrements and user suits. Different typca of dulogue imply
differences in syst m respc.ase time for effective ccoperadon. Estimated relauve requirements for user training and for

-

system regense time we given below. Dialogue Type Question and Answer Menu Selection Form Filling Function
_

(. }'eys Com.aandLanguage Natural /QueryLanguage GniphicIntenedon RequiredUserTniining None None
Moderate Moderate liigh ModeratellighTolerable Speed of System Response Moderate (.5 to less than 2 secs)

'

Very Fast (less than .2 secs) Slow (greater than 2 secs) Very Fast (less than .2 secs) Mtxiers'c/ Slow (.5 to greater
than 2 secs) Fast (.2 to less than .5 secs) Very Fast (less than .2 secs) (C)

k

>

.
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue
2.2.2 Sequence Control ..

2.2,21 Consistent User Actions (Tier 2 . Consistency)
Sequence control actions should be consistent in form and consequences.
COhniEhT Similar means to accomptish ends that are $1milar should te employed from one transaction to the
next, from one task to another, throughout the ut.cr interface. In panicular, thrre should be some standard, consistent
routme for a user to initiate and terminate the trarna: tion sequences that comprise different tasks. Users should not
be required to learn different command names to terminate different tada, or remember to terminate one task by
command and another by function key, (A.E)

Consistent Display of Context Information (Tier 2 Consistener
2.2.2 2 and
Information displayed to provide context for c.equence control si.ould be distinctive in lo, n*'

fonnat, and consistently displayed from one transsetion to the next.
COhntEh7: (A.E) "

i
2.2.2 3 Format Consistene (Tier 2 Consistency) '

Display and input formats r,hould be similar within levels and the system muld indicate current
pos <tions withm a sequence. i

.COhtMENT: (A) I

2.2.2 4 Context Definition (Tier 2 Consistency)

Formats should be consistent from one frame to the next.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.2 5 Wording-Consistent with User Guidance (Tier 2 . Consistency)
The wording and required format of control functions should be consistently refelected in the
wording of user guidance, including all iabels, messages, and instructional material.

(Good) To delete a paragraph, press DELETE and then PARAGRAPil (Bad) If aCOhfMLNT: For example, ~

paragraph must be erased,' press DELE 1E and then PARAGRAPH, For example, when the computer displays a
file name, that name should be shcwn in a foimat that would be acceptable if the name were includxlin a command

For example, if a user must complete a comrol form to specify printer settings, the words used as labels onentry. (E)that form should also be used in any error messages and HELP displays which n,sy guide that process. :

2.2.24 Co..sistent Terminology for Seguence Control (Tier 2 Consistency)
'

For instructional material, such as display labelmg, on line guidance, and other messages to users,
:onsistent terminology should be used to refer to sequence control.
TOMMENT; (E)

1.2.2 7;' Logical Transaction Sequences (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)k, task
-

When designing a sequence of related transactions for some information handling tas '

requirements should be employed to ensure that those transactions will constitute a logical unit or
subtask from a user's viewpoint, and to determine what control options users will need at any point.-
COhSfEST: A logical unit to the user is not necessarily the same as a logical unit of the computer software that
mediates the transaction sequence. it might be, far example, that a user should enter ten items of data in a single

- transaction. because those data all come from one particular paper form, t,ven though the computer will use five of
those items for one purpose and five hems for another in its subsequent intemal procer. sing. (A,E)

Minimal User Actions (Tier 2 Minimliing User Actions)2.2.28
Control actions should be simple particularly for real time tasks requiring fast user response;
controllogic should permit completion of a transaction sequence with the minimum number of
actions.
COMMENT: For example, a user should be able to print a display by simple request, without having to take a6series of other actions first, such as calling for the display to be filed, specifying a file name, then calling for a 1
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Another example, for long, mukipage displays, it should be possible to reqtiest a particular
page directly, without having to take repetitive NEXT PAGE or PREV PAGE actions. A destructive action will be
of that named file.

less hkely to k taken by mistake. if it is designed to be , flerent or distinctive requiring catra user actions.
(A.E)

2.2.29 Flexible Sequence Control (Tier 2 Flexibility of Use)
Flexible means of sequence control should be provided so that users can accomplish necessary
transactions involving data entry, display, and transmission, or can obtain guidance as neede<lin
connection with any transaction.
COMMENT: For example,in scanning a mukipage display the user should be able to go forward or brk at will,
if user interface design termits only forward steps, so that the user must cycle through an entire display series to
reach a previous page that design is deficient. (A.E)

2.2.2 10 Periodic Feedback (Tier 2 Feedback)
When system functioning requires the user to stand by, periodic feedback should be provided to
indicate normal system operation.
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.2 11 Feedback for Control Entrics (Tier 2
Feedback.)

The computer should acknowledge every control entry immediately; for every action by the user
there should be some apparent reaction from the computer.
COMMENT: In panicular, the absence of computer response is not an acceptable means of indicating that a control
envy is being processed. immediately* as used in this guideline must be interpreted in relation to the response time

For example, execution of a requested transaction mi hs produce ant
requirements of different dialogue types. A message
immediately apparent result, as when a user requests NEXT PAGE and the next page is displayed.
might indicate completion of e transaction, as when a user requests a printout at a remote facility and the computer
displays a confirming message * RAD WASTE file has been sent to printer *t or, a message might indicate that
execution is in progress or deferred, as when a user enters data and the computer displays an interim message * RAD
WASTE file is being updated.' A message might indi: Ate that the control entry requires correctior: or
coni'umationy 1.n a user requests a file display and the computer displays an error message * RAD WASTE file
not recognized.* (E)

2.2.2 12 Indicating Completion of Processing (Tier 2 Feedback)

When processing in response to a control entry is lengthy, the user should be given some positive
indicauon of subsequent completion, and appropriate related infonnation.
COMMENT: If a user is currently involved in some new transaction, then completion of processing for a prior
transaction should be indiented by nondisruptive display of an appmpriate adviswy message. if the outcome of a

(E)
cornpleted transaction may imply the need for further user action, that Mould be indicated to the user.

User Initiative in Sequence Control (Tier 2 General)
2.2.2 13
Users should be allowed to take initiative and control their interaction with the computcr! user
requirements should be anticipated and appropriate user control options and nmputer responses
should be provided in all cases.
COMMENT: In most applications, a user slould te able to interrupt or terminate any transaction once it has been
initiated. Users will sometimes change their minds and decide that an initiated transaction is not what was wanted
after all. Software log;ic should be 'bulletproofed" to anticipate every possible action by a user, no matter how
improbable, providing an appropriate computer response for random (or even malicious) inputs as well as for conect
entries and likely errors. In panicular, a dialogue should never reach a dead end with no funhet action available to the
user, if a user makes an entry inappropriate to current processing logic, the computer should simply display an
advisory message that the input cannot be recognized and indicate the available options as to what can be done next.
(A.E)

User-Paced Sequence Control (Tier 2 . General)2.2.2 14
Users should be allowed to pace control entnes, rather than requiring users to keep p;.cc with
computer processing or extemal events.
COMMENT: User pacing will let control entries be made in accord with a user's current needs, attention span. and
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tune avadable. ( A.E)

2.2.2 15 Control by Explicit User Action (Tier 2 General)
Users should le allowed to control tranuction sequencing by explicit action; computer processing
should te deferred until an explicit user action has been taken.
COhthiLNT: For example, when a uwt is Leying im extended daa entry, the computer should not interrupt the user
to require tmmediate conecuon of any entry error, but imtead should wiut for the user s ENTER action. Aho, when
a usa is comrosing a command to accomplish swne transaction. Die computer should not interrupt the user by

res;onding as taon as it recogrates a parual entry, but instead should wait for the user's EN7ER action inautomated process conuel appli'.ations, emergency condstions may take prec Jence over cuntnt user trartwnons, and
a computer generated waming might interrupt user acnons. In routine, repetitive data entry transactions, successfu)
completion of one entry mhy lead automadcally to initiat on of the next. If the computer interrupts a user,it pre.
empts the uunauve in sequence control. in effect forcing the user into an enor correction (or some other) sequenceIn general,
conceived by the interf ace designer, and not necessarily a sequence that would be chosen by the user.
computer detectinn of problems with cunen user entries can be negodated at the conclusion of a tranwtion, tefore
it is irnplemented. Nondimrptive adarms or advisory messages can be displayed to report computer monitonng of

(E)extenn) events i.o that the user c.an cigose when to deal with diem.

2.2.2 16 Control Matched to User Skill (Tier 2
General)

The means of sequence control should le compatible with user skills, petmitting simple step by-
step actions by beginners, but permitting more complex command entry by experienced users.

hiost symet <s will have users with varying levels of experience. Any particular user may tecomeCOhihiEh7:
more cxpert with ino%g experience,or perhaps less expen af ter a long period of disuse. Accommoiating users of
varying expertise requires a mixture of dif ferent dialogue typts, with some means for smooth transition from one
mode of dialogue to another. For instance, as a user comes to team menu codes, rdhe might be allowed to enter(E)
those codes without necessarily displaying a menu,i.e., those codes might also serve as commands.

2.2.2 17 Compatibility with User Expectations (Tier 2 General)
ne results of any control entry should be compatible with user expectations, so that a change in
the state or value of a controlled element is displayed in an expected or natural fami.
COMMENT: For example, a control emry of NEXT PAGE should show the text frarne of a cunent display, endWhen the cor,tpletion of a
should not jump off to some other internally defined *page' in the computer's data base.
control entry is indicated by a special functia key, that Ley should be tahded ENTER (or some functionally

(D.E)equivalent word) and should result in compuer acknowledgment of the entry.

Distinctive Display of Control Information (Tier 2 General)
2.2.2 18
All displays should be designed so that features relevant to sequence control are distinctive in
position nd/or format.
COhtMEb7: Relevant features include displayed options, command entry areas, pmmpts, advisory messages, and

(A.E)
oder displayed items (titles, time signals, etc.) whcse changes signal the results of control entries.

2.2.2 19 liighlighting Selected Data (Tier 2 General)
-

When a user is perfomung an operation on tome selected display item, that item should be
highlighted.

Tor,if a user has misunderstood or pertaps forgotten which i.cm wasCOMMENT: This practice will help avoid c

selected. (A.E)

Display of Operational Mode (Tier 2 - General)2.2.2 20
When context for sequence control is established in terms of a defined operational mode, users
should be reminded of the current mode and other pertinent infotmation.
COMMENT: For example, if text is displayed in an editing mode, then a caption might indicate EDIT as well as
the name of the disptayed text;if a DELETE mode is selected for text editing, then some further displayed sigu,
should be pmvided. (A.E)

Upper and Lower Case Equivalent (Tier 2 General)
2.2.2 21
For interpreting user composed control entries, upper and lower case letters should be treated as
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equivalent. COMMENT: User, find it dif ficult to remember whether upper or lower case leuen are required, and so the interfa:e
G)design should not try to make such a distinction.

2.2.2 22 Log on (Tier 3 Design Details)
When users must log on to a system, log on should be a separate procedure that is completed
before a user may select any operationa. options.

COMMENT: (E)

2.2.2 23 Log on Frame (Tier 3 Design Details)
'Ihe log on frame should appear as soon as possible on the display with no additional user
involvement.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.2 24 Log on Delays (Tier 3 Design Details)
Log on hlays should be accompanied by an advisory message to tell the user status and when the
system sill become available,
COMMENT: (A)

2.2 S 25 Immediate Start of Productive Work (Tier 3
Design Detalls)

After completing the sign on process, the user should be able to stan productive work
immediately.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.2 26 Log off (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If there are pending actions and the user requests a log-off, the system should inform the user that
these actions will be lost.
COMMENT: /A)

2.2.2 27 Saving Open Files in Automatic Log off (Tier 3
Design Details)

Where possible,in the event of automatic log off, open files should be saved to some defined file
name.
COMMENT: For example by concatenation of Users Name + Date. (E)

2.2.2 28 Automatic Logoff (Tier 3 Design Details)
Interactive timesharing systeins should allow some specified time between keyboard actions before
automatic log-off unless a longer period is requested by the user.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.2 29 Audible Signal for Automatic Logoff (Tier 3 Design Details)

An audible signal should be presented at specified intervals prior to automatic log off.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.2 30 Appropriate Computer Response Time (Tier 3
Design Details)

The speed of computer response to user control enc:s should be appropriate to the transaction
involved. For
COMMENT: In general, the response should be faster for those transactions perceived by a user to be simple.
example. computer response to a likely control entry, such as NEXT PAGE, should be within 0.5.t.0 second:
response to other simple entries should be within 2.0 seconds; enor messages should be displayed within 2 4
seconds. (E)

2.2.2 31 Defining Context for Users (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The sequence conol software should be designed to maintain context for the user throughout the
series of transactions comprising a task.
COMMENT: Where appropriate, the results of previous entries affecring present actions should be displayed, and
cunently available options indicated. (A.E)
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2.2.2 32 Context Established by Prior Entries (Tier 3 Design Details)

The sequence conuol software should interpret current control a:tions in the context of previous
'

entries and not requite users to re enter data.
COMMENT: For example,if data have just teen stored in a named file, users should le able to request a printout of
that file withe i having to re enter its name. If transactions involving contextual interpretation would have
destructive cfIects (e.g., data deletion), then the interpreted command should te displayed first f or user confirmation.

( AI)

2.2.2 33 Displayed Context (Tier 3 - Design Details)

If the consequences of a control entry will differ depending upcn context established by a prioraction, then some continuous indication of current context should be displayed for reference by the
COMMENT: For example.if activating a DELETE key establishes a mode, so that subsequent selection of a P AGE
user.

key will erase a page of data rather than simply advancing to display the next page, then some indication of(AI)that established DELETE mode should be displayed to the user.

2.2.2 34 Record of Prior Entries (Tier 3 . Design Details) $

Users should be permitted to request a summary of the results of prior entries to help deternune
present status.
COMMENT: Summarizing prior entries will te panicularly helpfulin tasks where transaction sequences are
vanable, where a user must know what was done in order to decide what to do next. Summanzing prior entries may
not le needed for routine transactions if each step identifies its predecessors explicitly, although even in those
ctrcumstances a user may be distracted and at least momentarily become confused.(AE)

2.2.2 35 Display of Control Parameters (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be allowed to review any contrcl parameter (s) that is currently operative.

A capability for parameter review is helpful even when a user selects all parameters personally. UsersCOMMENT:
will sometimes be forgetful, nr may become confused, panicularly if their activities are 6terrupted for any reason.

(AI) ~

2.2.2 36 Indicating Control Lockout (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If control entries must be delayed pending computer processing of prior entries, then the delay,

should be indicated to the user.
COhSENT: For example,if pmcessing delay results in control lockout, that could te signaled by disappeamnce of
the cursor fmm the display, or perhaps by a notable change in the shape of the cursor, accompanied by an auditory
signal. In some applications it may be desirable to ensure that the keyboard and other contml devices are
automatically locked until the user can begin a new transaction. 'ntis would be true w hen processing the cuntnt
transaction will affect the resalts of subsequent user actions. In other applicati9ns,it may be possible to permit users
to eteinue work while previous transactions are still being pmcemed. Deletion or change of a displayed
cursor b itself may not be a sufficient indicator of keyboard lockout. Auditory signals will be panicularly helpful to,

a skilled t uch-typist, who may not look at the display when transcribing data entries. Following control lockout,
computer n kiiness to accept further entries should be ladicated to the user.(E)

Interrupt to End Control Lockout (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.2.2 37
In situation where controllockout does occur, an auxiliary means of contrcl entry should be
provided , such as a special function key, to abott a transaction causing extended lockout.
COMMENT: Juch an intertupt capability will te especially helpfulif a user recognizes that an error has teen made
and wants to su p an unneeded transaction, acting like an UNDO command. (E)

Display Average System Response Time (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.2.2 38
AveraN system response time,if affected by the number of on-line users, should be displayed at
time d log-on.
CC' . BENT: This message should not be in code but should contain specific information concernirig current
c ponse time and the periods when response time is relatively quick (e.g.. * Average response to simple commands
.s 10 to 15 seconds (s); system response time is usually 1 to 2 seconds between 1100 and 1200 and after 16(O

I
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hours'). (A)

2.2.2 39 Control by Simultaneous Users (Tier 3 - Design Detalis)
When several users must interact with the system simul'aneously, control entries by one user
should not interfere with those of another.COMMENT: "Ihis requires careful interface design for applications w here joint, coordinated actions must te made
by a group of users. (A.E)

2.2.2 40 Flexible Design for Sequence Control (Tier 3 . Design Details)
When sequence control requhements may change, which is often the case, some means for the
user (or a system administrator) to make necessary changes to control functions should be
provided,COMMENT: Sequence control functions that inay need to be thanged irclude those represented in these guidelines,
namely. the types of dialogue that are provided, procedures for transaction selection and intermpt, rnethcxis for
context definition and error management, and alarm control. (E)

2.2.2 41 liierarchical Levels (Tier 3 - Design Details) _

When hierarchicallevels are ut.ed control a process or sequence, the number of levels should be
minimized.
COMAGNT: (A)
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue

,

2.2.3 Transaction Selection
(Tier 2 Sequencing and

2.2.3 1 Organitation and Labeling of Listed Options

The general options list should show control entry options grouped. labeled and ordered in terms of
Grouping)

their logical function, ftequency and criticality of use, following the gen:ral guidelines for menu
design.
COhiMEN~i: (A.E)

2.2.3 2 Provide Further Available Action (Tier 2
Consistency)

Transactions should never leave the user without further available action and should provide next.

steps or alternatives. (A)COMhtENT: For example " Continue" ' Abort". *00 to Main directory", etc.

2.2.3 3 Consistent CONTINUE Option (Tier 2 Consistency)

At any step in a defined transaction sequence,if there is only a single appropriate next step, then a
consistent control option to continue to the next transaction should be provided .

CONTINUE or NEAT or $TEP might be suitable narnes for this opuon. If data entryCOMMENT: For example:
is involved, then Users should bc required to take an explicit ENTER action to signal data entry. rather than simply
selecung CONT 1!4UE. (A.E)

2.2.3 4 Displaying Option Codes (Tier 2 Consistency)
When users must select options by code entry, the code associated with each option should be

displayed in a consistent and distinctive manner. COMMENT. For example,in many applications an equal sign can be used to designate option codes, such as N =
Next pare. P = Prev page.etc. (E)

2.2.35 Consistent Order in Entry StackWg (Tier 2 - Consistency) _

For control entry stacking, entries should be required to be in the same order as they would
normally be made in a succession of separate control entry actions.
COMMENT: (E)

2.2.36 Standard Delimiter in Entry Stacking (Tier 2 Consistency)

If punctuation other than spaces is needed to separate entries in a stacked control entry, a single
standard symbol should be used for that purpose.
COMMENT: For example: A stash (/) may be a food choice. Whatever symbolis adopted as a dehmiter for
control entries should preferably be the same as any delimiter that might be used when making data entries. Note
that even when a standard symbolis consistently used to punctuate stacked entrict, enny will be slower and less~

accurate than if only spaces are used fw punctuation. (A,E)

Task Oriented Wording for Options (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)
2.2.3 7
Task vriented wording for control options should be used to reflect be user's view of the current
transaction.
COMMENT: (A.E)

2.2.38 Computer processing constraints (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
The sequence of transaction selection should generally be dictated by user choices and not by
internal computer processing constraints.
COMMENT: (C)

Indicating Appropriate Control Opions (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)2.2.39
Users should be provided a list of the control options that are specifically appropriau: for any
transaction.
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COMMENT: Transaruongccific options might te listed in the working display if there is space for them. Control options that are available for
Otherwise, they rnight be displayed in an overlay window at user request.
atmost any transaction should te treated as implicit options, which need not be included in a list of transaction.

(A.E)
specific options ur.less they are panicularly appropriate to the current transaction.

2.2.3 10 Prompting Contro! Entries (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)
Users should be provided with whatever information may be needed to guide control entries at any
point in a transaction sequence, by incorporating prompts in a display and/or by providing prompts
in response to requests for HELP,
COMMENT: (A.E)

2.2.3 11 User Specified Transaction Timing (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

When appropriate to task requirements, users should be allowed to specify transaction timing.
COMMENT: For example, when a requested trarsaction should stan or should be completed,or the petiodic

in many applications users will wish specified tmnsactions performed as
scheduling of repeated transactions,
quickly as possible. In some applications, however, users may have good reasons to delay initiation (or cornpletion)

For example, a user might wish to specify that a requested data analysis to'nine te defened untilof trantactions. A user might prepa e a
some later hour, to ensure that interim updates to the data will tc taken into account. A user
number of messages for transmitta',but specify that actual transmission te deferred until a later time.
might wish to specify that a request for a large printout te deferred to take advantage of reduced overnight rates, but

(A.E)
yecify a printout Wadline to ensure delivery t., 0800 the next moming.

2.2.3 12 Options List /Prempting (Tier 2 . Memory Load)
Information that the user needs to perform transactions should be displayed, without burdening
short and long term memory.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.3 13 Minimize Mneumonics, Codes, etc. (Tier 2 . Memory Load)
The requirement to learn mnemonics, codes, special cr long sequences, and special instructions
should be mini nized.
COMMENT: (A)

User Control in Transaction Selection (Tier 2
Flexibility of Use)

2.2.3 14
Users should be allowed to select transactions; computer processing constraints should not dictate
sequence control,
COMMENT: For example, a user who wants to interrupt a current activity should not be required by the computer
to complete some long sequence of useless transactions, When a logical sequence of transactions can be determtned
in advance, interface defgn might encourage and help a user to follow that sequence. Guldance may be desirable
though constraint is not. (A.E)

General List of Control Options (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)2.2.3 15
A general list of basic control options should be provided and always be available to serve as a
"home base" or consistent stamng point for control entries.
COMMElIT: Retum to this staning point can be accomplished by an OFTIONS function key, or by aa explicit
control option on every display, or by a generally available implicit option. Such a capability may be helpful even
when all dialogue is user initiated. It might be the general menu for a menu selection dialogue, or might be a

However a user should not te required to retum to a
standard starting point for composing command entries.
display of general options in ceder to make a control entry, if a user remembers option codes or commands, ideally
those control entries could te made from any point in a transaction sequence. (A.E)

Stacked Control Entries (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)2.2.3 16
Users should be allowed to key a sequence of commands or option codes as a single " stacked"
control entry,
COMMENT: In panicular, users should te allowed to enter sucked entries from any menu m that an experienced
user can make any specific control entry without having to view sutsequent menus. Control entry stacking may
te helpful when a user is being Irompted to enter a series of parameter values, ard knows what several succeeding
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Control entry stacking will permit a transition from simple step-by.

pmmpts will request and what values to enter. step control entry by t ovice users as in menu f. election and question and answer dialogues, to the entry of extended
command. language statements by experienced users. entry stacking is esyrcially helpful in time-s. hared systerrs
where computer response to any user entry may le slow. (AI)

.-

2.2.3 17 User Definition of Nacro Commands (Tier 2
Flexibility of Use)

Users should be allowed to assign a single name to a defined series of control entries, and then to
use that named " macro" for subsequent command entry.
COMMENT: In this way users can make frequently required but compli:ated tasks easier to accomplish, when the
interface designer has failed to anticipate a particular need. (AI)

2.2.3 18 Only Available Options Offered (Tier 2 General)

Only control options that are actually available for the current transaction should be offered to
COMMENT: If cenain options are not yet irnplemo.ted, as during system development, or are not available for any

,users.

other reason, those should be annotated on the display. (A.E)

2.2.3 19 Indicating Control-Defaults (Tier 2 - General)
When control is accomplishal by keyed command or option code entries and a default is defined
for a null control entry, the default should be indicated to the user.
COMMENT: The poir i here is that when oefaults are defined, and when they vary hom one tranuction ta another,f
then users should be informed of the current default logic. For example. * Press ENTER to see more options." I a
consirtent default is adopted throughout iracriace design, that defaul* need not be explicitly indicated for eachHere the phrase ' null control entry * refers to pressinr, an ENTER key without first keying a
individual transaction.
command or option code (and without any accornpanying data). It does not refer to defaults for optional parametersIt is not

that might a: company a valid control entry, whou values might be oisplayed only at user request.necesrary that any defaults be defined for null control entries, in such cases, the computer might simply respond
* ENTER alone is not recognized here." (AE)

(Tier 3 Design Details)
2.2.3 20 Cursor Placement for Pointing at Options
When users will select among displayed options by pointing, the cursor should be placed on the~

fhst (most likely) opuen at display generation.
COMMENT: (E)

2.2.3 21 Cursor Placement for Keyed Entry of Options (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When users must select options by keyed entry of a corresponding code, the cursor should be
placed in the control enny area at display generation.
COMMENT: (E)

2.2.3 22 Abbreviation in Entry Stacking (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For control entry stacking, command names, their abbreviations.or option codes should be-

accepted just as if those control entries had been made separately.COMMEN1': In some apptications,it might prove helpful if the computer were to dJsplay hs inttTpretation of a
stacked entry for user teview and confirmation. (A.E)

Minimal Punctuation of Stacked Entries (Tier 3
Design Details)

2.2.3 23
Users should be allowed to stack control entries without any punctuation other than spaces
between words or option codes.
COMMENT; (AE)
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue
2.2.4 Transaction Interrupts

2.2.4 1 User Interruption of Transactions (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)
Flexibility in seguence control should be provided by allowing a user to interrupt or cancel a
current transacDon,in ways appropriate to task requirem.m3.
COMMENT: (AI)

2.2.42 Distinctive Interrupt Options (Tier 2 General)
If different kinds of user internipt are provided, each interrupt function should be desi ned as aF

separate control option with a distinct name.
COMMENT: As a negative example,it would not be good to have a single INTERRUPT key which has different
ef fects depending upon whether it is pushed once or twice: users would be confused by such an expedient and
uncenain about wh:. a: tion has been taken and its consequences. (AE)

2.2.4 3 User Transaction In'.crrupts (Tier 2 - General)
User interruots and abons should not modify or remove stored or entered data.
COMMENT: (A)

2.2.44 CANCEL Option (Tier 3 Design Details)
If appropriate to sequence centrol, a CANCEL option should be provided which will have the,

effect of erasing any change > just made by the user and restoring the current display to its previous
version.
COMMENT: For example,in a sequence of related data entries, on several display frames. CANCEL might erase
relear') data in the cunent frame as a convenient way to begin Leying cmected data, rather than having to erase each
data item individually. (A.E)

2.2.4 5 HACKUP Option (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If a .ropriate to sequence control, a nondestructive BACKUP option should be provided which
wih ave the effect of returning to the display for the last previous transaction.
COMhENT: For example,in a sequence of related data entries, on several display farnes B ACKUP might retum

Such a
to the previous frame, where dataitems could then be crased by CANCEL or could be edited individually.
B ACKUP capability will prove feasible only in the software design of well dermed transacdon seqt.ences, but will
prove helpful when it can be provided. (AE)

2.2.46 REVIEW Option (Tier 3 Design Details)
If appropriate to sequence control, a nondestructive REVIEW option should be provided which
will have the effect of returning to the first display in a defined transaction sequence, permitting the
user to review a sequence of entries and make necessary changes.
COMhENT: For example. in a sequence of related data entries.on several display frames, REVIEW . night return to
the first imme, from which data could be reviewed and edited as needed throughout the sequence of frames.
REVIEW is an extension of the B ACKUP capability, and is useful only in well. defined transaction sequences such
as step-by-step data entry in a question-and-ans*v dialogue.

'A,E)

2.2.4 7 RESTART Option (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If appropriate to sequence control, a RESTART option should be provided which will have the
effect of canceling any en ries that may have been inade in a defined transaction sequence and|

i

returning to the beginning of the sequence.
COMMENT: For example,in a sequence of related data entries. on several display frames. RESTART rnight erase
all data entries in the sequence and retum to the rust frame. When data entries or changes will be nullified by a
RESTART action, users should be required to CONFIRM the RESTART. A RESTART action combines the

(A.E)functions of REVIEW and CANCEL,and is relevant only to well-defined transaction sequences.,

'

2.2.48 END Option (Tier 3 - Design Details)

|-
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If appropriate to sequence control, an END option should be provided which will have the effect
of concluding a repetitive transaction sequence.
COhihtENT: For example, in a repetitive sequence of data entries, where completing one transaction cycles
automatically to begin the next. END might break the cy:le and permit :he user to select other tmnsactions.

.

,

(A.E)

2.2.49 PAUSE and CONTINUE Options (Tier 3 Design Details)

If appropriate to sequence control, PAUSE and CONTINUE options should be provided which
will have the effect of interrupting snd later resuming a transaction sequence without any change to
data entries or control logic for the interrupted transaction.
COMMENT: For example, a user might wish to interrupt a current task to resd an incoming message. Or. in the
interests of data protection, as a *secc-ity pause *, a user might wish to bhutk a cunent display to prevent its b:ing
read by some casual visitor. (A.E)

2.2.4 10 Indicating PAUSE Status (Tier 3 Design Details)
If a PAUSE option is provided, some indication of the PAUSE status should be displayed
whenever that option is selected by a user, and prompt the CONTINUE actic,n that will permit
resumption of the interrupted tranaction.
COh1MEhT: ( A,E)

2.2.4 11 SUSPEND Option (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If appropriate to sequence control, a SUSPEND option should be provided which will have the
effect of preservirig current transaction status when a user leaves th system, and permitting '

rest.mption at that point when the user later logs back onto the system.
COhihiENT: In the interests of data protection, a SUSPEND option might require special user identification

(A,E)
procedusts at subsequern log-on. to prevent unauthorized seess to susp:nded transactions.

2.2.4 12 Indicating SUSPEND Status (Tier 3 Design Details)
If a SUSPEND option is provided, some indication of the SUSPEND status should be displayed
whenever that option is selected by a user, and at subsequent log-on prompt the user in those -

procedures that will permit resumption of the suspended transaction.
COMMENT: (A3)

i

|

|
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2.0 OPEllATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
,

i

2.2 Operator Dialogue l

2.2.5 Transaction Dialogue
2.2.5.1 Command Language

/
2.2.5.11 Layered Command Language (Tier 2 . Sequencing and Grouping)
A command language should be designed so that its functions are organized in groups (or " layers")
for case in learning and use.
COMMENT: For example,a user should be able to display the next of a set of received messages tvith some simple
command such as READ NEXT, ahhough a complete corrn _ind to retrieve any message might include potential|

specification of which message from which message list. in which format, to which output device. The
feodamenud layer of the language should be the easiest. allowing use of the system by people with linle training
and/or limited neuls. Successive layers of the command language can then increase in complexity for users with
gre. net skills in effect. simple versions of commands can be recognized by defauhing all of the optional pararnetert.
Cor.vol forms might be used to display default options for complicated comrnands. (A,CE)

2.2.5.12 General List of Commands (Tier 2 . Consistency)
A general list of basic commands, with appropriate command fomut guidance, should be provided
to serve as a "home base" or consistent starting point for composing command entrie..

COMMENT: Such 1 Teneral list of commands might provide more comprehensive user guidance than is possible
when prompting comrnand entry from a working display. (AI)

2.2.5.13 Standard Display Area for Command Entry (Tier 2 Consistency)

When command language is used for sequence control, a command entry area in a consistent
location should be provided on every display, preferably at the bottom.
COMMENT: Adjacent in the command enuy area there should te a display window reserved for prompting entries,
for recapitulation of command sequences (with scrolling to peimit extended review), and to mediate question and-
answer dialogue sequences (i.e., prompts and responses to prt,mpts). (A,C.E)

Consistent Wording of Commands (Tier 2 - Consisti.ncy)2.2.5.1-4
All words in a command language, and their abbreviations, should be consistent in meaning from
one transaction to another, and from one task to another.
COMMENT: As e negative example. EDIT should not be used in one place. MODIFY in another. UPDATE in a
third, a!) referring to 'he same kind of action. Commands should be congruent with one another, following natural
langt. age patterns if ore command is UP its complement should be DOWN; other nattttal complements include
RIGHT LEFT. FORWARD-B ACK. D40UT, PUSil-PULL, RAISE LOWER, etc. (A.C.E)

Standard Techniques for Command Editing (Tier 2 - Consistency)2.2.5.1 5
Users should be allowed to edit erroneous commands with the same techniques that are employed
to edit data entries.
COMMENT: Consistent editing techniques will speed leaming and reduce errore. ( A,C.E)

Familiar Wording (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)2.2.5,3 -6
Words for a command language should reflect the user's point of view, and correspond to the
user's operationallanguage.
COMMENT: For example, to transfer a file, the assigned command should te something like 7RANSFER.
MOVE, or SEND. and not some Jargon term like PIP. (C.E)

Meaningful Command Names (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)2.2.5.1 7
Command names should be meaningful, and specifically describe the functions being
implemented.
COMMENT: Functims should not be a Sitrarily assigned luters as command names. e.g., the letter D preceded by

i
a special key such as COVTROL might te a LOG OFF command. In such cases, when command names are not

| Ifesersare
real words that describe system fun:* ions, users will have .hfrtculty teaming to use the system.

j
pemitted to enter abbreviauons rather than complete commar.d names, users should te able to determine tie'

l
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command name represented by the abbreviation. Otherwise, a shon abbreviation may seem an arbitrary cale. For(E)
ins'snee, a prompt might read *To DELETTi a record. enter D* ra:her than *To erase a record, enter D.*

2.2.5.1 8 Functional Wording (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)
A command language should te designed so that n user can enter commands in terms of functions
desired, without concern for internal computer data processing, s'.orage and retrieval mechanisms.
COMMENT: For example, users should be able to request display of a data sile by name alone, without any funhet

specification such as that file's location in computer storage. Where file riames are not unique identifiers thecomputer should be programmed to determine whatever funher context is necessary for identification. Or perhap; the(E)
computer should ask the user to designate a *dirnetory* defirdng the subut of files of current interest.

2.2.5.1 9 Guidance Information (Tier 2
Memory Load)

Users should oe able to request guidance infonnation necessary to detemtine required parameters
or options in a command entry, or to deletmine available options for an appropriate command.
COMMENT: (C)

2.2.5.1 10 Command Language (Tier 1 Use)
Cornmand. language dialogues should be used for tasks involving a wide range of control entries,
where users may be highly trained and will use the system frequently.
COMMEN'f: Command language should also be employed for tasks where control entries may be mixed with data
entries in arbitrary sequence. (E)

2.2.5.1 11 Minimal Punctuation (Tier 2 Flexibility of Use)
Useis should be allowed to enter commands without any punctuation other than the spaces
between words.
COMMENT: Command entiy will be isster and more accurate when spaces are used rather than ray other kind of
ptanctuation. (A,C.E)

2.2.5.1 12 Abbreviation of Commands (Tier 2
Flexibility of Use)

Users should be allowed to abbreviate commands.
COMMENT: For example,if a *P" uniquely identifies a print command (i.e.. no other commands stan with *P")Asa
then a user should be able to enter PRINT, or PR. or P, or any other truncation to initiate printing.
corollary, misspelled command entries should also be tolerated within the limits of computer recognition. De

.

con.puter can interrogate a user as necessary to resohe ambiguous entries. (A.C.E)

2.2.5.1 13 Recognizing Command Synonyms (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)
The computer should recognize a variety of synonyms for each word defined in the command

language. COMMENT: For example, the words * mail" * post", and * transmit * mieht be accepted synonyms for the command
' send". What synonyms are frequently employed can be detennined by analysis of user enur records in prototype
testing. Infrequent users may need to relearn command names each time they use the system. For t. hose users, time-

(E)
spent teaming commands is not worthwhile considerinE that they will seldorn use those commands.

2.2.5.1-14 User-Assigned Command Names (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)
A command language shottld have flexibility to permit a user to assign personal names to files,
frequently used commands, etc.
COMMENT: Fregoently used cornmands should be easy for a user to enter.For users who must move back and
forth between different systems with differently defined comtnand languages, some flexibility in command naming
will permit those users to establish their own consistent terminology. Before users can be allowed to adopt their
own assigned command names the computer must check those names to prevent duplication. A potential risk of
increased flexibility is increased confusionJf users forget what names they have specified for commands and data

(E)
files. he computer should maintain a current irviex of comma i and file names for on 11ae user reference.

Command Stacking (Tier 2 - F!cxibility of Use)2.2.5.1 15
Users should be allowed to key a series of commands at one time (" command stacking").
COMMENT: This practice will allow experienced users to by-pass pmmpting sequences. Command stacking will

I
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reduce the extended memory load on users. Command stacking may also be much faster than separate entry of(E)
cornmands. in systems where input / output processing twverloaded by multiple users.

2.2.5.1 16 User Definition of Macro Commands (Tier 2 . Flexibliity of Use)
Users should be allowed to assign a single name to a dermed series of commands and then use that
named " macro" for subsequent command entry.
COMMENT: In this way users can make a frequent but complicated task casier to accomplish, when the interface
designer has iailed to anticipate that particular need. (C.E)

2.2.5.1 17 User Recuested Prompts (Tier 2 Flexibility of Use)

Users should be allev.ec to request computer. generated prom
ats as necessary to determine

required parameters in a command entry, or to deteunine aval
able options for an appropriate next

COMMENT: For example, using a HELP function key, or perhaps simply keying a question mark in the comtnandcommand.
(C,E)

entry area. would be satisf actory methods to request prompting.

2.2.5.1 1H Replacing Erroneous Commands (Tier 2 . Error llandling)
If a user makes a command entry error, after the error message has been displayed the user should
be allowed to enter a new command. In considering a
COMMENT: A user should not be forcad to correct and complete an erroneous command.
command entry error message, a user may decide that the wrong command was chosen in the first [, lace. tad wish to
substitute another command instead. (E)

2.2.5.1 19 Correcting Command Entry Errors (Tier 2. Error llandling)
If a comnumd entry is not recognized, the user should be allowed to revise the command rather

than rejecting the command outright. Misstated commands should not simply be rejected. Instead, software logic should guide users toward
COMMENT:
proper command inemulation. (A.E)

2.2.5.1 20 Reviewug Destructive Commands (Tit.r 2 . Error llandling)
If a com. mand entry may have disruptive consequences, the user should be required to review andI

confirm a displayed interpretation of the command before it is executed.i

COMMENT: ( A.C.E)

2.2.5.1 21 Distinctive Meaning for Commands (Tier 2 General)
Words m a command language should be distinctive from one another, and emphasize significant
differettes in function.
COMMENT: In general, commands should not have semantically similar names, such as SUM and COUNT, or
ERASE end DELETE. or QUIT and EXIT. (C.E)

Interpreting Misspelled Commands - (Tier 2 General)
2.2.5.1 22
Where the set of potential command entries is well defined, the computer should recognize and|

execute common misspellings of commands,rather than requiring re-entry.|

COMMENT: (E)

2.2.5.1 23 User Definition of Macro Commands (Tier 2 - General)
The programming should not accept a user designated macro name that is the same as an existing
command name.
COMMENT: (C)

2.2.5.1 24 Distinctive Spelling for Commandr (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Words and abbreviations in a conunand language should have distinctive spelling, so that simple
spelling errcrs will be recognized as such rather than invoking a different command.
COMMENT: As a negative example, if one command name is DELETE. abbreviated DEL, then another command
should not be named DELIVER with an abbreviation of DELR. lastead. ERASE could be substituted for DELEEWhen a system has only a ftw commands, all of those commands should be distin:tive.
or SEND for DELIVER.
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When a system has many commands. it may not te possible to ensure that each is distinctive. In that case it is(E)
important to ensure that any commands which are destructive or time-consuming are made distinctive.

2.2.5.1 25 ..ccognizing Alternativt Syntax (Tier 3 . Design Details) -

'lhe computer shot'Id recognize probable alternative forms of command syntax.
COMMENT: For example, the computer might accept alternative methods of specifying a document, such as
* memo 3*, * memo 3* , or simply '3*; users might be allowed to use different punctuation and/or to list command
modifiers in different orders. (E)

2.2.5.1 26 Standard Delimiter (Tier 3
Design Details)

If command punctuation other than spaces is required, a single standard delbaiter syrnbol should
be used for that purpose.
COMMENT: Command punctuation other than spaces may be required as a delimites to distinguish optional
parameten, or to separate entries in a stacked command. For example, a slash (h might be a good choice.
Whatever symbol is adopted as a delimiter for command entries should preferably be the same as any delimiter that

,,

might be used when making data entries. Note, howeveJ. that even if some single delimiter is specified forconsistent use in command punctuation, command entry will be slower and less accurate than if no delimiter at all
were required. (E)

2.2.5.1 27 Ignoring Illanks in Command Entry (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Single and multiple blanks between words should be treated as equivalent when processing
command entries.
COMMENT: People cannot readily distinguish one blank space from several, and so the computer should not

.

impose such a distinction. (A.E)

2.2.5.1 28 Graphie Evamples in Guidance Information (Tier 3 Design Detalis)

Where possible, guidance information should be accompanied with graphic examples of command
content and syntax.
CohDirNT: (C)

.

.

4

*
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue
2.2.5 Transaction Dialogue
2.2.5.2 Ilirect Manipulation / Graphic Interaction

2.2.5.21 Direct Manipulation (Tier 1. Use)
A capability for direct marupulation of displayed objects shotJd be provided as a means of
sequence control.
COMMENT: For esample, rather than compose a command or uct a function key 19 file a document, a userfile. In

Inhht move a displayed icon represent'ng the document to superimpose it on another icon repn senting asequence control by direct manipulation, the techniques for selecting and moving displayed objects would be simliar
An extension of this idea is the use of 'emledded menus * into tho!.e described in guidelines for graphic data entry.

which various items within a working display are highlighted in some way to indicate that they can be selected to
obtain further information. (D.E)

2.2.5.22 When to Use Direct Manipulation (Tier 1 Use)

Direct manipulation should be used primarily in tasks with actions and objects that lend themselves
to pictographic representation, and in which the actions and objects need not be modified for the
successfulinterpretation of the comtnand by the system.

COMhENT: (D)

Fast Computer Response with Direct Manipulation (Tier 1. Usc)2.2.5.23
Direct manipulation should be used when the computer response is relatively fast.
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.5.2-4 Supplementary Verbal Labels
(Tier 2 Maairigtulness)

If icons are used to represent control actions in menus a verballabel should be displayed with each

icon to help assure that its intended meaning will be underswod.A redundant verbal label might help make the meaning clear to a user who is uncertain just what a
COMME?C:
displayed icon means. (C.E)

2.2.5.2 5 -liighlighting the Selected Item .(Tier 2 . Feedback:
Selection of an icon. menu, or aap11 cation specific capability from a funcha ama should be
acknowledged by highlighting tie selected item.
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.5.2 6 Feedback for Manipulation of an Icon (Tier 2 Feedback)

If the completion of the action commanded by manipulation of an icon has a result that is visible to
the user, feedback should be communicated by the completion of the commanded action.
COMhENT: !! the completion of the command has no visible result. feedback should be communicated by a
message. (D).

Commands that Cannot be Cm..pleted. (Tier 2 Feedback)
.2.2.5.2 7
The system shoald acknowledge a command that cannot be completed by a message indicating non-
completion of the command and an appropriate error message,
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.5.2-8 Graphic Display of Control Context (Tier 2 - General)
Graphic means for displaymg to users the context of current control actions should be provided.
COMMENT: For example, a graphic representation of the currently selected values of functions, elements and
attributes affecting control actions might help reduce user erturs in segaence control. fhaphic techniques might le
used to display the scope of a proposed control action, such as outlining a passage of text (or oth-r group of dupiny
elements) currently s:lxted for deletion. (E)
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Gra ahic Display of Control Prompting (Tier 2 . General)2.2.5.2 9
Graphic means 31ould be provided for displaying to users prompting aids and other guidance
pertaining to current control actions.
COMMENT: For example, a Fulltree display providing a graphic representation of Leypad layout with notes
crplaining the various key functions might help a novice user to learn the control options avrtilable via function

,

Leys. A Fraphic tepresentation of logical combinations ge4;ified in query fonnuladon might help reduce errors in
tie use of query language. (E)

2.2.5.2 10 Selecting and Dragging (Tier 2 . General)
The system should use two principal direct mardpulation actions: selecting and dragging.
COMMENT! Selecting should involve Iwo steps: (1)indicatirig the object or action to te selected (e.g., moving a
pointing cursor or other follout to an icon or function area) and (2)ir3dicating to the system that the icon and its
associated function are req 9 ired through the p:rformance of a actific. weIl defined selection actic. by the user (e.g..

-

" clicking * a cursor ccntrol device button). Dragging should involve moving a selected icon or the cursor. Moving
(D)the cursor or dragging an icon can be accomplished by any of several cursor manipulation devices. 4 .

2.2.5.2 11 Consequences of Dragging (Tier 2 . General)
The consujuences of dragging should be contingent on the nature of the object that is dragged and
where l'te object is placed at the termination of dragging.
COMMENT: For example. dragging a data file icon to a ' statistics' icon might caut.e the data to be analyred
Dragging the file icon to a disk icon might copy the file into that disk: Dragging an icon to an unoccupied ponion

(D)of the screen mithi simply move the icoa and has no effect on the object.

2.2.5.2 12 Other Primary Features of Direct Manipulation Dialogue (Tier 2
General)
In addition to using icons to represent objects and actions, other primary features of the direct
mani ulation dialogue should include (1) windows for containing thc data files,(2) rnenus for

?
addit onal objects and actions that are not essily represented by pictographic icons. |

COMMENT: (D)

2.1.5.2 13 Opening an Icon (Tier 3 . Design Details) --

A user should be able to open an icon with a single unique action.
COMMENT: E.g., pressing on a specific button of a tune. comrol device or a double chck on the cursor control
device button. Note A ' double click" is defined by Iwo clicks within 700 ris of each other.). (D)

2.2.5.2-14 Size of Icons (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Items on the screen that are selectable should be a minimum t 5 mm on . side and separated by at
least 3 mm.
COMMENT: (D)

.
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT- AND CONTROL )
'

2.2 Operator Diato,tue
2.2.5 Transaction )lalogue
2.2.5.3 Forms

2.2.5.3 1 Form Filling for Data Entry (Tier 1. Use) '

Fonn filling should be used for tasks where some flexibility in data entry is needed, such as the
inclusion of optional as well as required items, and/or where computer response may be slow.
COMMFNT: (CE)

F

i

(Tier 1 Use)2.2.5.3 2 Form Filling for Control Entry '

Form filling should be provided as an aid for composing complex cortrol entries. COMMENT: For example, for a complex data retrieval request, a displayed form might indicate the various control,

parameters that could be specified. For a print request, a disphyed form might help a user invoke the various format
controb that sie available. (CE) t

2.2.5.3 3 -Defaults for Control Entry . (Tier 1. Use)
Form filling should be used as a means of displaying default values for the parameters in complex
control entries.
COMMD(T: Deftalt parameters permit users to compose potentially complicated cr'ntrol entries by reluively
simple actions. If defaults have been defined, they should be indicated to users. A displayed form permits a user to!

review (and conrum or change) default control values,just as a user rnight review displayed defaults for data entry,
When only a few control parameters are involved,it may be feasible simply to prompt users with guidance messaEtt

i

rather than by displaying a control form. . (AE)

2.2.5.3 4 Consistent Format for Control Forms (Tier 2
Crmsistency)

Forms for control entry should be co listent in forrnat; their dealgn should generally confonn to
guidelines for the design of data entry forms.
COMMENT: ( A,C,E) -

-
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue
2.2.5 Transaction 1)lalogue -

2.2.5.4 Function Keys

2.2.5.41 Function Keys for Critical Control Entries (Tier 1
Use)

Function keys should be provided for tasks requiring only a limited number of control entries, orfor use in conjunction with other dialogue types as a ready means of accomplishing critical entries
that must be made quickly without syntax errar.

COMMENT: ( A.D.E)

Function Keys for Frequent Control Entries (Tier 1 Use)
2.2.5.42

Function keys should be provided for frequently required control entries.COhiMENT: For example, commonly used function keys include EKIER. PRINT. NEXT PAGE. PREV PAGE.,

OPTIONS. etc. When frequently used options are always available via function keys they need not be included ir.
duplayed menus. (A.D.E)

2.2.5.43 Function Feys for Interim Control Entries (Tier 1 Use)

Function keys should be provided for interim control entrics, i.e., for control actions taken before

the completion of a transaction. COMMENT: For example, functbn keys will aid such interim actions as DITTO, CONFIRM. and requests for
Interim control refers to an action taken

PRINT, or llELP, and also irterrupts such as B ACKUP, CANCEL, etc.
by a user while working whh displayed data, e.g., while still keying data entries or changes, etc. Function keys will

(E)aid interim control entries partly because those entries may be frequent.

2.2.5.4 4 Distinctive Location (Tier 2
Sequencing and Grouping)

Function keys should be grouped in distinctive locations on the keyboard to facilitate their learrang
and use; frequently used function keys should be placed in the most convenient locations.
COMMENT: (A.E) ~

2.2.5.45 Layout Compatible with Use (Tier 2 Sequencing and Grouping)

The layout of function keys should be compatible with their importance. COMMENT: Keys for emergency functions should be given a prominent position and distincuve coding (e.g., size
(A.E)

and/or color); physical protection should be provided for keys with potentially disruptive consequences

2.2.5.46 Consistent Assignment of Function Keys (Tier 2
Consistency)

If a function is assigned to a particular key in one transaction, that function should be assigned to
the same key in other transactions.
COMMENT: For example, a S AVE Ley should p:rform tha same function at any point in a transaction sequence.

-

(D.E)

2.2.5.4 7 Consistent Functions in Different Operational Modes (Tier 2 -

Consistency) key performs different functions in different operational modes, equivalent orWhen a funcuon
simik functions should be assigned to the same key.
COMMENT: For example,a particular Ley might be uwA to confum data changes in one mode, confitTn message

As a negative example, a key labeled RESET should not be used to save data in onetransmission in another, etc.
mode, dump data in another, and signal task completion in a third. (A.E)

2.2.5.4 8 Consistent Logic for Double Keying (Tier 2 - Consistency)
If double (control / shift) keying is used, the logical relation between shifted and unshifted functions
should be consistent from one key to another.
('OMMENT: Consistency in the underlying logic for double keying will help a user to learn the functions
associated with differeat keys. For example. one consistent logic might be that shifted and unshifted functions are
opposite, so that if a p .nicular key moves the cursor forward then that ke) when shifted would move the cursor
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Another possiNe logic might be that shifted and unshifted fuxuons are related by degree, so that if a(AI)backward.
panicular key deletes a sirgle displayed character tien that key when snitted would delete a word.

2.2.5.49 Feedback for Function Key Activation (Tier 2 Feedback)

When function key activation does not result in any irnmediately observable natural response, users
should be provided with some other form of computer acknowledgment.
COhihiENT: Temporary illumination of the function key will suffice,if key illumination is not used for other(AI)
purposes su:h as indicating available options. Otherwise an advisory message should be displayed.

2.2.5.4 10 Indicating Active Function Keys (Tier 2 Feedback) .

If some function keys are active and some are not, the current subset of active keys should be
indicated in some noticeable way, suc as by brighter illumination.

(E)C0hiMENT: This practice will speed user selection of function keys.

2.2.5.4 11 Multiple Presses of Function Key (Tier 2 Feedback)

Pressing a function key in a sequence of key presses unrelated to the function should result in a

message asking the user if he or she meant to select that function.COhiMENT: It should not result in the action normally producM by the key until the user responds positively to
the question. (D)

2.2.5.4 12 Single Key for Continuous Functions (Tier 2 General)
When a function is continuously available, that function should be assigned to a single key.
COMhiENT: (AI)

2.2.5.4 13 Single Keying for Ficquent Functions (Tier 2 General)

Keys con; rolling frequently used functions should pennit single key action and should not require
double (control / shift) keying.
CUMMENT: (A.D.E)

2.2.5.4 14 Logical Pairing of Double Keyed Functions (Tier 2 General)

If double (control / shift) keying is used, the functions paired on one key should be logically related.
COMMENT: For example,if a panicular function key moves the cursor to the upper left corner of a Csplay screen,Asa
then that same key when shifted might le used to move the cursor to the bottom right corner of the screen.
negative t:xample, a function key that moves the cursor should not be tued wh n shifted to delete displayed data.
(AI)

Distinctive Labeling of Function Keys (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.2.5.4 15
Each function key should be labeled informatively to designate the function it perfonns; labels
should be sufficiently different from one another to prevent user confusion.
COMMENT: As a negative example of confusingly similar labeling, two keys should not be labeled ON and DN.

(DE)

2.2.5.4 16 Labeling Multifunction Keys (Tier 3 Design Details)
If a key is used for more than one, function, the function currently available should always be
indicued to the user.
COMMENT: If a key is used for just two functions. depending upon dermed operational mode, then ahemate
illuminated labels might be provided on the key to indicate which function is current. In those circumstances,it is
preferable that only the currently available function is visible, so that the labels on a gmup of keys will show what
can be done at any point. If key function is specific to a panicular transaction, an appropriate guidance message on
the user's display should be provided to indicate the current function. (E)

Easy Return to Base Level Functions (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.2.5.4 17
If the functions r.ssigned to a set of keys change as a result of user selection, the user should be
provided with an easy means to rettun to the initial. base-level functions.
COMMENT: In effect, multifunction keys can provide hierarchic levels of options much like menu selection
dhloguer, with the same need for rapid return to the highest-level menu. For some yptications. it may be desirable
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f
to automate the return to base level assignment of multifunction keys. to occur immediately on cornpletion o a
transaction andhr by tirne out following a period of user inaction. (A.E)

2.2.5.4 18 Disabling Unneeded Function Keys (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When function keys are not needed for any current transaction, they should be temporarily disabled

,.

under computer control; users should not be required to apply mechartical overlays for this

COMMEhTT: If a user selects a function key that is invalid for tte current transaction, no action should result
purpose,

(E)
except display of an advisory message indicating what funcuons are available at that point.

I
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL i'
2.2 Operator Dialo;:ue

Transaction dialogue2.2.5
2.2.5.5 Macros and Programmable Function Keys

2.2.5.5 1 Communication Among Users About Macros (Tier 2

Users who have macros and/or programmable function keys should be provided with information
Meaningfulness)

(
'

that aids communication.
COhihiEtG: For example. a list of the macro names and functions that they could make available to other users|

with whom they will communicate. (D)
(Tier 2Hestricting User Definable Macros and Programmable Keys2.2.5.52

Task Compatibility)The use of user definable macros and progra nmable function keys should be restricted.
'Ihe advantaFes may outweigh the disadvantages for some tasks (e.g.. software development or

modification) whereas, for other tasks (e.g.. appli:adon specific software) the disadvantages may outweigh theCOhiMENT:

advantages. (D)

2.2.5.53 User Restricted Mooifying of Defined Macros (Tier 2
General)

A user should be restricted from modifymg a macro or programmable function key as defined by a
different originating user.
COhihiEtG: (D)

2.2.5.5 4 No Luplication of Macro Names (Tier 2 . General)
Users should not be allowed to duplicate macro names; an error nessage should be provided to the
user when he or she attempts to have a macro with a previously-used name.
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.5.5 5 ' Index of Macros (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should have access to an index of their macros and programmable function keys with their
respective composition of commands.

t

COMhfENT: (D)

!
t
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue

-

2.2.5 Transaction Dialogue
2.2.5.6 Menu Selection

2.2.5,6 1 Menu Selection (Tier 1 Use)
Menu selection should be used for tasks that involve choice among a constrained set of alternative
actions, that require little entry of arbitrary data, where users may have little training, and where
computer response is relatively fast.
COMMENT: For example, displayed menus are commonly used for function selection !n text processing,ini
graphic interaction, and a multitude of other applications. Menus should be used when users have little or no ()T ng
skills. Menus should be used when the system has a limited keyboard. Lengthy menus are often formatted as
separate displays. Task.spectfic menus, however, can sometimes be incorporated effectively along with d.uaMenu selection is, of course, a generally good .

displays, to provide a short list of appropriate control options.
means for control entry by untrained users. Menus can be used in conjunction with other dialogue types, depending
upon task requirements. (B,C.D.E)

2.2.5,62 Menu Selection by Keyed Entry (Tier 1 Use)
When menu selection is a secondary (occasional) means of control entry, and/or only short option
lists are needed, then selection by keyed entry should be provided.
COMMENT: An option might be selected by keying an associated ccde which is included in the displayed menu
listing. Altematively,if menu labels can be displayed ne.ar a screen margin, then an option might be selected by
pressing an adjacent multifunction key. (A.E)

2.2.5.6 3 Explicit Option Display (Tier 1 Use)
When control entries for any particular transaction will be selected from a small set of options,
those options should be displayed in a menu added to the working display, rather than requiring a
user to remember them or to access a separate menu display,
COMMENT: A complete display of control options will sometimes leave little room for display of data. If an

_

extensive menu must be added to a woding data display, provide that menu as a separate window that can
(A.E)

temporurily overlay displayed data at user request,but can then be omitted again by further user action.,

2.2.5.6-4 Ne One Menu Item Menus (Tier 1 - Use)
Menus should not be used in cases where there is only one menu item.
COMMENT: The use of menus for two menu items should be avoided in most cases. Methods odier than menu
selection for the input of one or two items are available (e.g., diaiogue boxes). (D)

2.2.5.6 5 Systematic Organization of Items on Menu Bar (Tier 2 - Screen
Organization)
The categories listed across the menu bar should be organized systematically.
COMMENT: For example, the categories on the left side of the menu bar might be system functions that apply
across all (or most) applications. The categories on the right side of the menu bar might be those that are specific to
the currently active application. Within this general spanallayout, both the system +ide and specific categories
would be ordered from left - the category containing the most fitquently used actions - to right - the categcry

containing the least frequently used. (D)

2.2.5.6 6 Logical Ordering of Menu Options (Tier 2 - Sequencing and
Grouping)
Menu options should be displayed in a logical order.
COMMENT: If no logical structre is app:urnt, then the options should be displayed in order of their expected
frequency of use,with the most frequent listed first (A.C.D.E)

2.2.5.6 7 Logical Grouping of Menu Options (Tier 2 - Sequencing and |
;Grouping)

A menu should indicate logically related groups of options, rather than an undifferentiated string
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COhibiENT: For example,in venical hsting of options, subordmate categories might te indented. Logicalof shernatives.

grouping of menu options will help users leam system capabilities. When logical grouping requires a trade-offagainst expected frequency of use, that trade.off should be resolved consistently for those functions throughout the
menu structure. (A.C.E)

2.2.5.68 Logical Ordering of Grouped Options (Tier 2 . Sequencing and

If menu options are grouped in logical subunits, those groups should be displayed in a logical
Grouping)

order; if no logical structure is apparent, then display the groups in the order of their expected'

frequency of use.
COhthENT: (A,E)

2.2.5.6 9 Standard Area for Code Entry (Tier 2
Consistency)

When menu selection is accomplished by code entry, a standard command entry area (window)
should be provided where users enter the selected code; that entry area should be in a fixed location

COhihEW: In a custornary tenninal configuration, where the display is located above the keyboard, command
on all didays.

entry should be at the bottom of the display,in order to minimize user headleye movement between the display andthe keyboard. Experienced users might key coded menu selections in a standard area identi'ied only by its consistent
location and use. If the system is designed primarily for novice users, however, that entry area should be given an
appropriate label, such as * ENTER choice here:

' (A,CAE)

2.2.5.6 10 Consistent Location for Menus
(Tier 2 - Consistency)

Pop up, pull down, and windowed menus should be displayed in consistent screen locations for
all modes, transactions, and sequences.
COMhENT: (C)

Consistent . Location of Menu Bar (Tier 2 - Consistency)2.2.5.6 11
Menu bars should be placed at a consisten: location in all displays.
COhihENT: For example, at the top of each display. (D)

2.2.5.6-12 Menu Options Worded as Commands (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The wording of menu options should consistently represent commands to the computer, rather than

questions to the user.COhihENT: Wonling options as commands will permit logical selection by pointing. will facilitate the design of
mnemonic codes for keyed emry, and will help users learn cornmands in systems where commands can be used to by-
pass menus. Wording options as commands implies properly that the initiative in sequence controllies with theFor example, for option selection by
user. Wording options as questions implies initiauve by the computer.

pointing, a *+* (or some other special symbof) might be used consisvntly to distinguish a selectable control optionFor option selection by code entry, the
(Bad) PRINT 7.from other displayed items, e.g., (Good) + PRINT (E)

code for ca:h option should be cweistently indicated, e.g
(Good) p = Print (Bad) Print? (Y/N).

(Tier 2 -2.2.5.6-13 Optior. Wordn.s Consistent with Command Language
Consistency) unction with or as an alternative to command language, the
If menu selectinn b cred ivor; ion of displayed nenu options should correspond consistently towording and syntacta orguizat
defined elements and suveture of the command language.
COMhENT: Where appropriate, cumulative sequences of menu selections should be displayed in a command entry,

[ area until the user signals entry of a completely composed command. (C.E)

2.2.5.6 14 Consistent Display of Menu Options (Tier 2
Consistency)

When mentas are provided in different displays, they should be designed so that option lists are
| consistent in wording and ordering.

COMhENT: As a negative example,if + PRINT is the last option in one menu, the same print option should not
be worded + COPY atthe teginning of another menu. ( A,D.E)
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2.2.5.6 15 Format Consistency (Tier 2 Consister cy)

Where ordedng cannot be determined by the above, alphabetic ordering should be used.
COMMDR. (C) .

2.2.5.6 16 Consistent Coding of hienu Options (Tier .,
Consistency)

If letter codes are used for menu selection, those letters should be consistently used in designating

options from one transaction to another.TOMMENT: Diffcrent codes for the same actior, will tend to confuse users and impede learning. The same code for
different retions will tend to induce tocr encts,especially if those actions are frequently taken. Ilowever,this

practice may be tolerable when selections tre seldom taken and then always taken from labeled altematives. As anegauve example, the same aedon should not he given ddferent names (and hence different codes) at different pixesAnother negative example. the same code should notg
in a transaction sequence,such as f = Forward and n = Next.
be given to diffcrent attions q = Quit and q = Qtrue. TAI)

2.2.5.6 17 Key Coded Menu Selection (Tier 2
Consistency)

.

Tt.e code associated with each option should be displayed in a consistent and caninctive manner.
COMMair: (C) .

2.2.5.6 18 Consistent Design of Illerarchic Menus (Tier 2
Consistency)

The display format and selection logic of hierarchic menus should be consistent at every level.
COMhE.NT: (A,E)

User Requested Menus: Pull Downs and Pop Ups (Tier 1
Use)

2.2.5.6 19
User requested menus should be used whenever possibl;
COMMENT: Among the types of user requested menus, pull-down menus provide two advantages over pop-up

(1) the menu bar serves as a useful mnemonic aid, showing the user the command categories avaihble in
the menu, and (2) gaining visual access to the menu items within a category, selectSg the hem, and removing the
menus:

The primary advantage of a pop up rnenu over a
menu can be accomplished with a minimal number of actions.
putl down menu is tiuit depending on the specific implementations, the user may have immediate access to the

The ideal user requested menu design would provide the user
menu at the screen kx:adon of the selection action.with a reminder of the menu categories and would the user should be allowed to select an hem with few actions and

-

little movement of a cursor on the screen. (D)

2.2.5.6 20 Programmable Keys (Tier 2 Consistency)
If menu items are selectable via activation of programmable function keys, the arrangement of the
menu list should be compatible with the arrangement of the keys to the greatest degree possible.
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.5.6 21 Menu Color (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The same color for menus should be used within the same group.

COMMENT: (B)

2.2.5.6 22 Explanatory Title for Menu (Tier 2 - Meaningfulness)
An explanatory title should be provided for each menu that reflects the nature of the choice to be
made.
COMMENT: EXAMPLE: (Good) Organizational Role: r = Responsible a m Assigned

p=

Perfonning. (Bad) Select: r = Responsibk a = Assigned p = Performing. (E)

2.2.5.6 23 Letter Codes for Menu Selection (Tier 2 4 Meaningfulaess)
If menu selections are made by keyed codes, each code should be the initiallettu or letters of the
displayed option label, rather than assigning arbitntry letter or number codes.
COMMEN'r: For example, (Good) m = Male f = Female (Bad) 1 = Male 2 n Fnale. Options

might be numbered when a logical order or sequence is implied. When menu selection is from a long list, the line
numbers in the list might be an acceptable alternative to tener codes. (A,C.E)
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2.2.5.6 24 Complete Display of Menu Options (Tier 2 - Task Compatibliity) |
A menu should be designed to display all options appropriate to any particular transaction.i

A familiar set of general control options (i.e., options that are always implicitly available) may te'

umitted from indwidual displays; such general options might be selected by requesting a general menu, or perhapsCOMMENT:

by function l'ey or command entry. (AI)

2.2.5.6 25 Menu Options Dependent on Context (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

A menu should be designed to display only those options that are actually available in the current
context for a particular user.
COMMENT: If a user selects a displayed option, and is then told that option is not actually available, an
undesirable element of unpredictabibty has been intmduced into the interface design. Users may tecome uncertain
and confused about sequence control. (A.CE)

2.2.5.6 26 Visual Representation of Path (Tier 2 Memory Load)
The user should be able to access a visual representadon of his or her path through a hierarchy of

''

COMMENT: For exampk,if a user progresses through a senes of permanent menus, an icon showing the previousmenus.

menus and cunent rnenus, as wc!) r.s menu selections, might be displayed, if a user progresses through a series of'

pull down menus, the previous menus rnight remain displayed with the selected item highlighted and the association
between that item and the subsequent menu would le represented by a close spatial relation (e.g a walking menu).
(D)

2.2.5.6 27 General Menu (Tier 2 - Minimizing User / ations)
A general menu of basic options should be provided as the top let in a hierarchic menu structure,
a "home base" to which a user can always retum as a consistent starting point for control entries.
COMMENT: Retum to the general menu might be scomplished by an OPTIONS function Ley. or by an explicitly

(A,E)
labeled option on every display, or by a generally available implicit option.

2.2.5.6 28 Hierarchie Menus for Sequential Selection (Tier 2
Minimizing User

Actions)When menu selection must be made from a long list, and not all options can be displayed at once, a
hierarchic sequence of menu selections should be provided rather than one long multipage menu.
COMMENT: Where a long list is already structured for other purposes, such as a list of customers, a parts
inventory, a file directory, etc.,it might be reasonable to the use.t should te required to scan multiple display pages
to find a panicular itern. Even in such rues, however, an imposed stnseture for sequential access may prove more
efficient, as when a user can make pretist.inary letter choices to access a long alphabetic list. Beginning users may
team faster and understand better a menu pennitting a single choice from all available options, when those can be
displayed on one page. However, a single long menu that extends fcr more than one page will hinder learning and
use. (A,CE)

2.2.5.6 29 Minimal Steps in Sequential Menu Selection (Tier 2
Minimizing

User Actions)
When users must step through a seg,uence of menus to make a selection, the hierarchic menu
structure should be designeo to mimmize the number of steps regtdred.
COMMENT: This ttpresents a tmde<ff against the need for logicsl grouping in hierarchic menus. The number of
hierarchic levels should be n.inimized, but not at the expense of display crowding. (E)

2.2.5.6 30 Return to Higher Level Menus (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions)
Users should have to take only one simple key action to retum to the next higher levelin hierarchic!

menus.
COMMENT: This action could be considered analogous to the B ACKUP option proposed as an interrupt for

I

sequence control. (A,C.DE)

2.2.5.6 31 Return to Generni Menu (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)
Users should have to take only one simple key action to retum to the general menu at the top level

i

in hierarchic menus.
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COhiMENT: This ecuon could be considered analogous to the REVIEW option proposed as an intenupt for
sequence control. (A,C.D.E)

2.2.5.6 32 Stacking Menu Selections (fier 2
Minimizing User Actions) -

Users should be able to combine a series of selections into a single " stacked" entry.
COhihhT: If necessary, stacked sequential enmu might be sepans d by some character, such as a space, slash,
comma or semicolon. It would be preferable, however,if they wen s snply strung together without specialdii

punctuation. Computer interpretation of an unpunctuated string will rquire tener codes (by preference) or fixed g t
number codes for option selection. (C.D.E)

(Tier 2 -
By Passing Menu Selection with Command Entry2.2.5.6 33

Minimizing User Actions) Experienced users should be able to by pass a series of menu selections and make an equivalent
command entry directly,
COhihiENT: In effect, a command entry mi ht rpccify an optbn anywhere in a hierarchic menu structure,

'

F b

permitting a user to jump down several levels, or to move directly from one branch to another. If a command y.
passes only a port.on of the complete menu sequence, and so does not yet specify a complete control entry, then( A C.E)
dispicy the appropriate next menu to guide completion of the control entry.

2.2.5.6 34 Menu Selection by Pointing (fier 2 - Flexibility of Use)
When menu selection is the pritury means of sequence control, and especially if choices must be
made from extensive lists of displayed control opdons, option selection by direct pointing should

be provided.COMh1ENT: If a capability for direct pointing is not provided (e.g.,if pointing involves separate manipulation of a
mouse, or cursor positioning by key action), then for long menus it . ay prove faster to permit menu selection bym

keying associated option codes. Pointing directly at a displayed option guarantees good display-control(C.E)
compatibility. Users do not have to note associated option codes and enter them by key actions.

2.2.5.6 35 Feedback for Menu Selection (Tier 2 - Feedback)
When a uset has selected and entered a control option from a menu,if there is no immediatelyobservable natural response then the computer should display some other acknowledgment of that

^

COMMENT: An explicit mesnge might be pmvided. In some applications, however,it may suffice simply toentry.
3

highlight the selected optic.. k x1(e.g., by trightening or inverse video) when that would yovide an unambiguous
acknowledgment. (A,D.E)

2.2.5.6-36 Command Completion Feedback (Tier 2 - Feedback)
In addition to the indication that the system has received the menu-based command, feedback about

completion of the command should also be communicated. COMMENT: Completion of the raios, comnauided by the menu item will be sufficient feedback, provided that the
a: Mon has a result that is visible to the user, HJwever, if the completion of the menu item has no visible result, the~

a fis ional feedback tint the command was completa; should be communicated by a message in the Message Area.
(D)

Acknowledgement of Selection from Keyboard (Tier 2 - Feedback)
When a menu item is chosen by a keyboani entry there should be some acknowledgement from the2.2.5.6-37

system thatthe item has been chosen.
Cohb 1ENT: E.g., by highlighting the menu ite.n. (D)

2.2.5.6 38 Intilcating Current Position in Menn Structure (Tier 2 - Feedback)
When hierarchic menus am ined, the user siould have some indication of current position in the

COMMENT: One possible approach * 011d be to recapitulate prior (higher) mene selections on the display. If
menu structure.

routine displ:.y of path information seems to clutter menu formats, then a map of the menu structure might be
provided at user request as a HELP display. (A,C E) !
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12.5.6 39 Activation of Pull down and Pop Up Menus (Tier 2 - General)

.

Pull-down and pop-up menus should be activated by only a specific user action that reques* thei-

display of the menu. COMMENT: Menus should not appear simply tecause the cursor has passed over the menu title.
(D)

Function of Menu Should Be Evident (Tier 2 - General)2.2.5.6 40
Menus should be designed so that the function of the menu is evident to the user.
COMMENT: (D)

2.2.5.6 41 Menu Accessibility (Tier 2 - General)
When using a menu system, the user at all times should have access to the main menu.

COMMENT: The user should not have to backtrack to setum to the starting level in a hierarchical menu system. touch field, or a cursor entry field to display
his capability can be provided by dedicating a program function k
the main menu. (B)

' Tie. ; - General)
2.2.5.6 42 Single Colui.. + L*" Format
When multiple menu options are utsplayed in a list, each option should be displayed on a new line,
i.e., fctmat the list as a single column.
COMMENT: Displaying options in several columns may be used where shortage of display space dictates a
compact format; if there art, only a few options, those might be displayed in a single row. An interesting exceptionl f display,

- could be made for hierarchic menus, where a high-level menu might be tuwn in the left co umn o c
accompanied tif a lower. level menu in the right column whose options enange to reflect w hatever selection is

,

currently made from the high level menu. A single column format will aid scanning, especially for novice users.
=

j
(A,C.D.E)

2.2.5.6-43 Single Selection Per Menu (Tier 2 General)
Each menu display should pennit only one selection by the user.

COMMENT: (A.E)

2.2.5.6-44 Easy Selection of Important Options (Tier 2 - General)
The structure of hierarchic menus should permit immediate user access to critical or frequently
selected options.
COMMENT: (A.E)

Non selection of Conflicting Menu Items (Tier 2 - General)2.2.5.6-45
Users sho it,! not be able to select menu items that are in conflict.

Menu items that am in conflict might be, for example, two di.Terent font sites in a text input task.COMMEN'1:
Users should, however. be able to select multiple menu itans that are rat in confl* Xg., a font size and font type

:m. (D)
in text input). Each menu item selection would te a separate transaction with the .

Non selectable Menu Items (Tier 2 - General)2.2.5.6-46
When menu items are not selectable they should be identifled as such to the user.

COMMENT: (D)

Menv Distinct from Other Displayed Information (Tier 2 - General)2.2.5.6-47
If r .tnu options are nicluded in a display that is intended also for data review and/or data entry, the
menu options should be distinct from other displayed informatior
COMMENT: For example, memi options might be located consistently in the display and incorporate some
consistent distinguishing feature to indicate their special function, perhaps beginning with a special symbol such as
a plus sign ( +NEXT , +BACK , etc.). An interesting variation in menu design is the use of " embedded menus,in
which various items within a working display are ldghlighted in some way to indicate that they can be selected to
obtain further information. (A.E)

Ilreadth and Depth of Menu Items (Tier 2 - General)2.2.5.6-48
Menus should have a limited number of items in breadth and in depth. .I
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COhiMENT: Moderate menu breadth (e.g.. number of menus in a menu hierarchy. number of meno categories in a
menu bar, or number of pop-up menus) and depth (e.g.. number of items per menu or,in menu bars, per menu
category) should be facihtated by the use of a hierarchical menu structure whereby the selection of items from onei ible

menu (the parent) activates a second menu (the chm) with funher options, he parent menu should remain v sdanng the selection of the child menu. The number of levels in the hierarchy should be limited (for example, to no
-

more than three). (D)

2.2.5.6-49 liierarchic Menus (Tier 2 - General)Hierarchic menus should be organized and labeled to guide operators within the hierarchic
(E)

COhiMENT: Operators willlearn menus more quickly if a map of the menu structure is provided as HELP.structure.

2.2.5.6 50 Distinct Subordinate Menus (Tier 2 - General)If hierarchical branching is used, each subordinate menu should be visually distinct from each
previous superordinate menu. Examples include the display of level numbers, a graphical stacking

,

COMMENT: Successful user operations depend on a knowledge of context. He user needs to know the levels fromeffect, etc.
(D)

which the cunent display menu came and how far down in the hierarchy the current menu is.

2.2.5.6 51 Dual Activation for Pointing (Tier 2 General)

If menu selection is accomplished by pointing, dual activation should be provided,in which the
first action designates the selected option, followed by a separate second action that makes an

explicit control entry. COMMENT: For example, on a touch display the computer might display a separate ENTER box that can bel d

touched by a user to indicate that the cursor has been properly positioned. The two actions of cursor p acement an

entering should be compatible in their design implementation. If the cursor is positioned by keying, then anENTER key should be used to signal control entry. If the cursor is positioned by lightpen, provide a dual-action
This recommendation for dual activation of

*triSFer" on the lightpen for cunor positioning and control entry. pointing assumes that accuracy in selection of control entries is more important than speed, in some applications
that may not be true. (C.E)

-

2.2.5.6 52 Large Pointing Area for Option Selection (Tier 2 - General)
If menu selection is accomplished by pointing, as on touch displays, the acceptable area for
pointing should be aslarge as consistently possible, including atleast the area of the displayed
option label plus a half-character distance around that label. COMMENT: The larger the effective target area, the easier the pointing action will be, and the less risk of error in
selecting a wrong option by mistake. (A,E)

2.2.5.6-53 Ilighlighting When Cursor Passes Over Item (Tier 2 - General)
For all types of menus, menu items that are available to be selected should be highlighted whever

~

the cursor passes over them and the selection button is down. COMMENT: As soon as the cursor passes outside the bouWries of tie menu item the item should return to its
(D)

normal state. Unavailable options should not highlight when the cursor passes over them.

2.2.5.6 54 Control Options Distinct from Menu Branching (Tier 3 - Design

The display of hierarchic menus should be formatted so that options which actually accomplish
Details)

control entries can be distinguished from options which merely branch to other menu frames.
COMMENT: In some applica: ions. it may prove efficient to design " hybrid * menus which display one branch of

..

the menu hierarchy elaborated to include all of its control options while other branches are simply indicated by
summary labels. In such a hybrid menu,it will help orient users if options that accomplish control actions are
highlighted in some way to distinguish thern from options which will result in display of other frames of the
tuerarchic menu. (A.E)

2.2.5.6 55 Number of Options (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Each menu option list should have 4 to 8 options; menus with less than 3 options should be
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avoided.
COMhENT: (C)

No Scrolling in hienus (Tier 3 Design Details)
2.2.5.6 56
All menu items should be visible to the user without scrolling.
COMhENT: 'nds guideline applies to permanent menus, as well as for pop-up or pull down menus when the, xe
popped.up or plied-down. respectively. (D)

2.2.5.6-57 Ileight of Manu Bar (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The height of a menu bar should be sufficient to contain standard text characters which serve as
menu category labels, as well as space above and below the text characters.
COhihENT: (D)

2.2.5,6-58 Category Labels on Menu Bar (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Category labels on menu bars should be centered in the venical dimension. Horizontally, category
labels on the menu bar should be separated by enough space to b3 distinguishable as separate
items, i.e., by at least two standard character widths.
COMhENT: One standard character width would be required to separate adjacent words in a multiword category. To
indicate separate categories, more than one width would be needed.(D)

2.2.5.6 59 Labeling Grouped Options (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If menu options are grouped in logical subunits. ach group should have a descriptive hbel that is
distinctive in format fica the opuon labels themselves.

Althoagh this practice might sometimes seem to waste display space,it will help provide user
guidance. Moreover, careful selection of grouplabels may serve to reduce the numver of words needed for individual
COMhENT:

option labels. (D.E)

2.2.5.6 60 Keyboard Entry Code (Tier 3 - Design Details)
If menu items are selectable by keyboard enuy the code should be closely related to the menu item.(D)
COMMENT: For example, the keyboard entry might be composed of the first lener of the option label.

2.2.5.6 61 Equivalent Keyboard Commands (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When equivalent keyboard commands are provided, they should be displayed as part of the menu
option label.
COMhENT: sC)

2.2.5.6-62 Numbering Options for Codes (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Arbitrary numbers or codes should not be used for keyed entry. Numbering options might be used
when the list of items is particularly long, but this should be avo' 'ed. -,

COMhEST: (D)

2.2.5.6 63 No Scrolling on Menu Bar (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The number of categories listed on the menu bar should not exceed the length of the bar. That is to
say, reading the menu bar should not require scrolling.
COMhENT: (D)

After Selection of an Item- (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.2.5.6-64
Wi :n a pull-down or pop-up menu item has been selected, the menu should revert to its hidden
state as t.he selected command is carried out.
COMMENT: (D)

2.25.665 ON/OFF Menn Items (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For n.enu items that can be in an "On" or "Off" state, the "On" state should be indicated by makmg
the item perceptually distinct.
COMMENT: (D)
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Selection of ON/OFF ltems (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.2.5.6 66
Selection of menu items with "On" and "Off" states should change their state.
COMMEhT: (D)

2.2.5.6 67 Permanent Menus (Tier 3
Design Details) '

When permanent menus are used, there should be one star.dard design for the input prompt that is
used across all applications. Permanent meaus may be used in cases where there is no
COMMENT: For example," ENTER CllOICE: '.
pointing device available (although their use is not restricted to this case), Consequently, some type of code(D)
(number or letter) is usually entered through the keyboard to indicate a menu item choice.

2.2.5.6 68 Permanent Menus Minimized (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The use of permanent menus should be mininuzed.
COMMENT: Because they require dedicated display space and more paging activity (because the application must

110 wever, permanent menus might be used (1)
return the user to the tredo menu page at every task change).
yhenever it is beneficial to examine every option in detail or (2) when the amount of text in each menu item is

-

large. (D)

-,

_

-
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OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL2.0
2.2 Operator Dialogue

f 2.2.5 Transaction Dialogue
2.2.5.7 Natural Language

2.2.5.71 Constrained Natural Language (Tier 1 - Use)
A constrained form of naturallanguage dialogue should be used in applications where task
requirements are broad ranging and poorly defined.
COMMENT: Computer prwessing of naturallanguage is now being developed on an experimental basis. Current
capabilities permit computer secognition of constrained forms of * natural" language, with some limits on vocabulary
and syntax. Such constrained natural languages might be considered akin to command languages, with the drawbrk
that they are probably not as carefully designed. (E)

.___

_

,
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.2 Operator Dialogue

] 2.2.5 Transaction Dialogue -

2.2.5.8 Query Language

2.2.5.8 1 Query Language (Tier 1 - Use) ,

Query language dialogue should be used for tasks emphasizmg unpredictable information remeval.
COMMENT: (CE)

Coherent Representation of Data Organization (Tier 2 - Consistency)
One single representation of the data organization should be used in query formulation, rather than2.2.5.82

multiple representations. COMMENT: For example,if different queries will access different data bases over different routes, a user should not
,

C
necessarily need to know this. (A.CE) _

2.2.5.83 Natural Organization of Data (Tier 2 - General)
A query language should reflect a data structure or organization perceived by users to be natural.
COMMENT: For example,if a user supposes that all data about a panicular person are stored in one place, then the
query language should permit such data to be retrieved by a single query, even though actual computer storage might
carry the various data in different files. (A.CE)

2.2.5.8-4 Task-Oriented Wording (Tier 2 - General)
The wording of a query should simply specify what data are requested; a user should not have to

tell the computer how to find the data. COMMENT: This Wective has been called ''nonprocedurality", meaning that a user should not have to understand
computer procedures for finding data. (A.CE)

2.2.5.8-5 Flexible Query Formulation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be allowed to employ aliernative forms when composing queries, corresponding to
common altematives in natural language.
COMMENT: For example, when quantifying a qtimy, a user should be able to employ equivalent fonns, such as

-

"over 50', *more than 50", *51 or more". (AI)

Minimal Need for Quantifiers ' Tier 3 - Design Details)
-

2.2.5.86

A query language should muumize the need for quardifiers in query formulation. COMMENT: For example, negative quantifiers ("no", "none*, *zero", etc.) are particularly difficult for users to deal
,

with; other potentially confusing quantifiers include indefinite (*some", "any*) and interrogative ("how many")
forms. People have difficulty in using quantifiers. If a qacty language does require quantifiers,it may be helpful to
allow a user to select the desired qtintifier from a set of sample queries worded to manmire their distinctiveness.

(AE) -

2.2.5.87 Logic to Link Queries (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A query language should include logic elements that permit users to link sequential queries as a
smgle entry.
COMMENT: For example, common links for query formulation include 'and", *or", cic. However a query
language should be designed so that it does not require logical links. Some logical quantifiers (" greater than", "less
than", etc.) may confuse users. (A.CE)

Confirming Large-Scale Retrieval (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.2.5.88
If a query will result in a large-scale data retrieval, the user should be required to confirm the
transaction or else take further action to narrow the query befott processing.
COMMENT: In this regard,it may be helpful to permit a user to set some upper bound for data output, in effect to
define what constitutes a "large-scale retrieval. It may help a user to decide whether to confirm or modify a pending

(A.CE)query,if the user can request a parual display of the cunently specified data output.
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
.2.2L . Operator Dialogue
-2.2.5 Transaction Dialogue

-

2.2.5.9 Question and- Answer

2.2.5.9 1 Question and Answer Dialogue (Tier 1 Use)

- Question-and answer dialogues should be used for routine data entry tasks, where data items are
known and their ordering can be constrained, and where computer response is expected to be

- moderately fast.
COMMENT: Brief question and answer sequences can be used to supplement other dialogue types for special
purposes, such as for I.OG-ON sequences, or for resolving ambiguous control or data entries. Where computer
response to any single user entry may be slow, then the aggregate time required to process a senes of questions and
answers may be very slow, in such a case, form filling may be used as an alternative dialogue type, where the user

. can enter a set of related " answers" as a singic transaction, (C,D,E)

2.2.5.9 2 Unlimited Room for. Answers (Tier 1 - Use) id i
. The system should accept as much information from the user as he or she prov es n an answer.

,

(D)- COMMENT: If the information that the system requests is constrained, a data form should be used.

- 2.2.5.9-3 Requcst for' Information- (Tier 2_ General)
The system should provide the user with a specific request for information.

- COMhtENT: - (D) '

2.2.5.9-4 - Questions- Displayed Singly (Tier 2 - General)~

~ Each question should be displayed separately; users should not be required to answer several
. questions at once.
. COMMENT: A user may become confused in trying to deal with several questions at once, panicularly if the

number of questions is variable from one transaction to another. (A.C.D E)

(Tier 2 General)~ 2.2.5.9-5' Stacking. Related Questions
The system should be able to stack questions and their associated answers if a series of questions
were concerned with the same topic.

COMhENT: - (D) __

2.2.5.9 6 - Contextual Information Should 'Be Supplied 4 (Tier 3 -- Design Details)
' The system should provide the user with contextual information required for answering the.
. _ question. '
COMMENT: For example, if the only answer that the system would accept were a pementage, the question should
be followed by "('k)". The answer area should follow the contextual information. (D)

~ 2.2.5.9 7- RecapitulatingLPrior Answers :(Tier _3'- Design Details)
When a series of computer-posed questions areinterrelated, answers to previous questions should

1 be displayed when those will provide context to help a user answer the current question.
- COMMENT: Another way to request a related series of user entries is to use a form-filling dialogue rather than .~

question and. answer. - ( A,C.E)
-

- 2.2.5.9-8 - Removing' and Recalling . Questions (Tier 3 Design Details)-
The user should have the ability to remove a question and answer from the screen or recall a
; question and answer to the screen.

,

e

. COMMENT:- (D) .

2.2.5.9 9f Sequence Compatible with Source Documents (Tier 3 . Design'

- Details)
When questions prompt ently of data from a source document, the question sequence should match
the data sequence in the source document.
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.

COMMENT: (A C.E)

2.2.5.9 10 Question Mark Delimiter (Tier 3
Design Details)

A question mark should be the delimiter of the questions and answer dialogue.
~

COMMENT: In general, since for answering the question should be provided closely following the question mark.
However, when addi6cnal informadon needed for the answer follows the quesnon, the space for answering the

(D)question should be placed after tl.e additional information.

'
_

_
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.3 Display Control
2.3.1 General

2.3.1 1 Display Control (Tier 1 - Use)
Users should he able to tailor information displays by controlling data; selection, coverage,
updating, and suppression. Users should be able to specify data for display.
COMMENT: (A)

2.3.1 2 Panning with Free Cursor Movement (Tier 1 - Use)
In applications where a user moves a cursor freely tbout a page of displayed data, panning should
be adopted rather than scrolling as the conceptual basis of display framing.
COMMENT: (E)

2.3.13 Continuous Text Data (Tier 1 - Usc)
Paging and windowing should not us d when searching through continuous text data.
COMMENT: (A)

2.3.1-4 Single Frame Display of Critical Data (Tier 2 - Screen Organization)
Critica data requiring integrated display for effective assimilation should be included in a single
frame, and not dispersed over several pages.
COMMENT: (A.E)

2.3.1 5 Consistent Orientation (Tier 2 - Consistency)
A consistent ori:ntation for display framing should be used.
COMMENT: Users can eitha 1) coaccive the display frame as a window moving over a fixed array of data.here(A.E)
called " panning", or 2) conceive data as moving behind a fixed display frame. commonly called " scrolling."

2.3.1 -6 Framing Consistently for All Data (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Framing functions should be performed consistently so that panning and/or zooming affect all
displayed data in the same way.
COMMENT: For example. on a situation display. zooming should be used to expand background data such as

(E)geographic botmdaries to the same scale as the expansion of overlaid * active" data.
I

2.3.17 Integrated Display (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
Displays should include all data relevant to a user's current transaction in one frame or page.(A.E)
COMMENT: This is particularly important when critical data items must be compared by a user.

2.3.1-8 Display Print (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)
The user should be able to print a display by simple request, (e.g., PRINT-SCREEN) without
having to take a series of other actions.
COMMENT: (C)

Information Displayed as Available (Tier 2 - General)2.3.19
Information that the user must manipulate should be displayed as it becomes available.
COMMENT: (A)

2.3.1 10 Zooming for Display Expansion (Tier 2 - General)
The user should be provided with a zooming capability that allows the user to expand the display
of any selected area.
COMMENT: (E)

Information for Navigating (Tier 2 - General)2.3.1-11
The user interface should provide the user with information and actions that he or she needs to
navigate in a structured data file or object. !

.
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COMMENT: For example, a flowchan might be provided to show the user, upon request, his or her positiond in a window separate
within such hierarchies as menus, a hierarchy of operations. 'Be flowchart might be containe
from the application that the flowchart represents. In this example, movement from any position in the hierarchy to

-
ii h

any other position might be accomplished by using the cursor control device to select the desired pos t on on t eAn alternative example consists of displays in a hierarchy which are identified by a convention, suchf

as, applicaCon, operation,loccion in the hierarchy. An identification code for each display might then consist oabbreviations for the application and operation and numbers for the location in the hierarchy. Then, users should be
flowchart.

able to access a display in a hierarchy by inputung a command identifying the display and directing the system to go
to it. (D)

2.3.1 12 Display of Control Options (Tier 2 - General)
Screen conuol locations and control eptions should be clearly and appropriately indicated.
COMhM: (A)
2.3.1 13 Functional 1 abeling for Display Framing (Tier 2

General) .

User instructions, key labels, etc., should refer to display framing in functional terms and avoid

wording that implies spatial orientation. COMMENT: Examples of framing in functional terms are: * forward" and "back", or "next" and " previous *,
Control of display framing functions might be implemented by keys marked with arrows, to avoid verbal labels
ahogether. Note that * forward" and *back' are potentially ambiguous because of the contradictory use of those words
when referring to movement within books. (E)

2.3.1-14 Easy Paging (Tier 2 - General)
When requested data exceeds the capacity of a single display frame, users should be given some
easy means to move back and forth over displayed material by paging or panning / scrolling.(A,E)
COMhENT: Dedicated function keys can provide for paging forward and back.

2.3.1-15 liard copy (Tier 2 - General)
The user should have the capability to obtain a paper copy of the exact contents of the alphanumeric
or digital graphic display. _

COMMENT: (A.C)

2.3.1-16 Show Changing Scale (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a display is expanded from its normal coverage, a scale indicator of the expansion factorI

should be provided. COMMENT: For example, a linear indicator of c' ment map scale rnight be shown in the margin, or perhaps simply
a numeric indication of the display expansion factor (e.g.,: x4 :). (E)

2.3.1-17 Show Overview Position of Visible Section (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a display is panned and/or expanded nom its normal coverage, some graphic indicator of the

~

position in the overall display of the currently visible section should be provided.
COMMErn: (E)

Return to Normal Display Coverage (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.3.1-18
If a user is allowed to pan over an extended display, or zoom for display expansion, an easy means
for the user to return to normal display coverage should be provided.
COMMENT: For example, renarn to normal display coverage might be accomplished by a function key labeled
RETURN, or perhaps RESET. (A,E)

)
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-2.0 : OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL- -|
: 2.3: Display Controls i

2.3.2 : Displayj Freeze
.

(Tier 1 Use)2.3.21:f Display Freeze
The user should be able to " freeze" displayed data which are automatically updated at any point.
This is necessary in order for the user to examine changed data more deliberately,

.

i ;

COMhEhT: (AE).

2.3.2-2 Labeling Display Freeze (Tier 2 - General)
,

When a display is " frozen," the dispiay should be appropriately labelled to remind users ofits
-

" frozen" status.
COMhEhTi (AE) '

2.3.2 3. Signaling Changes to Frozen Data- (Tier 2 - General)
When a display being u? dated in real time has been frozen, the user should be warned if some
significant, but not disp ,ayed, change should be detected in the computer processing of new data.

-

-.
>

' COMMENT: (A.E)) ' .

2.3.2 4 ' Resuming . Update AfterJDisplay Freeze (Tier 3 Design _ Deta ls)i

When the user elects to resume update after a display being updated in real time has been frozen,
! the resumed d_isplay update shou d be positioned at the current real-time point. 'l
= COMMENT: In some applications,' a user might wish to resume display u;4 ate at the point it is stopped, and so -
the display change would lag real-time data change. Or, a user might choose to see a speeded * rplay" of interim
changes to regain current display status. (AE)

.
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OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL2.0
2.3 Display Control
2.3.3- Display Selection ~

2.3.3 1 User Selection of Data for Display (Tier 1 - Use)
For general data processing, the users should specify the data for displayed output.
COhiMEM: G)

2.3.3-2 Selectable Data Categories (Tier 1 - Use)
When the panicular data categories regttired at different stages in a user's job cannot be exactly
predicted, the user i.iould be allowed to select the data cateFories.
COMhENT: G)

Consistent Format for Display Labels (Tier 2 - Consistency)
The identifying label used for display selection should be positioned in a prominent location,(

-.

2.3.3-3

consistent across displays. s

COMhEST: (E)

2.3.3-4 Meaningful Display Labels (Tier 2 - Memory Load)
The display identification labels should be uniqu- and concise, and sufficiently meaningful to be
remembered easily.

a

COMMEST: G)

2.3.3-5 Indicating Display Categories Available (Tier 2 - General)
Users should be provided with a ready reminder of what data categories are availSle.
COMMEM: (E)

2.3.3 6 Display Identification Labels (Tier 2 - General)
When a user selects a data display, the display should be appropriately identified. ,

COMhENT: (E)

2.3.3-7 Selecting or Suppressing Display Categories (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be provided with means of selecting (or suppressing) displayed categories.-

(E)
COMhEhT: his implies category selection by menu or funedon keys.

2.3.3-8 Nondestructive Overlay (Tier 3 - Design Detailc)
Data elements that are changed and temporarily overlay and obscure other display data should not
crase the overlayed data.
COMMENT: For example. in a situation display moving track data may temporarily obscure stable background
data. (E) -

2.3.3-9 Initial Erasure to Replace Changed Data (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When the computer regenerates a display to update changed data, the old data items should be
erased before adding new data items to the display.
COMMEM: The aim here is to avoid any momentary user confusior, that might result from watching ponions of

(E)
old data being overwritten and panially overlapped by portions of new data.- .

2.3.3-10 Signaling Corapletion of Display Output (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When display generatica is slow, the user should be notified when the display output is complete.
A nonobtrusive auditory signal such as e chime suffices for this purpose.
COMMENT: (E) l

2.3.3-11 Auxi!iary Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Auxiliary coding, adopted for different data categories, such as shape coding of symbols, should
be distinctive for any likely combination of displayed categories. f

I
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COMMEtm (E)-

-2.3.312-- Printing Displays -Locally . (Tier 3 - Design Details)
. The user should be able to locally print displayed data that are of potential long-term interest.
- COMMEtm (E)'

,

k_ 'r
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.3 Display Control
2.3.4 Display Suppression

.

2.3.41 Temporary Suppressi'm of Displayed Data (Tier 1 Use)

The user should be able to temporarily suppress standard data displays which are used for special
purposes.
COMMENT: (A.E)

2.3.4 2 Labeling bisplay Suppression (Tier 2 - General)
A data .dsplay that has been suppressed should be annotated with an appropriate label to remind
users that data have been suppressed.

;

COMMEST: (E) ~'

2.3.4 3 Signaling Changes to Suppressed Data (Tier 2 . General)
Users should be warned if some significant (but not displayed) change is detected in the computer
processing of new data when data have been suppressed frcm a display.
COhDfENT: (A.E)

2.3.4-4 Resuming Display of Suppressed Data (Tier 2 - General)
Data that has been suppressed from a display should be able to be quickly restored to its complete,
originally gencrated fornt
COMMENT: (A,E)

'edicated Function Key (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.3.45
Function L ys used to restore suppressed data should have no other use.
COMMENTt For instance,if a user must press RETURN to restore suppressed data, that key only rer'res the data
and dnes not also move a displayed cursor to some other position. (A.E)

.,

.5
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.3 Display Control
2.3.5 Display Update

2.3.51 Automatic Display Update (Tier I Use)
Users should be able to request automatic update (computer regeneration) of changed data, and
should be able to control the update rate.
COMhEh7: (E)

2.3.52 Readability of Changing Data (Tier 2 - General)
Changing data values that must be read should be displayed in a fixed position and upd ' d no
more than once per second. If usera need only to monitor reneral trends in changing cata values,
and do not need to take exact readings, somewhat faster update rates may be acceptable.
COMMENT: (E)

2.3.53 Visual Integration of Changing Graphics (Tier 2 - General)
When a user must visually integrate changing patterns on a graphic display, the data should be
updated at a rate appropriate to human perceptual abilities for that kind of data change.
COMMEhi: Slowly developing patterns may be seen more easily with time compression,i.e., with rapid display
of sequentially stored data frames. Fast changing data may require time er.pansion,i.e., slowed output, to aid runern
perception. In some applications it is permissible to ahow a user to control the speed for update of displayed data.

(E)

2.3.5-4 Refresh Rate for Free-drawn Graphics (Tier 3 Design Details)

For free-drawn graphics, the refresh rate on the monitor should be high enough to produce the
appearance of a conunuous track.
COMMER': (D)

:

|

'
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' 2.0- OPERATOR INPUT- AND CONTROL
2.3 . Display Control- .

2.3.6 . 113pertext Io'

2.3.61_ Users 11aving 'Authorin'g Tools -- (Tier r _Use) '

i

Users should not have the power of authoring tools if onij a browsing tool is needed.
.

CohBENT: - (D) -
~

-2.3.6 2 Browsing Tools: Question Answer Dialogue -(Tier 2 - General)
.

.

_Hypertext browsing tools should generally act in a question and answer dialogue.
_

[, CohBENT (D;
'

(Tier 2 General).2.3.6 3 Context Sensitive llelp
Hy,enext tools should always have a context-sensitive help function, including an overviewj

..

function that displays the entire help hierarchy.
'

# :

COhBENT: (D)

2.3.6-4 ' Coding-Linked Items (Tier 3 - Design Details)
- Items ofinformation which are linked to other items or nodes should have distinctim cadi

unambignous codes,
COhBENT; (D)

- :
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.3 Display Control
2.3.7 Paging

2.3.71 ScrrIling Structures Appear Where Appropriate (Tier 1 - Use)
Structures for horizontal scrolling /pagmg appear only on displays for which horizontal movement
is appropriate. Similarly, structures for vemcal scrolling /pagmg appears only on displays for
which vettical movement is applicable.
COMhm: (D)

2.3.72 Common Display Structure (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Display structure used for scrolling and paging should be common to all files.
COMMENn m)

(Tier 2 Tiexibility of Use)'2.3.7 3 Paging
Users should have the ability to page using several different techniques.
COMhENT: For exampic, paging by means of movtag a page icon on the scroll bar or by the use of a dedicated

(D)
function key for paging forward and a dedicated function key for paging back through a h]e,

Related Data on Same Page (Tier 2 General)
2.3.7-4
Multiph page displays should display functionally related data items together un one page.
COMMENT: (E)

2.3,7 5 Integrated Display (Tier 2 - General)
When user perception of relations among data sets are presented in a display, an integrated display
should b: provided rather than partitioning them display into separate frames.
COMMENT: (E)

2.3.76 Paging Controls (Tier 2 - General)
Users should be allowed to move easily from one page to another for displays which are
partitioned into separately displayable pages
COMhENT: (E)

2.3.7-7 .One Structure for Vertical, One for Horizontal Movement (Tier 2 -
General)
Only one scrolling /pagir.g structure should be used for vertical movement in a dispiny and one for
horizontal movementin a display.
COMMENT: The placement of the scrolling /pving strucaires clearly indicates the function for vertical or
horizontal movement. For example, one scroll bar might be placed along one of the side borders of the display for
vertical scrolling and another scroll bar might be placed along the top or botton (opposite the n'enu bar) of the
display for horizontal scrolling.- (D)

Labeling Scrolling Function- (Tier 2 General)
2.3.7 8
The function of the scrolling / paging structure should be clearly indicated by either a textual or
graphic label.
COMMENT: For example. a graphie label for the scroll bar might be a scrollicon.(D)

2.3.7-9 Evident Direction of Paging (Tier 2 - General)
'I he direction that a user must page (toward the top or bottom,left or right) should be evident to the
user before he or she begins to page.
COMMENT: For example, scroll arrows on a :croll mbht point in the direction that corresponds ~ .he paging
direction. (D)

Pagir.3 n One or M@ W Page Increments (Tier 3 - Design Details)i2.3.7-10
Users should be n51e w p g* in on ;w at multiple page increments.
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COMMENT: For exam}>ie the user might page multiple pages duectly by moving the page icon on the scroll bar atb h e icon.
which time the display might move to the location in the file that corresponds to the page num er on t e pag

,

9)

2.3.7 11 Discrete Movement of File (Tier 3 - Design Details)
.

The movement of the file should be discrete with no display of intermediate pages between the
starting page and the selected page.
COMMENT: (D)

Indicate Absolute and Relative Positions of User (Tier 3
Design

2.3.7 12

Scrolling / paging structure should indicate both the absolute and relative positions of the user in theDetails)

COMMENT: For exampic, a page icon on the scroll bar might (1) indicate the absolute position by containing th-
-

data file.

page number in the data file and (2) imbcate the relative position by means of the spatial kcation of the icon on the
scroll bar. (D)

-,

,

_
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.3 Display Control
2.3.8 Scrolling

2.3.8 1: Several Different Means of Scrolling (Tier 2 .' Flexibility of Use)
Users should have access to several different means by which they may scroll.

(D)COhihENT: E.g.. a scroll bar, keyboard armw keys. and keystroke commands.

2.3.8 2 Graphic Indication of Scroll Position (Tier 3
Design Details)

Large display outputs which are viewed by continuous panning / scrolling should be provided with
c graphic indicator inset at the margin of the display frame to indicate current location.
COhihENI': (E)

2.3.8 3 Scroll by Line or Display Unit (Tier 3 Design Details)

The scroll motion rate should allow the user to scroll by line or by display unit.
COMhENT: Either technique provides a smooth flow of text. (D)

2.3.8-4 Parameters Refer to Data not Window (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The parameters of roll / scroll functions should refer to the data being guidehned, not to the
window.
COhihENT: For example," roll up 51.nes" means that the top five lines of data would disappear and five new
lines would appear at the bottom; the window through which the data is viewed remains fixed. When a windowing
orientation is maintained consistently. the wording of scroll functions refers to the display page (or window) and not
to the displayed data. In that case. the command "Up 10" would mean that ten linee of data will disappear from the
bouom of the display and ten earlier lines will appear at the top. (B)

|
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2,0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.3 Display Control
2.3.9 Searching .

2.3.9-1 Multiple Methods of Searching (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)
Users have multiple methods by which they can engage in searching for lines or alphanumeric
strings.
CohthEh7: (D)

2.3.92 String Search (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be allowed to specify a string of text and to request the computer to advance (or back
up) the cursor automatically to the next (or last previous) occunente of that string.
CohthESTT: (E)

2.3.9 3 Search for Line Numbers (Tier 3 - Design Details)
-

Users should have the ability to search for and move to a specific line number in a file.
COhtMENT: (D)5

.

.,
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.4 Information Manipulation
2.4.1 Saving and Exiting Files

2.4.1-1 Saving to a Data File (Tier I Use)
The user should be able to save the data entered into a data file by a single action that will permit
the user to continue interacting M ..at file.
COhihiENT: For example. selecting a menu item. His action replaces the previous dsta stored in the data file
with the newly saved data. (D)

2.4.12 Exit With Save (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)
After finishing the interacdon with any type of file, the user should be able to save the data and
stop interacting with the file by a single action.
COhihENT: (D)

2.4.13 Exiting a Data File (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions)
After finishing the interaction with any type of file, the user should be able to stop interacting with
the file by a single action (e.g., selecting a menu item) without saving the changes to the file.(D)
COhihENT: Commands for exiting an: different from those for saving and exiting with a save.

Distinct Commands for Exit With and Without Save (Tier 2
Generni)

The comnund used to " exit with save" should differ from the commands for "save" and for " exit
2.4.1-4

without save."
COhihENT: (D)

2.4.1 5 Protection Against Exiting a File Without Saving (Tier 2 - General)
The user should be protected against exiting a data file without the opponunity to save the file
contents.
COhihENT: (D)

2.4.16 Verify Exit With Delete New Inputs (Tier 2 - General)
The system should require the user to verify that he or she wants to exit and delete new inputs.
COhihiEhT: (D)

2.4.1 7 Accidentally Replacing a Data File (Tier 2 General)

Data trom a file that has been modified and stored with the "save" or " exit with save" actions
should be retrievable with a single action.
COhihEST: (D)

2.4.1-8 Automatic Saving of a Data File (Tier 2 - General)
The system should save a data file automatically at frequent intervals while being edited.
COhihErir: Users should be aware of atitosnatic file saving operations. (D)

2.4.59 Automatic Backup (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should have the option of invoking an automatic bac :up function that retains previous

t

versions of data. The specific number of previous versions saved should be selectable by the user.
COhihENT: (D)

2.4.1 10 Access of Modified Data After Exit Without Save (Tier 3 - Design
Details)
Data from a file that has been modified by new input should be retrievable with a single action even
after exiting with deletion of new input. (D)COhihENT: he modified data file is accessible for a period of time after the ' exit" actions.

!
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.4 Information Manipulation

.

2.4.2 "'emporary Editing Iluffer

2.4.2 1 Automatic Placement of Cut Data in Buffer (Tier 1
Use)

When selected data is cut or copied from a text file, tabular file, and/or graphics file and placed in a
temporary editing buffer, the data should be placed in the buffer automatically, with the caly
sp cific action required by the user being the cut or copy action.
COMMENT: If a temporary editing buffer is used, data pasted into a text file tabular file and/or graphics file is
pasted from that buffer. (D)

Contents o Temporary Buffer (Tier 2 - General)r
The contents of the temporary editing buffer should remain intact after the application fiom which2.4.72

..

the contents were taken is closed.
COMMENT: (D)

2.4.2 3 Default Conditions of Buffer (Tier 3
Design Details)

The default condition should be that additions to the temporary editing buffer are not cumulative;
new data placed in the buffer replaces old data.
COMMENT: (D)

2.4.24 Access to Contents of Temporary Buffer (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The user should be able to access the contents of the temporary editing buffer in a window with a

single action. Access to the contents of the temporary editing buffer permits the user to read the contents, but notCOMMENT:
operate on them. (D)

-.

L

-
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2.0 OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL.
, .

. 2.4 - Information Manipulation~

-

- 2.4.3 Excerpt File .

' !

I 2.4.31 LAccessing Information- Across Applications- (Tier ! - Use)xndent of application, should be provided'

The capability to accept and maintain information,inde.
for holding relevant information across displays or app:ications.

.(D).

.

-

COhBENT: An example of this capability is the scrapbook or excerpt file.

2.4.3 2 _ Excerpt File . (Tier 1 Use)
-Users should have the capability to create multiple Excerpt Files.

COhBErm -(D):

2.4.3 3. Integrating Data L (Tier 2 General)
- The user should have the capability to integrate new data with data already in the file.i
. COhBENT: Integrating data might include (1) pasting the new data following data already in the file. (2) past ng
L the new data before data already in the file. and (3) interleaving new data in data already in the file. Each of these
capabilities is available through a single user action. (D)

2.4.3-4' ~(Tier 2 General) 7 ei.y m 3 lv &/: %.
- The user should be able to cut or cc,py data from the Excerpt File and paste it to any other file.
- COhBENT: (D)

(Tier 2 - General) '' . .rx bui [ ?b.-12.4.3-5 . -
~The user should be able to save the Excerpt File.
COhBENT: '(D)

,

7
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OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL2.0
2.4 Information Manipulation

.

2.4.4 Retrieval Buffer

2.4.41 Retrieval Buffer (Tier 2
Meaningfulness)

The user should be able to view the contents of the retrieval buffer, but not to operate on the
contents.
COMhfENT: (D)

2.4.42 Print Queue (Tier 2 - General)The user should be able to view a list of the contents of the print queue, but not to operate on the
contents, with one exception: The user is able to delete jobs from the print queue selectively.
COMMENT: (D) .

_.

_

.

\
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2.0 - OPERATOR INPUT AND CONTROL
2.5 System Response Time

2.5 1 Response time consistent with requirements (Tier 2 - General)
System response times should be consistent with operational requirements.
COMhEbT: Required u2r response times should be compatible with required system resportse time. Required user
response times should be within the limits impe.ed by total user taskit.g expected in the operational environment.

IC)

15 2 Processing delay (Tier 2 - General)
Where system overload or other system conditions will result in a processing delay, the system
should acknowledge the data entry and provide an indication of the delay to the user.
COMhENT: If possible, the system should advise the user of the time remaining for the process or of the fi iction
of the process completed. (A)

2.5 3 Indicating Completion of Processing (Tier 2 General)

When processing in response to a control entry is lengthy, the user should te given a positive
indication of Aabsequent completion time, and appropnate related information.
COMhEhT: / ppn nriate related information includes a message stating the need for further user action is reauired.

(A.E)

2.5-4 Response time induced keyboard lockout (Tier 2 - General)
If computer processing time requires delay of concurrent user inputs and no keyboard buffer is
available, keyboard lockout should occur until the computer can accept the next transaction. An
alen should be displayed to indicate to the user that lockout has occurred.

COMhENT: (C)

2.5-5 Keyboard restoration (Tier 2 - General)
When the com? uter is ready to continue following response time-induced keyboard lockout, a
signal to so inc icate should be presented.
COMMENT: For example, cursor changes back to normal shape. (C)-

2.5 6 Maximum Recponse Delay Time (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The delay between the controller input and the resulting response on the screen should be less than
0.1 second.
COMhENT: (D)

Appropriate Computer Response Time For User Control Entries (Tier 3 -2.5-7
Design Details)
Computer response to a " simple" control enny should be within 0.5 - 1.0 seconds. Computer
response to a less " simple" control ::ntry should be no longer than 2.0 seconds.
COMhEST: An example of a " simple" control request is NEATPAGE. (E)

Fast Acknowledgement of Pointing (Tier 3 - Design Details) _2.5-8
In pointing actions, the computer should acknowledge entry of a designated position within 0.2
seconds,
COMhENT: For example, almost any consistently Fovided display change will sufnce to acknowledge pointing
actions, such as brightening or flashing a selected character. In some applications, an explicit message indicating
that a selection has been made, could be appropnate. (E)

2.5 9 Responn Time to Menu Selections (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The response to menu selections, function keys, and most entries during graphic interaction should
be immediate.
COMhENT: (A.E)
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(Tier 3 Design Detalls)
2.5-10 Response Time to Lightpen Menu Selections
The maximum delay for computer response to menu selection by lightpen should be 1.0 seconds.
COMMENT: (A.E)

(Tier 3 - Design Details) .

2.5 11 Quick Response to Simple Display Request
System responses to simple requests for data displays should take no more than 9.5 to 1.0 second.

An example of a " simple" request is for a request for the next page of P multi) age display, or when a
display begins to move in response to a scrolling command. When display output is paced in segments (blocks,
COMMENT:

(E)
paragraphs, etc.), response time refers to output of the first segment.

2.5 12 Response to Non-Simple Display Request (Tier 3 - Design Details)
System responses to "non simple" requests for data displays should take no more than 2 to 10
seconds.
COMMENT: Non simple requests involve m~e complicated operadons, such as accessing different files.
transfonning data, etc. (E) -

Error Message Display Time (Tier 3 - Design Details)2.5-13
Error messages should be displayed within 2-4 seconds.
COMMENT: (E)

2.5 14 Variability of Response Time (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Response time deviations should not exceed more than half the mean response time.
COMMENT: For example,if the mean response time is 4 seconds, the variation is limited to a range of 2 to 6
secotAs. (D)

2.5-15 Maximum System Response Times (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Maximum system esponse times for real-time systems should not exceed the values presented in

. , .a ..the associated figuru. . . . , .,
'..

COMMENT: (C)

.,

.

_
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Response Time Maximum Responso

Action Definition Time (Secs)

0.1
Key Response Key depression until positive

response; for example, " click"
0.2

Key Print Key depression until appearance of
character

End of request until first few 1.0
Page Turn

lines are visible
End of request until text begins 0.0

Page Scan
to scroll XY

From selection of field until visual 0.2
Entry

verification

Function From selection of command until 2.0

response

Pointing From input of point to display 0.2

point

Sketching From input of point to display 0.2

of line

Local Update change to image using local data 0.5

base; for example, new menu list
from display buffer

Host Update Change where data is at host in 2.0

readily accessible form; for
example, a scale change of existing
image

File Update Image update requires an access 10.0

to a host file

Inquiry From command until display of a 2.0

(Simple) commonly used message
-

Response message requires seldom 10.0,

Inquiry
(Complex) used calculations in graphic form

Error From entry of input until error 2.0

Feedback message appears

t

{

!
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3.0 ALAHMS

31 Alarm settings (Tier 1 Use)

When alarm signals are estatlished on the basis of user dermed logic, users should be able toobtain statt's informatica concerning cunent alann settings,in terms of dimensions (variables)
covered and values (categoriesl established as entical.
COhihiENT: Alarm status information is pankularly necessary in monitonng situations where responsibihty may
be shif ted irom one uwr to another as in change, of shif t,(C)

32 Alarm Acknowledgment (Tier 1 Use)

Simple means of acknowledging and turning off non critical alarms should be provided.
COhihiEST: (E)

(Tier 2 General)
3 3 Special Acknowledgment of Critical Alarms
li operators are required to acknowledge a special or critical warning in some special way,
acknowledgment should not slow operator response to the condition.
COMMENT: IE)

34 Alarm Settings (Tier 2 - General) r<

Operators should be able to obtain status inform tion con eniing current alarm settings,in terms of)
dimensions (variables) and setpoints.COMhiENT: Alarm status information will be particulay .. ipfuii. monitoring situations where responsibility.

(E)may be shilted from one operator to another (* change of shif t") .

4 5 Alarm Reset (Tier 2 General) )
Operators should be provided with simple means to turn off non-critical audible alarms, without
erasing associated messages.
COMMENT: (E)

,.

;

3
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4.0 OPERATOR- AIDS
Houtine System Messages and Guidance4.1

4.1.1 Prompts

4.1.1 1 Prompting LOG.ON (Tier 1. Use)
LOG.ON process should provide prompts for all operator entries.
COMMENT: (E)

;4.1.. 2 Prompting Control Entries (Tier 1
Use)

Operators should be provided information needed to guide control entries during transactions.
COhDM: For example, by innrporating prompts in a display and/or by providing prompts in resymse torequests for HEU'. Where six os fewer control options exist, they shouM be 9ed. Where more input options|

(1 '
- exist.an exarnpic of 6e type of enny that is required should be Fesented.,

r

4.1.13 Prompting Entries --(Tier 1 Use) i

COMMENT: If a delault value has teen defined for null entry. Out value should te included in the promptingAdvisory messages or prompts should be provided to guide data and/or control parameter entry.
I

_

information. (E)~
(Tier 1. Use;4.1.141 Prompting Address Entry

When a operator specifies the address for a message, protrpting should be provided. COMMENT: Prompting might e;naist of a series of questions to te answered, an address form to te completed by;

|

t

the operator, or reminders of command envies required. (E)
(Tier 2 Consistency)

4.1.15 Standard Display 1.wation for Prompting
Prompts for data / command entry ;.:.ould be in a standard location.
COMMENT: Prompts may be provided in a window overlay. (E)y

i

Consistent Format for . Prompts (Tier 2
Consistency)

4.1.1 6
Consistent phrasing and punctuation should be used in prompts. '

COMMEtm (E)

14.1.1 7 Standard Symbol for Prompting Entry (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Standard symbols should be used for input prompting. The symbol should be reserved for that
usC.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.18 Familiar Wording (Tier 2 Meaningfulness) '

- Labels, prompts and operator guidance messages, should use familiar terminology.' Data requires special access code; call Data Base Admin. X 9999 for access.is"

COMMENT: Forexample.
-

'IMS/VS DBMS pivate data; see OP-DBSA ON9 99.* (E)
preferable to i

Prompting Command Correction -(Tier 2 i General) ld be prompted O
.

4.1.19 h
. When a command entry is not recognized or inappropriate, operators s ou
cortect, rather than re-entry the command. _ f h display,withthe
COMMENn A faulty command should be able to be metained in the command entry area o t e(E) :

: cursor automatically positioned at the incorrect item, whh an advisory message describing the problem.

(Tier 2 . General)
4.1.110 - Prompting Field LengthCues should be provided in field delineation to indicate when fixed or maximum length is needed,

'

COMMEND Undersconng gives a direct visual cue as to the number of characters to te entered. and the operater
for data entry,

is preferable to ' Enter"

'Fnter IDr_ _ _ ., _

does not have to count them. For example,

ID (9 characters)." (E).
,

4.1.1 11 Operator. Requested Prompts (Tier 2 . General)
Page1
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Operators should be able to request computer generated prompts to detennine required parameters
or available options for a command.

-

COMMENT: Using a llELP function key, or perhaps sirnply keying a question rnark in the command entry area.
.

!

are satisfactory methmis to request prompting. G)

:
4.1.1 12 Concise Wording of Prompts (Tier 2 General)

Prompts should be concisely worded.
COMMENT: E)

4.1.1 13 Prompting Data Entry (Tier 2 General) I

Prompting should be provided for required fonnats and acceptable values for data entries.)
COhnerr: m)

4.1.1 14 Data Format Cucing in Labels (Tier 3 Design Details'
Ad(:tional cucing of data format should be included in a field labelwhen that seems helpful.

..

COMMENT: For example. *DA'm (MM/DD/YY): _ _/_ ,j_ _* m)

4.1.1 15 Graphic Display of Control Promptin!! (Tier 3 Design Details)

Graphic means may be provided for displaying to operators prompting aids and other gttidance

pertaining to cunent control actions.COhBENT: For example, a pddance display providing a graphic representation of keypad layout with notes
explaining the various key functions can help an operator to learn the control options available via function keys.
5)

- * *

.

..

1 f
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4,1 Houtine System Messages and Guidance
4.1.2 Cautions and Warnings

Distinctive ar>d Coni.nent Warnings (Tier 2 General)
4,1.2 1

Warnings (or warning nessages) should be distinctive.COhiMENT: For example, waming messages might te marked with a blinking symbol and/or displayed in red, and
be accomlunied by a distinct auditory signal; caution and error messages might te marked with a different special

'

|

symbol and/or displayed in yellow, (E) :

!

4.1.22 Redundant Display (Tier 2 . General)
Caution and warning information should be presented through visual and auditory means.
COMMENT: The visual display of emergency information should te redundant, using pi: tares, schematics, color,
and text and should te accompanied by an auditory alettirg tone. (D)

4.1.2 3 Warning Operators of Potential Data Loss (Tier 2 . General)
Provisions to prompt against data loss should be provided.
COMMENT: For example, during log.off, the system should check Jending transactions to detennine if dataloss(E)
seems probable,if so, the computer should prompt for confirmation before the log off command is executed.

4.1.2 4 Time consuming processes (Tier 2 General)
Waming should be provided when a command will be time consuming to process.
COMMENT: (C)

4.1.2 5 Warning of Threats to Security (Tier 2 General)

Computer logic should generate messages or alarm signals that wam operators of threats to data
security or attempted intmsion by unauthorized personnel.
COMMENT: (E)

.

..

,

L
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.1 Routine Systtm Messages and Guidance

-

4.1.3 System Messages

4.1.3 1 Signaling Completion of Display Output (Tier 1 Use)t

When display generation is slow, notification should be provided when display output is complete.
COMMENT: For etample, a norsktrusive signal such as a chime. (E)

Feedback for Function Key Activation (Tier 2 Feedback)
4.1.3 2
Function key activation should be accompanied with some form of acknowledgment.
COMMENT: Fo4 example,an advisory toessage may te displayed. (E)

4.1.3 3 Clearly Worded Messages (Tier 2 . General)
The content of messages and acdons required by the operator should be explicit.

,,

COMMENT: (A)

,

t

.,

n

! !

,

:
-

|

|
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.1 Houtine Sptem Messages and Guidance
4.1.4 Operator Guidance General

4.1.4 1 Standard Procedures (Tier 2 . Consistency) .

Standard procedures should be used for accomplishing similar operations.G)
COMMENT; For example. consistent use of command words (such as SAVE) across operations.

f
4.1.4 2 Consistent Forinat for Operator Guidance (Tier 2

Consistency)
|

Guidance format should be consistent across displays. |

COMMENT: For example display titles might be consistently centered at the top of the display, with display
identincation codes at the upper lef t comer. (E) 1

J

4.1.43 Wording Consistent with Control Entry (Tier 2
Consistency)

Wording for operator guidance that is consistent with the words shmid be used for control entries.(Bad)
(Good) To delete a paragraph. press DELETE and then PARAGRAPil.COMMENT: For example

To erase a paragraph press DELETE and then PARAGRAPil (E)

4.1.44 Wording Consistent with Operator Guidance (Tier 2
Consistency)

The wording and required format of control functions should be reflected consistently in the
wording of guidance, including labels. messages and instructional material.(Bad) If a
COMMENT: Examples (Good) To delete a paragraph press DELETE and then PARAGRAPil
paragraph must be erased. press DELETE and then PARAGRAPil (E)

Consistent Grammatical Structure (Tier 2
Consistency)

4.1.4 5
Grammatical constraction of operator guidance should be consistent,
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.4 6 111ghlighting Critical Operator Guidance (Tier 2 Consistenc3)

A consistent method should be used to highlight display of critical guidance information.
COMMENT: Warnings and warning messages may require output of auxiliary auditory signals as well as display
highlighting. (E)

4.1.4 7 Familiar Wording (Tier 2 Meaningfulness)

Operatur guidance should use familiar terminology.
COMAENT: For example: (Good) Data regidres special access code; call Data Base Admin. X 9999.

(Bad) IMS/VS DBMS private data: r.ec DBSA.0/99 99.- (E)

Familiar Coding Conventions (Tier 2 Mainingfulness)
4.1.48
Codes and abbreviations for data entry / display should have core entional usage.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.4 9 Only Necessary Information Displayed (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

Only needed data should be displayed.
COMMENT: Only relevant data to a task or operation should be displayed. (E)

4,1.4 10 Task Oriented Wording (Tier 2 Task Compatibility)

Labels and ident fiers should be task oriented. (E)
'

i
COMMENT: For example, a save operation shouli be called *Save'. and not * Function l' or * Update Data *.

Speaking Directly to O aerators (Tier 2 General)
4.,1.4 11
Wording for operator guidance should x directed at the operator.(Bad) 'Ihe operator should press
COMMENT: For example (Good) Press ENTER to continue.

ENTER to continue. (E)

Page 5
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4.1.4 12 Affirmative Statements (Tier 2 General)
Affirmative wording should be used for operator guidance messages.

(Gm!) Clear the sneenCOMhiENT: Tell the o;erator what to do rather than what to avoid. For example.
_

before entering data. (Bad) Do not enter data before clearing the screen. (E)

4.1.4 13 Active Voice (Tier 2 General)
Active voice should be used in guidance messages.
COMMENT: For example. (Good) Pressing CLEAR clears screen. (Bad) The screen is cleared by

using CLEAR. (E)

4.1.4 14 Anthropomorphism (Tier 2 General)

Presenting the system as a person thould be avoided.*l AM LOADING YOUR FILE NOW. ILL ' ELL YOU WHEN l'M DOI!E?.
COMMENT: For example.

(A)

4.1.4 15 Temporal Sequence (Tier 2 . General)
Guidance should describe sequence of steps in order of perfom1ance.
COMMENT: For example. (Good) Enter LOGON sequence before running programs. (Bad) Before

running pograms. enter LOG-ON sequence. (E)

4.1.4 16 Easy Ways to Get Guidance (Tier 2 Geiseral)
Operators should be able to switch easily between information handling and guidance material.
COMMENT: Guidance might be displayed as a temporary ' window" overlay on the warting duplay, which a
operator could request or suppress at will. (E)

4.1.4 17 Speech Output (Tier 3 Design Details)
Computer generated speech output for guidance messages should be used only when attention may
not be directed toward a visual display. (E)COMMENT: Cumputer generated speech may te useful when attention is focused away from a visual display.

4.1.4 18 Limited Number of Spoken Messages (Tier 3 Design Details) _

omputer generated speech shouM be limited to a few messages.
."

COMMEtU: Computer-generated speech is not useful if many messages might be given at one time, or for
conveying a lengthy list of menu options. (E)

-
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4.0 OPEHATOR AIDS
4.1 Houtine System Messages and Guidance
1.1.5 Status Information

Indicating Status (Tier 1 Use)
4.1.5 1
Indication of system status should be presented at all times.
COhtMENT: Status display can be explicit (e.g., by message), or can be implicit (e.g., by a displayed clock whose
regular time change offers essurance that the cornputer link is still operating). Altematively. system status
inionnation may te provided at operator request. (E)

4.1.5 2 Operator Status (Tier 1 Use)
Displays or messages detailing the operator's status should be provided.
COMMENT: For example, files in use and ongoing pmcessing. (D)

4.1.5 3 Operational Mode (Tier 1 Use)
When results of operator action are contingent upon operational modes, the current mode should be
displayed.
COMMEt(T: (E)

4.1.54 System Load (Tier 1 Use)
When task performance is affected by operational load, operators should be able to obtain status
ir1 formation indicating current system performance, expressed in terms of computer response time.
COMMEtiT: It may te necessary to define a ' standard' function for which computer response time is predicted on a
nonnalired baris. (E)

4.1.5 5 Other Operators (Tier 1 Use)
When task performance requires data exchange and/or interaction with other operators, operators
should be able to obtain status information concerning others cturently using the system.
COMMEt(T: (D.E)

4.1.56 Keyboard Lock (Tier 1 Usc)
When the keyboard is locked or the terminal is disabled, the status should be displayed.
COMMENT: For example, controllockout may le signaled by absence of the cursor from the display, or by a
change in the shape of the cursor. An auditory signal should te presented. (E)

4.1.5 7 Consistent Status Presentation (Tier 2
Consistency)

Status information should be presented in a specific message window or in a consistent screen
location.:

COMMEtiT: (D)

4.1.58 LOG.ON Feedback. (Tier 2 Feedback)i
'

Feedback in log on pmcedures should be provided.
L
| COMMENT: (E)

i. 4.1.59 Processing Delay (Tier 2 Feedback)
When system functioning requires the operator to stand by, periodic feedback should preser:t the

'

L reason for the delay.
' COhD, TENT: When a process cr sequence is completed by the system. positive indication should be presented to the!

operator concerning the outcome of the process and requirements for subsequent operator actions. Successive -L

periodic feedtock messages should difTer in wording imm presentation to tresentation, or be otherwise indicated.|
i

(A.B)

4.1.5 10 Status Message Alert (Tier 2 General)
Status messages should be accompanied with a consistent auditory signal to alert when a message
has been displayed.

Page 7
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COMMENT: (D)

4.1.5 11 Indicating Operational Mode (Tier 2 . General)
When an action establishes a change in operational mode that affects operator actions, current mode.

.

should be indicated. (E)
COMMENT: For example, selection of a DELE 113 maie should prodo:e a warning signal on the display.

4.1.5 12 LOG ON Failure (Tier 2 General)
Where LOGON is incorrect, a message should nplain (1) that the LOGON procedure was
unsuccessful and (2) why the procet ure failed.
COMMENT: For example, "Inconect LOGON sequence, expired inssword.* (D)

4.1.5 13 LOG.ON Delay (Tier 2 General)
Where LOG.ON is denied because of system unavailability, an advisory message should be
displayed.
COMMENT: For example, * System is down for maintenance until 9: 30 AM.*

Avoid *as soon as possible*

rnessages. (E) t.

4.1.5 14 Wording of Status Messagt - (Tier 3 Design Details)

Status messages shou'! be free from jargon.
COMMENT: The use of standard acronyms and abbreviations is receptable. (D)

4.1.5 15 Context (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When the tesults of an entry depend upon context or mode, context indication shouk be provided.
COMMENT: For example, when the effects of entries are contingent upon operational modes. indica . the current
mode. (E)

-
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OPERATOR AIDS4.0
4.1 Routine System Meeges and Guidance
4.1.6 Routine Feedback

Feedback During Data Entry (Tier 2 - Feedback)4.1.61

Display feedback should be provided for all operator actions during data entry. COMMENT: For reasons of data protection,it may not be desirable to display passwords ard other secure entries.
(E)

4.1.62 Feedback for Comaletion of Data Entry (Tier 2 - Feedback)
The computer should acknowlet ge completion of a data entry transaction with success or failure

COMMENT: In a sequence of routine, repetitive data entry transactions, successful completion of one entry mightconfirmation.

result simply in regeneration of the initial (empty) data entry display, in order to speed the next entry in the
sequence. Successful data entry should not be signaled merely by automatic erasure of entered data from the display.d

except possibly in the case of repetitive data entries. For single data enuy transactions,it is prefened to leave entere(E)
data on the display until the operator takes an explicit action to clear the display.

4.1.6 3 Feedback when Changing Data (Tier 2 Feedback)

If an operator ret)uests change (or deletion) of a data item that is not currently being displayca, the
operator should be able tc display the old data before confinning the change.CO'.f"ENT: Displayed feedback will help prevent inadvenent data change, and is panicularly useful in protecting
delee actions. (E)

4.1.6-4 Indicating Item Selection (Tier 2 Feedback)

Display items selected for operation (such as icons or text) should be highlighted. COMMENT: *nds provides a routine natural feedback that item selection has been accomplished. and povides
indication as to what selection has been made. (E)

4.1.6 5 Feedback for Control Entries (Tier 2
Feedback)

The computer should acknowledge every control entry immediately.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.6 6 Indicating Option 5 election (Tier 2 - Feedback)
When previously selected control options are still operative, those options should be disniayed.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.6 7 Status Indication Durini: Processing (Tier 2 - Feedback)
Indication of transaction status should

ac presented whenever the complete responw to a operator

entryis delayed. COMMENT: Delays in computer response longer than a few seconds can be disturbing, especially for a transaction
that is usually pmcessed immediately. In such a case, intermediate feedback should be pmvided. When system
functioning requires the operator to stand-by. WORKING, BUSY, or WAIT messages should be displayed until
interaction is possible. Where the delay is lik+1y to exceed 15 seconds, the operator should be informed. For delays

(E)exceeding 60 seconds. a count.down display should show delay time remaining.

4.1.6-8 Indicating Completion of Processing (Tier 2 - Feedback)
, When piocessing in response to a control entry is lengthy, positive indication of processing
i

completion should be provided. COMMENT: For long delays. interim feedback on processing status (before completion) should be provided.
Interim messages, however, shotid not interfere with operator activities. (E)

(Tier 2 - Feedback)4.1.6,9 Feedback for Operator Interrupt
Following operator interrupt of data processing, an advisory message should be displayed.
COMMENT: (E)

Page 9
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4.1.6 10 Feedback for Print Hequests (Tier 1 Feedback)
An advisory message should be presented confirming that a print request is being processed.
COMMENT: E)

..
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.1 Routine System Messages and Guidance
4.1.7 Error Feedback :

4.1.71 Informative Error Messages (Tier 1 - Use)
When the computer cietects an entry error, an error message should be displayed stating the error
and possible subsequent open.tions.(Good) " Code format not recognind; enter two letters, then three digits.*(Bad)
COMAM: For example.

Operators should not have to search through reference information to translate error messages.* Invalid input.' .;

(E)
,

4.1.74. Invalid Action (Tier 1 Usc)
Where an entry is invalid or inoperative at the time of selection, no action should result except a
display of an advisory message indicating appropriate functions, options, or commands.(A)
COMMEhT: For example attempting to print a document from within an edit mode. ,

4.1.73 Task. Oriented Error Messages (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

|

Wording for error messages should be appropriate to the task.(Good) * Trend Point number not recognized, check the number."(Bad) * Entry
COMMENT: For exarrple.
error Status Flag 4.* (E) t

4.1.74 lirief Error Messages (Tier 2 General)

Error messages should be brief and informative.
COMMErm For example,use * Entry must be a number." rather than ' Alphabetic characters are not
acceptable in this data field or transaction.* (E)

4.1.75 Neutral Wording for Errer Messages (Tier 2 - General)

- Error messages should use neutral wording.- COMMENTt Error rnessages should not imply blame to the operator, personalize the computer, or auempt to make
- a message humorous. For example,use (Good) Entry must be a number,

(Bad) Illegalentry. (Bad) I need

some digits. (Bad) Don't be dumber, use a number. (E)

Non Disruptive Erior Messages- (Tier 2 Generai)
4.1.76
Th- computer should display an error message only after completion of an entry.
COMMENT: For example, an error message should not be generated as wrong data are keyed. but only after an
explicit ENTER action has been taken. (E) !

(Tier 2 General)4.1,7 7 - Advisory Error Messages i

Where data or control entry is made from a small set of tiltematives, error messages should indicatep

the correct altematives.
. COMMENT: (E)

4.1.7-8' Displaying Erroneous Entries (Tier 2 General)L

|? When an entry error has been detected, the erroneo is entry should remain displayed,
(F)

'

COMMENT: *Ik error itself will provide infcumation as to the nature of the enor.
p

~ 4.1.7 9 Cursor Placement Following Error (Tier 2 General).i

-The location of a detected error should _be marked.
;

COMMENT: For example, by positioning the cursor at that Icint on the display, i.e., at that data field or command
word. (E)

4.1.710 ' Indicating Repeated Errors -(Tier 2 - General)
.. If a operator repeats an error, a noticeable c>uge should exist in the displayed error message.(E)For example, a display of the same verbal message but with changing a'inotation.
|

COMMENT:

-Page il
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Re noving Error hiessages (Tier 2 General) .

4.1.7 11
Displayed enor messages should be removed after the enor has been corrected.
COMMENT: (E)

-

4.1.7 12 Errors in Stacked Commands (Tier 2 General)
If only a portion of a merged command can be executed, guidance should be provided to permit
correction, completion, or cancellation of the merged command,
COhihiENT: If an error is octected in a group of entries, the system should proc *.,,a correct commands until the error

,

is displayed. (A.B) |

4.1.7 13 hiultilevel Error hiessages (Tier 2 - General)
Following the output of a simple error message, operators should be able to request a more detailed
explanation of the error.
COMMENT: A more complete discussion of erh error should be made available on line. (E)

;

4.1.7 14 Cautionary hiessages (Tier 2 . General)
When a data or command entry error is suspected but cannot be determined (in terms of system
enor logic), a cautionary message asking confirm should be displayed.

*Cooldown rate of 200 'F per hour degrees is outside the normal range; confirm orCOMMENT: For example,:
ekmge entry." (E)

4.1.7 15 hiultiple Error hiessagea (Tier 3 Design Details)
. Notification should be made for each error when multiple errors are detected.

*DA'IE shn.u be numeric (+ 2 other errors!".
The computer should place the

COMMENT: For example,
cursor in the data field referred to by the d w x1 error message, with other error fields highlighted. *Ihere should
also be means to tequest sequential display of the other error messages. (E)

Error hiessage Placement -(Tier 3 . Design Details)4.1.7 16
Error messages should be presented at the point of the em' or in a consistent art i of the display.
COMMENT: (D)

14.1.717' Docuinenting Error' hiessages (Tier 3 Design Details)
'2

As a supplement to on line guidance, system documentation should include a listing and
explanauon of all error messages.

. COMMENT: (E)

I>
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.1 Routine System Messages and Guidance
4.1.8 Job Aids

4.1.8 1 On Lit.e System Guidance (Tier 1 Use)
Rcference material describing system capabilities and procedures should be available on-line.
COhiMENT: (E)

Guidance Information Always Available (Tier 1 Use)
4.1.8 2
Specific guidance should be available for display at any point in a transaction sequence.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.8 3 Index of Data (Tier 1 Ust.)
An on line dua index (procedures, etc) should be provided.
COMMENT: De d:ita index should indicate file names, objects, propenies, and other aspects of nie structure that
might be used to access data. (E)

Index of Commands (Tier 1 - Use)4.1.8 4
For command entry, an on.line command index should be provided.
COMMEW: (E)

4.1.8 5 Dictionary of Abbreviations (Tier 1 Use)

A dictionary of abbreviations should be provided.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.8 6 Logical Menu Structure (Tier 2 Seque: icing and Grouping)

Menu optiens should be in logical groups.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.8 7 Transaction Specific Opt'9n Display (Tier 2 - Task Compatibility)
Control options that are uppropriate to the cunent transaction should be indicated on the display.
COMMENT: An exception control options that an: generally available at every step in a traruaction sequence
should be treated as implicit options that need not be included in a display of specific current options. (E)

Guidance for OPERATOR GUIDANCE (Tier 2 - Feedback)4.1.8 8
At every point in a transaction sequence, guidance should be provided as to how to continue.
COMMENT: For example, use (Good) * Procedures are current through March 1991. Press STEP key to
continue.* rather than (Bad) * Data are current through Marth 1991.* (E)

General List of Control Options (Tier 2 - General)4.1.8 9
A general list (menu) of control options should be providul that is always available to sen>e as a
consistent staning point to begin transactions.
COMMENT: (E)

4.1.8 10 Record of Past Transactions (Titr 2 - General)
*Ihe operator shuould be able to request a displayed record of past operations.
COMMENT: Near term tasks related to ongoing openuions shoult'',e uvailable. (E)

Access to Job Aids- (Tier 3 - Desigr. Details)4.1.8 11
Explicit actions should be required to access or suppress job pcrformance aids.
COMMENT: (D)

|

{
|
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.1 Routine System Messages and Guidance
4.1.9 Operator Performance Monitoring _

4.1.9 1 Transaction Records (Tier 3 Design Details)
The computer should nuintain records of operator transactions
COMMENI: (E)

4.1.92 Data Access Ilecords (Tier 3 Design Details)
The computer should maintain records of data access. (E)
COMMENT: For example, which data files, categories, or items have been called out for display.

4.f.9 3 Error Records (Tier 3 Design Details)

Errors should be recorded.
,

COMMEN(: (E;

4.1.9 4 IIELP Records (Tier 3 Design Detalis)
Requests for HELP should be recorded.
COMME!G; id)

Notifying Operators (Tier 3 Design Details)4.1.95
Operators should be inf ormed of records kept of individual performance.
COMMENT: (E)

64

|

|
|
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
I 4.1 Houtine Sptem Messages ond Guidance

4.1.10 llelp

4.1.10 1 HELP (Tier 1 Use)
Operants should be ab'e to obtain on line guidance by requesting HELP.
COMhENT- (E)

4.1.10 2 Standard Action to Request HELP (Tier 2 Consistency)

A simple, standam action should be available to request HELP.
COhihtENT: Operators should have inuldple methods of requesting help. For example, a operator might (1) select

(E)
licip in a pull down menu.(2) type a *llelp* command, and/or (3) press a Help Function Key.

4.1.10 3 Tnsk Oriented IIELP (Tier 2
Task Compatibility)

Het P request should be tailored to task context.
COMhiENT: For example,if an error in command entry has just been made. HEl.P should display informadon(E)
conceming that command its iunction. Its proper r.ructure and nrdmg, required and opuonal parameters, etc.

4.1.10 4 Acces* to llELP (Tier 2 General)
Operators should be able to access Help at any point.
COhihENT: A operator should be able to request HE,'.P at any point in a transaction sequence. Tne procedure
should always be the same, whether the operator wants an txplanation Lf a pa.%1ar data entry, a displayed data
item, or a command optlon. (D)

4.1.10 5 Browsing HELP (Tier 2 - General)
Operators should be able to browse on line HELP,
COhihENT: (E)

Return from HELP (Tier 2 - General)4.1.10 6
The operator should be able to easily return to the task after accessing HELP.
'OhnfENT: (A)

.1.10 7 - Automatic HELP (Tier 3 Design Details)
When appropriate. HELP should be automatically provided.
COhSENT: A condition for automatic help might be frequent errors in a specific intern tion with the system.

(D)However, operators should be able to limit automatically presented help displays wi:h a single action.

4.1.10 8 Clarifying IIELP Requests (Tier 3 Design Details)
When a request for HELP is ambiguous in context, the computer shou'd initiate a dialogue to
specify what data, message or command requires explanation.
COhBENT; For example, the computer might ask a operator to point at a displayed item about which HELP l-
requested. (E)

4.1.10 9 HELP Context (Tier 3 Design Detalk)
When a help request depends upon context established by previous entries, con ext should be
indicated.
COhSi2NT: Operators should be able to request a displard ncord of recent transactions (A)

4.1.1010 hitilevel HELP (Tier 3 Design Details)
.When a HELP di splay provides summary information, more detailed explanations should be
available.
COMMENT: (E)

(Tier 3 - Design Details)4.1.1011 HELP Guidance
Advisory messages or prompts should be available to guide operators in accessing help messages.

Page1bSection 4.0 Operator Aids
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COMAESTT; (A)

4.1.10 12 !!ELP Index (Tier 3 Design Details)
On line HELP Index should be provided. .-

COMMENT: (A) "

4.1.10 13 Synonyms for Standard Terminology (Tier 3 Design Details)

When a operator requests HELP on a topic, the computer should accept synonynu and
abbreviauons.
COMhENT: (E)

4.1.10 14 IIELP Display Format (Tier 3 Decign Details)
IIELP should be displayed in text and/oi annotated graphics.
COMMENT: For example, displaying procedural data in a flowchart humat. (D)

''

4.1.10 15 IIELP Security (Tier 3 Design Details)
Design of the Help function should be consistent with system security restrictions.
COMhENT: (D)

\
,
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.2 Decision Aids
4.2.1 Expert Systems
4.2.1.1 Dialog

4.2.1.11 Information Exchange (Tier . Task Compatibility)

Operator-expert system information exchange should be based on task requirements.COhihM: For example. the range of data types which will te input (text, numeric, graphic). the extent and
frequency of data type entry. l.ow data are acquired the range of data types which will be output by the expert system(A)
(text. numeric, graphic), the frequency of each data type output, and padng of operamr queries.,

4.2.1.1 2 Dialog Initiation Flexibility (Tier I . Use)
The system should support a flexible dialog permitti..g initiation of an action without canceling an
ongoing transaction.
COhihiENT: (A)

4.2.1.1 3 Minimize the Sptems Inquire of Operators (Tier 2
Minimizing User

.

Actions)
Querying the operator for routine information should be minimized.
COhihENT: (A)

4.2.1.1 4 Dialog Sequencing Flexibility (Tier 2 . Flexibility of Use)
The operator-expert system dialog should be flexible in temis of the type and sequencing of
operator input it will accept.-
COhih!ENT: (A)

4.2.1.1 3 Dialog Modes for Operators (Tier 2 . General)
When interacting with the expert system, command langm *e dialog should be avoided.
COhihiENT: (A)

4.2.1.16 Rapid Transaction Retrieval (Tier 3 Design Details)

The system should permit rapid retrieval of previous exchanges between the operator and the
expert system for the cunent transaction.
COhihiENT: (A)e

'4.2.1.17 Minimize Operator Request Requirements (Tier 3 . Design Details)
The operator should not have to complete all elements (e.g., fields) of an expert system requested
form to complete a phase of a transaction.-
COhihENT: (A)

!
|

L
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.2 Decision Aids
4.2.1 Expert Systems -

4.2.1.2 Planning and Consultation
'

4.2.1.2 1 Strategy Planning Provision (Tier 2 General)
The expert system should provide the capability to plan a strategy for addressing a problem.
COhBENT: he capability provided by the sxpert system should include: planning aids (such as time lines,
worksheets); an evaluation function which assesses the adequacy of the operatofs plan and r% omrnends revisions
where necessary; the ability to form, state and test hypotheses in a manner consistent with tne operators plan: and.
the capacity to store and recall plans. (A)

4.2.1.22 Strategy Support and Selection (Tier 2 General)
The expert system should be able to support a complete range of problem solving strategies.

' COMMENT: Including: reliability 0.e.. failure rate); conditional probability; syndrome /s> mptom analysis; signal
- '

tracing; hati. split: and, bracketing.De ex[en system should be capable of accepting direction from the operator in
terms of which strategy to employ. (A)

4.2.1.23 Forward and llackward Chaining Support (Tier 2 . General)
The control strategy should support forward and backward chaining.
COhBENT: (A)

4.2.1.2 4 ~ Action Simulation' Mode Support (Tier 2 General)
The system should support speculative analysis by providing an " Action Simulation mode" that
allows investigation of effects of an action, without implementing the action.
COhBENT: Speculative analyses are "what if cenarios. (A)

4.2.1.25 Interactive Explanation Capability (Tier 2 . General)
The expert system should provide interactive explanations using the facts and rules contained in its
knowledge base. What would
COhBEtG: Types of quc2tions an expen systems should be capable of handling include:

,

happenif 7 Are there significant side effects to. ? How do x and yinteract? What causes 27 - 7

What are the result- (effects) of 27
Given1.how sho ld I respond? (A)

4.2.1.26 Action Simulation Mode Command and Identification (Tier 3 . Design
,

Details)
Entering reconnoiter mode should require an explicit command and result in a distinguishable
change in system output.
CCSBENT: For example, a blinking Action Simulation mode symbol. (A)

.

1
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.2 Decision Aids
4.2.1 Expert Systems
4.2.1.3 Expert System Display

4.2.1.3 1 Consistency of Coding Techniques (Tier 2 Consistency)

Coding techniques should be consistently applied across the expen system.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.32 Critical Information Alert (Tier 3
Design Detal s)

If critical information becomes available during an explanation session, the system should indicate
so via prompts or waming mechanisms, and display the information to the cperator.
COMMENT: (A)

(Tier
4.2.1.3 3 Graphic Representation of System Configuration and Parameters
3 Design Details) _

Gra 3hics, such as a system schematic, should be available to depict relationships between system
con:iguration and measurabic parameters.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.34 Graphic Representation of Rules (Tier 3 Design Details)

The expen system should be able to graphically represent its rules network and reasoning process.
COMMENT: "Ihis capability should be available to the operator as an adjunct to the explanation subsystem.
(A,B)

4.2.1.35 Status Display Using Coding Techniques (Tier 3 Design Details)

Graphics should portray system and process status through the use of color, shac
ing, or similar

codmg techniques.
COMMENT: (A)

Freeze Capability for Dynamic Information (Tier,3 Design Detalis)
4.2.1.36
Display of dynamic Information should '' freeze" during explanan,on sessions..

COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.3 7 Status Changc 811ghlights (Tier 3 Design Details)
At the completion of the explanation session, the system should update and highlight changes in
displayed values and request acknowledgement by the operator.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.3-8 Off line Printing Capability (Tier 3 . Design Details)
The expert system should have an off-line printer to permit requests for hardcopy of data including:
screen displays (text or graphics), summanes of consultations, lists of rules / facts invoked during a
consultation, and summanes of hypotheses tested and data employed during a consultation.
COMMENT: (A)

,
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.2 Decision Aids
4.2.1 Expert Systems .-

4.2.1.4 Certainty Factors

Certainty Factors Representation Capability (Tier 2 General)
4.2.1.41
'Ihe rule set for an expert system st.wid represent certainty factors to the operator.
COMMENT: Certainty factors na le contained in the data,in one or more rdes, or toth. (A)

4.2.1.42 Use of Decimal Coding of Certainty (Tier 2 General)

Certainty factors should be represented as a decimal number from -1 to +1; with -1 indicating
absolute certainty that a fact is not true, and +1 indicating absolute certainty that a fact is true.
COMMENT: (A)

Cumulative Certainty Representation (Tier 3 Design Details)
4.2.1.43
Certainty factors should reflect the cumulative certainty for all elements of the conclusion being
drawn.

4

COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.4-4 Underlying Certainty Judgement Rationale (Tier 3 Design Details)

In addition to numerical values of certainty, the system should provide indication of rationale
underlying the uncertainty, such as conditions when the rule is mvalid.
COMMENT: (A)

-..
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4.0 OPERATOR AIDS
4.2 Decision Aids
4.2.1 Expert Systems
4.2.1.5 Explanation Facilities

4.2.1.51 Explanation Capability (Tier 1 Use)

The expert system should be capable of explaining its behavior, problem solutions, and
knowledge.
COMhiENT: (A)

4.2.1.52 Consistent Nomenclature (Tier 2 Consistency)'
%e explanation facility should employ the 'ame nomenslature, abbreviations and acronyms for
system elements as those employed by the operator.
COMMEN7: (A)

4.2.1.53 Respond to Operator Requests (Tier 2 General)

The expert system should respond to operator requests to clarify questions and assertions.
COhiMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5-4 Explanation Display (Tier 2 General)
The system should 6isplay rule based and descriptive explanations as requested by the operator.
COhiMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5.S Strategy Explanation (Tier 2 General)
At any point during a transaction, the expen system should explain which problem solving strategy
is being employed, why a particular strategy was selected and the current status.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.56 Operator Control of Explanation Detail (Tier 2 - General)
ne level of detail of information pres-nted .ts part of an explanation or justifica. ion should be
under the control of the operator.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5-7 Display of Current Rule (Tier 2 General)
At any point during a consultation, the expen system should display the rule currently being
invoked.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.58 Representing Results (Tier 2 - General)
At the request of the operator, the exper* system should represent forward causality, in the form of
predicdons; and backward causality,in tae form of speculative reconstmeion of events.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.59 Rule Recording (Tier 3 Design Details)
The expert system should automatically record all ruLs invokd during a consultation.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 10 Post lloc Rule-Event Recall (Tier 3
Design Details)

Following a consultation, the explanation facility should recall each invoked rule and associate it
with a specific event (i.e.. question or conclusion ) to explain the rationale for the event.
COMMEST: (A)

4.2.1.5.* 1 Knowledge Base Search to Operator Query (Tier 3 Design Details)

*lhe explanation facility should search the knowledge base to locate rtdes or iterns of knowledge in
response tn specific inquiries from the operator.
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COMhiENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 12 Inadequate Knowledge Alert (Tier 3 Design Details)

's he explanation facihty should alen when a problem is beyond its curTent capabilities, and instruct-

as to what additional knowledge or rules are required to complete the transaction.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 13 Strategy Selection Explanation (Tier 3 Design Details)

At any point during a transaction. the expert system should explain which problem solving strategy
is being employed, why a particular strategy was selected, ano the current status.
COhihiEhi: (A)

4.2.1.5 14 Consistency with Operator Strategies (Tier 3
Design Details)

The presentation of information to explain the knowledge of the system should be consistent in
content and format with the cognitive strategies and mental models employed by the operator.

,,

COMMENT: Panicularly when the operator and the expert system are independently working the same problem.
(A)

4.2.1.5 15 Strategy and Process Understanding (Tier 3
Design Details)'

Exphnation facility knowledge should include an understanding of the strategies and processes by
which rules and facts are applied.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 16 Explicit Rule Representation ('Iser 3 . Design Details)
Rules should be represented explicitly in the knowledge base and encoded such that it is accessibh
to the explanation facility and can be translated for htiman understanding.
COMMENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 17 Rule Exceptions (Tier 3 Design Details)
Rule exceptions should be explicitly contained in the knowledge base and available to the operator
as part of the explanation facility.

~

COMhtENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 1 E Access to Hypothesis Ordering Rationale (Tier 3 Design Details)

The explanation facility should have access to the rationale by which hypotheses in a rule's premise
were ordered.
COMMENT: For example, the rank ordering of decision rule priority. (A)

4.2.1.5 19 Explanation Detail Default (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Control of the explanation facility should be designed so the operator may specify the level of detail
as a default option at the beginning of a trancaction. -

COMhENT: (A)

4.2.1.5 20 Explanation by Means Ends Analysi> Systems (Tier 3 - Design
Details)
Systems employing means-ends analysis as an element of control strategy should providedifferences between the current state and goal
desc:iptions of the current state and goal state;
state; all candidate operators, including the type / amount of difference they eliminate, and strategies for
transfonning the ctmtnt state or revising the goal state.

COMMENT: (A)

Provide Goodness of Fit Estimate (Tier 3 - Design Details)4.2.1.5 21
When representing reasoning processes, the expert system should be capt ble of describing how
observed data support each hypothesis under consideration and how hypotheses under
consideration account for the obsen>ed data.
COMMENT: (A)
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INTER PElGGNNEL COMMUNICATION' 5,0
5,1 General

5.1 1 Interactive Communication (Tier 1
Use)

Users should be able to corrimunicate interactively with other users who are cunently using the
same system.
COMMEfR: (E)

5.12 Consistent Procedures (Tier 2
Consistency)

Procedures for preparing, sending and receiving messages should be consistent from onetransaction to anotTer, and consistent with procedures for other information handling tasks.
COMMEfG: Procedures should te the same for handling differrnt kinds of messages and for messages sent to
dif ferent destinations,althou3h pncedures for hardling high priority messages might incorporate special actions to

Users should be able to use the same procedures to enter, edit and dtsplay messages aslensure special attention.

they use to enter, edit and display other kinds of data. Data transmission that does not involve forma mer,sagesmight by pass standard procedures as in the direct linking of tenninals, or might require special procedures as in the
transfer of data files. (E)

5,1 3 Minimal User Actions (Tier 2 Minimizing User Actions)
The data transmission procedures should be designed to minimize required user actions.
COMMENT: Examples - in some applications, sof tware logic might prepare and transmit messages automatically,
derived from data already stored in the computer, software logic might provide automatic reformatting of stored data
for transmission, where format change is required; interface software might provide automatic insertion into

(E)messages of standard heahr information, distribution lists, cic.

5,1 4 Flexible Control of Data Transmission (Tier 2
Flexibility of Usc)

Flexible control of data transmission should be provided, so that usets can decide what data should
be transmitted, when, and where,
LOMMEtG: Flexible control of message handling will help ensure that routine data transmissions will not
interfere with a user's other activides. Exceptions are monitoring and operation control applications,in which data
transmission must often be event-driven. (E)

5,b5 Flexible Message Filing (Tier 2 Flexibility of Use)
Users should be provided with flexible capabilities for filing copies of draft messages during
preparation, transmittni messages, and received messages, and organizing those message files.
COMMEtR: For most information handling systems,it is probably desirable to design the user interface so that
users de not have to concern themselves with the detailed stncture of data files. For message handling, however,
users will often need to decide themselves whether and where to store transmitted data, i.e., how messages should be
organized in their filing. Appropriate computer aids should be provided for message storage and tetrieval, to pern it(E)
naming of message files, grouping of files into la:ger ' folders", and indexing the resulting file structure.

5,16 Functional Integration (Tier 2 - General)
Data transmission fit./:tions should be integrated with other infonnation handling functions within
a system. A user should not have to log off from a gwr4 Jata pmcessing system and log on to some other

.. COMMENT: If data transmission facilities are in iact implemented e a

special system in order to send or receive a message. separate system, that sepvation should be concealed in user interface design, so that a user can move from general
information har.dling to message handhng without interruption. A user should te able to communicate with otherA user should be able to transmit data using
users without exiting an application in which he or she is working. (E)
the same computer system (and procedures) used for general entry, editing, display, and other processing of data.

5.1-7 Control by Explicit User Action (Tier 2 - General)
Both sending and receiving messages should be accomplished by explicit user action.
COMMENT: Automaac message generation and receipt will be helpfulin many applications, but in such cases the
user should be able to monitor transmissions, ard should be able to participate by establishing reviewing and/or

(E)changing the computer logic that controls automatic data transmission.

Page1
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5,14 Functional Wording (Tier 2 . General)
Functional wording should be employed for the temis used in data transmission so that those tenns
will match users' work-oriented terminology,
COMMENT: Functional wordmg should W employed for preparing and addressing mest. ages, for initiating ud

.

in general, a user
controlling message transmission and other forms of data transfer, and for receiving messages
should not have to , cam the technical details of communication protocols, codes for computer * handshaking", data
f onnat conversion, etc., but should 14 able tri rstly on the computer to handle those aspects of data transmission
automatically. For example, a user should be able to address messages m other people or agencies by narne,
without conenn for computer addresses, communication network structure and routing. (E)

5.19 Automatic Quering (Tier 2 - General)
The computer should provide automatic queuing of outgoing messages pending confinnation of
transmission, and of incoming messages pending their review and disposition.
COMMENT: For example, interface software might pmvide automatic inseruon into messages of standard header

(E)information, distribution lists, etc., or provide automatic record keeping, message logging. status displays, etc.

5.1 10 Interrupt (Tier 3 . Design Details)
Users should be able to intermpt message preparation, review, or disposition, and then resume any

,

of those tasks from the point of interruption.
COMMENT: (E)

5.1-11 Message Highlighting (Tier 3 Design Details)
Software capabilities should be provided to annotate transmitted data with appropriate highlighting
to emphasize alarm /alen conditions, priority' indicators, or other significant second order
infonnation that could affect message handlmg.
COMMENT: Second+rder infonnation,i.e., data about data, will often aid the handling and interpretation of
messages. Such annotatinn might be provided automatically by software logic (e.g., a computer generated date time
stamp to indicate currency), or might be added by the sender of a message to emphasize some significant feature
(e.g., nuention arrows), or by the receiver of a message as an aid in filing and retrieval. (E)

5.1 12 Printing Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
-

Within the constraints of data security, users should be able to generate printed copies of
4

transmitted data, including messages sent and received.
COMMENT: User requirements for printed data are often unpredictable, and printing restrictions may handicap task
performance. Rather than restrict printing, appmpnate procedures for restricting funher distribution of piinted
messages shoald be employed. (E)

i

-
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INTER PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION5.0
5.2 Preparing Messages

5.2 1 Stored Message Forms (Tier 1 Use)
When message formats should conform to a defined standard or are predictable in other ways,

prestored forms should be provided to aid users in message preparation.COMMEhT: 11 may also te desinble to enable users to modify stored forms for their own purposes, and to define
and store their ow n message forms. For example, a stored form might te used to create a routine report for
transmission to a standard distribution list. (E)

5.2 2 Automatie Message Formatting (Tier 1 * Use)
When data must be transmitted in a particular format, as in data forms or formatted text, computer
aids to generate the necessary format automatically should be provided.
COMMENT: It is not sufficient merely to provide computer checking of formats generated by the user. ComputersWhen transmitting data. a user should not have to
should help users to avoid errors, and not just to identify errors.

(E)convert those data from whatever format was used originally for data entry.

5.2 3 User Designed Message Formats (Tier 1 Use)

When required message formats will vary unpredictably, users should be able to compose and
transmit messages with a format of their own design.
COMMENT: Establishing new formats, particularly if automatic data validation must te defined for specified fields,
may require special skills. Therefort this capability might be provided to a system administrator and not to all
system users. (E)

Unformatted Text (Tier 1 Use)5.2-4
Users should be able to compose and transmit messages as unformatted text.
COMMENT: Allowing users to create arbitrary text messages (sometimes called "chauer") will let users deal

(E)flexibly with a variety of communication needs not anticipated by system designers.

5.2 5 Message Composition Compatible with Data Entry (Tier 2 - Consistency)
Procedures for composing messages should be compatible with general data entry procedures,
especially those for text editing.
COMMENT: A user should not have tolearn procedures for entering message data that are different from more
general data entry, particularly if those procedures might involve conflicting habits. In systems where special
editing capabilities are available for special tasks, as in some programming systems, users should te able to choose
whether a special computer editor will le used for message preparation. (E)

5.2-6 Flexible Data Specification (Tier 2 - Flexibility of Use)
Users should be provided with flexible means for specifying the data to be transmitted.
COMMENT: When preparing a message, a user ma, wish to specify data to be included in the message by selecting

m (E)a particular file,either all or a designated part, or by def* ing a data category.

5.27 Variable Message Length (Tier 2 General)
Users should be able to prepare messages of any length.
COMMENT: In particular, data transrmssion facilities should not limit the length of a message to a single display
sc1ren or to some fixed number of lines. 'Ihere will usually be some implicit limit on message length imposed by
storage capacity or the amount of time it would take to transmit a very long message. However, a user might
sometimes choose to increase storage or accept transmission delays in order to send a long message required by a
particular task. (E)

5.2 8 Data Forms (Tier 2 General)
In preparing data forms for transmission, users should be able to enter, review, and t,hange data on
an orgamzco display with field labels, rather than being required to deal with an uni ibeled string of
items,
COMMENT: Use composition and itview of unlabeled data strings, especially those requiring delimitccs to mark

Section 5.0 Inter Personnel Commtinication
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Items will te prone to error. If such data strings are needed for economy of transmission, they shcald te generated
by the computer automatically from data entered in a fam filhng dialogue. (E)

5.2 9 Tables and Graphics (Tier 2 General)
In preparing tabular or graphic data for transmission, users should be able to enter, review, and

.-

change data in customary formats.
COMMENT: Regardless of what the computer imposed format will be for actual transmission purposes. For
example. tabular data in messages should te prepared (and later received) in row column format, even though die
table entries might actually be transmined as a coded string of data items. (E)

5.2 10 Incorporate Existing Files (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be able to incorporate an existing data file in a message, or to combine several files
into a single message for transmission.
COMMENT: It should not be necessary for a user to re-enter for transmission any data already entered for other
purposes. It should be possible to combine stored data with new data when preparing messages for transmission.

, ,

(E)

5.2 11 Incorporate Other Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to incorporate other messages in a message being prepared for transmission.
COMMENT: For example, a user might wish to forward with comments a message received from someone cire.

,

!

(E) |

5.2 12 Editing Address Fields (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to edit the address fields in the header of a message being prepared for

j

transmission. )
COMMENT: (A)

J

5.2-13 Saving Draft Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to save draft n.cssages duriig their preparation, or upon their completion.
COMMENT: A user should not be forced to recreate a message if its preparation is intenupted for some reason.
Users should be able to specify how to save dm*t messages (l.c.,in what file), just as t' ey may decide how to save"

copies of transmitted and received messages. (E)

5.2 14 Message Storage (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to save or delete messages that they have created prior to or aft-r sending.
COMME?(T: (D)

1

l

|

:

1
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INTER. PERSONA'EL COMMUNICAT]ONd0
9@ S.3 Addressing Muages
W

Destination Selection (Tier 1 UsM4
<hich da:a will be trac. -dtted.5.3 1

U:.ers should he able to specify the destination (< og
COhnEST: SpecifLation of message destinadon nd; u ce in terms of system users, as mdividuals or groups, ord
otha: work stations and terminals (includmg remote priotera, or users of other system:;. Standard destinations reay' ' 'cified as a matter of routine procedure, with sivcias destinanons designate ' as needed for tu.nclar transactions.il

ast applications,it is important thas users be able to send a message te nw tiple destinations with a s ng ell i ients. so that
ission action. For multiple recipients, it 'cill usually 'e he! rul to show

.I addresses to a rec p
P,g

f- villknow who else h?s received the message. In some cares, however,it may be desirab!c to permit
' g* cm%sian of *bt'. " copies. (E)

<-

Automatic Addressing of Reply (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions),

di to messages.*N2
. Appropriate andress(es) should be automatically provided for users respon ng

4thCE: (E)

Standard Address Header (Tier 2 - General)1" x e ovided that can
, dressing and identifying messages, a basic set of heade- f

"* w .

l-

be haerpreted by all systems to which users will send messagesCOhihE?R: In any panicular system,it should be possible for users (or a ..,m administrater) to specify

additions to the standard header fields in order to convey more descriprNe information about different types ofA-_
inessages. Possible additions to the basic addr-s thlds might inclum MTJECT, KEYWORDS, and
RE WCES, Rc address of a recipient should oeu, only oncei'. E message. For example, basic header fields

'.ude DATE 'IO, FROht, COPIES, and ped,aps some nc ap ;&: tification number. (E)mig

5,3 4 T c:atN Ad%s Entry (Tier 2 - General)
Vhen a usr must specity the address for a message, prompting should be provided to guide the

'

COhGiENT PmmptUg might consist of a series of questions to be answered, or an address form to be completed
user in that process.

(E)by the user, on reminders cf command entries that may be needed.

5.3 5 Address Verification (Tier 2 - General)
Computer checks for address accuracy (i.e., recogmzed content and format) should be provided.
COhthiENT: (A)

5.3 6 User-Assigr>cd Nicknames for Addressing (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to define nicknames for formal addresses, to save those nicknames in their
own files, and to specify those nicknames when addressing messages.
COMhEtU: Dere are several implications to such a nickname capability, First, a user might wish to assign
nicknames to computers a id other devices (e.g., printers) as well as to people. Second,il t user defines a rdekname,
the computer must check to ensure that the nickname is uruque in that user's nickname file. 'II .ird, nicknames must
takt precedence over sysn n names when 6 user addresses a message; i.e., the computer must dr.J., the user's
nickname file before checking the system-wide uidress list. Fourth, nicknames shcald not be tnr..- mitted; i.e., the
comput,-r should automatically transfcum nicknames into standard system addresses when ecmpletmg the address
header for messago *ransmission. (E)

5.3-7 Address Directory (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be pre /ided with a directory showing all acceptable forms of message addressing for
each destination in the system, and for links to external systems.
COMMENT: In addition to the names of people, usen may need to find addresses fcr organizational groups,
function.) positions, other cu.npu.crs, data files, wcrk stations, and devices. De directory should include

(E)
specification of system distribution lists as well as individual addresses.

5.3-8 Aids fo- Directory Search (Tier 3 - Design Dettb)

Page 5
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Computer aids so that a user can search an address directory by specifying a complete or partial
name should be provided. (E)
COMMENT: Users will often remember a partial address, even if they cannot remember its complete form.

-

5.3 9 Extracting Directory Addresses (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to extract selected addresses from a directory for direct insertion into a header
in order to specify the destinations) for a message. Users may also wish to extract addresses from
the directory in order to build their own distribution lists, or add to a " nickname" file.
COMMENT: Direct insertion of addresses from a dir= tory will avoid errors which a user might make in mraual
transcription and entry, as well as being faster, (E)

5.3 10 System Distribution Lists (Tier 3 Design DetaDs)
Formal distribution lists recognized by the system should be provided so that users can specif y
multiple addresses with a single distribution list name. Recognized system disuibution lists need
not be expanded to the names of individual addressees when a message is transmitted.

4

COMMENT: For example, a formal distribution list might be maintained of people who are working on a
panicular project, or who are members of a panicular organizaticaal group. The authority to use system distribution
lists may be limited in some cases. For example, not everyone might be permined to send messages to a
distribution list of all employees in a large organir; tin (E)

5.3 11 Informal Distribution Lists (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Individuals or groups should be allowed to create their own informal distribution lists for local use.'

COMMENT: As a precedural maner, informal distribution list' shared by a group might be created and maintained
' by some designated cu.stodian, who could control access to such lists. Whereas any individual user's personal
distribution lists might be changed treely. Such informal group and individual distributio' lists should be expanded
by the computer to show individual addressees prior to message transmission. (E)

5.3-12 Access to Distribution List Information (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be provided with information about distribution lists on which they are included, and
about those distrioution lists which they are authorized to use.
COMMENT: Users should be able to discover the names of all people on distributioa lists they are authorizef 1.0

_,

;
use. (E)-

5.3-13 Serial Distribution . (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Where coordinaled review of messages by several recipients is required, the semb should be
allowed to specify a serial distribution so that a message will be passed from one recipient to the
next,

COMMEl* : -(A)-

;

.,
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5.0 INTER-PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION
5,4' Initiating Transmission -

5,4 1 User Initiated Transmission (Tier 1 Use)
Users should be able to initiate data transmission directly, by entering a single, explicit SEND
command.
COMMENT: In applicatiom where message review is critica, mers might be required to take some t tra

In some routine reparting situations it might http to initiate
CONFIRM action to release data for transmission.
message transmission automatically. More ohen however, users will wish to initiate transmission themselves.
User evntrol of initiation could permit a user to review and edit prepare (

wsages before sending them, and possibly

catch some mistakes before they at: propagated. (E;

f.4 2 User Review Ilefore Transmission (Tier 2
General)

When computer aids are provided for preparing, addressing, and initiating message transmission,
users should be able to review and change messages prior to transmission.
COMMENT: (E)-

5.4-3 Assignment of Priority (Tier 2 - General)
When messages will have different degrees of urgency, the sender of a message should be allowed
to designate its telative priority, or else have the computer assign priority automatically.

- COMMFNT: The computer reight impose limits on the priority that any panicular mer can assign to messages.

(E)

5.4-4 Computer Initiated Transmission (Tier 2 General)
When standard messages must be transmitted, as when a computer is monitoring extemal events
and reporting data change, computer aids should be provideA to initiate transmission automatically.
COMMENT: Automatic nunsmission of routine mtages wUt reduce user workload and help ensure timely
reporting. However, uwrs should be able to monitor automatic rnessas irdtiatien, and may sometimes wish to

- modify initiatic ':de, Appropthte review /chnge procedures should W provided, perm ps der control of a system
administrator. Fr.r example, mar y operations-monitoring tasks might benefit from ar.omatic generation of
messages to report routine even's. ' (E)

Automatic Queuing for Transmission _ (Tier 2 - General)?.5.45
Automatic queuing of outgoing messages should be provided, in order to reduce the need for user
involvement in the routine processing of data transmission.
COMMENT: Specific requirements will vary with the application, but some queuing should be prcvided. For
example, the computer might queue outgoing messages when communication channels to some addressees are

.

(E)
tempurarily unavailable, and then initiate transmission autoraatically when alink can be established.

Cancel Transmission '(Tier 2 - General).5.4-6
Senders should be allowed to cancel a request for transmission of a message that has not yet been
sent.
COMhENT: (E)

(Tier 3 - Design Details)5.4 7 - Optional Message Display
For sending messages, users should be able to choose whether to transmit a displayed version or
to transmit directly from compute.r-stored data files.
COMMENT: Message transmission from displays will permit a user to review and edit messages before sending
them. But users might sometimes wish to transtr't a prepared message directly, without having fint to display that
message for review. (E)

5,4 8. Information About Communicaticn Status (Tier 3 - Design Details)
- Users should be allowed access to s+.atus informath : concerning the identity of other system users
currently on line, and she ava2 ability of communication with extemal systems.
COMMENT: Such information may influence a user's choice of destinations and choice of communication

Page 7
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methods, as wel: as the decision when to initiate transmission. For example, a user might choose to link directly
with another user who is currently on-line, but might compose a message for deferred transmission to an inactive

user. 1E)
-

Sender Identification (Tier 3 . Design Details) _

5.4 9
When a message is sent, the computer should append to it fields showing the sender's address,
and the date and rime of message creation and/or tnnsmission.
COMMENT: Recipients will generally need to know the origin of any received message. For sc ne messages, a
simple identification of the sender may be sufficient. In special situations, howevei. 4 may be necessary to provide
special procedures for authenticatini, a sender's identity. For some applications, recipients must know when aj

rnessa2e was created,in ot cr to assess the currency of its contents. For other applications, users may need to know
i

|
when a message was transmitted; its time of creation might not be important. Like other formatting
recommendations, this guideline would not apply when data transmission may be accomplished without formal

|messages, i.e., transmission by direct linking (where no formal headers are prepared) or by file transfer (where header
information might be sent as a separate messag ?ther tium incorporated in the tmnsmitted d c a file). (E)

.,

1

Deferring Message Transmission (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to defer the transmission of prepared messages, to be released by later action. !5.4 10

| COMMENT: A user might wish to defer data transmission until a batch of related raessages has been prepared, or
pethaps until some specified date- time for release. For aample, prepared messages might be left in some " outbox"
file for subsequent transmission when a user has finished an entire batch. (E)

i

Return Receipt - (Tier 3 - Design Details)5.4 11
Message transmission with "retum receipt requested" should be rcovided if users will require that )

-

capability. - Any " registered mail" of this kind should be idicied as such for all recipients of this
,

mail.
COMMENT: The logic of what constitutes message " receipt" might vary from one application to another. Where |

sender ati receiver share a comic.on system, receipt might be defined as occurring when the recipient actually requcats

display of an incoming message. Where sender and receiver work with different (and perhaps dissimilar) message ,

systems, receipt might be defined more tenuously. For example, a message might be considered " received" when the |

recipi at is merely notified of its arrival, or cpens an "in box" permining potential access to that message. (E) ,

t !
"

l

5.4 12: Printing Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
|Users should be able to print copies of trmsmitted or untransmitted messages in order to make
J

hard-copy records.
COhSIENT: User requirements for pinted data are often unpredictable to system designers, and so a general

|printing capability should be provided. In some applications, however, security constraints might make printed ;

records inadvisable. (E)'

1

!
,

~'
'
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5.0 INTER. PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION
5.5 Controlling Transmission

5.5 1 Automatic Feedback (Tier 2 - General)- Automatic feedback for data transmission confirming that messages have been sent or indicating
transmission failures should be provided as necessary to permit effective user participation in
message handling.
COMMENT: Users might require notification only of exceptional circumstances, as in the event of transmission
failure after repeated attempts. For the electronic equivalent of registered mail, it might be helpful to provide the
sender confirmation that a messai,e has been successfully transmitted, or possibly even 80 notify the sender when a
recipient has actually read (displayed) the message Specific information requirements will vary with the application,
but some feedback should he povided. (E)

5.5 2 Queuing Messages Received (Tier 2 - General)
Default logic should be provided so that, unless otherwise specified by a user, the computer will
route incoming messages automatically to a queue ("in box").pending subsequent review and

disposition by the user. COMMENT: Some computer buffering of rtccived roessages will to required for a user who is not logg d on, and
also to deal witn near simultaneous receipt of multiple transmissions. De recommendation here is that the buffer
queue for incoming transmissions be enlarged as necessary to permit indefinite retention of rnessages. Any, queue(E)will have limits, of course, and the user thould be wamed before those limits are exceeded.

5.5 3 Saving Undelivered Messages (Tier 2 - General)
If message transmission is not successful, automatic storage of uudelivered messages should be

provided. COMMENT: Transmission failure should nouause loss or destruction of message.;, and shoul.1 not disrupt the
sender's work in any other way. (E)

(Tier 2 General)5.5 4 Notification of Transmission Failure
If message transmission is not successful, the sender should be notified,if possible with an
explanation of the problem.
COMMENT: It may help a user to know whethe transmission has failed because of faulty addressing, or
communication link failure, or some other reason,in order to take appropriate corrective action. (E)

User %ecification of F,.. ' .uk (Tier 3 - Design Details)
5.5 5
Users should be able to specify what feedback 6ould be provided for routine message

- transmission, and also to request specific feedback for panicular messages,
COMMENT: Users may wish to specify minimal feedback (or perhaps none at all) for routine message
transmissions. On the other hand, users may wish to request more specific feedback for transmission of critical
inessages, as an electronic equivalent of registered mail. (E)

Single Copy Trammission (Tier 3 - Destn Details)5.5-6
Only one copy of any message should be transmitted to any individual addressee.
COMMENT: The problem of duplicative message transmission might ari .e if the same address should appear in
both the TO and COPY fields of a message header, or appear once explicW and again in some added distribution

- list (s). hus one way to avoid mescage duplication is e ensure only a sing e appearance of each address in a
message. If that is not practicable, then checking logic :hould be provided to transmit a single message to duplicated
addresses. If for any reason a user did want to send rnaltiple copies of a message to a single recipient. that should be
specified explicitly in message transmission, ratner tw being accomplished by duplicate addressing. Receiving
multiple copies of the same messe3e can be confusing to a user, and willimpose an unnecessary burden on the
revie v and disposition of received messages. (E)

5.5 7 Queuing Failed Transmissions (Tier 3 - Design Details)
.

In the event of transmission failure, automatic queuing to preserve outgoing messages should be
provided.

Section 5.0 inter Personnel Commt:nication
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COMx dNT: Automatic queuing and retransmission of e going messages will reduce the need for user attention.
If transmission fails in repeated attempts, however, then user intervention may be required, and some notification of
that problem should be given to the user. If transmission fails because of faulty addressing, the user should be -
notified immediately. (E) ,-

5.5 8 Message Recall- (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to recall any message whose transmission has been initiated, if it has not yet
been received by its addressee (s),
COMMENT: If a message to several addresses has been seen by some recipients but not by others, then it would
be subject only to panial recall; countermark .ing might be a better solution. Users should be able to ettange their
minds,in situations where a message may have been sent by rnistake. The difficulty of message recall will vary
with the circumstances. If a message is still in the 'out-box" (i.e., it has not yet actually been sent), then its recall
can be accornplished simply by canceling the transmission request. If a messaFe has been transmitted but not yet
actually received (i.e., it still resides unread in a recipient's 'in-bex"), then perhaps it can still be retrieved. If a
message is recalled before its intended recipient has seer: it, that recipient need not be notified. If the recipient has

.

seen it, then the sender should be notified that the message cannot be recalled. h that case, the message might be
canceled or countermanded pmcedurally, by sending some follow up message. (E)

5.5 9 Automatic Record Keeping (Tier 3 Design Details)
When a log of data transmissions is reqm, red, that log should be automatically maintained, based
on user specification of message types and record formats.

The objective here is to minimize routine * housekeeping" chores for the user. Once a user hasCOMMENT:
specified tne appropriate logging format (i.e., what elements of each n.cssage should be recorded), computer aids
should generate the log automatically, either for all messages, or for specified catefaries of messages, or for
particular messages identified by the user. (E)

-,

.

9

;
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5.0 INTER PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION
5,6 Receiving Messages

5.6 1 Message Review Compatible with Data Display
(Tier 2 - Consistency)

Computer aids and procedures for reviewing messages should be consistent with other system

capabilities for general data display,COMMFXT; Users should not have to learn procedures for reviewing messsges that are different from general data

display, particularly if those procedures might involve conflicting habits. Users should be able to page or scrollthrough a summary list of messages, or a panicular displayed message, just as they might manipulate any other data
display. Users should be able to sciect items from a displayed summary list of messages,just ac they might select
items from a displayed menu of control options. (E)

5.6 2 Message Notification at LOG ON (Tier 2 - General)
When users log on to a system, they should be notified of any data transmissions received since
their last use of the system.-
COMMENT: If automatic notification of received messages is not feasible, users should be able to check for
message arrival by requesting information fmm their general data processing system, without having to access some
special message handling system for tnat purpose. At the least, a user should be able to find out how many newi ..

mess tgn have arrived. Depending on the app!kation, a user might with to know that some message has been
I

receive; y how many messages,or what kinds of messages. (E)

5,6 3 Specifying Sources (Tier 2 - General)
For receiving messages, Users should be able to specify from wbar sources data are needed,
and/or will be accepi.
COMMENT: Source asification might be in terms of data files, or other users, or extemal sources. Standard
somtes might be specified as a maner of routine procedure, with special sources designated as needed for particular
transactions. Computer. mediated message handling offers the potential for screcrung out the electronic equivalent of
" junk mall" or " crank calls". A user might choose to be selective in specifying the people or organizations from
which messages will be received, or in specifying data categories ofinterest. (E)

-

(Tier 2 - General)5.6-4- Nondisruptive' Notification of Arriving Messages
For messages arriving while a user is logged on to a system, notification of message arrival should
not interfere with that user's other information handling tasks. Review and disposition of received|

messages, like othe- transactions, should generally require explicit actions by a user.
COMMENT: An incoming message should not preempt a user's working display. Instead, the computer might
indicate message arrival by an advisory notice in a portion of the display reserved for that purpose. When an

' incoming message implies an urgent necd for user attention, the user should be notified ir iediately. - (E)

(Tier 2 - General)-5.6 5: . Indicating Priority of Received Mescages!

In applications where incoming messages will have different degrees of urgency,i.e., different
implications for action, recipients should be notified of message priority and/or other perunent!

information.
COMMENT. Notification of urgent messages might be routed to a special area of a user's working display for
immediate reference, whereas notification of routine messages might be defened, or perhaps routed to a printer for|

'

review at the user's convenience, If incoming messages are queued so that their arrival will not interrupt current user
(E)tasks. then users should be advised when an interruption is in fact necessary.

5.6 6 User Selection of Messages (Tier 2 - General)
The user should be allowed to select any message from an ordered queuc with a single action.

L COMMENT: (D)

5.6-7 Authenticating Message Sources (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When a user must confirm the identity of a message source, computer aids should be provided for

- that purpose.
COMMENT: (E)

,
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5.6 8 Specifying Device Destination (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For receiving messages, users should be able to choose the method of receipt, i.e., what device
(files, display, printer) win be the local destination. If a specified receiving device is not operable,..

such as a printer that is not tumed on, the computer should call that to the user's anennon.
LOMMENT: When messages are received via display, queuing of incoming messages should be provided so that
they will nM interfere with use of that display for other information handling tasks. Device destination might be

specified differently for dift ent types of messages, or for messages received from different sources. Transmitted datamight be received directly into computer files. Incoming messages might be routed to an electronic display for quick
review, and/or to a printer for hard-copy reference. (E)

5.6 9 Filters for Message Notification (Tier 3 Design Details)
Users should be able to specify " filters" based on message source, type, or content, that will
control what notification is provided for incoming messages.
COMMENT: For example, a user might wish the arrival of all messages from a particular source to produce a-

special notification of some sort. (E)

5.6 10 Filters for Ordering Message Review (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to specify ''fHrers" based on message source, type, or content, that can
control the order in which received messages will be read.
COMMENT: The aim hert u to f acilitate flexible user control over the review of incoming messages. In(E)
particular, a user should not be constrained to read incoming messages in the order in which they are received.

5.6 11 Filters for Message Filing (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to specify " filters" based on message source, type, or content, that wiu
control how messages should be filed. (E)
COMMENT: For example, a user might want to file in a single " folder" all messages about a particular topic.

5.6-12 Warning of Incompatible Format (Tier 3 - Design Detal!s)
If a message (or other data transmission) arrives in a format incompatible with system decoding
and/or device capabiliths, the intended recipient should be advised to take some appropnate accon-

that will not destroy the message itself or any other data.
COMMENT: In some instances a recipient might be able to resolve a format problem by changing the device
destination specified for a particular message. Failure of message delivery should not disrupt any other work of the

For example, the anival of some rnessage with an unrecognized format, or the auemptedintended recipient.
delivery of a graphic message at a text-only temunal, should not cause any system failure. Such an undeliverable
message night be saved in a system file for subsequent disposition. Or that message (or some notification) might
be retu:ned to its sender. For example,if the user of an alphanumeric terminal should itccive a message that
includes nondisplayable graphic symbols, then the computer might notify the user and offer panial display of the
readable portions of the message. (E),

''

5.6-13 Indicate Message Size (Tier. 3 - Design Details)
- -

'
Some indication of message size should be included in summary listings and at the beginning ofj

each message. (E)
COMMENT: For example, message size might be calculated as number oi itnes, and indicated in its header.L

5.6-14 Information about Queued Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to review summary information about the type, source, and priority of

|
queued incoming messages. COMMENT: In some applications, a user might need notification only of urgent messages, and rely on periodic

-

review to deal with routine messages. Summary information about queued incoming messages should help guide
|

|
message review. (E)

5.6-15 Specifying Format for Message Listings (Tier 3 - Design Details)!

Users should be provided some means to specify the order in which header fields are diglayed in

|
Page 12 -
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messages and in message summary linings,
COMMENT: Users should he able to assign names to various stored header format specifications of this kind, so

ii the queue should list the
that a particular desired header format might be invoked by name. At th: m n mum,
message title, sender, date, and time of receipt. The defadt order for the queue should be according to the date and
time of receipt For different purposes, a user might wish to display messages with the topic on the first line, or,

- with the sender's name on the first line. (D.E)

5.6 16 User Review of Messages in Queue (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Convenient means should be provided for user review of received messages in their incoming

requiring any further disposition action,i.e., without removal from thequeue, without nect .

COMME?TT: Rapid re"tew c cpeued messages will permit a user to exercise judgment as to which require
queue.

immediate attention, and/or wnich can be dealt with quickly. Other messages may be left in the queue for
disposition later. A user with limited facilities for data storage might not be able to accept for immediate filing all
of the messages received during a prolonged absence from the system. In such ci-umstances it seems clear that the
user should be able to review received messages before deciding which to store m personal files, h some operational
applications, user review of critical messages might be accompanied by a requirement for further actions to ensure
timely response. (E)

(Tier 3 Design Details)5.617 Labeling Received Messages
Users should be able to assign their own names and other descriptors to received messages. In the
absence of labeling by. a recipient, the computer might assign by default whatever descriptors have|

been provided by the message sender.
COMMENTt A user might wish to file received messages for future reference. User assigned Leels could help

- identify a stored message and distinEuish it from other filed inessages. (E)

5.6 18 Annotating Received Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to append notes to a received message, and ensure that such annotation will
be displayed so that it will be distinct from the message itself.
COMMENT: In most applica' ions, users should not be allowed to make changes in received messages. Any such
changes would simply provide too much chance for resulung confusion. But users should be able to append, file,
and display in some distinctively separate fann, their own comments about received messages. If changes are desired
in a message itself, then its recipient might make a copy of that message (with appropriate change ofits header
infonaation) and then edit that copy. (E)

5.6 19 Discarding Messages (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to discard unwanted messages without filing them, or even without realing
them.
COMMENT: Discarding messager,like other user actions, should be reversible. That is to say, a discarded message
should be filed temprarily in some * wastebasket" from which it could later be retrieved if the user has not yet left
the system, (E)

! --
o
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= 6.0 - INFORMATION PROTECTION
6.1 : General

(Tier 1 - Use) . .l
6.1-1;- Automated Security Measures ;
When required, automated r.casures to protect data security should be provided, r:!ying on |:

computer capabilities rather than on more fallible htunan procedures.COhBfENT: For protection against unauthortred users, who may be intrudm in a system, the nee , for automatedd

measures is clear. For legitimate users, the need for data protection is to minimize data loss resu'Sg fromit
potentially destructive equipment failures and user errors. Even rareful, conscientious users will sometimes make
secur y

(E)-mistakes, and user interface logic should be designed to help mitigate the consequences of those mistakes.

6.12 . Warning of Threats to Security :(Tier 1.- Use)
Messages and/or alarm signals in order to warn users (and system administrators) of potential -
threats to data security (i.e., of attempted in7usion by unauthorized users) should be provided.

'

<

COhatENT: For protecting data from unauthothed use,it may not be enough merely to re-ist intrusion.- It may
also be helpful if the computer can detect and repon any intrusion attemptr,. In the face of persistent imrusion-
attempts,it may be desirable to institute countermeasures of some sart. such as changing user passwork or

~

estabtishing other more stringent user authentication procedures.- '(E)

:

1

E

- .

.
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6.0 INFORMATION PROTECTION
'

6,2 User Identification

6.2-1 Auxiliary Tests to Authenticate User Idertity (Tier 2 - Memory Load)
When system security requires more stringent user identification than is provided by password
entry, auxiliary tests should be devised that authenticates usn identity without imposing impractical
demands on users' memory.
COMMENT: (E)

6.2 2 Easy LOG ON (Tier 2 - General)
The LOG-ON process and procedures for user identification should be as simple as possible
consistent with protecting data from unauthorized use.
COhBENT: Authentication of user identity is generally not enhanced by requhing a user to enter routine data such

~as terminal, telephone, office or project numbers, in most organizations, those data can readUy be obtained by other
people. If verification of those data is needed, the user should be asked to reviu and confirm currently stored values
in a supplementary procedure following LOG-ON. (E)

6.2-3 : Prompting LOG-ON (Tier 2 - General)
The LOG ON process should provide prompts for all user entries, including passwords and/or
wh:tever other data are re'uired to cotdrm user idntity and to authorize appropriate data
access / change privileges.
COhfAENT: (F)

6.2 4 User Choice of Parswords (Tier 2 - General)
When passwords are required users should be allowed to choose their own passwords.
COMhENT: Whera data protection is critical, user selected passwords shoutd be tested against a list of common
passwords ("me", car types, names spelled backwards "ydnA". birth dates, etc.). A password chosen by a user will
generally be casier for that individual to remember. User choice is especially helpful when passwords must be

. periodically changed, with changing demands on memory. (E)

(Tier 2 - General)
-~

6.2 5. -Limiting Unsuccessful LOG-ON. Attempts
A maximum limit on the number and rate of unsuccessful LOG ON attempts should be imposed.
COMMEN1: *nese limits should provide a margin fat user error while protec*ing the system frorr persistent

A record of continuing failure by any particular user to complete succecsful LOG-attempts at illegitimate access.
ON grxedures, including password entry and other tes's of claimed user identity, may indicate persistent intrusion
attempts. Repeated LOG ON failures rnight thus be ground: far denying access to that user. Access might be denici
temporarily for some computer im.msed time 'arval, or indefmitely pending review by a system administrator.
1.egitimate users will sometime ' ave diff'.Mty completing a successful LOG-ON, perhaps due to inattention, or a
faulty terminal, or faulty coramunications. Occasional 1DG.ON failures of that kind should be tolerable to the
syttem, with the user simply invited to try again.- (E) _

Continuous Recognition of User Identity (Tier 2 - General)6.2-6
Once u user's identity has been authenticated, whatever data access / change privileges are
authorized for that user should cor.tinue throughout a work session.
COMhENT: If an identified user is tequired to take separate actions to authenticate da:a handling transactions, such
as accessing particularly sensitive files or issuing particular commands, the efficiency of system operatioas may be

| ' degrade <l. Where continuous verification of user identity seems required for dam potection, some automatic means cf
L
| identification might be employed for that purpose. (E)

i 6.2-7 - Changing Passwords (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Users should be able to change their passwords.
COMMENT: A user may sometimes suspect that a password has been disclosed, and thus wish to change it. (E)

Private Entry of Passwords (Tier 3 - Design Details).6.2-8
When a password must be entered by a user, password entry should not be displayed.

Sectior. 6.0 Information Protection '
Page 2
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COMMENT: Coven entry of passwords will prevent casual cavesdropping by onlookers. This represents an
exception to the general recommendation that al: entries should be displayed. Audio feedback, rather than visual,
may be considered for entering secure passwords during log-on. (C.E)

Single Authorization for Data Entry / Change (Tier 3 - Design Details)6.2-9
User authorization for data enny/ change should be established at initial LOG-ON.
COMMENT: (E)

!
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6.0 INFORMATION PROTECTION
6.3 Data Access

63 1 Encryption (Tier 1 - Usc) q
When sensitive data rnay be exposm to unauthorized access, a capability for encrypting those data

.j

sheuld be provided.
COMMENT: Potential exposure may be assun ed during any external data transmission, with encryption imposed
routinely by the computer. For protection er data within a shared system, a user might choose to encrypt privatej

files to prevent their reading by other people. In such a case, the user must specify a private encryption * key *,
whict till then serve as the basis for automatic encryption by the computer. (E)

6.3 2 Protecting Displayed Data (Tier 2 General)
When protection of displayed data is essential, computer control over the display should be
maintained.
COMMENT: It is not enough simply to instruct users not to make changes in displayed data. Users may attempt
unwanted changes by mistake, or for curiosity, or perhaps even to subvert the system. (E)

6.3 3 Displayed Security Classification (Tier 2 - General)~
When displayed data are classified for security purposes, a prominent indication of security
classification should be included in each display, in applications where either real or simulated
data can be displayed, a clear indicution of simulated data should be ine'ud .d as part of the classification
label.
COMMENT: Where a disphy includes panitioned *wir? dows" of data from dFferent sou-cs,it may be necessary to
label security classification sepamtely for each window, Under those conditions, some forrn of auxiliary coding
(7.g., coloc coding) might help users distaguith a window which contains data at a high security level *Ihis
practice wdl serve to remind users of the need to protect cimified data, both in access to the display itself and in any
further dissemination of displayed data. (E)

6.3-4 Display Suppression for Security (Tier 2 - General)
When confidential information is displayed at a work station that might be viewed by casual _

onlookers, the user should be prr vided with some rapid means of temporsrily suppressing a ,

e

current d3 splay if its privacy is t!treatened, and then resuming work later,
COMMENT: A suppressed display should not be entirely blaak, but should contain an appropdate message
indiening its current status, e.g., 1>isplay i> .cmporarily suppmssed; enter pas vord to resume work." Such a*

capability is sometimes called a " security pause *, For q. tid display supprestion a function key might be provided.
To retrieve a suppre . sed dispiay and resume wark, a user migh' be required to make a code entry such as a passwoni,
in the interests of data protection. _ (E)

6.34 Protecting Printed Data (Tier 2 - General)
- As required for security, procedures to control access to printed data should be established rather ,

than simply prohibiting the printing of sensitive data.
COMME!fr: User requirements for printed data are often unprwiictable, and p6fing resnictions may handicap task
performance Rather than restrict pnnting, estchlish apppme paredres for restricting furuer distribution of dats
printouts. (E)

6.3 6 Ensuring Reversible Encryption (Tier 2 - General)
Data encrypdon should be reversible, i.e., that ennypted data are protected from any change that
might prevent successful reversal of their encryption.
COMMENT: (E)

6.3-7 Indicating " Read Only" Displays (Tier 3 - Design Deta!!s)
When users are not authertzed to change displayed data, " read-only" status should be indicated on
the display.
COMMENT: In applications t/here the use of read.only displays is common, then some simple cue in the display
header may suffice to indicate that status. In appliulions where users can usually make additions and/or conections

.
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|

to displayed dats, then any exception to that practice may confuse a user and so should be noted more prominently on
the display. (E)

6.3 8 Protecting Display Formats (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Display fermatting features, such as field labels and delimiters, should be protected from accidental
change by users.
COMMEffr: In many data entry tw,ks users will be allowed to change data fields but should be prevented 5m
making any structural changes to the display. In applications where a user may have to create or modify display
tormats, special control actions should be provided for tha' purpose. (E)

6.3 9 Automatic Records of Data Access (Tier J
Design Details)

When records of data access ce necessary, the reconis sho11d be maintained automatically.
COMMENT: Transaction recoid; and logs should te stamped v/ah user identifiers, time, and date. Provisions
should be made to control requests fa xords and iogt of data t.ansactions with classified material. Users should be
informed conecming the nature and purpose of automated rewrding of mdividual actior.s. Even cooperative, well-
intentioned users can forEet to keep manual logs of date access, and will resent the time ar.d effort required to keep
such logs. Subversive users, of course, cannot be expected to provide accurate records. ( A E)

,

)
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6.0 INFORMATION PROTECTION
6.4 Data Transmission

't

6,4 1 Encrypting Messages (Tier 1 - Use)
When it is necessary to transmit sensitive data over irsecure communication channels, automatic

:

encryption to protect such data should be provided.
COMMENT: Do not rely on users to remember to request message encryption. A user might be asked to supp!y an
encrygion key but the computer s',ould handle any actual encrvption process. (E)

Automatic Protection of Transmitted Data (Tier 1 - Use)6.4-2
Measures adopted to protect data during transmission sh,suid be applied automatically, without the
need for user action.
COMMENT: The computer should check transmined data to detemdne whether an error has occurred; correct error;
automatically, if necessary by requesting retransmission; and call to the user's auention any case in which a detected

.

error car.not be automatically corrected. Measures adopted to protect data during transmission ir" lude encryption,

parity checks, buffering until acknowledgment of receipt, etc. (E)

6.4 3 User Review of Data Before Transmission (Tier 2 General)
When human judgment may be required to determine whether data are appropriate for
transmission, users (or a system administrator) should be provided some means to review
outgoing messages and confirm their release before transmission.
COMM'4NT: Sometimes message release may require coordination among ser nd reviewers in the interests of datae

protection. (E)

6.4-4 Saving Transmitted Data Until Receipt is Confirmed (Tier 3 - Design
Details)
A copy of any tran.tmitted m-ssage should be saved automatically until correct receipt has been
confirmed.
COMMENT: The primary objective is to parvent irretrievable data loss during nwismission. For many system
applica' ions, however, the originator of a message will probably want to retain a copy in any case. Any subsequent

~

,

deletion of that copy should probably be handled as a separate transaction, distinct from data transm'.ssion. (E) ;

.

_.
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.1 Console Video Display (Jnits
7.1.1.1 General

7.1.1.1 1 Mechanical overlays (Tier 3 Design Details)
Use of mechanical overlays should be avoided.
COMMENT: For example, transparent shees placed on displays. (C)

4
.

,

.-

8
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- 7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.I' Console Video Display Units
7.1.1.2 CRTs

..

7.1.1.21 Image Contmuity (Tier 2 General)
' The display shoulo maintain the illusion of a condnuous image. The viev/er should not have to
resolve scan lines or matrix spots.
COMMENT: It does not matter if the the raster is scanned or directly addressed. (B)

,7.1.1.22 Controls (Tier 2 - General)
Frec uently used cotrols thid be cuily visible and accessible to the VDT user from the normal
wor dng position.
COhnfEhT De con:rols should be designeo so that they are not accidentally actuated. They should givf s clear'

indication of their function and current sening. A monochrome CRT display thould have a means of controlling

luminance. (F)

7.1.1.2-3 Screen Size (Tier. 2 - General)
The screen should be the smallest size which will allow required information to be seen clearly and
easily by the viewer. _

_

COMMEfC: he screen should take into account the distance of the operator from the sc.'.cn (e.g. large screen

ove' iews). (B)

Choice of Phosphor (Tier 2 - General)7.1.1 t4
A mectium persistence, green phosphor should be used in monochrome CRT displays.
COMMENT: (B)

- Use of Color (Tier 2 - General)7.1.1.25
Pure red should not be used in video displays. Pure blue on a dark background should not be

- used for the presentation of text, thin lines or high resoultion information. Pure red and pure blue
should not be used together on a dark background, unless chromostereopsis is desired.

-

J
COMMENT: Dominant wavelengths above 650 nm (red) in displa,s shoidd be avoided because protanopes are

noticeably less sensitive to these wavelengths. (F)

Pictorial / Graphic Situation Formats (Tier 2 General)7.1.1.2-6
Pictorial or situation data such as plan position indicator data should be presented as luminous
symbols on s dark background.
COhSIENT:- (C)

7.1.1.2-7 Display glare -(Tier 2 - General) 2
- Reflected glrse should be minmimized.
COMhfENT: For example, by proper positioning of CRT relative to light scnace, or by use of a shield or filter on

,

|: the CRT or light sourre. If glare reduction or contrasw.nhancement techniques are used, they should be such as not
!

to violate the requirements of lummance, contrast, and resolution as stated in this doctanent. (B,CF)

7.1.1.2-8 Ambient illumination- (Tier 2 - General)
' The ambient illtuninance in the CRT area necessary for other visud functions (e.g., setting|

controls, readmg instruments, maintenance) should not degrade the visibility of signals on the CRTL 7

| . display
_ (C).L COMMENT:

|

7.1.1.29 11 luminance of surrounding area (Tier 2 - General)l -

There should be no light source (direct or reflected) in the immediate surrounding area of greater
luminance than the CRT.

|
COMMENT: The luminance range of surfaces immediately uljacent te scopes rhould be between AOL and 100% of

|
.. .

Page 2 ;Section 7.0 Workstation Design
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(C)
screen back round luminr.nce. Surfaces adjacent to the CRT should have a dull maue fmish.

F

_ Tier 3 Design Details)(7.1.1.2 10 Viewing distance
The minimum design viewing distance should be equal to or greater than 30 cm (12 inches).
COMMENT. Whtn periods of observation will be short, or when dim signa)s must be detected, the viewing
distance may be reduced to 250 mm (10 in). Displays which must be placed at viewing distances greater than 400
mm (16 in) due to other considerations should be appropriaWy modified in aspects such as display size, symbol sire,
brightness ranges,line-pair spacing ar.d resolution. (B.C)

7.1.1.2 11 Display Luminance (Tier 3 Design Details)
dither the character or its background, whichever is of higher luminance, should achieve a
luminance of at least 35 cd/m2 (10 foot-lamberts) or more.
COMMENT The preferred display luminance is 80 to 160 cd/m2. (B)

7.1.1.2 12 Luminance Control (Tier 3
Design Details)

A control to vary the CRT luminance from 10% of minimum ambient luminance to full CRT
luminance should be provided.
COMMENT: (C)

7.1.1.2 13 Faint bignals (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When the detectice of faint signale is required and when the ambient illuminance may be above 2.7
lux (0.2S ft-c), scopes should be hooded, shielded, or recessed.

_ COMMENT; In some instances, a suitable fiber system ray be naptoycA (C)

7.1.1.2 14 Resolidion (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The display should have adequate resoultion. The modulation tnnsfer function, which is a measure
of resoultion, should h::ve a value of at least 5. Raster modulatian shou'd beless than 20 percent.
COhDviENT: The Modulation Transfer Function Arc GMTFA) metric of a display should have a value of at least 5.
This value may be direcuy developed from miciuphotometric measurements, or for monochrome CRT displays it
may be estimated using the following for . MTFA = 10A where, A = b0 4 blvd + B2WD + b3AB +b; = 0.60 b2
b4VDAB + b5WDAB + b6LMAB + b7VJ v.AB where, b0 = 1.48
= -1.07 b3 = 1,62 b4 = -

0,17 b5 = 0.59 b6 = 0.48
b7 = 0.06 where, VD = Viewing Distance in meters, when 0.30 m < VD , LO2m, where Wo = the full width of
the Gaussian spot at the halfamplitude point in mm, when 0.15 mm < WD < 0.76 mm, where nB = log 10 of the(
reflected luminance (in cd/m2) from the display screen, when 0 < Ab < 1,7 (= 50 cd/m2), and where LM = log 10 of
the peak dispby luminance (in edim2), when 1.3 (= 20 ed/m2) < LM < ?,54 (= 343 cd/m2). Percent Raster
Modulation and Percent Active Area: Raster modulation is a signi5 cant factor in image quality. For a CRT display
having a pixel density of fewer thaa 30 pixels per depee perpendicular to the raster (at the design viewing dmance),
the luminance modulation in the direction perpendicular to adjacent raster lines should be equal to, or less than,20
percent when all lines and all pixels are in their "of state. For displays having a luminance control, tMs
requirement is to bc met when the pixel luminance is at one half the maximum luminance. For non-CRT matrix]

displays, the percent active area (fill factor) should be at least 30 percent (75 percent prefened) of the space allocated to
the pixel. This requirement is for displays having a pixel density ofless than 30 pixels per degree at the design
viewing distance. The edge of a pixel, for purposes of this requirement,is dermed as the five percent lundnance
contour (F)

7.1.1.2 15 Contrast (Tier 3 Design Details)
The contrast ratio of the display should be greater than 3:1; a contrast ratio of 7:1 is preferred.

CCMMENT: Either display polarity - that is, dark characters on aligh backgrotad - or light characters on a dark
|
(

background is acceptable provided it meets the tequirements for resolution, percent raster modulation and pe eert
Luminance modulcion, M =(Lmax Lmin)/(Lmax + Lmin) Contrast

active area, luminance, and contrast.
Contrast, C = (Lmax - Lmin)/Lrnin. Lrnax is the higher luminance

ratio; CR = Contrast Ratio = Lmax/Lmin (

of the backpor nd or of the character and trnin is the lowerlummance of the two. These values include the

Page 3
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contribution from ambient light. Small characters (characters between 10 and 17 minutes of are) should haveLuminance Modulation, M =
minimum luminance mcdulation which is calculated from the following formula:
03 + 0.07 (20 - S) where S is the vertical size of the character set,in trdnutes of arc. (F,

7.1.1.2-16 Color Coding (Tier 3 - Design Details) ,_,
'

When color coding is t: sed for discriminability or conspicuousness of displayed information, all '

colors in the set should differ from one another by a minimum of 406E (CIE L*u*v') distances.
COMMENT: This approach will make available at least 7 to 10 simultaneous colors. Increasing ambient
illuminance decreases color purity and, consequently, color discrinunability. Acconlingly, color measurements
should be made under the presumed amlient lighting conditions in which the display will be used. (F)

7.1.1.2 17 Color Contrast (Tier 3 - Design Details)
For adequate legibility, colored symbols should differ from their color background by a minimum
of 100|,E (CIE YuY) distances.
COMMENT: (F) ..

7.1.1/1 18 Image Linearity (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The display should be free of geometric distortion.
COMMFET: Linearhy, the horizontal displacement of a symbol position ulative to em symbo positions direct!y

The
ibove and below the symbol position, should vary by not more than five percent of the symbol box height.
verucal displacement of a symbol position, relative to the symbol positions to the nght and left of the symbol

Conlineari:y of any column or
position, should vary by noi more than five percent of the symbol box height.

Llines and columnr should berow should be not more than two percent of the length of the column or tow.
His may be expressed as:

parallel and cathogoaal one to the other within the limits of the linearity requirement.
Tie size of a specific symbol anywhere on t/m

0.04 (Shoner edge /Lorger edge) 2_ Diagonall/ Diagonal 2 1
display should not vary by more than 10 percent, regardless of its location within the image area. Ris is expressed

2(h2 - hl)/(h2 + hl) s 0.1 and 2(w2 - wl)/(w2 + wl) < 0.1 where
"h" is the height of the symbol

as follows:
When all the character positions on the screen are filled with 'Hs" or "Ms"

. and "w" h the width of the symbol.
of the same chameter e., hl is the height of the smallest character, h2 is the height of the largest character, w1 is
the width of th- smallest character, and w2 is the width of the largest character. (F)

7.1.1.2-19 Geometric stability (Tier 3 - Design Details) 3
-

The display should be free of " jitter".
COMMENT: Variations in the geometric location of a picture element should be no more than 0 M12 mm per mrr,
of viewing distance (0.0002 inch per inch of viewing distance) over a period of one second. This m.y be expressed

VD x 0.0002 2 (H2 + V2)0,5, where VD i* the viewing distance H and V are the maximumas:
excursions of picture element centers, honzontally and venically. (F)

7.1.1.2-20 Luminance Uniformity (Tier 3 - Design Details)
All luminances that are supposed to be the same should appear the came.
COMMENT: Luminance uniformity, the vanation from the center to the edge of the active arca of the display, 3

should not vary more than 50 percent of the centerluminance. Unintended luminance vnriations, within half a
degree of arc, calculated from the de-ign viewing distance anywhere on the displayThould be less than 50 percent.
For an intended uniform lummance, the vanation in luminance from the center & display to the edge or any
portion thereof should not vary by more than 50 percent of the center luminance. His measurement s to be made

i

in a dark room. (F)-

7.1.1.2-21- Flicker (Tier 3 - Design Details)
- The display should be " flicker free" for at least 90 percent of a sample of the user population under7

. conditions representative of actual use.
COMMENT: (B)

Viewing Atde (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.1.1.2-22-
The display should not be tihed more than 40 degrees relative to the viewer's line of sight.,

L
COMMENT: The angle formeo by the intersection of the line of sight and the line normal to the surface of the
display at the point where the line of sigt. intersects the image surface of the display is no more than 40 degrees..
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7.0 LORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.1 Console Video Display Units
7.1.1.3 Liquid Crystal

7.1.1.3 1 Liquid Crystrl Luminance (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The diplay should be of adequate luminance.
COMMENT: Either the character or its bad ground, whichever is of higher lumirece, should be :ble to achieve a
luminance of at least 35 cd/m2 (10 foot-lambens) or more. The incident illumination on the surfact s,f the display(F)
should be at least 35rJR lux, where R equals the reflectivity of the display in its most reflective state.

__

\
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices-

7.1.1 Console Video Display Units
7.1.1.4 Electretuminescent

7.1.1.41 Charecter Size (Tier 3 Design Details)
The leight of al)hanumeric characters and geometric and pictorial symbols should not subtend less
than 4.5 mrad (;,5 minutes) of visual angle.
COMMENT: (C)

.

.

d
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.1 Console Video Display Units
7.1.1.5 LEDs

.

7.1.1.51 Intensity Control (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The dimming of LEDs should be compatible with the dimming of incandescent lamps.
COMMENT: (C)

.

.

.
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.2 Large Screen Displays

7.1.21 Maximum Viewing Distance (Tier 2 General)
The display should not be placed further from an observer than will provide appropriate resolution
of critical detail presented on the display .
COhihENT: (C)

7.1.22 Interruption of View (Tier 2 General)
Large screen displays should not be located relative to critical observers so that the view is
regularly obscured by people moving about.
COhthENT: (C)

7.1.23 Control of Display (Tier 2 General)
Control of large-screen group display systems should be such that criticalinfonnation cannot be
modified or deleted inadvertently or arbitrarily.
COhBENT: Control of changes in the group display should be under the control of designated operators who
operate according to pre-established procedures, upon command of a person in charge, or both. When an individual
must make changes that are of interest only to him or her, a separate, remote display should be provided. (C)

7.1.24 Minimum Viewing Distance (Tier 2 - General)
The display should not be closer to any observer than 1/2 the display width or height, whichever
is greater.
COhBENT: (C)

Seating Area (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.1.2 5
Off-centerline viewing should not exceed 175 mrad (10 degrees) for individual viewing from a'

fixed location.
COMhEbT: (C)

7.1.2-6 Image Luminance (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Image luminance and light distribution should be uniform. In any case, the luminance of the
screen cemer at maximum virds angle should be at least half its maximum luminance.
COhBENT: (C)

7.1.2 7 Size of Projected Characters (Tier 3 - Design-Details)
The height of letters and numerals should not be less than 4.5 mrad (15 minutes) of visual angle.
COMhENT: In no instance should the height of leners and numerals be less than 3 mrad (10 minutes) as measured

from the longest anticipated viewing distance. (C)

7.1.28 Luminance Ratio (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The luminance ratio provided by the projection system should be adequate for the type of nuterial
being projected.
COMhiENT: 'Ite lummance ratio is defined as image or subject luminance divided by the nonimage or background
luminance. Under optimal ambient lighting conditions, the luminance ratio for optically projected displays should

be 500:1. Minimum luminance ratics are as follows: a) For viewing chans, printed text and other linework
via slides or opaque projectors the muumum luminance ratio is 5:1. b) For projections which are limited in
shadows and detail, such as animation and photographs with limited luminance range, the minimum luminance is
25:1. c) For images which show a full range of colors (or grays in black and-white photographs), the minimum

luminance ratio is 100:1. (C)

7.1.2-9 Contrast Polarity (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Contrast should be either light on a dark background or vice-versa, except where superposition is
used.

Section 7.0 Workstation Design Page 9
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- COhihEST: For subtractive superposition (at the som:e), data should he presented as dark markings on a
For additive superposition (at the screen), data should be presented as light markings on antransparent background.

Colored markings against colored backgrounds of comparable brightness should be avoided.
opaque background.

(C) ~

7.1.2 10 Alignment (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The misregistration of superimposed alphanumeric data or other symbols should be minimized.
COhihENT: (C)

7.1.2 11 Keystone Effects (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The projector / screen should be arranged so as to minimize " keystone effect," i.e., distortion of
projected data proportions due to non-perpendicularity between projector and screen.
CONihENT: (C)

x

.
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.3 Printers

Use (Tier 1 - Use)7.1.3 1
Printers should be used when a visual record of data is necessary or desirable.

COhihiENii (C)

7.1.3 2 Legibility (Tier 2 - General)
The print output should be free from character line misregistra. ion, character tilt or smear.
COhihfENT: (C)

7.1.3-3 Printed tapes (Tier 2 General)
The information on the tapes should be printed in such a manner that it can be read as it is received
from the machine without requiring the cutting and pasting of tape sections.

COhthiENT: (C)

7.1.3-4 Visibility (Tier 2 - General)
The printed matter should not be hidden, masked or obscured in a manner that impairs direct
reading.
COhihfENT: (C)

7.1.3 5 Annotation (Tier 2 - General)
Where applicable, printers should be mounted so that the printed matter (e.g., paper, metalized
paper) may be easily snnotated while stillin the printer.
COhihiEST: (C)

Contrast (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.1.3-6
A mtmmum of 3.0 luminance contrast between the printed material and the background on which it
is printed should be provided.
COMMENT: (C)

7.1.3-7 Illumination (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The printer should be provided with intemal illuminaticn if the printed matter is not legible in the
planned operational ambient illumination.
COhihiEhT: (C)

7.1.38 Take up provision (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A take-up device for printed material should be provided.
COMhiEhT: (C)

7.1.3-9 Indication of Supply of Materials (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A positive indication of the remaining supply of printing materials (e.g., paper, ribbon) should be
provided.
COhiMENT: (C)

7.1.3-10 Servicability (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Routine servicing functions should be accomplished without requiring disassembly, special
equipment or tools.
COMhiENT: Functions as insertion, adjustment for operation and removal of paper, replacement of ribbons, or
other items determined to be operator tasks should be accomplished without special equipment. (C)

Section 7.0 Workstation Design Page 11
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.4 Plotters .-

7.1.41 Visibility (Tier 2 - General)
Critical graphics (those points, curves and grids that must be observed when the recording is being
made) should not be obscured by pen assembly, arm or other hardware elements.
COhihENT: (C)

7.1.4 2 Job Aids (Tier 2 - General)
Graphic overlays should be provided where these may be critical to proper interpretation of graphic
data as it is being generated.
COMhENT: Such aids should not obscure or diston the data. (C)

7.1.4-3 Annotation (Tier 2 General)
Where applicable, plotters and recorders should be designed so that the operator can write on or
mark the paper while it is still in the plotter / recorder.
COMhENT: (C)

7.1.4-4 Contrast (Tier 3 - Design Details)
A trinimum of 1.0 luminance contrast between the plotted function and the background on which it
is drawn should be provided.
COhihENT: (C)

7.1.4 5 Take-up device (Tier 3 - Design Detalis)
A take-up device for extruded plotting materials should be provided where necessary or desirable.
COhihiENT: (C)

7.1.4-6 Smudging / smearing (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The plot should be resistant to smudging or smearing under operational use. -

COhihENT: (C)
1

Control, replenishment and service (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.1.4 7
Plotters should conform to the guidance given printers with respect to control, replenishment, and
service.
COhihENT: (C)
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.5 Audio and Voice Displays
7.1.5.1 Speech

7.1.5.1 1 Speech Output (Tier 1 Use)
Computer generated speech output for user guidance messages should be used in environments
with low ambient noise, when a user's attention may not be directed toward a visual display or
when providing a visual display is impractical.
COhihfENT: (E)

7.1.5.12 Type of Voice fin:r 2 General)
A distinctive and mature voice should be used in recording verbal warning signals.
COMMENT: Spoken messages should be produced in the form of the " average talker", in an American English
accent without regional dialects. (A)

7.1.5.13 Delivery Style (Tier 2 General)
Verbal waming signals should be presented in a formal, impersonal man-r.
COMMENT: (C)

7.1.5.1-4 Limited Number of Spoken Messages (Tier 2 General)

Computer-generated speech should be limited to provide only a few messages.
As negative examples, computer-generated speech would not be useful iNny messages might beCOMMENT:

given at one time, or for conveying a lengthy list of menu options. When messages t uken, the user must
remember each message. If many different messages are given one after another, then a a. would probably not
remember them all, and might only remember one or two. (E)

7.1.5.1-5 Simple Spoken Messages (Tier 2 - General)
When using computer-generated speech to provide messages, those messages should be short and
simple.
COMMENT: If a user does not understand a written message, s/he can reread it. 'Ihat is not the case with spoken

'Though a REPEAT function might be provided, a better solution is to restrict use of speech outputs formessages.
shon and simple messages. If a user who may not be watching a display must be given long or complex
messages,it is probably better to provide a simple auditory signal such as a chime, and then display the messages
visually for the user to read. In general, users will understand complex messages better when they see them
displayed than when they hear them. (E)

7.1.5.1-6 Word Selection (Tier 2 - General)
Words presented in a voice signal should be concise, intelligible, and appropriate for the
information presented. 4

COMMENT: Where poss;ble, words that rhyme or may confuse message interpretation should not be part of the
spoken lexicon, or should not be presented within the same message. Use of slang should be avoided. Words
with more than one syllable should be used. Alphanumeric data should be presented using phonetic alphabets, e.g.,
" Whiskey Zebra three two seven" should be used in prefennce to *%"l327" where the "Z" ard *3* are too
phonetically similar. (A)

7.1.5.1-7 Distinctive Spoken Warnings (Tier 2 - General)
If computer-generated speech is used to provide wamings as well as other forms of user guidance,
spoken wamings should be easily distinguishable froin routine messages.
COMMENT: For example, speech output used to identify dangemus conditions might use some distinctivi voice
(perhaps female rather than male, or vice versa) and/or peface each waming message tiith some other distinctive
auditory signal. In some applications, computer-generated speech might be useful for providing a few short and
simple warnings. However, if speech output is also used for other purposes, then the waming messages must be
distinctive. (E)--
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7.1.5.18 Coding Synthesized Volce Warnings (Tier 2 General)
If computer-generated speech output is used for auditory display, a special alerting signal should
be provided to introduce voice alarms and warning messages in order to distinguish them from
routine advisory messages. ..

COMhtENT: (D
..

7.1.5.19 Voice Coding (Tier 2 General)
Fw auditory displays with voice output, different voices to distinguish different categories of data
should be used.
COMh1ENT: At least two voice 4 male and female, can be readily distinguished, and perhaps more dependirig upon
fidelity of auditory output, and listening conditions. (E)

7.1.5.1 10 Intensity of Voice Presentation (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Voice signalintensity should be appspriate for the expected ambient noise environment. Verbal
alarms for critical functions shx1d be at least 20 db above the speech interference level at the -

operating position of the intended receiver.
COMMENT: Signal to noise ratios should be at least 5:1. . Audio signal power should be approximately 300
milliwatts at the listenets car. Speech signals should fall within the range of 200 to 6100 Hz. (A.C)

.

*.

S

.

-

\
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.5 Audio and Voice Displays,

! 7.1.5.2 Non speech audio displays

7.1.5.21 Warning Signals (Tier 1 Use)
Audio signals should be provided, as necessary, lo wam persomel of impending danger, to aledj

an operator to a critical change in system or equipment status, and to remind the operator of a
"

|
critical action or actions that must be taken.COMMENT: An alening/ warning system or signal should provide the opera;or with a greater probability of.

detecting the triggering condition than his normal observation would provide in the absence of the alerting / warning|
4

system or signal. (C)'

7.1.5,22 Use with Several Visual Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
One audio signal may be used in conjunction with several visual displays. provided that immediate
discrimination is not critical to personnel safety or system performance,,

l COMMENT: (C)

7.1.5.23 Relation to Visual Displays (Tier 1 - Use)
When used in conjunction with visual displays, audio warning devices should be supplementary or

supponive. COMMENT: The audio signal should be used to alen and direct operator attention to the appropriate visual display.
'
.

(C)
'

7.1.5.24 Confusible Signals (Tier 1 - Use)
Audio warning Kgnals that might be confused with other sounds in the operating emironment -

,

'

should not be used.
COMMENT' dxamples of such signals include trains ofimpulses that resunble electricalinte ference signals

4

similar to noise generated by air conditioning or other equipment. The frequency of a waming tone should be
differen from that of the electric power employed in the system. to preclude the possibility that a minor equipment,

d

failwe may generate a spurious signal. (C)4

7.1.5.25 Audio Coding (Tier 1 - Use)'

If absolute discrimmation is required, the number of audio codes should be limited to four,

i COMhENT: (C)
I

7.1.5.26 Nature of Signals (Tier 2 - General)
' Audio waming signals shorld normally consist of two elements: an alerting signal and an;

identifying or action signal.
COMMENT: When reaction time is critical and a two element signal is necessary, an alerting signal of 0.5 second
duration should be provided. All essentialinformation should be transmitted in the fust 2.0 seconds of the
identifying or action signals. If reaction time is critical and a single element signal is permissible, all essential
information should be transmined in the first 0.5 second. (C)-

7.1.5.27 Action segment. (Tier 2 - General)
The identifying or action segment of an audio warning signal should specify the precise emergency
or condition requiring action.
CO''"wf: (C)

)

7.1.E -8 Critical signals. (Tier 2 - General)
The first 0.5 second of an audio signal requiring fast reaction should be discriminable from the first
0.5 second of any other signal that may occur.
COMMENT: Familiar signals with established names or associations should be selected for use as critical signals.

(C)
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Masking. (Tier 2 - General)7.L5.2 9
Audio warning signals should not interfere w:th any other critical functions or waming signals, or
mask any other critical audio signals.
COhBEN1: Where a warning signal deEvered to a headset might mask another essential audio signal, separate

-

channels may be provided to direct the warning signal to one ear and the other essential aud;o signal to the other cat.

) in such a situation and when required by opera'ing conditions. this dichotic presentation may further provide for
alternation of the two signals from car to ear. (C)

7.1.5.2-10 Failure (Tier 2 - General)
The audio display device and circuit should be designed to preclude warning signal failure in the
event of system or equipment failure and vice versa.
COhBENT: (C)

7.1.5.2 11 Caution signals (Tier 2 - Cenera0
Caution signals should be readily distinguishabl* from wa ning signals and used to indicate ~

conditions requiring awareness, but not r:ecessanly immedia:e acuon.
COhBENT: (C)

7.1.5.2 12 Intensity of Audio Signal (Tier 3 Design Deie!!s)
Audio signal intensity should provides a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 20 dB m at least one octave
band between 200 and 5,000 Hz at the operating position of the intended receiver.
COhBENT: Detennination of signal audibility should allow for the use of protective gnrments or hearing

protection devices where applicable. (C)

7.1.5.2-13 Frequency of Audio Signal (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Signal frequencies of between 200 and 5000 Hz, a d if possible between 500 and 3000 Hz should
be used.
COhBEhT: When signals must travel over 300 m (985 ft), sounds with frequencies belo$v 1,000 Hz should be
used. Frequencies below 500 Hz should be used when signals must bend around obstacles or pass through part;tions.

(C)

7.1.5.2 14 Circuit Test (Tier 3 - Design Details)
All audio displsys should be equipped with circuit test devices or other means of operability test.
COhBENT: (C)

7.1.5.2-15 Message categodes. (Tier 3 Design Details)
Critical waming signal should repeat with not more than a 3-second pause between messages until
the condition is corrected or overridden by the CR staff. A message priority system should be
established and more critical messages override the presentation of ar.y message occurring below it on the

priority list.
COhBENT: If two or more incidents or malfunctions occur simultaneously, the message having the higher ,

'

priority should be given first. The remainiF2 messages should follow in order of priority, in the event of a
complete subsystem failure, the system should integrate pitvious messages via electronic gating and report the
system rather than the component fadure. (C)

7.1.5.2-16 Auditory Signals for Alerting Operators (Tier 3 - Design Details)
During text entry / editing, an auditory signal should be provided as necessary to draw attention to
the display.

_ E)COhBENT: For non critical operations. operators should be able to disable the auditory signal. ( ,

Section 7.0 Workstation Design Page 16
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.5 Audio and Voice Displays

:
: 7.1.5.3 Control of audio displays

7.1.5.3 1 Volume control. (Tier 2 General)'t

The volume (loudness) of an audio waming signal should be designed to be controlled by the
operator, the sensing mechanism, or both, depending'on the operational situation anct personnel

;

safety factors. Control movements must be restricted to prevent reducing the volume to an inaudible level.
,

COMMENT: Volume controls may be ganged to mode switches to provide maximum output during periods in
4

which intense noise may occur and to provide reduced volume at other times. Ganging should not be used if diere is
a possibility that intense noise nmy occur in an emergency situation in which the volume would be decreased below|

(C)an audible level. Auttio caution signals should be provided with manual reset and volume controls.;

7

7.1.5.32 Durntion limitations (Tier 2 - General)2

In an emergency situation, signals that persist or increase progressively in level should not be used
.if manual shut-off may interfere with the corrective action required.

<

COMMENT: (C)
i (Tier 2 - General)7.1.5.3 3 Automatic or manual shut-off.

When an audio signal is designed to persist as long as it contributes useful information, a shut-off|

switch controllable by the operator, the sensing mechanism, or both, should be provided,,

|
depending on the operational situation and personnel safety factors.i

COMMENT: (C)

7.1.5.3-4 Automatic reset. (Tier 2 - General)
Whenever audio waming signal are designed to be terminated automatically, by manual control, or

,

'

both, an automatic reset function should be provided.
COMhE.NT: The automatic reset function should be controlled by the sensing mechanism which recycles the
signal system to a specified condition as a function of time or the state of the signalling system so that the warning
devine can sound again if the condition repeats. (C),

*

Duration. (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.1.5.35
Audio warning signal duration should be at least 0.5 second, and may continue until the

<

'

j appropriate response is made. Completion of a corrective action by the opentor or by other means

i
should automatically terminate the signal.
COMMENT: (C),

F
,

e

\

:
1

3

,
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4

i

,

t
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.1 Display Devices
7.1.5 Audio and Voice Displays -

7.1.5.4 Speech communication equipment

7.1.5.41 Headsets (Tier 1 - Use)
If listeners will be working in high ambient noise (85 dB(A) or above), binaural rather than
monaural headsets should be provided.
COhBEST: Unless operational requirements dictate otherwise, binaural headsets should be wired so that the sound
reaches the two cars in opposing phases, Their attenuation qua'ities should be capable of reducing the ambient noise
level to less than 85 dB( A). Provisions should be incorporated to fumish the same protection to those who wear

glasses. (C)

7.1.5.4 2 Noise shields (Tier 1 Use)
When the talker is in an intense noise field, the microphone should be put in a noise shield.

a. A vo!ume of at least 250COhBEST: Noise shields should be designed to meet the following requirements:
cu em (15.25 cu in) to permit a pressure gradient microphone to function normally.

b. A good seal against the

face with the pressure of the hand or the tension of straps.
c. A hole or combination of holes covering a total area

of 65 sq mm (0.1 sq in) in the shield to prevent pressure buildup.
d. Prevention of a standing wave pattern by

shape, or by use of sound absorbing material. c. No impediment to voice effon, mouth or jaw movement or

breathing. (C)

Noise Canceling Microphones (Tier 1 - Use)7.1.5.43
In very loud, low frequency noise environments (100 dB overall), noise canceling microphones
should be used. ~

COhBEhT: The noise canceling microphones must be capable of effecting an improvement of not less than 10 dB [

peak-speech to root-mean-square-noise ratio as compared with non-noise-canceling microphones of equivalent
-

transmission characteristics. (C)

7.1.5.44 Squelch control (Tier 1 - Use)
When communication channels are to be continuously monitored, each channel should be provided -

'

with a signal- activated switching device (squelch control) to suppress channel noise during no-
'

;

:
signal periods.
COhBEhT: A manually operated, on-off switch, to deactivate the squelch when receiving weak signals. should be

provided. (C)

7.1.5.45 Foot operated controls (Tier 1 - Use)
When normal working conditions, operator should be permitted to remain seated at the working
position and have access to " talk-listen" or " send receive" control switches required for normal
operation. '

COhBEhT: If console operation requires the use of both hands, foot-operated controls should be provided. Hand-
operated controls for the same functions should be provided for emergency use and for use when the operator may
need to move from one position to another. (C)

7.1.5.4-6 Hands-free operation (Tier 2 - General)
Operator microphones, headphones, and telephone headsets should be designed to permit hands-
free operation under normal working condi9ons. ;

*

COMhENT: (C)

7.1.5.4-7 Comfort (Tier 2.- General)
Communication equipment to be wom by an operator should be designed to preclude operator ;

discomfort.
COhBENT: Metal pans of the headset should not come in contact with the user's skin. (C)

I

7.1.5.4-8 Accessibility of handsets (Tier 2 - General)- ;

;
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Where communication requirements necessitate the use of several telephone mdsets, accessibility
of their standby locations should be determined by operational prionty.
COhiMENT: The most frequently or urgently needed handset should be the most accessible, etc. Color coding may
also be employed where operating personnel will have visual contact with headsets under the working conditions.

: (C)

7.1.5,4 9 Frequency (Tier 2 . General)
Microphones and associated system-input devices should be designed to respond optimally to that;

pan of the speech spectrum most essential to intelligibility (i.e.,200 to 6,100 Hz).Where system engineering necessitates speech-transmissio.1 dynamic range bandwidths narrower than
~

COMMENT: (C)200 to 6,100 Hz, the minimum acceptable frequency range is 250 to 4,000 Hz.

7.1.5.4-10 Frequency (Tier 3 Design Detsils);

Microphones and associated system-input devices should be designed to respond optimally to that
part of the speech spectrum most essential to intelligibility (i.e.,200 to 6,100 Hz).Where system engineering necessitates speech-transmission dynamic range bandwidths narrower than

,

>

COMMENT: (C)200 to 6.100 Hz, the minimum acceptable frequency range is 250 to 4,000 Hz,
*

"

7.1.5.4-11 Dynamic Range (Tier 3 Design Details)
The dynamic range of a microphone used with a selected amplifier should be great enough to admitj

,'
variations in signalinput of at least 50 dB.

.

COMMENT: (C)

7.1.5.4 12 Frequency range (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Loudspeakers for use in multi-speaker installations and multiple channels fed into headphones
should respond uniformly (plus or minus 5 dB) over the range 100 to 4.800 Hz.

.

COMMENT: Headphones and loudspeakers are subject to the same frequency respulse restrictions as microphones
and transmission equipment. (C)

7.1.5.4 13 Volume controls (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Accessible volume or gain controls should be provided for each communication receiving channel
(e.g., loudspeakers or headphones) with sufficient electrical power to drive sound pressure level to
at least 100 dB overall when using two earphones.

;
COMMENT: The minimum setting of the volume control should be limited to an audible level,i.e.,it should not

!
be possible to inadvenently disable the system with the volume control. While separation of power (on-off) and

[ volume control adjustment functions into separate controls is preferred, should conditions justify their combination,
a noticeable detent position should be provided between the OFF position and the lower end of the continuous ange
of volume adjustment. When combined power and volume controls are used, the OFF position should be labeled.
(C)

7.1.5.4 14 Loudspeakers for-multi channel monitoring. (Tier 3 - Design Details)
When several channels are to be monitored simultaneously by means ofloudspeakers, the six:akers
should be mounted at least 10 degrees apan in the horizontal plane frontal quadrant, ranging
radially from 45 degrees left to 45 degrees right of the operator's normal forward facing position.*

COMMENT: When additional channel differentiation is required, apparent lateral separation should be enhanced by
applying low-pass filtering (frequency cutoff,Fc = 1,800 Hz) to signals fed to loudspeakers on one side of the central
operator position. If there are three channels involved, one channel should be left unfiltered, a high pass filter with
1,000 Hz cutoff should be provided in the second channel, and a low-pass filter witf. 2,500 Hz cutoff should be
provided in the third channel. A visual signal should be provided to show which channelis in use, (C)

4

7.1.5.4 15 Peak clipping of speech signals. (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Where speech signals are to be transmitted over channels showing less than 15 dB peak speech to
root-mean-square-noise ratios, peak clipping of 12 to 20 r1 may be employed at system input and

; may be preceded by frequency pre-emphasis.
COMMENT (C)
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7.1.5.4 16 Pre emphasis. (Tier 3 . Design Details)
If necessary, speech system input devices should employ frequency pre emphasis,
COhBIENT: 'Ihe frequency pre-emphasis should have a positive slope frequency characteristic no grerrr than 18 dB
per octave from 140 to 1,500 to and no greater than 9 dB per octave over the frequency range 1.500 to 4,800 Ih,:

when no clipping is used. (C)

7.1.5.4 17 Use of de emphasis (Tier 3 Design Details) .

When transmission equipment employs pre-emphasis and peak clipping is not used, reception
equipment should employ frequency de emphasis of characteristics complementary to those of pre-
emphasis only if it improves intelligibility.
COhBiENT: Frequency de-emphasis should be a negative-slope frequency response not greater than 9 dB per octave
over the frequency range 140 to 4.800 lh. (C)

..

.-

,

4

.,

k
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
1
i- 7.2 Control and Input Devices

7.2.1 Keyboards
7.2.1.1 General

7.2.1.1-1 Numeric Keypads (Tier 1 Use)

Keyboards should be equipped with a numeric Keypad when the primary task includes entry of-

numeric data.*

C Ohih E T: (C)

7.2.1.12 Overlays (Tier 1 Use)
Mechanical cverlays, such as coverings over the keyboard, should be not used.
COhihBT: (C)

7.2.1.13 Minimization of Shift Keying (Tier 2 - Minimizing User Actions)
The use of key shifting functions should be minimized during data entry transactions.i

COhihST: (C)'

;

7.2.1.14 Keying Feedback (Tier 2 - Feedback)
The actuation of a key should be accompanied by tactile or auditory feedback or both.
COhihfENT: If there is only one, tactile feedback is preferred. Should supplementary auditory feedback be used, the
sound should occur at the same point in the displacement for all keys. Supplementary auditory feedback should be!

adjustable in volume and should be capable of being turned off. (F)

St mdard Layout (Tier 2 - General)7.2.1.15
An ANSI stancard (QWERTY) layout should be used for the typing keyboard.
COhihfENT: Common usage and the ability to transfer from one machine to another has led to the general

,

I acceptance of the QWERTY keyboard. (F)

7.2.1.16 Keyboard Placement (Tier 2 - General)
The operator should be able to reposition the keyboard on the worksurface.

| COhiMENT: (F)

7.2.1.1 7 Keyboard Stability (Tier 2 - General)
.

The keyboard should be stable during normal keying operations (i.e., it does not slip or rock).;

COMMZNT: (B)
t

i .2.1.1-8 Slope Adjustment (Tier 2 - General)
The slope of the keyboard should be adjustable by the operator.
COMMENT: (B)

i

Keytop Symbols (Tier 2 General)7.2.1.1 9'

Key symbols should be etched (to resist wear) and colored with high contrast lettering.
COMMENT: (B)

7.2.1.1 10 Repeat Capability (Tier 2 - General)
A repeat capability for alphanumeric and symbol character keys should be provided.
COMMENT: De repeat should have a user selectable delay with a default of 0.5 second. In addition, the character
should be repeated at a user selectable rate with a default of 0.1 second. De physical release of the key should
terminate the repeat. (D)

' 7.2.1.1-11 Repeat Capability for Cursor Keys (Tier 2 - General)
A repeat capability for cursor keys should be provided.
COMMENT: Repeat should operate in the same manner for cursor keys as for alphanumeric keys. (D)

,

4
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7.2.1.1 12 Cursor Control (Tier 2 General)
Horizontal and vertical cursor control keys should be provided for text processing applications.
COhihENT: Ideally, keys for cursor control should allow (1) horizontal and venical movement,(2) movement
along the diagonals, and O) two or more rates of movement that are user selectable. Cursor keys should be dedicated
to cursor movement, that is, should not be used for any function but cursor control if, however, the cursor k ys are

,-

(D.F)not dedicated, that is, have collateral functions, their functional status shall be clearly indicated.

7.2.1.1 13 Cursor Key Layout (Tier 2 - General)
,

Cursor control keys should be arranged so that their orientation is compatible with the cursor
motion they produce. (D.F)
COMhENT: Cursor keys should be arranged in a * bot,' a * cross, or invened.T format,

*

7.2.1.1-14 Keystroke Commands (Tier 2 - General)
A specially designated key (e.g., a Control key) should be one of the keys used for keystroke
commands.
COhBEST: (D)

7.2.1.1-15 Simultaneous Keystrokes (Tier 2 General)
Keystroke commands should require the user to pres:s both keys simultaneously, not in close
temporal sequence.
COhihENT: Requiring the user to press two keys simultaneously reduces the likelihood ofinadvertent input of a
command due to a missed keystroke that hits the specially designated key, followed immediately by another
keystroke. (D)

7.2.1.1 16 Alternate Key Definitions (Tier 2 - General)
When the keyboard is redefined, a display of the alternate characters and their locations should be
available to the operator,
COhihEhT: (D)

Inadvertent Operation (Tier 2 - General)7.2.1.1-17
Keys with major or fatal effects should be located so that inadvertent operation is unlikely.-
COhm E NT: (B) .

7.2.1.1-18 Keytop Font (Tier 2 - General)
Keys should be labeled with a non-stylized font.
COMhENT: (B)

Multiple-key Rollover (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.2.1.1 19
N-key (multiple key ) rollover capability should be provided for the reduction of keying errors.
COhihENT: (B)

-

7.2.1.1 20 Functional grouping (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Color-coding should be used to highlight functional key groups.
COhihEST: Color of alphanumeric keys should be neutral (e.g., beige, grey) rather than black or white or one of
the spectral colors (red, yellow, green, or blue). (B)

7.2.1.I-21 Key Force (Tier 3 - Design Details) ,

The maximum force required to depress keys should be between .25 and 1.5 N; a key force of
betwc:n 0.5 and 0.6 N is preferred.
COhBCNT: 'Ihe force required for key displacement should be 03 to 0.75 N for repetitive keying tasks. (B.F)

7.2.1.1-22 Key - Displacement (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Keys should have a maximum vertical displacement between 1.5 anm and 6.0 mm (0.06 and 0.24
inc!-); te pr-ferred displacement is between 2.0 and 4.0 mm (0.08 and 0.16 inch).
COMhEST: Displacement vanability between keys should be mimmized. (B,F)
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"i.2.1.1 23 Keyboard Surfaces (Tier 3 Design Details)
A matte finish should be used for keyboard surfaces.
COMMENT; The spectacular reflectance, gloss, of key caps and visible surfaces -hould be 45 percent or less whent
measured with a 60-degree gloss instrument or equivalent device. (B,F) &

7.2.1.1 24 Keytop Size (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The minimum horizontal strike surface of the keytop should be at least 12 mm (0.47 inch) in
width.
COMMENT: 'the keytop may be of hny shape (square, round, rectangular, etc.) provided spacing requirements are
not violated. (F)

7.2.1.1 25 Key Spacing (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Center line distances between adjacent keys should be between 18 and 19 mm (0.71 and 0.75 inch)
houzontally and between 18 and 21 mm (0.71 and 0.82 inch) vertically.
COMMENT: (F)

Push-Button 11eight (Tier 3 - Design Details)-7.2.1.1 26
Push-button height for decimal entry key pads should te betwen 1/4 and 3/8 inch.
COMMENT: (C)

'

Key lleight (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.2.1.1 27
Key height for alphanumeric keyboards should be between 3/8 and 1/2 inch.
COMMENT: (C)

7.2.1.1 28 Keyboard Slope (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Keyboards should have a slope of 15 to 25 degrees from the horizontal; 12 to 18 degrees is
preferred.
COMMENT: (B)

7.2.1.1 29 Keyboard Thickness (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The thickness of the keyboard,i.e., base to the home row of keys, should be less than 59 mm
(acceptable); 30 mm or less is preferred.
COMMENT: (B)

7.2.1.1 30 Key Nomenclature (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Nomenclature for the primary symbols on the keys should be a minimum of 2.6 mm (L1 inch) in
height and has a minimumluminance modulation of 0.5 (centrast ratio of 3:1).
COMMENT: Key nomenclature may be darker or lighter than the background. (F)

d
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Devices
7.2.1 Keyboards -

7.2.1.2 Special Function Keys

7.2.1.21 Availability (Tier 1 - Use)
Fixed function keys should be selected to control functions that are continuously available.

Lockout of fi.ted function keys should be minimized. At any step in a transaction sequence,COhBENT:
however, function keys which are not used for current inputs should be temporarily disabled under computer control.
Mechanical overlays should not be used for this purpose. (C)

7.2.1.22 Grouping (Tier 2 Sequencing and Grouping)
Fixed function keys should be logically grouped and should be placed in distinctive locations on
the keyboard.
COhBENT: (C)

7.2.1.23 Standardization (Tier 2 Consistency)
Fixed function keys should be common throughout the system.
COhBENT: (C)

Functional Consistency (Tier 2 - Consistency)<

7.2.1.24
A key assigned a given function should not be reassigned to a different function for a given user.
COhBENT: (C)

Feedback (Tier 2 - Feedback)7.2.1.25
When fixed function key activation does not result in an immediately observable natural response,
the user should be given an indication of system acknowledgement.
COhBEST: (C)

Actuation (Tier 2 General)7.2.1.2-6
Except when used to toggle between two opposing states, a fixed function key should require only

~

a single actuation to accomplish its function.
COhBENT: (C)

7.2.1.2-7 Function labels (Tier 2 - General)
Key assignments should be displayed at all times, preferably through direct marking.
COhBENT: Where abbreviations are necessary, standaalized abbreviations should be used. (C)

7.2.1.28 Repeat (Tier 2 - General)
Function keys (except for the delete key) should not repeat. ,

COhBENT: (D) -|
7.2.1.2-9 Inactive Function Keys (Tier 2 - General) _

Unneeded function keys, either fixed or programmable, should be disabled to that no other action
occurs upon their depression except an advisory mesuge.
COhBENT: (D)

7.2.1.2.10 Inactive Keys (Tier 3 - Design Details) '

Non-active fixed function keys should be replaced by a blank key on the keyboard.
COhBENT: (C)

*
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Devices
7.2.1 Keyboards
7.2.1.3 Variable Function Keys

Status display- (Tier 2 General)7.2.1.3 1
When the effect of a function key varies, the status of the key should be displayed.

COMMENT: (C)

7.2.1.3 2 Relabeling (Tier 2 General)
Variable function keys should be easily relabeled.
COMMENT: Labels for variable function keys, located along the perimeter of a display. may be generated on the
display face. (C)

Easy return to base level functiens. (Tier 2 General)
7.2.1.33
Where the functions assigned to a set of function keys change as a result of user selection, the user
should be given an easy means to return to the initial, base level functions.
COMMENT: (C)

Reprogrammable or inactive default functions (Tier 2 - General)7.2.1.3 4
When keys with labeled default functions are reprogrammed cr turned off, a visual warning should
alen the user that the standard function is not currently accessible via that key.
COMMENT: (C)

,

7.2.1 3 5 Shifted Characters (Tier 2 - General)
Shift keys should be not required to operate variable function keys.
C . ' WENT: (C)

!

,

i
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Devices
7.2.2 Direct Manipulation Controls _.

7.2.2.1 General

7.2.2.1 1 Feedback (Tier 2 Feeriback)
Visual or auditory feedback should be provided to indicate that a controller input has been
registerai
COhD'2NT: his is especially imponant when the control surface does not depress or move (such as with a force

(D)joystick or touchscreen), thereby providing little tactual feedback to the user.

7.2.2.12 Controller X-Y Movement Requirements (Tier 2 - General)
The controller should be able to produce any combination of x and y output values.
COhBENT: (D) .

Single Monitor / Single Controller Cursor Travel Limits (Tier 2 -7.2.2.1-3
General)
In a single monitor / single controller environment, movement of the controller should be able to
drive the follower only to the edge of the screen, not off the screen.
COhihENT: (D)

7.2.2.1-4 Control / Display Ratios (Tier 2 - General)
Control / display ratios should take into account both screen size and maneuvering surface size.
COhthEST: At a minimum, movement of the controller across the entire maneuvering surface shculd move the

cursor from one side of the screen to the other. (D)

Selectable Screen Region Size (Tier 2 General)7.2.2.15
Selectable screen items or regions should be separated from each other by a sufficient dishre to
minimize inadvertent activation of adjacent items or regions.
COhihENT: (D) -

7.2.2.1 -6 Selectable Tracking Speed (Tier 3 - Design Details) .

The controller tracking speed (control display ratio) should be user selectable from a predefined list
of alternatives, but should have a moderate default speed.
COhihENT: Selectable is, for example, slow 2:1, unenhanced.1:1, moderate enhancement,1:2. and high
enhanceinent 1:3) The control / display ratios should take into account both screen size and maximum maneuvering'

displacement. (D)

Seleciable Inter-Click Interval (Tier 3 Design Details)7.2.2.1 7
If multiple clicks are required on a selection button, the user should be able to select the inter-click
interval from a predefined list of altematives.

.

COMhENT: here should be a moderate default setting. (D)

7.2.2.1 8 Cursor-Controller Movement Correlation (Tier 3 Desiga Details). |
The poir. ting cursor manipulated by an x y controller should smoothly track the movement of the
controller in the same direction, within +/-10 degrees without backlash, crosscoupling, or the need ,

for multiple corrective movements. '

COMhENT: (D)
;

.'t

|
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7,0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Devices
7.2.2 Direct Manipulation Controls
7.2.2.2 Trackballs

7.2.2.21 Appropriate Use of Trackball (Tier 1 Use)
A trackball controller suspended on low friction bearings may be used for various control
functions such as data pickoff on a display.
COhihiENT: Because the hall can be rt.taled without limit in any direction it is well suited for applications where
there tray be accumulative tuvel in a given direction. Trackballs should be used only as position controls (i.e.. a

(C)
giveS moveme.;t of a ball makes a proportional movement of the follower on the display).

7.2.2.2-2 Trackball Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 2 Generst)
The trackball should be capable of rotation in any direction so as to generate any combination of x
and y output values. When moved in either the x or y directions alone there should be no apparent
cross coupling (follower movement in the orthogonal direction).

While manipulating the control, neither backlash nor cross coupling should be apparent to the
,

COhihtENT:
operator. Control ratios and dynamic features should meet the dual requirement of rapid stess positioning and
smooth, precise fine positioning. (C)

7.2.2.23 Positive Centering Interface Requirements (Tier 2 - General)
Trackball interfacing system should provide the capability for an automatic return to point of
ongin.
COhihiEhT; Such as a pointing 'home" position. 'Ihe operator should not have to use the tackball to constantly
position the pointing device at this home position. (C)

7.2.2.24 Limb Support (Tier 2 - General)
When trackball controls are used to make precise or continuous adjustments, wrist support or arm
support or both should be provided.
COhth1ENT: (C)

2
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and Input Devices
7.2.2 Direct Manipulation Controls
7.2.2.3 Mice

7.2.2.3 1 Appropriate Use of Mice (Tier 1 Use)
A mouse controller may be used on any flat surface to generate x and y coordinate values which
control the position of the follower on the associated display. r

COMMENT: (C)

7.2.2.3 2 Use of Mouse by Either Iland (Tier 2 General)
The controller should be operable with either the left or right hand.

COMMENT: (C)
_

7.2.2.3 3 M9use Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The design of the controller and placement of the maneuvering surface should be such as to allow
the operator to consistently orient the controller to within i10 deg of the correct orientation without
visual reference to the controller.
COMAENT: For cumple, when the operator grasps the controller in what seems to be the correct orientation and
moves it rectilinearly along what is assumed to be straight up the y axis, then the direction of movement of the
follower on the display should be between 350 and 10 deg (6110 and 175 mrad). The controller should be easily
movable in any direction without a change of hand grasp. (C)

7.2.2.3-4 Mouse Dimensions and Shape (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The mouse should have no sharp edges but should be shaped roughly as a rectangular solid

COMMENT: (C)

1
;

;

;
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I 7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and Input Devices
7.2.2 Direct Manipulation Controls
7.2.2.4 Joysticks

Appropriate Use of Displacement (Isotonic) Joysticks (Tier 1 Use)
7.2.2.4 1
When positiening accuracy is more critical than positioning speed. displacement joysticks should
be selected over isometric joywicks. Displacement joysticks may also be used for various display
functions such as data pickoff from a display and generation of free-drawn graphics.
COhfMENT: Displaccinent joysticks which are used for rate control should be spring-loaded for return to center
when the hand is remove. Displacement joysticks usually require less force than isometric joysticks and are less
fatiguing for long operating periods. In addition to the general use, hand-operated displacement joysticks may be used

.lland operated displacement joysticks may be used as mountingas vehicle controllers and aiming sensors.
pleliorms for secondary controls, such as thumb and fmger operated switches. Operation of secondary controls has
Icss induced error on the displacement hand grip than does isometric handgrips. In addi"on to the general uses. finger-
operated displacement joysticks are useful for free-drawn graphics. Thumb /ftngertipjoysticks may also be used but
specific uses are TBD. (C)

Appropriate Use of Force Joysticks (Tier 1 - Use)7.2.2.42
Isometric joystick controls may be used when the task requires precise or continuous control in
two or more related dimensions.
COhiMENT: Isometric joysticks are panicularly appropriate for applications: (1)which require precise tttum to
center after each use; (2) in which operator feedback is primarily visci nther than tactile feedback from the control
itself: and (3) where there is minimal delay and tight coupling between contml and input and system reaction.
Isometric sticks should ordinarily not be used in applications where it would be necesse.ry for the operator to
maintain a constant force on Ae controlinputs have been exceeded. When positioning speed is more critical than

positioning accuracy. isometric joysticks should be selected over displacement joysticks.
Hand-operated force

joysticks may be used as mounting platforms for secondary controls, such as thumb and finger operated switches.
Operation of secondary contmls has greater induced error on the isometric hand grip than on displacement handgrip
joysticks. Finger and thumb / fingertip joysticks may also be used but specific uses are TBD. (C)

7.2.2.4 3 Finger Operated Displacement Joysticks Mounting (Tier 2 - General)
Joysticks should be mounted to provide forearm or wrist support. Modular devices should be
mounted to allow actuation of the joystick without slippage, movement, or tilting of the mounting
base.
COMMENT: (C)

7.2.2.44 Finger Operated Force Joystick Mounting (Tier 2 - General)
Joysticks should be mounted to provide forearm or wrist support. Modular devices should be
mounted to allow actuation of the joystick without slippage, movement, or tilting of the mounting
base.
COMMENT: (C)

7.2.2.4 5 Thumbtip/Fingerth-Operated Displacement Joysticks Dimensions
(Tier 2 - General)
Joysticks should be mounted to provide wrist or hand support. Modular devLes should be'

mounted to allow actuation of the joystick without slippage, movement, or tilting of the mounting
base.
COMMENT: (C)

7.2.2.4 6 Hand Operated Displacement Joysticks Dynamic Characteristics (Tier
3 - Design Details)
The output of the displacement joystick should be proportional to and in the same direction as the
displacement of thejoystick from the center. Movement should not exceed 45 degrees from the

certer }sosmon.4
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hiovement should be smooth in all directions, and positioning of a follower should be attainabicCOhihtENT:
without noticeable bac- sh, cross-coupling or need for multiple corrective movements. Control ratios, friction and

aal requirements of rapid gross positioning and precise fine position. When uset, for
Feneration of free-drawn graphics, the refresher rate for the follower on the display should be sufficient), high to give

;ginertial should mec' tht

the appearance of a continuous track. (C,D)

7.2.2.4 7 Iland Operated Force Joysticks Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 3 -
Design Details)
The output of the force joystick should be proportional to and in the same direction as the user's
perceived applied force. Maximum force for full output should not exceed 26.71b (118 N),
COhiMENT: (C,D)

7.2.2.48 Iland Operated Displacement Joysticks Ulmensions, Resistance, and
Clearance (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The hand grip length should between 4.3in 7.lin (110 - 180mm). The grip diameter should not

.

exceed 2in (50mm). Clearances of 4 in (100mm) to the side and 2in (50mm) to the rear should be
provided to allow for hand movement.
COhihiENT: Joysticks should be mounted to povide forearm support. hiodular devices should be mounted to
allow actuation of the joystick without slippage, movement, or tilting of the mounting base. (C)

7.2.2.49 Iland Operated Force Joysticks Dimensions; Resistance; and Clearance
(Tier 3 - Design Details)
The hand grip length should be between 4.3in - 7.lin (110 - 180mm).
COhihiENT: The grip diameter should not exceed 2in (50mm). Clearances of 4in (100mm) to the side and 2in
(50mm) to the rear should be provided to allov #~ hand movement. Joysticks should be mounted to provide forearm
support. hiodular devices should be mountt . Plow actuation of the joystick without slippage, movement, or
tilting of the mounting base. (C)

7.2.2.4 10 Finger-Operated Displacement Joysticks Dynamic Characteristics
(Tier 3 - Design Details)
The output of the displacementjoystick should be proportional to and in the same direction as the
displacement of the joystick from the center. Movement should not exceed 45 degrees from the ]
center position.
COhiMENT: The resistance should be sufficient to maintain the handle positior, when the hand is removed.
Movement should be smooth in all dxree' ions, and positioning of a follower should be attainable without noticeable

backlash, cross-coupling, or need for multiple corrective movements. Control ratios, friction and inertial should
meet the dual requirements of rapid gross positioning and precise fine positioning. When used for generation of free-
drawn graphics, the refresher rate fa the follower on the display should be sufficiently high to give the appearance of

a continuous track. (C.D)

7.2.2.4 11 Finger-Operated Ft.rce Joystick Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 3 - ,

Design Details)
The output of the force joystick should be proponional to and in the same direction as the user's
perceived applied force,
COMMENT: (D)

7.2.2.4-12 Thumbtip/ Fingertip-Operated Displacement Joysticks Dynamic
Characteristics (Tier 3 - Design Details)
. Thumbtip/ fingertip operated joysticks may be mounted on a handgrip, which serves as a steady
rest to damp vibrations and increase precision. If so mounted, the hand grip should not
simultaneously function as a joystick controller.
COMMENT: -(C,D)

7.2.2.4-13 Thulab/ Fingertip-Operated Force Joystick Dynamic Characteristics
(Tier 3 - Design Details)
The output of the force joystick should be proportional to and in the same direction as the user's

.
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perceived applied force.
COMhfENT: (D)

i 7.2.2.4 14 Thumb / Fingertip Operatted Force Joystick
Diinensions; Resistan:c;

and Clearance (Tier 3 - Design Details)

Joysticks should be mounted to provide wrist or hand support. Modular devices should bemounted to allow actuation of the joystick without slippage, movement, or tilting of the mounting
base.
COMMENT: Thumbtip/fingenip operated joysticks may be mounted on a handgrip, which serves as a steady rest to
damp vibrations or inercase precision. If so mounted the hand grip should not simultaneously function as a joystick
controller. (C)

{
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'0 WORKSTATION DESIGN,.

7.2 Control and input Devices <

7.2.3 Direct Pointing Controllers ,_

7.2.3.1 General
'

7.2.3.1-1 Controller Placement and Movement (Tier 2 General)

Movement of the controller on the control surface should result in the smooth movement of the
follower in the same dhection at the same rate as that of the controller.
COMhEST: Pla& c 'he controller at a point on the control surface should result in the follower appeanng at the
corresponding point on the screen. both when the contml surface is the screen (or screen overlay) and when the
control surface is remote; the follower should remain motionless until the controller is moved. (D)

Direct Pointing Controller Placement Location (Tier 2 General)
7.2.3.12
Placing a direct pointing controller at the top of the control stuface should result in the follower
appearing at the top of the screen. This relationship should hold tme even if the screen is in the

-

*

venical plane and the grid is in the horizontal.
COMhEST: (D)

<

.
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/.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Devices
7.2.3 Direct Pointing Controllers
7.2.3.2 Touch Screen

7.2.3.2 1 Appropriate Use of Touch screen Controllers (Tier 1 - Use)
Touch screens should be used for main item selection, scrolling, data retrieval, and data entry.
COhtMEtU: Touch snen control may be used to provide an overlaying control function to a data display device
such as displays, dat matrix / segmented displays, electroluminescent displays, programmable indicators, or other
display devices where direct usual reference access and optimum direct control access are desired. Touch screens are
not secommended if task requires holding arm up to the screen for long periods of time. (B,C,D)

7.2.3.22 Actuation Feedback (Tier 2 Feedback)
A positive indication of touch screen actuation should be provided to acknowledge that the
command has been accepted and the system res,p tc tumxuoi accon.

> CUhih6. g,0;'

7.2.3.23 Cursor Chanetetist!3 (T!:r 2 - Genernt)
When using a touch screen, the cursor should be visible on screen, offset from_ the point where the
user's finger touches the screen and should be draggable as the user moves his/her finger.
COMhENT: In addition, a manual action independent from cursor control should be required for selecting an object

or action. (D)

7.2.3.2-4 Serial Command Response (Tier 2 General)
'Ihe system should accept only one command at a time.
COhBEtG: (B)

7.2.3.25 Feedback for Multiple Fwkstations (Tier 2 - General)
Discriminable audible beeps (used to sr 'eedback) should be used when more than one touch
screen is employed at more than one ws . stion.
COhBENT: (B)

7.2.3.26 Neutral Tint of Touch Overlays (Tier 2 - General)
To avoid alteration of color codes, touch screens should be toned with a neutral tint.

COhnfENT: (B)

7.2.3.27 Dimensions and Separation of Touch Zones (Tier 3 - Design Details) '

To allow for finger size and parallax inaccumcy, the dimensions and sepamtion of response areas
of touch screen should be a maximum height and width of 1.5in (38mm) and a minimum height

and width of 5/8in (15mm) with a maximum Maration distance of 1/4in (6mm) and minimum of 1/8in
Omm).
COhihENT: (C,D)

Resistance (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.2.3.2-8
Force required to operate force-actuated touch screens should be a maximum of 5.3oz (1.5N) and
minimum of 0.9oz(250mN).
COhthEtR: (C)

7.2.3.2-9 Luminance Transmission (Tier 3 - Design Details)
Touch screen displays should have sufBcient luminance transmission to allow the display with
touch screen installed to be clearly readable in the intended environment.
COhBENT: (B,C)
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
72 Control and Input Devices
7.2.3 Direct Pointing Controllers
7.13.3 Light Pen

7.2.3.3 1 Appropriate Use of a Ligiit Pen (Tier I Usc)

A light pen may be used when non-critical, imprecise input functions are required.
Such direct-pointing contr]ls should be used when item selection is the primary type of data entry,COMMENT: Tasks involving light pens should not require

cursor placement. text s lection. and command construction.
irequent, alternating use of the light pen and the keyboard or rec' tire long, continuous intervals of ligt.: pen use.
(CJ

7.2.3.3 2 Feedback (Tier 2 - Feedback)
Two forms of feedback should be provided to the user when using a lightpen: (1) Feedback

.,

conceming the position of the lightpen, (2) Feedback thot the lightpen has actuated and the input
has been received by the system.
COMMENT: Feedback in the form of displayed cursor (such as circle or crosshair)is preferable, or highlighting
which also informs the eser that the system is recognizing the presence of the lightpen. The feedba:k should be
large enough to be seen unow die point of the lightpen. (C)

7.2.3.33 Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 2 - General)
When used as a two-axis controller, movement of the light pen in any direction on the surface

should result in smooth movement of the follower in the same direction. \
COMMENT: Discrete placement of the light pen at any point on the surface should cause the folbwer to appear at

Refresh rate for thethe corresponding ccordinates and to remain steady so long as th, light pen is not moved.
follower should be sufficiently higl to ensure the appearance of continuous track whenever the light pen is used for
generation of free-drawn graphics. (C)

Dimensions and mounting (Tier 3 - Design Details)7.2.3.3-4
The light pen should be 4.7 7.lin (120-180mm)long with a diameter of 0.3-0.8in (7-20mm). A ,

convenient clip should be provided at the lower right side of the display to hold the pen when not
in ute,

COMhENT: (C)
c

7.2.3.35 Light Pen Actuation (Tier 3 Design Details)
Light pens should be equipped with a discrete actuating /deactuation mechanism. For most
applications, a push-up switch, requiring 2-Set (0.5N - 1.4N) of force to actuate, is preferred.
COMhENT: (C)

.

|

.
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I 7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Devices
7.2.3 Direct Pointing Controllers'

7.2.3.4 Graphic Tablet Grid and Stylus Devices
J

7.2.3.4 1 Appropriate Use of a Graphics Tablet (Tier 1 Use)
~ Gnd and stylus devices may be used for data pickoff from a .lisplay, entry of points on a display,
j

generation of free drawn graphics and similar control applications. Devices of this type should be
used only for zero order control functions.
COMMENT: For example, displacement of the stylus from the reference pcrition causes a proponional

J

displacement of the follower The grid may le on a transparent medium allowint .tylus placement directly over |

cor 9 )nding poirts on the display or it may be displaced from the display in a convenient position for stylus
mar s, lation. In either case a follower (bug, Mark, book, etc.) should be presented on the display at the coordinate I

'

i

values selected by the stylus. (C)

7.2.3,42 Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 2 . General)
Movement of the stylbs in any direction on the grid surface should result in smooth movement of

;
'

the follower in the same direction.
COMMENT: Discrete placement of the stylus at any point on the grid should cause the follower to appear at the
eorresponding coordinates and to remain steady so long as the stylus is not moved. Refresh rate for the follower,1

should be sufficiently high to ensure the appeatuce of a continuous track whenever the stylus is used for generation |

1 of free-drawn graphics. (C) I

7.2.3,43 Dimensions and Mounting (Tier 3 . Design Details)^

Transparent grids which are used as display overlays should conform to the size of the display.
Grids which are displaced from the display should approximate the disniay size and shoulc be'

mounted below the display in an orientauon to preserve directional relationships to the maximum'

extent .
COMMENT: For example, a vertical plane passinE through the nonh/ south axis on the grid should pass through or
be parallel tot he nonh/ south axis on the display, (C)

,
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.2 Control and input Detlees
7.2.3 Direct Pointing Controllers
7.2.3.3 Light Pen

7.2.3.3 1 Appropriate Use of a Light Pen (Tier 1 Use)

A light pen may be used when non-critical imprecise input functions are required.
COMMENT: Su;h dacct. pointing controls should be used when item selection is the primary ty;e of data entry,
cursor pla ement, text selection, and command construction.

Tasks involving light pens should not require

frequent alternating use of the light pen and the keyteard or require long. continuous intervals of light pen use.
(C)

7.2.3.3 2 Feedback (Tier 2 Feedback)
Two forms of feedback should be provided to the user when using a lightpen: (1) Feedback
conceming the position of the lightpen (2) Fecuback that the lightpen has actuated and the input
has been received by the system.
COMMENT: Feedtuck in the form of displayed cursor (such as circle or crosshair)is preferable,or highlighting
which also informs the user that the system is recognizing the presence of the lightpen. The feedback should be

|

large enough to tie seen under the point of the lightpen. (C) |

7.2.3.33 Dynamic Characteristics (Tier 2 General) ,

When used as a two-axis controller, movement of the light pen in any dhection on the surface !

!

should result in smooth movement of the follower in the same direction. I
COMMENT: Discrete placement of the light pen at any point on the surface should cause the follower to appear at
the contsponding coordinates and to remain steady so long as the light pen is not moved. Refresh rate for the
follower should te sufficiently high to ensure the appearance of continuous track whenever the light ten is used for

generation of free drawn graphics. (C)

7.2.3.3 4 Dimensions and mounting (Tier 3 - Design Details)
The light pen should be 4.7 7.lin (120-180mm)long with a diameter of 0.3-0.8in (7 20mm). A ]
convenient clip should be provided at the lower tight side of the display to hold the pen when not
in use.
COMMENT: (C)

7.2.3.3 5 Light Pen Actuation (Tier 3 Design Details) i
|Light pens should be equipped with a discrete actuating /deactuation mechanism. For most ~

applications, a push-tip switch, requiring 2 50z (0.5N - 1.4N) of force to actuate, is preferred.
COMMENT: (C) |

i

i|
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7.0 WORKSTATION DESIGN
7.4 Control Room Configuration
7.4.1 Environment
7.4.1.1 Glare

Nonreflecting Screen Positioning (Tier 2 Generai)7.4.1.11
The screen should be positioned so that sources of light and/or bright objects do not reflect into the
expected viewing position.
COhihiENT: (B)

7.4.1.12 Nonglare VDU Screen Surface (Tier 2 General)
The surface of the VDU screen should te modified to reduce specular glare.
COhihtEb7: (B)

.

s

|
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